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Abstract

In recent times, the improved levels of accuracy obtained by Automatic Speech Recog-

nition (ASR) technology has made it viable for use in a number of commercial prod-

ucts. Unfortunately, these types of applications are limited to only a few of the world’s

languages, primarily because ASR development is reliant on the availability of large

amounts of language specific resources. This motivates the need for techniques which

reduce this language-specific, resource dependency. Ideally, these approaches should

generalise across languages, thereby providing scope for rapid creation of ASR capabil-

ities for resource poor languages. Cross Lingual ASR emerges as a means for addressing

this need.

Underpinning this approach is the observation that sound production is largely in-

fluenced by the physiological construction of the vocal tract, and accordingly, is human,

and not language specific. As a result, a common inventory of sounds exists across lan-

guages; a property which is exploitable, as sounds from a resource poor, target language

can be recognised using models trained on resource rich, source languages.

One of the initial impediments to the commercial uptake of ASR technology was

its fragility in more challenging environments, such as conversational telephone speech.

Subsequent improvements in these environments has gained consumer confidence. Prag-

matically, if cross lingual techniques are to considered a viable alternative when re-

sources are limited, they need to perform under the same types of conditions. Accord-

ingly, this thesis evaluates cross lingual techniques using two speech environments; clean

read speech and conversational telephone speech. Languages used in evaluations are

German, Mandarin, Japanese and Spanish. Results highlight that previously proposed
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approaches provide respectable results for simpler environments such as read speech,

but degrade significantly when in the more taxing conversational environment.

Two separate approaches for addressing this degradation are proposed. The first is

based on deriving better target language lexical representation, in terms of the source

language model set. The second, and ultimately more successful approach, focuses on

improving the classification accuracy of context-dependent (CD) models, by catering

for the adverse influence of languages specific phonotactic properties.

Whilst the primary research goal in this thesis is directed towards improving cross

lingual techniques, the catalyst for investigating its use was based on expressed interest

from several organisations for an Indonesian ASR capability. In Indonesia alone, there

are over 200 million speakers of some Malay variant, provides further impetus and com-

mercial justification for speech related research on this language. Unfortunately, at the

beginning of the candidature, limited research had been conducted on the Indonesian

language in the field of speech science, and virtually no resources existed. This thesis

details the investigative and development work dedicated towards obtaining an ASR

system with a 10000 word recognition vocabulary for the Indonesian language.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

As computers become more integrated within society, so does the need to improve the

human-to-machine interface. Whilst the key-mouse-screen interface has proved to be

quite effective, a more natural man-machine interaction would be based on speech.

Accordingly, considerable effort has been directed towards improving the robustness,

accuracy and usability of Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) technology. Encourag-

ingly, for the English language, ASR technology is now capable of obtaining Word Error

Rates (WER) of less then 20% for the relatively difficult task of recognising conversa-

tional telephone speech [32]. Consequently, the use of ASR in commercial applications

is expanding, with recent examples including telephony based products in banking,

bill payment, automated phone directories, hands free operation of mobiles, automated

dictation applications as well as defence related applications.

There is certainly a myriad of potential applications which can be leveraged from

the improvements in ASR technology. However, the availability of these applications

is limited to only a few of the world’s languages. This is because ASR systems are the

result of many years of development and optimisation, for a particular task, domain

and language. This development process is reliant on substantial amounts of language

specific resources including transcriptions, lexicons and text corpora. Accordingly, the

migration of ASR technology has not been meaningfully extended to a number of so

called resource poor languages. This motivates the need for techniques which reduce the

1
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dependency on resources, and can generalise, to allow rapid creation of ASR capabilities

for these languages.

Two key research areas emerge as possibilities for addressing these needs; multilin-

gual and cross lingual ASR. The concept which underpins both research fields is the

fact that sound production is largely influenced by the physiological construction of

the vocal tract, and accordingly, is human and not language specific. As a result, a

common inventory of sounds exists across languages. Both approaches seek to exploit

this property, however, the overall aim for the two approaches is different. The aim in

multilingual ASR is providing a capability which can recognise a number of languages

equally well. In contrast, the main focus of cross lingual techniques is providing a

capability for a single, resource poor language, using the resources and models from

one or more resource rich languages. The efforts contained in this thesis are restricted

to addressing the problems which plague cross lingual transfer. Nevertheless, if multi-

lingual applications are to include resource poor languages, than the success of cross

lingual transfer is integral.

Put simply, the problem addressed by a large portion of multilingual studies has

been compressing the model inventory without degrading recognition accuracy. For

these studies, all of the languages are seen in training, and have large amounts of

acoustic training data, with no requirement for porting these models to an unseen

language. A limited set of studies has sought to exploit the language independent

properties of multilingual models, and used them to recognise an unseen language [187],

[145]. However, in these cases, cross language techniques were subsequently required to

adjust the models to suit the target language requirements. Accordingly, if multilingual

systems are to cater for languages other than those that are well resourced, then the

success of cross language transfer is important.

At this point,however, cross lingual techniques require further improvement before

they represent a viable and practical alternative. Generally, most cross lingual research

has been based on using recognition tasks with reduced complexity levels, and for the

most part, have focused on using source languages selected from a small and similar

family of languages.
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In addition, studies have been conducted using widely disparate corpora, making it

difficult to ascertain the relative worth of proposed techniques. Another limitation of

existing research is that catering for the effects of co-articulation in the target language

has received limited attention, with a large portion of studies focused on using context

independent (CI) models. In contrast, state-of-the-art Large Vocabulary Continuous

Speech Recognisers (LVCSR) invariably incorporate context dependent (CD) models

because of the superior performance they provide.

The use of CD models in a cross lingual environment is not without problems;

primarily because the parameter tying mechanisms used in the model training process

may not be suitable for the target language in question. This thesis examines techniques

for ameliorating these effects.

Whilst the primary research goal in this thesis is directed towards improving cross

lingual techniques, the catalyst for investigating its use was based on expressed inter-

est from several organisations for an Indonesian ASR capability. In Indonesia alone,

there are over 200 million speakers of some Malay variant, which provides impetus

and commercial justification for such research. Unfortunately, at the beginning of the

candidature, limited research had been conducted on the Indonesian language in the

field of speech science, and virtually no resources existed. This highlighted the need

for techniques which overcome this resource dependency.

However, while the lack of ASR resources for Indonesian served to motivate the cross

lingual research detailed in this thesis, it is highlighted that cross lingual techniques

are not used to gain an Indonesian ASR capability. Instead efforts were focused on

producing an ASR capability directly, via conventional state-of-the-art methods, with

research conducted towards this end including investigation of various aspects of the

Indonesian language, in addition to details of resource collation.

Finally, if a multilingual ASR system, capable of recognising a large number of the

world’s languages is the ultimate goal, whether resource poor or not, then accurate

Language Identification (LID) is likely to be an integral component of such a system.

Stochastic language modelling is an important component of state of the art ASR sys-

tems, and without it, recognition accuracy is typically much worse. Accordingly, if a
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multilingual system is to achieve high levels of recognition, then a priori knowledge of

the language is required, so that an appropriate language model can be used to define

the word n-grams applied during the decoding process. Given this, experimentation

was conducted in the field of LID and was published in [94]. This subsequently led

to an invitation to submit an extended manuscript to Elsevier’s Computer Speech and

Language Journal Special Edition of the 2004 Speaker Odyssey Conference [89]. The

work conducted was outside the originally planned research scope, however, it rep-

resents a novel contribution to the field of LID, and by the relationship mentioned,

contributes to the underlying goal of advancing speech science for research poor lan-

guages. Accordingly, the basis of this work is presented as a stand alone chapter in

Chapter 9.

1.1 Aims and Objectives

Cross Lingual ASR is a relatively new topic of research. As a consequence, existing

research has several limitations which this thesis seeks to address. The overall aim of

this thesis is to advance the viability of cross lingual ASR techniques, in more difficult

recognition environments, with a view to improving the portability of ASR technology

for languages with limited resources. In addition to this general aim, a more specific

aim is to produce an ASR system for the Indonesian language. Given this, the research

objectives are;

• Develop baseline recognition systems in both read speech and conversational

speech domains across multiple languages to provide a basis for more compre-

hensive cross lingual evaluations.

• Investigate and identify the properties of language which may hinder the success

of cross lingual techniques.

• Review the state of research for both cross lingual and multilingual ASR, and

subsequently identify limitations in present techniques and potential avenues for

meeting research aims.
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• Evaluate existing approaches in more difficult recognition environments.

• Investigate, evaluate and develop methods that improve the performance of cross

lingual acoustic models.

• Investigate the language specific problems associated with Bahasa Indonesian,

with the goal of using this knowledge to overcome development issues in incorpo-

rating an ASR system for Indonesian.

• Examine techniques for improving Language Identification.

1.2 Research Scope

The work contained in this thesis is based around the following assumptions and limi-

tations;

Resource Assumptions

The HMM based paradigm for speech recognition, despite its shortcomings, forms the

basis of many ASR systems, and will be the method used in this thesis. In using this

paradigm, there are 3 important requirements necessary to produce an accurate ASR

system. These are;

1. a large amount of transcribed speech for training and testing

2. a pronunciation lexicon

3. a large collection of text in computer parsable format for use in language mod-

elling.

The work contained in this thesis is primarily directed towards addressing the prob-

lems presented by a lack of transcribed data, assuming that suitable lexical and language

modelling resources are available. Restricting attention to the problems presented by

a lack of transcribed data is based on the assertion that this resource is, arguably,

the most difficult to obtain, in terms of expense and effort. In contrast, large text
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corpora for language modelling can generally be collected from electronic newspapers

and periodicals, as well as the world-wide-web [162], although care needs to be taken

to ensure that sufficient breadth and variability exists in the collected text. Obtaining

appropriate lexical resources present a more difficult problem, however, in some cases,

Grapheme-to-Phoneme (G2P) rules can be used to produce reasonable approximates.

Nevertheless, it is acknowledged that this assumption may not necessarily be true,

particularly for resource poor languages.

It is also assumed that some target language data is available. As will be shown,

the cross lingual performance obtained without using target language adaptation data

is generally poor. Accordingly, a key assumption is made that a limited amount of

transcribed adaptation data is available in the target language of interest, for test and

adaptation purposes. More specifically, one hour of speech is used as an evaluation set,

with another 90 minutes used for adaptation/training and development purposes. This

represents a reasonable precondition for any entity wishing to develop ASR applications

for a particular resource poor language, and would not require an excessive outlay to

produce.

Cross Lingual Evaluations

In an attempt to encompass as broad a range of conditions as possible, experiments are

conducted across two corpora; the Global Phone and CallHome corpus. The read speech

of Global Phone is representative of the type of environment under which previous cross

lingual evaluations have been conducted. In contrast, cross lingual experimentation

with large recognition vocabularies has not been previously conducted on conversational

telephone speech, such as that found in the CallHome corpus. The intention is to

examine the performance of existing cross lingual techniques using both corpora, and

use the insight gained to improve current techniques.

Under ideal circumstances, cross language techniques would be evaluated on a num-

ber of source/target language combinations. However, the turnaround time for ASR

experimentation made this approach impractical, and accordingly, some restrictions
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in experimental scope were necessary. The first is that cross lingual evaluations were

restricted to recognising speech from the Spanish language, with source models used in-

cluding those trained on Mandarin, German and Japanese, as well as a multilingual set

produced using the sound inventories from all three. The selection of these languages

warrants further comment.

Previous studies have highlighted that the success of cross lingual transfer is highly

dependent on the choice of original source language/s [73] [146]. There are a number

of reasons for this, not least of which is obtaining suitable phonemic coverage and the

minimisation of context mismatch. Consequently, many studies endeavour to use source

languages from similar, or the same, family of languages. Whilst selecting languages

from similar language families may produce more palatable recognition results when

compared to other languages, it is suggested that this similarity may serve to mask defi-

ciencies in the cross lingual strategies. Accordingly, language selection was based on an

alternate view, which asserts that languages which display widely disparate properties,

may provide useful insight for improving the performance of current techniques.

Despite this selection, it is acknowledged that the choice of languages neglects En-

glish, a curious decision, given this language has arguably the largest collection of

transcribed speech, from a variety of domains. However, there were several reasons for

excluding English. As mentioned, in an attempt to encompass several types of speech

in the cross lingual evaluations, two corpora were used. Whilst Global Phone contains

English speech, the transcripts are derived from Wall Street Journal, whereas speech

from remaining languages is derived from newspaper reports spanning a broader range

of topics. Additionally, it was felt that as the authors first language, implicit prior

knowledge about English may be inadvertently imposed in technique development.

Furthermore, it was felt that the majority of cross lingual studies have used either

English or source languages selected from mainly from European countries. Accord-

ingly, it was felt that a more balanced selection would include Asian languages, and so

Japanese and Mandarin were selected.
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1.3 Thesis Organisation

An overview of the remaining chapters in this thesis is provided below;

Chapter 2 outlines the fundamental principles behind speech processing. Also dis-

cussed are methods used for improving the quality of the acoustic models, including

context dependent modelling and adaptation. A review of the characteristics of lan-

guages and the process of speech production is also provided.

Chapter 3 provides an overview of the research previously conducted in both mul-

tilingual and cross lingual ASR. The problems confronting both fields are discussed,

against a backdrop of work conducted by others. Based on the limitations of previous

research, potential areas for improvement and an outline of the proposed research di-

rections is provided.

Chapter 4 The value of cross lingual techniques is directly related to their robust-

ness to changes in source and target languages, and environment. Unfortunately, the

development of models for multiple languages, and domains requires a considerable

investment in time and expertise. This chapter details the work and considerations

required to produce baseline systems for four very different languages, each displaying

significant differences in orthographic and phonological properties. Baseline recognition

results for each of the source and target languages are provided, across both the Global

Phone and CallHome corpora. Details of the training and evaluation protocols are also

outlined.

Chapter 5 This chapter details and then evaluates the more commonly used cross

lingual techniques, on both read and conversational telephone speech, with the re-

sults obtained used for benchmarking newly proposed approaches. Experiments are

conducted using both context independent and dependent models, before and after
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adaptation, and within and across speech domains. Results highlight that the appli-

cation of current techniques still need further improvement, before cross lingual ASR

can be considered viable, particularly in the more difficult conversational speech envi-

ronment.

Chapter 6 Pronunciation variation generally increases significantly in conversational

speech, yet catering for its affects has not been a pressing issue in previous cross lingual

research. This type of variation can undermine the correspondence between lexicon and

the acoustic model, a situation which is exacerbated by mismatch between the sounds

which define the source and target languages. This chapter investigates the use of

novel approach for improving cross lingual lexical representation, by incorporating a

maximum likelihood criteria to derive more suitable word pronunciations, given the

available set of source language acoustic models.

Chapter 7 Phonotactic differences between languages often impact detrimentally

on the success of cross lingual transfer. A link is established between these differences,

parameter sharing, and the degradation of model adaptability across languages. A

novel approach for combating this problem is presented and coined Target Structured -

Crosslingual Triphone Modelling or TS-CTM. This technique is comprehensively eval-

uated and its performance contrasted against previous state-of-the-art cross-lingual

techniques. Several enhancement strategies for this technique are also presented, with

results demonstrating significant gains in performance for all languages and corpora.

Chapter 8 details the investigative and development work conducted to extend ASR

technology to the Indonesian language. Included is an examination of the various

properties of the Indonesian language, including its phonological and morphological

characteristics, and how this impacts on language modelling. Discussion of the col-

lation and production of the necessary resources, including lexicons and transcribed

acoustic data is also provided. Using the collated resources, a 10000 word Indonesian

ASR system is created and evaluated.
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Chapter 9 details work conducted towards the goal of improving LID. Given the

synergies between language identification, cross lingual and multilingual ASR which

were detailed earlier, the work conducted in LID is part of a long term strategy at

QUT to incorporate LID technology within a multilingual recognition framework. This

chapter details the author’s contribution towards that end. Techniques employed to

improve LID performance have generally been based on exploiting some derivation of

acoustic, phonotactic and prosodic information. However, efforts to ascertain the con-

tributions provided by each information source has been somewhat fragmented. This

chapter proposes the use of a novel, syllable length framework, providing scope for more

meaningful examination of the contributions made by each information source. This

information is then used to improve system performance.

Chapter 10 summarises the work conducted, and highlights the major research find-

ings. Also included is a discussion of possible future research directions.

1.4 Original Contributions

This thesis contains the following original contributions to the goal of improving the

ASR capabilities for resource poor languages.

1. A detailed study of language properties is conducted and used to identify some

of the shortcomings of conventional, cross lingual approaches.

2. A consistent training protocol is used to create baseline ASR systems for Man-

darin, German, Spanish and Japanese, for both read and conversational telephone

speech. This effort subsequently enabled more comprehensive evaluation of cross

lingual techniques than has previously been conducted. Additionally, these model

acted as enablers for significant LID performance improvements, as detailed in
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[95].

3. A novel approach for incorporating objective criteria in the creation of cross

lingual lexicons is proposed, and subsequently evaluated. Attention is drawn to

the fact that pronunciation variation and context mismatch can undermine the

accuracy of the cross lingual lexicon.

4. It is shown that phonotactic differences can significantly alter how model pa-

rameters are shared during the training of language specific, CD models. This

subsequently undermines the success of cross lingual model adaptation. To rem-

edy this situation, a novel approach, coined Target Structured - Crosslingual

Triphone Modelling or TS-CTM is proposed. The performance of this approach

is contrasted with results obtained using conventional cross lingual approaches.

Results obtained indicate that the proposed method provides significant perfor-

mance improvements for a variety of source language combinations.

5. Application of current speech recognition technology to the Indonesian language.

This includes the creation of appropriate lexical and transcribed acoustic re-

sources, in conjunction with an analysis of the various properties of the Indone-

sian language, and subsequent development of an Indonesian ASR system. This

system has subsequently enabled further research in keyword spotting for the

Indonesian language [150].

6. A novel, syllable length, segmental framework is proposed. This framework pro-

vides an avenue for systematic analysis of how acoustic, prosodic and phonotactic

information sources contribute to overall LID performance. The insight gained

from this analysis is then exploited to gain significant improvements in LID per-

formance. This technique has subsequently been extended for use in Speaker

Verification [12], [9], and incorporated in QUT’s 2005 and 2006 NIST Speaker

verification submission.
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Chapter 2

ASR and Language Fundamentals

2.1 Introduction

The research detailed in this thesis is motivated by the lack of ASR applications for

many of the world’s languages, and seeks to address this problem using cross lingual

methods. The aim is to develop techniques that make more effective use of available

source and target language resources, leading to improved recognition performance

on the predetermined target language. In order to better understand the problems

which currently undermine the success of cross lingual approaches, it is first necessary

to describe the various elements of speech science and language which underpin this

research area.

As such, an overview of the fundamental principles used in ASR systems is provided

in Section 2.2. This includes a discussion of the functional elements used in ASR systems

including feature extraction, pronunciation lexicons, acoustic modelling and language

modelling. Motivations for CD modelling are then provided in Section 2.3, alongside

a brief introduction to the problems it presents in a cross lingual environment. This

is then followed by an introduction to acoustic model adaptation techniques in Section

2.4.

Cross lingual approaches are based on using models trained on resource rich source

languages to recognise speech in a resource poor, target language. In order to conduct

15
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cross lingual research, it is necessary to process the resources of the source language, so

that suitable models can be trained. Creating these models, requires a familiarity with

the various orthographic, morphological, phonotactic and prosodic properties, and how

they can differ across language. Furthermore, both cross lingual and multilingual ASR

require a familiarity with phonology and the sound production process. This is because

an important aspect of cross lingual studies is equating sounds from different languages,

and in the absence of exact matches, selecting appropriate approximate. Noting this,

Section 2.5 provides a general overview of both the characteristics of language and the

speech production process.

2.2 Fundamentals of ASR Theory

Speech recognition, as defined in [69], is the process which maps an input speech pat-

tern to a sequence of pre-defined classes, where these classes are typically phonemes,

syllables, words or word sequences. In order to achieve this, the speech which requires

transcription is converted from raw speech into a sequence of acoustic observations or

feature vectors which can be represented using O = (o1,o2, ...,op). The goal of the

recogniser is to find the most likely word string Ŵ , given the acoustic observations and

a range of possible word combinations from a predetermined vocabulary W. Thus the

recognition problem can be formulated as such;

Ŵ = arg max
W∈W

P (W |O)

(2.1)

However, the calculation of this probability is intractable and Baye’s Law is used to

simplify the task. Accordingly, P (W |O) can be expanded to;

P (W |O) =
P (O|W )P (W )

P (O)
(2.2)
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Since P (O) is independent of the word string W , it is traditionally discarded and

the problem of finding the word string is reduced to;

Ŵ = arg max
W∈W

P (O|W )P (W ) (2.3)

Incorporating Equation 2.3 into Equation 2.1, alongside further factorisation and

approximation the optimal word string can be expressed as;

Ŵ = arg max
W∈W

∑

Q

P (O|Q, W )P (Q, W ) (2.4)

≈ arg max
W∈W

∑

Q

PA(O|Q)PC(Q|W )PL(W ) (2.5)

where;

• PA(O|Q) refers to the probability of the observations given the sequence of states

Q. The state sequence Q is generally derived via a lexicon which defines the

permissable pronunciation of each word in terms of a sub-word unit. This sub-

word unit is modelled as a series of discrete stationary states Q. Further details

are deferred until Section 2.2.3

• PC(Q|W ) is used to refer to the probability of the state sequence given the

word. The inclusion of this formalism acknowledges the fact that some words can

be pronounced in different ways with varying frequency of occurrence, in turn

producing difference state sequences,

• PL(W ) represents the language model which provides the prior probability of the

N -word sequence, W = (w1, w2, . . . , wN )

By replacing the summation over all state paths in Equation 2.5 with the most likely

path, as conducted in viterbi decoding, this can be further rationalised to permit;

P (W |O) ≈ arg max
W∈W

max
Q

PA(O|Q)PC(Q|W )PL(W ) (2.6)
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Based on Equation 2.6, a representation for the key elements in a recognition system

is provided in Figure 2.1. A brief description of the task these modules perform is

provided below;

• Feature Extraction - converts the raw speech signal into a series of observations

O = (o1, o2, ..., op)

• Language Model - provides an estimate for the probability of the word sequence

P (W )

• Acoustic Model and Lexicon - produce an estimate for P (O|W )

• Decoder - find the best estimate of the uttered word sequence, Ŵ

The next section provides a basic overview of the components shown in Figure 2.1.

A more detailed examination of these sub-components can be be found in [178].

 
 
 
 

 

Feature 
Extraction 

Acoustic 
Models 

Decoder 

Lexicon 

Language 
Model 

Hypothesised 
Utterance 

Figure 2.1: Simplified Representation for an ASR System

2.2.1 Feature Extraction

The acoustic information contained in speech encodes a number of information sources.

This includes the identity of the speaker, the message, the language spoken and also

the environment. Feature extraction involves extracting only the salient information

for the given task, ideally removing any redundant information.
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Predictably, ASR feature extraction techniques take advantage of human auditory

perception and the idea that the human auditory system can be crudely likened to a

series of filter banks [36]. When implemented in a practical system, spacing of these

filter banks is normally placed in a non-uniform manner along the frequency axis, sim-

ulating the frequency resolution of the human auditory system. Whilst there are many

techniques used for feature extraction in ASR, the two main techniques are based on

either Mel-Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCCs)[19] or Perceptual Linear Predic-

tion (PLP’s) coefficients[51]. These features have some similarity in that both provide a

representation which coincides with a smoothed short-term spectrum, compressed and

equalised, much like human hearing. The main differences lie in the type of spectral

smoothing (cepstral or LPC based).

2.2.2 Language Model

The language model used in ASR can be derived linguistically, or alternatively, using

statistical language models. Linguistically derived language models contain a set of

rules constructed by experts, constraining how words can be legally combined. How-

ever, statistically derived language models such as n-gram language models, are more

typically used. In n-gram modelling, word frequency statistics are collected using a

large text corpus. As outlined in [182], language models estimate the probability of

a word sequence, P (w1, w2, ..., wm) by decomposing this into a product of conditional

probabilities given by;

P (w1, w2, ..., wm) =

m
∏

i=1

P (wi|w1, ..., wi−1) (2.7)

This is generally approximated by limiting the context such that;

P (w1, w2, ..., wm) ≈
m
∏

i=1

P (wi|wi−n+1, ..., wi−1) (2.8)

for some n ≥ 1. Typically the value for n is between 1 and 4, depending on the amount
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of available training data. The models derived using this approximation are known as

n-gram language models. Using a training text, estimates for each of the word n-gram

probabilities in Equation 2.8 are subsequently found according to;

P (wi|wi−n+1, ..., wi−1) =
C(wi−n+1, ..., wi)

C(wi−n+1, ..., wi−1)
(2.9)

where C(.) represents the count for a given word sequence. There are several

toolkits available for producing n-gram language models including that included with

the HTK package [182], and the toolkit originally produced by Clarkson and Rosenfeld

at CMU [23]. However, the language models used in this thesis were produced using

the SRI Language modelling toolkit [138].

One difficulty which arises when building language models is that there is never

enough training data to estimate all of the word n-gram parameters reliably. Con-

sequently, a number of smoothing and discounting techniques have been proposed.

Importantly, Good-Turing discounting in addition to backing off to lower order n-gram

estimates were used for all language models reported in this thesis. For the most part,

the n-gram language models were bi-grams, however the n-gram order was extended for

a set of optimisation experiments for an Indonesian recogniser using lattice re-scoring

techniques. This process is outlined in Chapter 8.

2.2.3 The Lexicon and Acoustic Model

From Equation 2.6, the determination of P (O|W ) is a product of the acoustic model

PA(O|Q), and the state sequence used to represent the word pronunciation PC(Q|W ).

The state sequence is essentially a deterministic function which depends on pronuncia-

tions contained in the lexicon which are expressed in terms of a set of sub-word units.

These sub-word units can be based on the phoneme, diphone or even syllable, however

the phoneme is the most commonly used sub-word unit.

A phoneme is used to denote any of the minimal units in a language, that can serve

to distinguish one word from another. In English, for example, the phonemes /p/ and
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/b/ distinguish the words pit and bit. Other terms commonly used in speech science

include the phone and the allophone. An allophone is an acoustic realisation or variant

of a phoneme, which is quite often the product of co-articulation. The term phone is

generally used to refer to both phonemes and its allophones.

These phones are subsequently modelled by a sequence of states, arranged in a Hid-

den Markov Model (HMM) topology. Each of these state models is trained to provide

log-likelihood scores, by modelling a set of pre-assigned observations with a Gaussian

Mixture Model (GMM). In this way, the acoustic model captures the correspondence

between the sequence of feature vector observations O, and the sub-word units used in

the lexicon. Further description of this is provided in the following sections.

Lexicon Production

As mentioned, the pronunciation dictionary contains a representation for word pronun-

ciation in terms of a sub-word unit, typically the phone. Deriving these pronunciations

is generally the product of many hours of manual work by linguistic experts, an ob-

viously expensive undertaking. In the cross lingual studies conducted in this thesis,

pronunciation lexicons were available for each of the languages under consideration.

However, speech from two corpora were used, Global Phone and CallHome. Details of

these corpora are deferred until Chapter 4.

The Global Phone corpora does not have an associated lexicon for each of the lan-

guages. Accordingly, the lexicons provided in the CallHome corpora were used. Unfor-

tunately, a significant number of words contained in the Global Phone transcripts have

no corresponding pronunciation in the CallHome lexicons. Accordingly, Grapheme-to-

Phoneme (G2P) conversion techniques were used to obtain pronunciation for many of

these Out-of-Vocabulary (OOV) words. It should be highlighted that the extraction of

G2P rules was predicated on the availability of a lexicon with word pronunciations. Un-

fortunately, this resource is not available for many languages and accordingly, presents

a further impediment to the porting ASR technology to resource poor languages. How-

ever, this issue is not addressed in this thesis.
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The use of the term Grapheme-to-Phoneme rather than Letter-To-Sound (LTS)

conversion needs emphasising, as in a cross-lingual setting, the orthography for a lan-

guage can vary. As outlined in [146], there are many different types of scripts and fonts

used for representing the languages of the world. Languages such as Japanese and Chi-

nese use logographic orthographies, where the characters do not necessarily correspond

to pronunciation. In contrast, English uses a phonological orthography. Phonological

scripts can be further divided into syllable based scripts, where each grapheme rep-

resents one syllable, or alphabetic scripts(such as English and German) where each

grapheme approximately corresponds to one phoneme.

This phenomenon further complicates the conversion process, and is perhaps the

reason that very few cross lingual comparisons have included Asian languages. Com-

pounding the problem, is the fact that lexicons for different databases, even for the

same language, quite often use different phonemic inventories to represent word pro-

nunciation. Further details on the lexicon expansion process used in this thesis will be

outlined in Chapter 4.

Acoustic models

The purpose of acoustic models is to capture the correspondence between the sequence

of feature vectors and a chosen elementary unit of speech, which as stated earlier is

typically the phoneme or allophonic variants. There are a number of techniques that can

be used to model the acoustics of speech, however the use of Hidden Markov Models

(HMMs) is the most prevalent, and has been adopted for the work outlined in this

thesis. One alternate which has established more recent support is the use of hybrid

techniques which incorporate artificial neural networks (ANN) and HMMs.

A HMM acoustic model is produced for each linguistic unit, with each unit mod-

elled as a series of discrete stationary states Q. Figure 2.2 depicts a typical HMM

topology. Essentially, HMMs model the sequence of acoustic vectors O as the output

of a stochastic system described by;

1. a set of N states q1, q2, ..., qN ,
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Figure 2.2: Hidden Markov Model with a 3-state left to right topology

2. a set of time independent transition probabilities between states, aij where aij =

p((qt = j)|(qt−1 = i))

3. a probability distribution for each state, describing the distribution of acoustic

vectors given by bj = p(o|qj),

Thus, a HMM can be completely described by a set of model parameters λ =

(A,B, π) , where A = aij is a transition matrix which defines the set of possible

transitions for all sequences in a HMM and B = bj(.) defines the set of state emission

probability distributions. The use of π is used to indicate the initial state occupation

probability given by P (q1 = qj|λ). Each state emission density function bj(.) describes

the distribution of observations for the jth state and this is generally modelled using

a set of multiple gaussian mixture components, or Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)

according to;

bj(ot) =

Kj
∑

k=1

cjkN (oj ;µjk,Σjk) (2.10)

where ot describes a d-dimension observation vector. The number of mixture com-

ponents used to model the pdf is defined by K, with cjk reflecting the weight of the

kth mixture component of state j. Each of the K multivariate gaussians, with mean µ
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and covariance Σ for state j is calculated according to;

bj(ot) =
1

(2π)d |Σjk|
.exp

{

−
1

2
(ot − µjk)

TΣ−1
jk (ot − µjk)

}

(2.11)

Transitions for HMMs used in ASR systems are typically constrained to allow only

a self transition to the same state, or alternatively to the next state in a left-to-right

manner. The modelling of silence and pauses represents the one general exception,

where ergodic models are typically used to cater for the variable lengths.

The most common approach for training the model parameters λ = (A,B,π)

is based on maximising the likelihood of the training observations using an iterative

method derived from the Expectation-Maximisation algorithm. For further details read-

ers are referred to an excellent overview contained in [178].

2.2.4 Decoder

The purpose of the decoder is to “efficiently” determine the most likely word string Ŵ ,

given a sequence of feature vectors O. In practical terms, this equates to determining

the most likely path through a network of HMMs. For ASR systems, the network

consists of a lattice of sub-word models, which in turn is represented by the states,

and is arranged in a manner which incorporates all possible pronunciations for the

recognition task vocabulary.

The determination of the maximum likelihood path through the network lattice

can be computationally intractable, especially for LVCSR systems. This is due to the

requirement for calculation of the total probability that a particular model produced

the observation sequence. A more computational feasible solution is to approximate

the maximum likelihood by using the likelihood for the single best state sequence, how-

ever this does not necessarily produce the same sequence obtained via true maximum

likelihood searches.

The two algorithms typically used for estimating the best state path are based on

either viterbi or stack decoding. The essential difference between the two techniques

is that a viterbi decoder is a breadth first decoder, whereas a stack decoder uses a
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depth-first search strategy. In breadth first searches, all relevant paths are extended

simultaneously at each time step, whereas in depth based strategies, a single hypothesis

is explored until a search metric determines it is no longer the most likely path. For an

excellent overview of the decoding process, readers are directed to work by Aubert in

[175].

2.3 Context Dependent Modelling

The articulators used by humans for producing speech move relatively slowly, ie they

do not change instantaneously from one position to another. As a result, when the

rate of speech increases, the realisation of each phone is heavily influenced by the

context of the immediately surrounding phones. This process is commonly referred to

as coarticulation, and in order to cope with the increased variation which results, even

for the same phoneme, CD models are often used.

This is done because the features associated with the realisation of a phoneme in

a particular context, exhibit far less variation than the same phoneme realised in a

variety of contexts. Expanding the model set from CI models to CD, acts to decrease

the amount variability which must be modelled by each state density function, and in

turn leads to improved classification accuracy. The amount of context which is included

can vary across studies, however a context which considers the phones to the immediate

left and right, commonly referred to as a triphone, is the most typical implementation

and has been used for the work conducted in this thesis.

Unfortunately, for many of these triphone instances there is insufficient data to

estimate model parameters. The most common approach used to overcome this problem

is to cluster acoustically similar triphone states, and then use the same set of model

parameters to represent them. The members of a particular cluster are then said

to be tied, as they are represented using the same model. This motivates the need

for techniques which can accurately determine the similarity of triphones states, and

group them accordingly, so that the loss of information is minimised. Two techniques

are commonly used. The first is based on agglomerative methods [81], whereas the
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second is based on the use of binary decision trees.

The use of decision trees offers an important advantage over agglomerative tech-

niques, providing scope for the synthesis of unseen triphones. Given this, the technique

presented by Young [184], which is based on using decision trees, has become an almost

de facto standard for the training of CD models. Aside from their use in CD modelling,

decision trees are also used for the derivation of G2P rules in Chapter 4. Accordingly,

a general overview of the decision tree process is provided next in Section 2.3.1

The majority of cross lingual experimentation contained in this thesis is based on

the use of CD models. Indeed, a key contribution of this thesis is based on improving

the performance of these models, when used to decode speech from another language.

Accordingly, in Chapter 7, a detailed examination of the state-tying process and how

it impacts on the usability of triphone models across languages is provided.

2.3.1 Decision Tree Fundamentals

Decision trees are a classification and prediction tool that can be used to find locally

optimal partitions for a set of training data. Essentially, these partitions are achieved

by using a series of questions to sort an initial data set. These questions are arranged

in a hierarchial tree-like structure, where the root node is displayed at the top and is

connected by branches or links to other nodes. These nodes can be similarly linked to

descendant nodes, or are terminal or leaf nodes. For each pattern requiring classifi-

cation, progression through the tree like structure is determined according to a query

regarding a particular property or attribute.

For the applications considered in this thesis, the set of questions used is restricted

to information about context and class. For example in G2P applications, a question

might ask; “Is the left context of the letter “a” a vowel” or more specifically “Is the

letter two phones to the right of letter “b” the letter d”.

Whilst knowledge of the set of questions used is important, determining “which”

question is used at each node is equally important, and motivates the requirement for a

suitable splitting criteria. There are several splitting criterion which have been reported
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in the literature, each with various advantages and disadvantages. The more well known

include entropy based measures, misclassification rate and the Gini impurity measure.

In [18], it was shown that the differences between these methods is minimal, with

the determination of when to terminate tree growth far more important for overall

classification performance. For further details, readers are directed to [27], or the more

comprehensive coverage contained in [18].

Most applications in speech utilise an entropy based measure to determine the most

suitable question at each node. Qualitatively, entropy can be viewed as a measure of

the impurity in a collection of training samples. Formally it can be expressed as;

H(N) =
∑

j

P (wj)logP (wj) (2.12)

where P (wj) is used to represent the fraction of patterns at node N that are in

class wj . The reduction in entropy, or Information Gain (G), can be used to assess

the quality of an attribute or feature for classifying the training data. More formally,

Information Gain is the expected reduction in entropy caused by partitioning the data,

based on a question Qf , about a selected feature. Accordingly, G is defined as such;

G = H(N) − PLH(NL) − (1 − PL)H(NR) (2.13)

whereNL andNR are the left and right descendent nodes, PL represents the fraction

of data at node N that will subsequently exist in node NL, if query Qf is used to

partition the data.

As mentioned, establishing when to terminate the decision tree growth is an impor-

tant consideration, especially if over-fitting of the training data is to be avoided. There

are several approaches which can be used to prevent this. The use of stop values or

occupancy thresholds, where tree growth is terminated when the number of samples in

a class falls below a predetermined threshold is one technique.

However, determining suitable stop values can be problematic in many applications.
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An alternative method is based on pruning. In pruning techniques, a large tree is grown

until improvements in information gain fall below a predetermined threshold. Each of

the terminal nodes is then considered for elimination, and iteratively removed until

the global impurity exceeds some threshold. For CD modelling in speech, a hybrid

approach is used. This incorporates the use of pruning but prevents the creation of

nodes containing less than a predetermined number of observations. This is necessary

as model parameters must subsequently be estimated for each of the terminal nodes.

In speech applications, the creation of CD models is conducted at the sub-phonemic

level, with a tree created for each state of each monophone. A maximum likelihood cost

criteria is used to determine the splits for each tree, with the question set restricted

to those querying context and membership in linguistic or singleton classes. Further

details are deferred until Chapter 7.

2.4 Model Adaptation

Transformation based, Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression (MLLR) and Bayesian

based Maximum A-Priori adaptation (MAP) are techniques which are commonly used

to minimise train-test mismatch for both channel normalisation and speaker adaptation

in monolingual ASR systems. One typical use of these techniques is adapting a set of

speaker independent models using a limited amount of speaker dependent adaptation

data, resulting in significant improvements. This approach has also been extended to

the task of cross language transfer, providing significant improvements over unadapted

models [108][146][188]. However, the amount of cross lingual research using adaptation

has been surprisingly limited. An overview of work conducted using model adaptation

techniques, in a cross lingual environment is provided in Chapter 3, and to support this

overview, the basic principles of MLLR and MAP are provided below.

2.4.1 MLLR

MLLR, as proposed in [82], essentially computes a set of linear transformations for

model parameters of the Gaussian mixture components which model each state in
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the HMM. The effect of these transformations is to shift the component means (and

variances) defined by the initial model, so that each state is more likely to generate the

adaptation data [183].

For the purposes of explanation, only the process of mean transformation is dis-

cussed, however both mean and variance can be adapted. For further details on vari-

ance adaptation readers are directed to [182] [82]. The transformation which provides

the new estimate of the adapted mean is given by;

µ̂ = W jνj (2.14)

where νj = [1, uj ] and µ̂ is the updated mean vector for state j. The transformation

matrix W can be broken into two parts, as below;

W = [bj,Aj] (2.15)

where bj represents a translation component and Aj represents a rotational and scaling

component.

The MLLR transformation is applied to all models parameters (means in this case),

irrespective of whether they have been observed in the adaptation data. This is achieved

by allowing transformation to be shared between groups of model parameters, by using

regression classes. The basic assumption is that densities which are assigned to the

same transformation class exhibit similar acoustic properties and can be transformed

in a similar way. These groupings are determined in a data driven manner using

Euclidean distance and arranged hierarchically in a tree like structure like that shown

in Figure 2.3.

It should be highlighted that the terminal nodes of the tree (shaded grey) are de-

termined using the original model parameters. However, the amount of available adap-

tation data determines which transformation classes are used, and for which parameter

estimates must be calculated. For example, in Figure 2.3, using the original model
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Figure 2.3: MLLR Adaptation using Regression Class trees: source [182]

parameters and a Euclidean distance metric, four terminal regression classes are deter-

mined, (4,5,6, and 7). However, sufficient adaptation data is only available to calculate

transformations for nodes which are indicated using a solid circle. As such, insufficient

data exist to calculate transformations for nodes 5, 6 and 7 (shown in dotted lines).

In order to obtain transformations for these nodes, the hierarchial structure is used by

backing off to a parent node for which sufficient data is available. As mentioned, the

determination of clusters is based on the use of Euclidean distance measures, however

transformation classes can also be organised according to phonological characteristics.

For example, in cross language adaptation work presented in [107], phone based classes

were used to define transformation classes.

This approach assumes that sounds from similar classes should be transformed,

rather than mixture components in close proximity. This approach has some merit in

a cross lingual setting. It is uncertain whether the grouping of mixture components

in one language, which can possibly impact on the adaptation of mixture components

from multiple models, is necessarily the same grouping that would result if the model

parameters of a well trained target language were used.

2.4.2 MAP

Bayesian methods consider model parameters to be random variables with known a

priori distributions. Given a model parameter θ with a prior distribution f(θ) and
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sequence of observations O = {o1, o2, on}, the MAP estimate for θ is given by;

θMAP = arg max
θ

p (θ|O) (2.16)

= arg max
θ

h (O|θ) f(θ) (2.17)

where h (O|θ) is the density function for the observation o, from which the model pa-

rameter estimate θ is to be estimated. In the case where no knowledge exists regarding

the prior distribution f(θ), then the MAP estimate equates to the maximum likelihood

estimate. Whilst the calculation of the MAP estimate can differ in representation, pre-

sented below is the formulation used in HTK, as outlined in [182], for determining the

MAP adapted mean µ̂jm;

µ̂jm =
Njm

Njm + τ
µjm +

τ

Njm + τ
µjm (2.18)

where:

τ is a weighting of the a priori knowledge to the adaptation data;

N is the occupation likelihood of the adaptation data;

µjm represents the original model mean and;

µjm represents the mean of the available adaptation data.

This formulation can be interpreted as such; the adapted model parameter, µ̂jm,

is a weighted combination of the prior mean, and the ML mean estimate derived from

the adaptation data. In contrast to MLLR, in MAP only the parameters for which

observations exist are adapted. As the amount of adaptation increases, more of the

original parameters are adapted and, in principle, the MAP estimate converges towards

the ML estimate. With no available data, the prior values are adopted.
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Finally, both MLLR and MAP can be combined to obtain improved adaptation

results over each technique used in isolation. Generally, MLLR achieves superior per-

formance when only small amounts of adaptation data is available, whereas MAP per-

formance supersedes this as the amount of available data increases. MLLR-MAP uses

models which have first been transformed using MLLR to seed prior distributions for

subsequent MAP adaptation. Alternatively MAP-MLLR calculates the maximum a

posterior linear regression, given an elliptic symmetric a priori distribution for the

transformation matrix. In contrast to MLLR-MAP, MAP-MLLR effectively controls

the amount of adaptation the transformation can effect. For further details readers are

directed to [164].

2.5 ASR and Language

The keys resources needed to produce an ASR system for a particular language includes

a pronunciation lexicon, transcribed audio and a large body of text for producing a

language model. In order to conduct the cross lingual experimentation contained in

this thesis, a requirement for the production of acoustic models for several languages

existed.

For languages such as English, the vast array of available technical literature, re-

sources and software means that systems can be produced with only a passing famil-

iarity with the various facets of language, including its orthography, phonology and

morphology. However, for non-English applications the availability and formatting

of resources can vary widely according to language and corpus, necessitating greater

knowledge of these aspects. There are many attributes which can be used to delineate

between languages, however an in-depth examination of all of these characteristic is

beyond the scope of this thesis. Accordingly, in subsequent sections, an overview of

language characteristics, as they pertain to ASR technology is provided. Attributes

which are directly applicable for the processing of resources and training of ASR sys-

tems include;

• Orthography
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• Phonology

• Morphology

• Prosody

Descriptions of these attributes are provided in the following sections.

2.5.1 Orthography

A language’s orthography is described by the set of symbols (glyphs and diacritics) used

to write it, and the set of rules describing how to write these glyphs correctly, including

spelling, punctuation, and capitalization [178]. It is often difficult to categorise the

writing systems of a particular language uniquely, however most of the world’s writing

systems contain either one, or a combination of the following orthography categories

[171]:

• logographic,

• syllabic

• alphabetic

These writing systems are described in the following sections.

Logographic writing systems

A logographic writing system uses single written characters to represent a complete

grammatical word or morpheme. The best example of a logographic system is Chinese.

The possible symbols which can occur in a logographic script include;

• Ideograms - abstract ideas are represented using graphical symbols,

• Logograms - symbols represent morphemes or whole words,

• Semantic-phonetic compounds.
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Logograms are often (erroneously) referred to as ideograms, especially Chinese Hanzi

[146]. As highlighted, an ideogram is a term which is used to describe scripts where

the characters reflect ideas or meaning but NOT the pronunciation of the word. How-

ever, linguists generally avoid the interchange of the two terms, as according to [171],

many Chinese characters are semantic and phonetic compounds. That is, the sym-

bol includes an element representing meaning, in conjunction with an element that

represents pronunciation.

Syllabic writing systems

Whilst logographic writing systems represent an entire word (or morpheme) with a

single symbol, in contrast, syllable based writing systems use a set of written symbols

to represent syllables, which can then be used to create words. Japanese Kana, which

is a collective term used for the syllabic Japanese scripts Hiragana and Katakana, is

perhaps the best example. It should be highlighted that in a true syllabic writing system

there is no systematic graphic similarity between phonetically related characters. For

example, in Japanese the symbolic characters for ge, ga, and go have no graphic

similarity which indicates they belong to the “g” family.

Syllable based writing systems are typically used for languages with relatively sim-

ple syllable structure, such as Japanese. Because of its simple structure, relatively

few syllables are required to describe the vocabulary of the Japanese language, and

accordingly a only small set of symbols are required. In contrast, English has a com-

plex syllable structure, with in excess of 10000 possible syllables in everyday use [45].

Obviously, with a requirement for a separate symbol for every syllable, this makes the

use of syllable based writing system untenable for the English language.

Alphabetic writing systems

Alphabetic writing systems utilise a small set of basic symbols or letters, where each

roughly represents a phoneme of the languages. Examples of languages which use

alphabetic orthographies include English, German, Spanish, and Indonesian. Ideally
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there would be perfect correspondence between the letters of alphabetic systems and

the phonemes of the language, enabling a speaker to ascertain the pronunciation of

the word given its spelling. However, each language has general rules that govern the

association between letters and phonemes, with Spanish and Finnish having a quite

simple correspondence, whereas languages such as English and German have more

complicated relationships.

In Chapter 4.4.2, Classification and Regression Tree (CART) based methods are

employed to derive rules allowing the prediction of word pronunciation given a sequence

of letters. Deriving word pronunciations for non-alphabetic writing systems requires

additional processing, which will also be further expanded upon in Chapter 4.4.2

Computer parsability and language orthography

Character representation and encoding for the English language occurs so seamlessly

in most computer systems today it is almost taken for granted. Indeed most people

are unaware of the various encoding standards and systems which exist to enable the

various letter, numerals, punctuation, ideograms and syllablaries to be translated to

a computer usable format. The relevance of character set encoding to the field of

ASR research is that the lexicons and transcriptions used to train models and conduct

recognition are quite frequently formatted in different manners, using different stan-

dards. Normalising these differences so that models can be used and compared across

languages, complicates the multilingual and cross lingual ASR development process.

For the most part, cross lingual and multilingual studies have been conducted with

a distinctly European emphasis. As many European languages use alphabetic scripts,

character set encoding has received scant attention in cross lingual studies. As men-

tioned earlier, baseline ASR systems were built for 5 languages; Spanish, German,

Indonesian, Japanese and Mandarin. Whilst the first three of these can be represented

using the one encoding system, Japanese and Mandarin orthography can be represented

using a number of standards. As such an awareness of these standards is required.

For the English language, representing the upper and lower case letters, numerals
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and punctuation can easily be achieved by the 128 possibilities defined by the 7 bit

ASCII standard. However, this English-centric standard is unsuitable for represent-

ing the symbols required for many European languages such as Spanish, German and

French. Accordingly, in the late 1980’s an 8-bit ANSI standard was introduced to

enable encoding the character sets of most Western European languages.

Whilst the 256 combinations provided by a single byte can be used to represent

the characters for any single language, it was not universal ie. it can’t represent all

of the characters for all of the world’s languages. One solution, provided by the In-

ternational Standards Organization (ISO) is the ISO-8859 standard. This standard

actually contains 15 separate ISO-8859 sub-standards which can be used to encompass

the character requirements of most European languages. The most commonly used is

ISO 8859-1, or Latin 1. It covers most Western European languages, and most rele-

vant to our studies can be used to encode both Spanish and German. Other languages

which are covered by this standard include Albanian, Basque, Catalan, Danish, Dutch

(partial), English, Faeroese, Finnish (partial), French (partial), Icelandic, Irish, Ital-

ian, Norwegian, Portuguese, Rhaeto-Romanic, Scottish, Kurdish, Swedish, Afrikaans,

and Swahili [6]. Whilst not included as one of the languages covered by this standard,

Indonesian, whose orthography mirrors that of English, can also use this system for

character encoding.

However, this single byte coding system still neglects the orthographies of many

Asian languages such as Chinese, Japanese and Korean whose characters can number in

excess of 10000. In order to represent this large number of characters, several encoding

schemes have evolved. These include Big-5 and GB for Chinese Hanzi, JIC and EUC

for Japanese, and KSC-5601 for Korean. In an attempt to remove the need for multiple

coding schemes, the International Standard ISO-10646, and the Universal Character

Set (UCS) it defines has been introduced. The UCS, commonly known as unicode, is

based on a 16 bit standard, and currently contains definitions for in excess of 10000

characters gleaned from various orthographies around the world.
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2.5.2 Phonology and the Speech Production Process

As detailed in Section 2.1, familiarity with the production of sounds is important when

translating models across languages. Accordingly, this section describes the sound

production process, and how the these sounds are categorised. Figure 2.4 depicts the

anatomy of the human speech production apparatus. This apparatus consists of three

cavities; nasal oral and pharyngeal. Together the oral and pharyngeal are commonly

referred to as the vocal tract.The vocal tract extends from the opening of vocal folds

(glottis) through the pharynx and mouth to the lips. The nasal tract extends from the

velum through to the nostrils.

 

Figure 2.4: The Principal Organs of Articulation - Source [151]

The human speech production process incorporates a number of different physiologi-

cal mechanisms, however it can basically be described as the modulation of an airstream

using the articulators in the human vocal tract. For most sounds, the airstream is pro-

duced by the lungs, and when this is the case, the sounds created are referred to as
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pulmonic sounds. However, for some languages there are other mechanisms for pro-

ducing the airstream. For example, some languages incorporate clicking sounds, which

are achieved by creating an airstream by using the back of the tongue against the back

of the soft palate instead of the glottis. Other examples of non-pulmonic sounds can

be achieved by creating either ejective or implosive sounds, essentially produced by

trapping and compressing air between constrictions in the vocal tract and the glottis.

However, for the languages considered in this thesis, the sounds used are created using

pulmonic excitation.

For pulmonic sounds, the airflow from the lungs can be manipulated in three dif-

ferent ways to produce sound. These sound are are:

• voiced sounds

• unvoiced sounds

• plosives

For voiced sounds, the excitation passes through the vocal folds, causing them to

oscillate in a manner for which the vibrating frequency is a function of the tension in

the vocal folds. This frequency, known as the fundamental frequency, determines the

relative pitch of the sound being produced. For unvoiced sounds, air from the lungs is

forced through a constriction in the vocal tract, which creates turbulence in the airflow,

which in effect creates a noise like excitation of the vocal tract. Finally plosive sounds

are achieved by a complete closure in some part of the vocal tract followed by an abrupt

release. The subsequent release is used to excite the vocal tract.

Given one of the airflow manipulations, the range of possible sounds are achieved

by modulating this excitation component. This modulation is achieved by variations in

the configuration of various physiological components including the tongue, teeth, lips

and velum. There are a number of different classification schemes which are further

used to linguistically categorise the range of possible sounds. However, for the purposes

of simplifying the task of knowledge driven mappings (outlined further in Chapter 5),

we prefer a hierarchial scheme based on breaking down vowels and consonants in a tree
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Phonemes 

Vowel Dipthong Consonant 

Front 

Stop 

Semivowel 

Mid Back Liquids Glides 

Unvoiced 

Fricative 

Voiced Unvoiced 

Affricate Nasal 

Voiced Voiced Unvoiced 

Figure 2.5: Hierarchial Breakdown of Phonemes

like manner as shown in Figure 2.5. At this point it is worth highlighting that there

are a number of different standards used to represent the range of sounds across the

world’s languages. These are described in the next section prior to a more detailed

examination of consonants and vowels.

Representing the sounds of the world’s languages

The International Phonetic Alphabet represents the standard which has gained widest

acceptance amongst speech scientists for representing the range of sounds encountered

across the world’s languages [61]. Accordingly, unless otherwise stated, the nomencla-

ture used to refer to sounds in this thesis will be expressed in IPA format. This system

was developed by phoneticians using refined knowledge about articulatory features.

However, many of the symbols contained in the IPA are not readily computer parsable.

Accordingly, two prominent ASCII based system have evolved for representing the IPA

sounds in a computer parseable format; SAMPA [30] and WorldBet [52].

SAMPA (Speech Assessment Methods Phonetic Alphabet) was developed under ES-

PRIT PROJECT SAM - (Speech I/O Standardisation. Assessment and Methodology),

and is a machine readable phonetic alphabet generally used for European languages.

SAMPA basically maps the symbols of IPA onto ASCII codes in the range 33 to 127
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for 23 languages. Recently, Cantonese, Arabic, Hebrew and Thai have been added as

well. One characteristic of SAMPA is that it contains a broad phoneme set which uses

same symbol for quite different sounds across languages.

WorldBet is an ASCII based version of the IPA, which also contains broad pho-

netic symbols, not presently available in the IPA. In addition allophonic variations are

described using diacritics which can be easily stripped if a broad phonetic allophone

is required. Finally existing phonetic alphabets such as BEEP, TIMIT, CMU and

SAMPA based dictionaries are easily converted to WorldBet. WorldBet was the format

chosen for formatting lexicons used in this research.

Consonants

Consonants are characterised by a significant constriction or obstruction in the pharyn-

geal and/or oral cavities and using either voiced, unvoiced or plosive excitation sources.

Two of the most useful characteristics for describing a consonant in a language inde-

pendent way are place and manner of articulation [179]. The manner of articulation

can be described using one of the following categories:

• Fricatives - characterised by a partial, but not complete closure of some por-

tion of the oral cavity, such that a turbulent stream of air is created. Unvoiced

examples include /s/ and /f/, while /z/ and /v/ represent voiced counterparts.

• Plosives - formed via a closure in oral cavity followed by release. Stops can be

voiced or unvoiced. Examples include both voiced and unvoiced pairings of labial

plosives /p/ and /b/, dental plosives /d/ and /t/, and finally velar plosives /k/

and /g/.

• Affricatives - consist of a plosive followed by a fricative. A voiced example is

/Ã/ as in “judge” whereas the unvoiced example is /Ù/, as in “church”.

• Nasals - characterised by air flowing through the nasal cavity. Examples include

/m/ and /n/.
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• Glides - essentially vowels, whose initial position within the syllable require them

to be shorter in duration and unstressed, making them slightly different from true

vowels. Examples include the glide /j/ in (yes (/j e s/) or /w/ in quick (/k w i

k/). Interestingly, from a cross lingual perspective, if these sounds are not present

in one language, but required in another, a mapping approximate can be achieved

by considering the context of its use. For example the glide /w/ in /k w i k/ can

instead be approximated by /k u i k/. Data driven methods for determining these

types of approximates can be elicited via pronunciation modelling.

• Liquids - these sounds have voicing without complete constriction and include

/l/ and /r/. Together liquids and glides are known as approximants.

Based on these categories, the sounds /m/, /n/ and /N/ can be described as “voiced

nasal consonants”, yet they are distinctively and phonemically different sounds. This

highlights that manner of articulation is not enough to discriminate between the range

of possible phonemes and so a further descriptive discriminatory measure is required.

This is achieved by alternatively describing the place of articulation. The difference

between many sounds lies not in the manner of constriction, rather it lies in the lo-

cation or place that the major constriction occurs along the oral cavity. Figure 2.6

depicts potential constriction points. Given that place and manner can act to provide

a reasonably precise definition for a particular consonant, a common and compact rep-

resentation for the inventory of consonant phonemes which define a particular language

is achieved by tabulating the phonemes as shown in Figure 2.7.

Vowels

Vowels are characterised by a relatively open vocal tract excited by periodic excitation.

The major contributors to the wide range of possible vowel sounds are tongue placement

and oral tract shape. The movement of the tongue from front to back and also from

high to low are dimensions which are extremely useful for describing the sounds of a

language. The horizontal placement of tongue (front/central/back) alters the size of

the pharyngeal cavity, whereas vertical movement (high/mid/low) changes the size of
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Figure 2.6: Places of articulation : Source [120]

the oral cavity. Another important characteristic that can alter the vowel sound is

the degree of lip rounding. Variations in these features serve to change the resonant

frequency of the various cavities in the vocal tract apparatus.

These resonant frequencies are known as formants, and accordingly one common

feature used to define vowels is the relationship between the fundamental and resonant

frequencies. Unfortunately, extracting these frequencies reliably and quickly is some-

what difficult, and so a more functional method (adopted in this thesis for mapping

purposes), is based on describing both the position of tongue placement and oral tract

shape. In a similar manner as that shown for consonants, tabulation of these features

is commonly used to enable concise representation of the phonemes which describe a

language, as shown in Figure 2.8.

There are other important features not shown in Figure 2.8, such as duration and

tone which also serve to discriminate between sounds. Finally, an important sub-

class of vowels is dipthongs which describe sounds which are the produced during the

transitions between vowel sounds.
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Figure 2.7: Example of Place and Manner Tabulation - Consonants of the Japanese
Languages: Source [62]

Figure 2.8: Defining Vowels Sounds: Source [117]

2.5.3 Morphology

The morphology of a language essentially defines the structure of word forms and how

its morphemes are organised. According to [97], a morpheme is the smallest part of a

word with its own meaning. Morphemes can be free or bound. Free morphemes can

constitute a word on their own, while bound morphemes must appear with one or more

morphemes to form a word. For example in the word Unbelievable

• “Un” is a prefix

• “Believe” is a free morpheme commonly known as root word or stem

• “able” is a suffix
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• Both “Un” and “able” are bound morphemes and are commonly referred to as

affixes.

Bound morphemes can be further sub-divided into the following categories;

• Inflectional morphemes - rarely influence the basic meaning of root word (eg cat

vs cats);

• Derivational morphemes - used to create a new word and changes the meaning of

the base word (race vs racist)

For some of the worlds languages, including Indonesian, Japanese, Turkish and

German, morphemes can be combined in a manner such that extremely long words are

possible. For example, in Indonesian there is a root word hasil (which means result).

But it can be extended as far as ketidakberhasilannya (which means his/her failure)

by concatenation of several affixes. Languages which display this characteristic are

commonly referred to as agglutinative.

Unfortunately, this property has the potential to increase the Out-of-Vocabulary

(OOV) rate given a fixed size vocabulary. Generally the size of a recognition vocabulary

is limited because a larger vocabulary produces a larger recognition lattice and impacts

on recognition speed and accuracy. A popular size used for LVCSR systems is 64000

words, a number which curiously coincides with the number of lexical entries that can

be encoded using two bytes. A larger vocabulary also makes it difficult to obtain robust

n-gram statistics for use in language modelling, which necessitates the use of alternative

language modelling measures.

Generally, the approach for dealing with agglutinative languages is to reduce the size

of the recognition lexicon by decomposing the original vocabulary into a series of sub-

word units containing root words and affixes. This vocabulary of sub-word units is then

used to constrain the recognition lattice for decoding incoming speech. The sub-word

hypothesis are then post processed using intra-word n-gram modelling [100]. However

this process can be highly involved, and for the purposes of conducting cross language

evaluations, could introduce additional factors which may overcomplicate the anaysis of
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results. This formed part of the motivation for selecting Spanish as our target language

for cross language experimentation, as its morphology does not require the exploration

of alternative language modelling techniques. Accordingly, the morphological properties

of the individual languages used in cross lingual evaluations is not described. However,

in Chapter 8, further examination of the agglutinative properties of the Indonesian

language is conducted.

2.5.4 Prosody

Prosody refers to the properties of speech signal which provide additional meaning

for an utterance. Prosody can be used to impart emotion and aid intelligibility, by

encoding linguistic information such as word meaning and grammar. Prosodic features

include speech rhythm, intonation, stress, and tone. From a listeners perspective, these

features are perceived as variations in loudness, pitch and duration. Prosodic events

usually extend over more than one phonetic segment, for example the syllable, word

or even utterance. As a result, prosody is referred to as a supra segmental feature of

speech.

From the perspective of conducting cross-lingual evaluations, prosody becomes im-

portant if it undermines the usability of the source language acoustic models for recog-

nising a particular target language. Based on this concept, stress and intonation are

components of speech which arguably act as agents which cause classification difficulties

across languages. For more comprehensive coverage of other prosodic features readers

are referred to [59].

Essentially, tone refers to a perceptual change in the contour or direction of the

fundamental frequency over the syllable. The most notable tonal languages are Man-

darin and Vietnamese, and in these languages tone can be used to discriminate between

certain words, and accordingly is a phonemic attribute. Stress refers to any form of

prominence in syllables, and can be achieved at the sentence, word or sub-word level.

Stress can be achieved via a number of mechanisms including variations in pitch, in-

tensity or duration and can be phonemic in some languages. A good example of where
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stress can be used to delineate between meaning is the word rebel. Stress placed on the

first syllable results produces a verb, whereas stress on the second syllable produces a

noun. For this reason, English and German are referred to as stress timed language.

Additionally, some languages enforce the use of stress in word pronunciation. For exam-

ple, in Czech and Finnish, stress always occurs in the same word position. In contrast

Japanese is a pitch accented language, where pitch accents are drawn between polysyl-

labic words. However, the explicit modelling of stress is not typically conducted in most

ASR systems, because it adds additional complexity to the system without providing

improvements in Word Error Rate (WER). Accordingly, stress is not catered for in this

thesis.

2.6 Chapter Summary

This chapter has presented a general overview of the fundamentals of ASR theory, as

the background information is necessary for understanding the subsequent use of cross

language techniques. Additionally, an introduction to the characteristics of language

and the process of speech production was provided.
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Cross Lingual ASR

The previous chapter introduced the key elements of an ASR system, highlighting that

the primary resource requirements include transcribed acoustic data, an appropriate

pronunciation lexicon and a large electronic database of written text for use in statistical

language modelling. Unfortunately, these resources are generally only available for a

few of the world’s languages. This motivates the key goal in this thesis; investigating

and developing methods to reduce this dependency on resources.

Two research areas emerge as possible solutions; Cross Lingual and Multilingual

ASR. Both techniques rely on the principle that many sounds are common across

languages. Multilingual studies have generally focused on the task of recognising a

number of languages, for which ample training data is available. For these applications,

the major focus is trading off model inventory size against the competing requirement

to minimise the loss of recognition accuracy. In contrast, cross lingual techniques

seek to use acoustic models from a well resourced source language (or languages) as

replacements for the models in a predetermined target language, for which models

cannot be trained due to insufficient data.

As stated, this research focuses primarily on the cross lingual task. Unfortunately,

much less research had been directed towards addressing the cross lingual problem,

when contrasted against multilingual ASR. Nevertheless, there are a number of research

concepts which have been used in multilingual studies, that are equally applicable for

47
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cross lingual applications. Moreover, many studies have used acoustic models trained

on multiple languages to subsequently recognise speech from an unseen or data poor

language. This is one of the strategies trialled in this thesis, alongside the use of single

language source models. Accordingly, an examination of both multilingual and cross

lingual research is warranted, and an overview is provided in this chapter.

In Section 3.1 and 3.2, the problems confronting both multilingual and cross lingual

ASR are discussed, against a backdrop of work conducted by others. Based on the

limitations of previous research, potential areas for improvement and an outline of the

proposed research directions are provided in Section 3.3. A summary of the chapter is

provide in Section 3.4.

3.1 Multilingual ASR

The basic goal of a multilingual ASR system is to recognise a number of languages

equally well. If a multilingual system is to effectively achieve this goal, it needs to

provide coverage for the phonemes which occur in all the languages to be recognised.

There are several approaches for meeting this goal, and these can be summarised by

Figure 3.1
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Figure 3.1: Alternative Approaches for Multilingual ASR

In the first approach, the incoming speech is processed by a series of parallel ASR

systems, with each ASR system designed to recognise a language from a set of expected

languages. This approach would require a set of acoustic models for each of the different
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languages, in addition to language specific lexica and associated language model, with

the most suitable output transcription selected based on a log-likelihood criterion. As

each monolingual system decodes the incoming speech, this approach is expensive in

terms of computer processor power and memory requirements.

The second approach overcomes the requirement for conducting parallel recognition,

by using a LID system to predetermine the incoming language, thereby alleviating the

need to conduct recognition using more than one ASR system. However, there is still a

requirement for storing each of the language dependent acoustic models. Accordingly,

the third approach incorporates a universal set of acoustic models, which can recognise

all the sounds for all the languages. This method provides a means for significantly

reducing the required number of models, and as a result, is the technique generally

adopted in multilingual studies. Assuming the third approach is used, the key problems

that need addressing include;

1. Minimising the number of redundant models,

2. Minimising inaccuracy that results by using these language independent models.

As highlighted, there are a number of sounds which are common across languages.

Accordingly, compressing the model set by equating similar sounds is a common aspect

of multilingual research. Equating sounds is based on some form of similarity metric.

Two types are in common use; knowledge based or data driven methods. The use

of similarity metrics to equate sounds is fundamental to both multilingual and cross

lingual studies. More detail will be provided in Section 3.1.1.

To elaborate on the second problem, and assist in the explanation of the relative

merits of previous research, an illustrative example is used. Figure 3.2, depicts the

state distributions for the same CI phone, across three different languages.

This figure is a derivation of a figure originally produced by Kohler in [75] for

multilingual modelling. Kohler highlighted that the variation encountered in the state

distributions for phones with the same IPA representation, can be significantly different

across languages, and these differences can undermine the effectiveness of multilingual

models. This observation also extends to cross lingual applications.
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Figure 3.2: Differences between state distributions across languages for the same IPA
monophone

The differences in the state distributions are caused by a complicated product of

speaker and pronunciation variation, in conjunction with a language specific component

which occurs because of phonotactic differences across languages. A languages phono-

tactics refers to the restrictions on the permissible combinations of phonemes, as well

as permissible syllable structure. This also includes the allowable consonant clusters

and vowel sequences. These constraints also combine with the frequency distribution of

each phone in context, leading to differences in the model distributions. For example,

Japanese language has a very strict consonant-vowel syllabic structure. Contrasting

this with the German language, which has a high incidence of consonant clustering, it

is not hard to envisage how differences in the state distributions arise.

It can be seen that a region which is common to all languages exists. This over-

lapping area emphasises the benefits obtained by exploiting the similarities of sounds

across languages. However, it can also be seen that areas exist which are language

specific, as well as areas for which the state space only coincides for two languages.

What is not shown in this diagram, is the extent to which the state distributions

of other phones encroach on the subspace for the phone shown. Consequently, a model

selected from the source language may not adequately model the acoustic realisations

of the language to be recognised, and may also confuse realisations from other phones.

Given this, it is apparent that efforts need to be made to ensure the following;
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• models maximise coverage for the target language state observation distribution,

• models minimise the likelihood contributions from gaussians which do not model

target language observations.

In [75], Kohler suggested multilingual models could be adjusted to cater for lan-

guage specific, state distributions of a particular language, by minimising the weights

of gaussians which appear outside the subspace for a particular target phone. This

study focused on multilingual applications, where the overall goal was model compres-

sion and the determination of appropriate weights was predicated on the availability of

large amounts of target data. Unfortunately, in a cross lingual environment, less target

data is available, and it is more difficult to determine the true target distribution for

each state. Further discussion on this point is deferred until Section 3.2.

3.1.1 Compressing model inventories

In Section 3.1, the requirement for reducing multilingual model inventories was high-

lighted. There are 3 techniques which are commonly used to achieve this. These are;

• Knowledge driven approaches

• Agglomerative approaches

• Decision tree approaches

Knowledge driven approaches represent the simplest approach, where models are

equated and subsequently merged, based on their linguistic properties. In contrast,

agglomerative and decision tree based approaches are both data driven techniques.

Agglomerative clustering, also known as bottom up clustering essentially starts with n

singleton clusters, and successively merges clusters, based on some form of similarity

metric, until the desired number of clusters is reached. Decision tree based clustering

was described in Chapter 2.3.1.

The use of knowledge driven techniques has only been reported for the clustering

of monophone models, whereas the remaining two techniques have been used to clus-

ter both CI and CD models [60], [146], [75]. It is generally accepted that data driven
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techniques are more effective for clustering multilingual models. For example, in stud-

ies conducted by Kohler [75] [74], the relative merits of using both knowledge driven

and agglomerative techniques to cluster monophone models was examined. This study

focussed on compressing the phone inventories from 5 European languages from the

SpeechDat corpus [158], as well as American English, into a smaller universal set ca-

pable of recognising the original languages. With the exception of American English,

the vocabularies used to constrain the isolated word recognition task was less than 100.

The English experiments had a larger vocabulary of 685 words. Kohler found that

agglomerative techniques provided superior performance, but a slight drop in perfor-

mance was observed when compared to the results obtained by well train monolingual

recognisers.

As mentioned, this work was conducted using CI phones, however it is well known

the performance improvements can be achieved for monolingual recognition systems

when CD models are used. Subsequent studies have been conducted by both Imperl

in [60] at the triphone level, and by Schultz in [146][145][133] at the polyphone level.

Where the term triphone is commonly used to refer to phones with context width of

1, Schultz uses the term polyphone to encapsulate all context widths. In her studies,

CD models which encompassed context widths of both ±1 and ±2, were used. Further

details on Schultz’s work using polyphones will be provided in Section 3.2.2.

In [60], work conducted by Imperl contrasted the performance of agglomerative

techniques against those based on decision trees. This study was based on the Spanish,

Slovenian and German languages from SpeechDat. One key finding was that the deci-

sion tree technique provided superior performance when compared to the agglomerative

method, although the difference was marginal. A further finding however, was that the

compression rate achieved using the agglomerative technique was greater than that ob-

tained using the tree based method. This may be important in practical applications,

where memory limitations warrant the use of a smaller model inventory.

Further studies by Zgank in [187] extended the use of these multilingual models to

an unseen language (Norwegian). In this case, decision tree based methods performed
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considerably better. Given our primary interest is directed towards cross lingual appli-

cations, where compression ratio is not a primary concern, the multilingual models used

in this thesis were accordingly trained using a decision tree based method. However,

the method used was based on work conducted by Schultz in [146]. Further details on

this method will be provided in Chapter 4.5

3.2 Cross Lingual Techniques

The goal of cross lingual techniques is to obtain an ASR capability for a predetermined,

resource poor language, using models trained on other languages. The following gen-

eralised steps encapsulates the majority of approaches used to date;

1. Produce a lexicon for the target language, expressed in terms of the available

source language model set

2. Adjust/Adapt the source language models to maximise the discrimination capa-

bility for the target language utterances

Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 outlines the issues associated with these steps, alongside

discussion of previously related research. However, before continuing it is reiterated

that the amount of prior research effort directed towards cross lingual techniques has

been limited. The availability of suitable lexicons and transcribed data for producing

ASR systems across multiple languages is limited, and the processing effort required

is substantial. Consequently, many studies have used limited source languages in cross

lingual evaluations, with English a common choice. In some cases, the reported re-

search has simply detailed the application of cross lingual approaches to obtain an

ASR capability for a language with a pressing need. In the main, the general princi-

ples of mapping and adaptation have been followed. Examples of some of the studies

conducted for non-mainstream languages include;

• Hindi - In [101], Mukherjee used English models to recognise Hindi using a data

driven distance measure to map between the languages.
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• English to Afrikaans - In this PhD study [107], and subsequent summary pre-

sented in [108], Nieuwoudt provides an interesting examination of cross language

adaptation using English as a source model, and Afrikaans as the target

• Non-Native Speech - in [163] Wang used techniques for cross and multilingual

ASR, refined at CMU, and extended their use to non-native English speech by

Germans

• Persian - [137] - In this study, Srinivasamurthy used an interesting mapping tech-

nique called Earth Moving distance to map from English to Persian phones. This

technique was taken from studies in navigation in image databases.

• English to Mandarin Chinese - In [41] Fung used MAP based adaptation to adapt

English models to Chinese. In this work, the issues involved with converting

Romanised script languages to languages which use character based orthographies

were also discussed. Of further note is that Fung’s studies used sub syllabic

acoustic units based on initials and finals, highlighting that the most appropriate

HMM topology can vary across languages.

• Norwegian - In [187], Zgank contrasted the performance of agglomerative and tree

based clustering techniques using Slovenian, Spanish, German and a multilingual

model set based on all three languages to recognise Norwegian.

The recurrent theme to emerge from these studies is the difficulty of the cross

lingual ASR task, with language specific issues such as language morphology, orthog-

raphy and mapping between the phonetic inventories of the source and target language

consistently forming a major portion of the reported research. Some of these studies

have also proposed mapping technique variants, generally based on either knowledge,

data driven or hybrid techniques. Unfortunately, the differences in corpora, languages,

recognition vocabulary and model complexity make it difficult to assess the relative

worth of proposed approaches.
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3.2.1 Cross Lingual Lexicon Production

Obtaining a suitable cross lingual lexicon can be achieved by selecting the most suitable

representative from the source language model inventory, for each of the sounds in the

target language, using some form of similarity metric. This process is referred to as

mapping. The similarity metrics used for obtaining a lexical representation have many

similarities to those used in multilingual applications. A brief description of the metrics

used is provided below. A more detailed discussion is presented alongside an evaluation

of each technique in Chapter 5;

• Knowledge Based - determined via the linguistic descriptions of target and source

language sounds,

• Confusion Based - determined by selecting the most confusable source language

model

• Parameter Based - determined according to similarity of model parameters from

the source and target,

Irrespective of which technique has been used, in most cross lingual research the

mapping process has been one-to-one. However, especially for conversational speech,

the effects of co-articulation can serve to undermine how effectively the subsequent lex-

icon represents the spoken word. The variation which occurs in conversational speech

often leads to various pronunciation artifacts including assimilation, deletions, substi-

tutions and insertions. This makes the task of recognising conversational speech a

difficult one, even when adequate data is available to train models.

In a cross lingual environment, these effects can be exacerbated because of the

requirement to approximate the transitions between phones in one language, with the

model set from another. To illustrate, consider the Spanish word baños, for which

the WorldBet pronunciation is /b a ñ o s/. The phoneme /ñ/, which is similar to

the sound in the English word onion, is not phonemic in many languages. Thus, in

a cross lingual environment a need arises for a one-to-many mapping such that /ñ/

→ /n j/. Clearly one-to-one mapping approaches cannot incorporate this effect. It
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is also possible for the reverse to occur, where two source language phones can be

represented using one target phone. Whilst it is trivial to implement these types of

examples when knowledge of them exists, it requires familiarity with the linguistic

characteristics of phonemic inventories. Accordingly, methods that can extract these

phonological phenomena in a data driven manner are of obvious benefit. This forms

the basis of Chapter 6, where pronunciation modelling techniques are trialled in an

attempt to obtain a more representative cross lingual lexicon.

Finally, whilst many studies have proposed different techniques for mapping, gen-

erally the evaluations conducted have been undertaken using speech from the same

domain, with standardised recording conditions across languages. Based on these eval-

uations, it has been suggested that data driven mapping techniques are more suitable

[70][15]. Whether this assertion holds true when differences exist in the training and

test domains has yet to be addressed. In reality, the recordings for the target language

under consideration may come from a completely different recording environment, per-

haps with different styles of discourse and channel conditions. As such, determining the

robustness of mapping techniques to changes in conditions is an important considera-

tion. Of course, knowledge based mapping techniques are unaffected by changes in the

channel and recording conditions of the individual languages, and so determining the

impact of changes in channel conditions on data driven mapping techniques becomes a

pertinent research question. Accordingly, in Chapter 5 the relative merits of mapping

techniques, both within and across domains are examined.

3.2.2 Cross Lingual Acoustic Modelling

Obtaining an appropriate lexical representation for each word in the target language is

important. Equally important is ensuring that the GMM for each state distribution ac-

curately models the expected observations in the target. Unfortunately, the utilisation

of acoustic models designed to recognise the sounds from another language, undermines

this accuracy.
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In a cross lingual environment, the acoustic models are trained to maximise likeli-

hood scores for the observations for each state in the source language, not the target.

Despite this, it is assumed that these models can act as a reasonable classifier for the

target language sounds. In Section 3.1.1, an example was given which depicted the

degree of state overlap for the same phone, across languages. This diagram provides

an easily interpreted prompt for further discussion of the problems which plague cross

lingual ASR. Accordingly, a portion is reproduced below in Figure 3.3, with some ad-

justments. This figure represents a hypothetical distribution of observations, for a

particular state of a CI phone, for both the source and target language.
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Figure 3.3: Single Monophone State Distributions - Source and Target Languages

The observations in Area A, reflects a portion of the source language distribution,

in which no target language observations are observed. Area B reflects the portion of

target language observations which would not be modelled by gaussians modelling the

source language distribution. Given that the source language models will be used to

recognise the target language, it is clear that efforts should be made to ensure that

the contributions of gaussians that model Area A are minimised. Equally important is

minimising the area in the target language state space, for which no observations were

observed in the source (Area B).

It was mentioned earlier that for multilingual applications, sufficient data is gen-

erally available to determine the distribution of observations for the target language.
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With this knowledge available, the gaussians weightings can be adjusted to model the

overlapping space, and minimise the contribution of gaussians modelling Area A. Un-

fortunately, in a cross lingual environment, there is more uncertainty about the target

language distribution, and so more trust must be placed in the modelling capability

of the source language. In a worst case scenario, no data is available in the target,

necessitating total reliance on the source models. Clearly, if Area A is large there is

increased potential for misclassification.

One technique for maximising the coverage of the target language observations is the

judicious selection of an appropriate source language. The selection of a language whose

phonemic inventory covers as many of the sounds as possible in the target language

would, by extension, have observations occurring in a similar state space. In this case,

the models would be more suitable for classifying the observations of the target.

In an attempt to quantify the suitability of models from one language for decoding

speech from another, Schultz introduced the Coverage Coefficient (CC) in [146]. The

CC defines the number of phonemes in the target language ΨT , which are covered by

the phones of the source language ΨS. Thus the CC can be expressed according to;

CC(ΨT ) =
|T

⋂

S|

|T |
(3.1)

where T and S refer to the target and source language phone inventories. Thus, if

the source language inventory has no phones which co-occur in the target the CC is

zero. Note that determining whether a source phone is suitable for covering a target

phone is based on some form of similarity metric, as discussed earlier in Section 3.2.1.

The CC metric can also be used to quantify the coverage obtained when CD models

are used. Unfortunately, the degree of contextual coverage normally decreases with

increasing context width. Schultz referred to this phenomenon as context mismatch.

Obtaining maximal coverage is one justification for the use of multilingual mod-

els, as they provide a broader coverage of possible sounds in the target, and thereby

reducing the size of Area B. Work conducted by Schultz [133] indicates that the use

of multilingual models obtains superior performance compared to that obtained using
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single source languages. Similar findings by Kohler in [73] were observed, however it is

noted that in contrast to Schultz’s work, this study was restricted to CI models, and

only used a relatively small vocabulary.

For many cross lingual studies, evaluations have been based on the use of mono-

phones. This includes work in [73], [108], [41]. However, CD models usually produce

superior results. Accordingly, a natural progression is examining the success of CD

models in a cross lingual environment. Studies which have used CD models include

work conducted by Schultz, as well as that conducted by Imperl in [60] and later Zgank

in [187]. Unfortunately, there are several issues which arise when using CD models

cross lingually. These are discussed in the next section.

Modelling Context

As mentioned in Chapter 2.3, the effects of co-articulation can serve to alter the acoustic

realisation of the same sound. This increases the variation of each state distribution,

and makes modelling more difficult. By producing models for CD phones, this variation

is decreased and accordingly model accuracy improves. In addition, CD models also

model systematic instances of pronunciation variation, as highlighted by Hain in [47].

From a cross lingual perspective, expanding the context considered provides scope for

removing the observations associated with context dependent phones in the source

language, that do not occur in the target. This acts to reduce the impact of gaussians

that model Area A in Figure 3.3.

Whilst the use of CD models, has definite benefits cross lingually, there are also

some problems. The first stems from the methodology used to train CD source lan-

guage models. As mentioned in Chapter 2.3, expanding the context considered subse-

quently increases the number of models, which creates trainability issues. These can

be overcome by tying triphone instances that exhibit similar contextual and acoustic

properties. Model parameters are then re-estimated using the observations of the newly

tied states. Unfortunately, the state tying conducted in one language may not be op-

timal for the contextual events in another language, and this serves to undermine the
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effectiveness of CD models when used in a cross lingual setting.

The second problem which arises when using CD models for cross lingual recognition

is that coverage coefficient also decreases. This unfortunately increases the number of

observations in the target which are not modelled effectively by the source language.

The Polyphone Decision Tree Specialisation PDTS technique proposed by Schultz in

[145], was designed to address this problem.

Polyphone Decision Tree Specialisation

In most cross lingual studies, the gaussians used to model each source language state

distribution are not altered prior to adaptation. However, in [145], Schultz highlighted

that for some languages, context variants may exist in the target language which are

so different, or occur so frequently, that trees grown from a source language may be

unsuitable for representing all the contextual variants which occur in the target. To

overcome this problem, Schultz proposed the PDTS technique. Essentially, PDTS is

based on extending an already existing tree trained on the source language data, using

limited target data. Figure 3.4 illustrates this process.
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Figure 3.4: PDTS for the centre state of WorldBet phone /D/

In Schultz’s work, the WorldBet phone /D/ (IPA D), which occurs frequently in

the Portuguese language, and has many contexts, was used to illustrate the benefits
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of PDTS. An example of the voiced fricative /D/, can be found at the beginning of

the English word “that”. Shultz highlighted that for this phone, the final decision tree

produced using a multilingual model set resulted in only 4 terminal nodes, not nearly

enough to cover the expected variation which occurs for this phone in Portuguese. To

overcome this problem, Shultz extended the tree growth using the limited target data.

It is assumed, although not explicitly stated in Schultz’s work, that the contextual

variants of this phone also occurred frequently enough in the limited target data to

warrant further tree growth, and importantly estimate model parameters.

Schultz trialled extending the decision tree growth using 25, 45 and finally 90 min-

utes of target language speech. When 90 minutes of target language speech was used,

the recognition performance result approached that achieved using target language

models trained on approximately 19 hours of speech.

The concept of incorporating target language data in the decision tree process was

the original inspiration for the work outlined in Chapter 7. The technique proposed in

Chapter 7 is coined Target Structured - Crosslingual Triphone Modelling or TS-CTM.

TS-CTM overcomes a number of issues which are not addressed by PDTS. These issues

are detailed briefly in the next section, with more elaborate explanation deferred until

Chapter 7.

Phonotactic Mismatch

The previous section highlighted that PDTS sought to address problems which arise

because of context mismatch. Schultz suggested that the degree of tree growth using

the source language data may be insufficient to represent the contextual variants of

some target language phones, and that using limited target data, more representative

terminal nodes can be obtained. However, the PDTS technique can only address a

small portion of the mismatch which occurs between languages.

In the majority of cases, decision tree growth for the states of most phones in

the source is substantial, reflecting the large amount of data available in the source.

Generally, the progression of questions asked will progress from questions which are
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quite general to questions which describe contexts more specifically. Accordingly, for

many of the decision trees produced, the terminal nodes will be quite well resolved.

For these trees, further tree growth using limited target data, is reliant on high

frequency triphone instances. Even in the event that these events occur frequently, in

order for further tree growth to occur, the frequent events must also be acoustically

different. Given this, it is apparent that the PDTS approach can only provide benefits

in the following limited circumstances;

1. a particular context (broad or well resolved) occurs extremely frequently and has

sufficiently different acoustic properties

2. the source decision tree displays relatively limited growth, and sufficient target

data is available to warrant further growth

Phonotactic differences between languages can occur at the broad level, at the

fine phonetic level, or at any point between the continuum of articulatory description.

Thus, for one language, the dominant left context for a particular phone may be broad

stops, whereas another language may be dominated by a more specific example, such

as the glide /j/. Irrespective of whether broad or fine class contexts are dominant,

this is reflected in the frequency statistics and acts to define the questions asked in

the tree training process. However, the early questions, and the triphone observations

they cluster, have the most significant on the principle components describing the

node distributions. Questions asked further down the tree may act to refine these

distributions, but their impact is more subtle, with reduced levels of log-likelihood and

recognition improvement obtained.

As mentioned, generally, the questions asked early are fairly broad in nature and

have the most significant impact on the parameters used to model the distribution of

terminal nodes. Thus, phonotactic mismatch at the broad level is likely to produce more

differences in tree structure, and subsequently model estimates, than differences at the

fine phonetic level, which is the situation that PDTS seeks to address. If the assertion

that the frequency distributions associated with broad classes are more accurate in

limited data, when compared to frequencies for specific contexts, then it makes more
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sense to utilise the limited target data to commence the tree training process, rather

than extend it. This idea forms the basis of work detailed in Chapter 7.

3.2.3 Cross lingual Model Adaptation

As mentioned in Chapter 2, transformation based, Maximum Likelihood Linear Regres-

sion (MLLR) and Bayesian based Maximum A-Priori adaptation (MAP) are techniques

which can be extended to the task of cross language transfer. For research which has

reported the use of these techniques, significant improvements have been obtained. In

fact, the performance achieved without adaptation is generally so poor that the resul-

tant system is unusable.

Most work reporting the use of adaptation, has generally been limited to the generic

application of either MLLR or MAP, with limited details on parameters provided. In

[41], Fung reported the use of MAP based adaptation for English to Mandarin. The

adapted models achieved marginally improved performance compared to models trained

using a limited amount of Mandarin speech. Similar studies by Schultz were conducted

adapting multilingual models to Portuguese [146].

An interesting finding was detailed in research conducted by Wheatley in [166]. In

this work, Wheatley used English to decode Japanese in a digit recognition task, but

only modelled each state distribution using a single gaussian. Aside from a comparison

conducted between bootstrapping and flat start approaches, Wheatley also asserted

that the number of available speakers in the adaptation data for a particular language

is more important than the volume of adaptation data. Whether this holds true for

recognition tasks with more source/target language combinations, refined models and

larger vocabularies is unknown. Nevertheless, the assertion probably has merit, par-

ticularly when considered alongside comments made by Nieuwoudt in his PhD thesis,

[107] and subsequent journal article [108].

This work provides a mathematically thorough examination of cross lingual model

adaptation, and includes an investigation of a number of adaptation approaches for

porting acoustic models from English to Afrikaans. This included the use of MLLR,
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MAP, and a novel technique based on Minimum Classification Error (MCE), both in

isolation as well as via various combinations.

Nieuwoudt also highlighted that cross lingually adapted models need to cater for

different phenomena to those encountered when adapting Speaker Independent (SI)

models for Speaker Dependent (SD) applications. In a cross lingual setting, the adap-

tation is SI to SI, and the original acoustic models do not model the expected phonetic

contexts particularly well. This is in contrast to the adaptation of SI models for a

particular speaker, where the language, and possible contexts are the same. Addition-

ally, the acoustic variation across languages is much greater and more complex than

same-language variation. Given this, having more speakers in the available adaptation

data seems reasonable.

Of further note, in evaluations conducted using languages with the same recording

conditions, Nieuwoudt reported that MAP only adaptation obtained marginally better

performance when compared to a combination of MLLR-MAP, and performed signif-

icantly better than transformation based MLLR. Additional improvements between

1-2% were obtained using his proposed MCE approach. However, for evaluations con-

ducted using speech and models from different domains, best performance was obtained

by simply using mean-only MLLR adapted models to seed subsequent MAP adaptation

that adapted both mean and variance. However, while Nieuwoudt acknowledged that

context can have a significant impact on the success of cross lingual transfer, his studies

were curiously restricted to CI models, with a limited vocabulary.

Resource Scarcity and Task Complexity

As mentioned, to build an ASR system requires 3 key resources; transcribed acoustic

data, sufficient text for language modelling, and an appropriate pronunciation lexi-

con. Ideally, these resources should be available for a number of languages, recorded

under common conditions, using standardised equipment, as well as a common set of

transcription and lexicon production conventions. Unfortunately, there are very few

resources which fulfil these criteria completely.
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The lack of these resources forms a primary motivation for conducting cross lan-

guage research, however the same lack of resources also acts as an impediment to more

thorough evaluation of cross lingual techniques. Even in the event that suitable re-

source are available, the processing required to build an ASR system is considerable.

Consequently, much of the research conducted has been limited in both the number of

languages, and the complexity of the recognition task.

At present there are four key corpora which can be used to conduct multilingual

and cross lingual ASR research. These include the SpeechDat corpus [158], the OGI-

Multilingual Telephone Speech (OGI-MLTS) corpus [103], the Global Phone corpus

[131] and the CallHome corpus[79]. The majority of work reported in this thesis is

based on the Global Phone and CallHome corpus and details of these corpora are

provided in Chapter 4. Briefly, Global Phone contains audio and transcriptions for

approximately 100 utterances per language of read speech derived from newspapers.

CallHome contains conversational telephone speech, word transcriptions segmented at

the utterance level and appropriate lexicons.

To date, most cross lingual and multilingual ASR has been based on the use of

either OGI-MLTS, Global phone or SpeechDat. Unfortunately, the complexity of the

recognition task enforced by the use of these corpora is a generation behind the ca-

pabilities available for well resourced monolingual ASR applications such as English,

which are now focusing on improving the performance on both conversational telephone

speech and meeting room speech.

Defining the complexity of a recognition task needs to encapsulate a number of

considerations. Some of these considerations include;

• Recognition vocabulary size,

• Domain - read speech, broadcast radio, spontaneous telephone speech

• Acoustic model complexity - monophones or triphones, number of mixtures used

per state

In cross lingual research, a number of evaluations have been conducted on read
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speech or [146], or alternatively broadcast news [15]. These two tasks, whilst difficult,

are considered much simpler than recognition of telephone speech, particularly sponta-

neous telephone speech. Of course, several studies have been conducted on telephone

speech from the SpeechDat corpora [60], [187] or the OGI corpus [74], [75], [72].

Unfortunately, the vocabulary size used in SpeechDat task is limited to a few hun-

dred words. Additionally, the SpeechDat corpus contains only speech from European

languages. For OGI, only phone recognition assessment can be conducted, as only

phone level transcripts are provided. Whilst experiments conducted under these re-

stricted evaluation protocols are informative, it is uncertain whether the findings will

necessarily be applicable when evaluated on conversational telephone speech.

More recently, work conducted by Walker [161], used conversational telephone

speech from both the OGI-multilingual corpus and CallHome. Unfortunately, these

studies only examined phone recognition performance. The degree of acoustic model

complexity can also serve to highlight the limitations of previous research. As men-

tioned, a number of studies have restricted their efforts to examining the performance

of CI models, To some extent, this has been enforced because of the size of the available

corpora. This motivated the production of the Global Phone corpus at CMU.

This corpus allowed Schultz to conduct an expansive body of work using CD mod-

els, across a number of languages. Some of this work has been mentioned, and the

remainder can be found at her publications homepage at [147]. However, the Global

Phone corpora contains read speech, and once again, it is uncertain whether previously

proposed techniques will perform as effectively on more complex evaluation tasks such

as spontaneous conversational telephone speech. Additionally, it is possible that the

distribution of contexts across languages for read speech may differ significantly to that

in conversation.

3.3 Research Directions

The previous sections provided a generalised overview of the problems which need to be

addressed in the field of cross lingual transfer, against a backdrop of research conducted
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by others. This thesis aims to contribute to the field of cross language research by

addressing these issues.

The first observation of note is that a large portion of published cross lingual re-

search has reported recognition results obtained on tasks of reduced complexity. In

addition, source languages have been restricted in number, and generally selected from

a subset of languages which are similar to the target language, with a distinct bias

towards the use of European or English. When combined with the observation that

many studies have used different corpora, source and target languages and vocabularies

it is difficult to assess the relative merits of existing techniques.

In an attempt to obtain an improved understanding of both existing and proposed

approaches, cross language experimentation in this thesis was conducted using two

corpora; Global Phone and CallHome. The motivation for using Global Phone is that it

is representative of the type of task complexity used in previous research. The inclusion

of CallHome, on the other hand, provides a recognition benchmark which is more in

line with the capabilities of state of the art, monolingual ASR systems. Using these

corpora, in conjunction with a selection of noticeably different source languages, it is

hoped to obtain greater insight into the problems which plague cross lingual research.

Furthermore, this thesis examines and contrasts the cross lingual performance of both

monophone and triphone acoustic models, as well as evaluating a number of mapping

techniques.

The second issue which needs further investigation is the impact of phonotactic

differences across languages. Several studies have acknowledged that it causes degraded

performance. However, aside from the PDTS work conducted by Schultz [145], the

only other proposed approach for dealing with this problem is using model adaptation

techniques. While a number of multilingual studies have sought to address the impact

of context mismatch on state distributions, by adjusting mixture component weights,

this approach is less suitable for cross lingual applications because of data limitations.

In this thesis, two alternate approaches were examined in an attempt to overcome

these problems. The first, is based on using techniques commonly used in pronunciation

modelling, with the goal of obtaining a better lexical representation, expressed in terms
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of the source language models. The techniques, evaluations and findings pertaining to

this technique are detailed in Chapter 6.

The second approach examined, focuses on exploiting properties of the decision tree

process to make better use of available source and target data, with the ultimate goal

of improving how accurately the co-articulatory characteristics of the target language

are modelled. Details of this work are outlined in Chapter 7.

The practical reality of conducting cross lingual research is the developmental chal-

lenges associated with processing speech resources from a variety of languages. The

next chapter details some of the issues associated with producing models and processing

resources for the four languages used in this thesis, Spanish, Mandarin, Japanese and

German. This includes a series of experiments evaluating the performance of baseline

recognisers for each of these languages.

Chapter 5 then provides a comparative study of a selection of commonly used cross

lingual approaches, with the additional agenda of selecting an suitable baseline system

for comparison with newly proposed methods.

3.4 Summary

This chapter provided a general overview of the fundamental aspects of multilingual

and cross lingual ASR. A review outlining the issues addressed by previous research

was presented, alongside general discussion which framed the problems in cross lingual

ASR. Several key areas for improvement were identified, and based on these findings,

research directions were determined. These will be examined in the remaining chapters

in this thesis.



Chapter 4

Developing Monolingual Baseline

Systems

4.1 Introduction

Ideally, newly proposed cross lingual techniques should be evaluated using as many

source and target languages as possible, using recognition tasks from a variety of speech

domains. In an attempt to encapsulate as broad a range of source languages as possible,

models used were derived from Mandarin, German and Japanese, as well as a multilin-

gual set produced using the sound inventories from all three. In addition, two separate

corpora were used; Global Phone and CallHome. These models are used as source

models for subsequent cross lingual speech recognition, with Spanish as the target lan-

guage. These languages have significantly different characteristics, and this chapter

expands on the considerations involved with training models and baseline recognition

systems for these languages. In addition, details of the corpora and training and testing

protocols used in this thesis are provided.

The contents of this chapter are as follows. Discussion of the orthographic and

phonological properties for each of the four languages to be used in cross lingual evalu-

ations is provided in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 then provides details on the corpora used

in this thesis.

69
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In order to train source models for the afore-mentioned languages, suitable lexicons

were also required. Whilst transcriptions are provided for the Global Phone corpus,

no corresponding dictionary for each of the languages was provided. Fortunately, the

lexicons provided with CallHome provide some coverage for the words used in the Global

Phone transcriptions, but the OOV rate is significant. To overcome this problem,

pronunciation lexicons were derived using Grapheme-to-Phoneme rules (G2P). This

work is detailed in Section 4.4.

In Section 4.5, the training protocols used for training the various source models,

including multilingual models is then outlined. Section 4.6 then details the performance

achieved by each of the monolingual systems.

4.2 Language Characteristics and ASR Development

This section describes the orthographic and phonological characteristics which are pe-

culiar to the Mandarin, German, Spanish and Japanese languages. Rather than provide

individual phoneme inventories in the phonological sections dedicated to each language,

it was considered more useful to consolidate the phone inventories into one tabulation

so that readers can cross reference the phone inventories of different languages.

Table 4.1 details the phones for which actual models were trained for each of the

languages. These models were trained for both Global Phone and CallHome, however,

this model set was supplemented with additional “LAUGH” and “BACKGROUND

models for CallHome, because of the high frequency of these speech events in conver-

sational speech.

The phones detailed in this table, are based on the lexical resources provided with

the CallHome corpora. Unfortunately, the lexicons contained in CallHome are not an-

notated consistently across languages. Some guidance is provided in the documentation

for obtaining the IPA equivalent, however a considerable amount of interpretation and

cross referencing against both IPA and WorldBet was required before arriving at the

normalised set provided in Table 4.1. Details of the translation between the CallHome

representation, IPA and WorldBet, alongside articulatory descriptions is provided in
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Phone 
Category Spanish Mandarin German Japanese 

Voiced /b/,/g,/d/ - /b/,/g,/d/ /b/,/g,/d/ 

Stops 
Unvoiced 

/p/,/k/, 
/t/ 

/p/,/p h/,/k/,/kh/ 
/t/,/t h/ 

/p/,/k/, 
/t/ 

/p/,/k/, 
/t/ 

Voiced /C/, /ª/, /z/,/A/ - /v/, /z/, /z/, 
Fricatives 

Unvoiced 
/f/, /h/, 

/s/ 
/f/, /ch+c/, 

/s/,/x/ 
/f/,/h/, /pf/, 
/s/, /R/,//x/. 

/f/,/h/, 
/s/, /R/ 

Voiced - - - /cY/ 

Affricatives 
Unvoiced /sR/ /≥/, /bB/, /ssh/ 

/th≥/, /ts/, /t≥/ 
/sR/, /ts/ /ts/, /tR/ 

Nasals  /I/, /n/, /m/ /M/, /n/, /m/ /M/, /n/, /m/ /M/,/n/,/nj/,/m/ 

Dipthongs  - /ei/ /ai/ /ie/ 

Glides  /j/, /w/ /j/, /w/, /G/ /j/ /j/, /w/ 

Liquids  /r/, / 3r /, /l/ /±/, /l/ , /l/, /r/, /r/ 

Vowels 

 /a/, 
/e/, 
/i/, 
/o/ 
/u/ 

/@/, /z/, /á/, 
/D:/, /D:/, 

/I/,/[ 
�
 ]/, /I f/, 

/o/, /N/, 
/ ���

/y/, /u/ 

/a/,/a:/, /á/ 
/e:/, /D/, /D:/, 

/I/,/i:/, 
/o:/, /�/,/N/,/8/, 
/u/,/u:/, /X/,/ y/ 

/a/, 
/e/, /e:/, 
/i/,/i:/, 
/o/,/o:/, 
/L/, /L:/ 

Silence, 
Noise 

Glottals 

 
sp, sil sp, sil sp, sil sp, sil, /?/ 

Total 
Models 

 
29 40 41 34 

 

Table 4.1: Models trained for Baseline systems - Global Phone (Phones expressed in
IPA format

Appendix A. This tabulation was subsequently used to derive the knowledge driven

mappings, described in later chapters. Of further note, in the original CallHome lex-

icon, there are a number of phones that had insufficient training instances to justify

training separate models. Appendix A includes descriptions and translations for these

phones, however, as stated earlier, the models listed in Table 4.1 contain only the

phones for which models were trained.

4.2.1 Mandarin Orthography

There are a number of dialects for the Chinese language, and many are so different

that familiarity with one dialect does not necessarily infer the speaker can understand

speech from the other. These dialects include Mandarin, Cantonese, Hakka, Xiang,

Min, and Gan. However, most Chinese speak one of the Mandarin dialects. Mandarin
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(known as Guoyu) is the official language of mainland China, Taiwan and is one of the

official languages of Singapore [170]. Importantly, the Chinese ASR baseline system

used in this work is based on Mandarin speech. The two most common writing systems

used for representing the Chinese language are Hanzi and tonal Pinyin. Hanzi uses a

set of characters (logograms) to represent either a morpheme or a word. As mentioned

earlier, contrary to popular belief, Hanzi characters are not true ideograms, where the

characters reflect meaning only. Originally, the characters represented concepts, but

over time they have become increasingly stylised and now can represent either meaning

or sound, or a combination of both. Traditionally, Hanzi characters are written without

spaces at word boundaries, vertically, from top to bottom. However in more recent

times, the western influence has seen the left-to-right writing style emerge as the more

common practice.

There are two standards for printing Chinese characters. These are;

• Traditional - used predominantly in Taiwan, Hong Kong and Macau,

• Simplified - used in Mainland China and Singapore,

Essentially the simplified system differs in two ways from the traditional. The first

is a reduction in the number of strokes per character and the second is that the number

of characters has been reduced. For Chinese, the most used encoding systems are Big-5

and GB. The Big-5 encoding system was originally developed for traditional Chinese

and refers to the standard published in 1984 by Taiwan’s Institute for Information

Industry.

GB encoding (GuoBiao), refers to the standard implementation of “GB2312-80”

developed for simplified characters. More recently Big-5 encoding for simplified Chinese

fonts has also been developed. Mapping from traditional to simplified fonts is relatively

easy, but the reverse is not true. This can create difficulty when ASR system comparison

is conducted if the transcripts and lexicons from different corpora are formatted using

different encoding systems.

The complete Chinese writing system consists of somewhere between 40,000 to
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70,000 characters, each representing a one-syllable morpheme. However, these charac-

ters can be expressed in Pinyin using only 408 base syllables with 5 tones. This means

there are 2040 possible combinations, however many of these do not occur. According

to Reichert in [65], a set which provides coverage for the more common characters is

achieved using only 1344 Pinyin entries.

Pinyin is essentially a romanization that converts Chinese characters into a format

using the Roman alphabet, providing a representation which approximates pronuncia-

tion. One major advantage of this system is that it greatly simplifies the task of using

Chinese in computer applications. It should be highlighted however, that the sym-

bols used do not necessarily reflect how English speakers would intuitively pronounce

syllables. One common example used to illustrate this phenomena, is the differences

between “b” and “p”. In Chinese, these sounds are distinguished by aspiration only,

and both sounds are allophones of the phone /p/. This is in contrast to English, where

the use of the Roman symbol “b” correlates with the phoneme /b/.

4.2.2 Mandarin Phonology

As mentioned, the pronunciation of Chinese characters can be represented in Pinyin

using around 1344 entries based on 408 base syllables and 5 tones. The acoustic corre-

lates of lexical tone include the syllable’s pitch contour as well as duration. In contrast

to ASR systems for many western languages, where the acoustic models used are based

on the phoneme, for many Mandarin applications, such as that outlined in [154], models

are created for finals and initials.

Each syllable contains either an initial and a final, or only a final [85]. Essentially

the allowable initials consist of the Mandarin consonants. The final of a syllable is

essentially the syllable minus the initial. The longest form of a final contains three

parts, a medial, a main vowel (nucleus) and an ending(coda). Shorter final examples

may not include a medial or ending in some syllables.[154]. For further details on

pronunciation of Mandarin finals and initials readers are referred to [169].
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However, for the work presented in this thesis, the phones in the Mandarin lan-

guage were modelled without tone. This simplification is expected to lead to decreased

baseline Mandarin recognition performance, but for the purposes of cross-lingual ex-

perimentation, was a necessary simplification.

Table A.2 in Appendix A provides details of each allophone in the Mandarin Call-

Home lexicons, with associated linguistic descriptions, IPA, WorldBet and CallHome

descriptions. It should be noted that obtaining a definitive agreement as to what con-

stitutes the phoneme inventory of Mandarin was somewhat difficult, because of the

large variation which occurs across dialects. However, the IPA representation for all

phonemes which occur across all Chinese dialects, outlined at [141] appears to be the

most comprehensive. This reference was used in conjunction with the Wordlbet sug-

gestion tables in [52], to derive the details of Table A.2.

From the perspective of covering the sounds of the Spanish language, Mandarin,

in principle does not have voiced plosives, as mentioned previously. In addition, Man-

darin has no sound for the labiodental voiced fricatives /v/. For most other sounds

in Spanish, a reasonable approximate can be selected, although it is expected that the

tonal variations may serve to undermine the accuracy of the transfer process.

4.2.3 Japanese Orthography

The Japanese language has four separate writing systems. These are Kanji, Hiragana,

Katakana and Romaji. Generally nouns, adjective stems and verb stems, are written

in Kanji, whereas Hiragana is used for writing inflected verb and adjective endings. For

words where Kanji is too difficult to read or remember, or for foreign words, technical

terms and company names, Katakana is used [168].

Kanji, Hiragana and Katakana are typically written from top to bottom, with lines

written from right to left. More recently, a horizontal writing style, similar to that used

by English speakers has also emerged, since it is easier to include Arabic numerals and

passages from other foreign languages. A brief description of the four writing styles is

provided in the following sections.
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Kanji

Kanji refers to the Chinese characters used in the Japanese language. Whilst there

is some commonality between the Chinese Hanzi character set and Japanese Kanji,

there is also a substantial number of Kanji characters which are uniquely Japanese.

Additionally some of the Japanese characters, which are present in Hanzi, have different

meanings in Japanese. There are several styles of Kanji, however for further details

readers are directed to [168].

Hiragana and Katakana

Hiragana and Katakana, collectively know as Kana, are phonetic writing systems, where

each symbol represents an entire syllable, or mora. This is in contrast to English, where

each letter roughly corresponds to a single vowel or consonant. Note that each of the

mora do not necessarily have meaning; they just refer to a syllable which is pronounced

a particular way. For every Hiragana character, there is a corresponding Katakana

character, with the same pronunciation. Table 4.2 provides symbolic representation

for the characters in both Hiragana and Katakana syllabary, alongside the Romaji

(Romanised) form.

Table 4.2: Cross Tabulation for Hiragana, Katakana and Romaji [54]
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As outlined in [112], the syllabary defined by the Hiragana and Katagana syllable

sets or morae, contain one of the five vowels /a, i, u, e, o /, in Japanese order. These

may or may not be preceded by one of the consonants /k, g, s, z, t, d, n, h, b, p, m,

j, r, and w/ (again in Japanese order). This order is reflected in Table 4.2. The only

exception is that there are no syllables yi, ye, wu, or for native Japanese words wi, we,

or wo. All of the consonants (aside from /j/ and /w/ can be followed by a /j/, before

the vowels /a, e , i, o, u / as in kya, nyu and hyo. Note that IPA /j/ is the glide used

in the word yes. Effectively this means that Japanese syllables have either one of the

following structures:

• one vowel

• one consonant + one vowel

• one consonant + /j/ + one vowel

• The nasal /N/

• The glottal stop /P/

These constraints produce a syllable structure that is quite simple and severely

limits the possible consonant clusters. This has a significant impact on the questions

asked during decision tree training for Japanese phones, as predominantly, the right

context of all consonants will be vowels or /j/, and similarly, the left context of most

vowels will be a consonant or /j/. It can be seen that this can lead to state-tying

combinations which may not suit languages which have a more frequent instances of

consonant clustering, such as German or English. This observation will be further

examined as the thesis evolves, and will be addressed specifically in Chapter 7.

Romaji

The Romaji writing system is basically a construct designed for the convenience of

foreigners. With Romaji, one can read Japanese and produce reasonable pronunciation

approximates, without knowing any Japanese. There are 3 commonly used variants of
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Romaji; Hepburn, Kunrei-shiki (ISO 3602), and Nihon-shiki (ISO 3602 Strict). The

most widely used, particularly in computer based applications is the modified Hepburn

system, devised by James Curtis Hepburn. However, there are many differences in the

implementation of this standard, essentially because of the requirement to represent

long vowels. Japanese has five vowels, however vowel length is phonemic, so each vowel

has both a short and a long version. Long vowels have a duration nearly 75% longer

than simple vowels. In Romaji, there are two ways to indicate long vowels. The Revised

Hepburn system uses a macron to represent long vowels. Nihon-shiki and Kunrei-shiki

use a circumflex accent. These long vowels might be annotated as such; ā, ē, ī, ō, ū.

Another popular method for representing long vowels is simply to duplicate the vowel

except in the case of letter “o”, where a letter “u” is added. For example, the alternate

versions of the long vowels ā, ē, ī, ō, ū are aa, ee, ii, ou, uu respectively. The phone set for

the CallHome, Japanese lexicon is annotated in a similar style to this second method,

although there are some anomalies.

As opposed to English, where stressed syllables in a word are pronounced louder and

longer, and unstressed syllables are relatively shorter in duration, in the Japanese lan-

guage, all mora are pronounced with equal length and loudness. Accordingly Japanese,

is known as a mora-timed language.

There are a number of systems used for encoding the various writing styles for

Japanese. As Kanji characters are essentially Chinese characters, more than one byte

is required to represent these characters. However, Hiragana and Katakana can be

represented using only 1 byte. Quite obviously Romaji can be encoded using the

same ISO standard as English. To deal with the requirement for representing different

character sets, there are three Japanese character encodings of note.

These are based on the Japanese Industrial Standard or JIS, which is also known

as the ISO standard 2022-JP. The JIS encoding specifies the 6355 Kanji which are

most likely to be encountered. More commonly used now is EUC, or Extended UNIX

Coding, and this is the most commonly used internet encoding system. The other

system, Shift-JIS, was developed by Microsoft for Japanese versions of their operating

system and software [6].
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4.2.4 Japanese Phonology

Appendix A.4 provides the inventory of phones used in the CallHome lexicon to repre-

sent the sounds of the Japanese language. Aside from the use of long vowels, which are

technically phonemic, the CallHome lexicon also includes several allophones for pala-

tised consonants. These were trialled in preliminary experimentation, however it was

noted that in work conducted by Schultz in [133] for the Global Phone corpus, these

phones were not used. Accordingly, these allophones were mapped to two phones, the

palatised consonant plus the WorldBet phone /j/. For example, /kj → /k j/. This

compression of model inventory did not degrade performance significantly for the base-

line Japanese system, and importantly, provided more phones which could be mapped

to the target language, Spanish. The only remaining feature of the Japanese phone in-

ventory which requires comment is the fact that the sounds /l/ and /r/ are allophonic.

This creates problems when representing and discriminating between the liquids /r/,

and /rr/ and /l/, contained in the Spanish language.

4.2.5 Spanish Orthography

Dealing with both Spanish and German orthography, from an ASR perspective intro-

duces few additional difficulties to that encountered for English, as the written form

for both are also based on the Latin alphabet. However, in addition to the 26 standard

letters used typically in English, Spanish orthography also includes the use of accents

to alter the stress on a particular word. The acute accent is used to mark the stressed

vowel of a written word that would normally be stressed on another syllable, particular

when that that stress is contrastive [167]. For example, the word ánimo is pronounced

“a-ni-mo” with emphasis on “a”. In contrast, anímo has stress for the vowel in “ni” and

animó the stress is on “o” in “mo”. All three are distinctly different words, contrasted

using accents. Encoding of these characters, alongside all the characters in the Spanish

and German orthography are represented in the ISO-8859-1, extended ASCII character

encoding and Unicode.

Spanish also makes use of a diaeresis, which is used to modify the syllable by
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distinctly pronouncing one of its vowels. This particular diacritic is composed of two

small dots placed over a vowel (for eg in “ü”). Finally the use of a tilde placed over

n, (ñ), such as in the the Spanish word Español is used to reflect a palatalised version

of “n” such as in canyon. This letter does not exist in Latin and is the only letter

of Spanish origin [31]. Historically, palatisation of vowels also occurred, but this has

since disappeared. However, the Portuguese language still places tilde over vowels to

indicate the sound is palatised, which may explain the inclusion of “ã” in the CallHome

lexicon and transcriptions.

4.2.6 Spanish Phonology

Most Spanish letters correspond to a single sound, or to a closely related family of

sounds and hence the LTS relationship has been referred to as trivial [16]. The inventory

of phones contained in the Spanish CallHome lexicon is provided at A.1. It should also

be noted that the Spanish in the CallHome corpus contains a collection of Spanish

from Latin American and Caribean countries, and differs to the variants spoken in

Spain. Nevertheless, subsequent discussion is restricted to using Spanish to the range

of dialects.

There are five vowel sounds in Spanish, and Spanish vowels are commonly referred

to as pure, much like Japanese and Indonesian. This is in contrast to German and

Mandarin which have considerably larger vowel sets. For example, Spanish has only

one phone for the “e” sound, whereas German has at least three. This can be problem-

atic when selecting suitable source language phones, as there can be several suitable

alternates.

Generally, most of the sounds which occur in Spanish can be approximated reason-

ably well by the phonemic inventories of the other languages, although there are some

exceptions. Exceptions to this included the coronal tap (“r” sounds), which creates

difficulties for Japanese. The Lamino-palatal nasal /ñ, similar to the “n” in onion also

does not occur in Mandarin or German. For further examples of differences readers are

directed to Appendix B, which provides the knowledge based mappings between the
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phonemic inventories. These mapping are used in experiments conducted in Chapter

5.

Another interesting characteristic of Spanish, is that syllables are formed without

respect to word boundaries. An example of this phenomena can be illustrated by the

use of the phrase tus otras hermanas which is syllabified as tu-so-tra-ser-ma-nas.

Unfortunately, this property of syllabification across words can create problems. In

Chapter 6, attempts to improve the lexical representation using the phone sets from

another language are outlined. In an attempt to improve the quality of word pro-

nunciation estimates, pronunciation modelling techniques were used. In particular,

pronunciations were derived for a subset of frequently occurring syllables in the target

languages. Unfortunately, it is possible that the characteristic which allows syllabifi-

cation in Spanish, also serves to undermine the quality of the derived pronunciations.

Further details are provided in Chapter 6.

4.2.7 German Orthography

One distinctive feature of the German language that delineates it from English, is that

three vowels incorporate the use of Umlaut, namely ä, ö and ü. Essentially the umlaut

process modifies the pronunciation of a vowel in the current syllable to be pronounced

more similarly to the pronunciation of the vowel or semi vowel in the following syllable.

This process is problematic when considered from the perspective of deriving Letter-

to-Sound (LTS) rules. Briefly, the features used to determine the pronunciation for a

particular word are achieved by considering each orthographic symbol in context, where

context refers to the preceding and following symbols. In most publications, the only

phonetic realisations used in training is the current phone; phone context is not used.

Whilst it is possible to use previous phone context in the training of G2P rules, it is

more difficult to include future phone contexts, although work conducted by Fussier in

[38], details how future phone context can be incorporated.

Finally, German orthography has a special special symbol, Scharfes-S (β) to repre-

sent the sequence ”‘ss”’, which is typically used only after long vowels or diphthongs.
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However, representing the German orthography can be achieved via the ISO 8859-1, or

Latin 1 standard or alternatively using unicode.

4.2.8 German Phonology

Tabulation of the German phone inventory contained in the CallHome lexicon is pro-

vided in Appendix A.3. There are several phonological characteristics for the German

language, which differ from the others discussed. The first is that German has a much

higher incidence of consonant clustering. It was mentioned earlier that the phonotactic

constraints of the Japanese language impact on the state tying mechanism. It is also

possible that German may exhibit a similar property.

German also has a significantly larger vowel set than Japanese and Spanish. For

example, an examination of Table 4.1 reveals there are 16 vowels and one dipthong for

German, with an additional two dipthongs not shown. This contrasts with the much

smaller vowel set contained in Spanish and Japanese.

German speech is also characterised by careful anunciation of each phoneme, par-

ticularly for vowels. Accordingly, it is commonly remarked that each German word is

effectively preceded by a glottal stop [34], and it is possible that this leads to less cross

word co-articulatory effects. Of further note, is that the pronunciation of the German

phone /j/ can vary according to speaker and the word spoken. Generally, when native

words are pronounced, this phone is pronounced in a similar manner to English yellow.

However, particularly for non-native words this can vary to be pronounced like the “j”

in jeans. Of course, this impacts on the purity of the model, and from a cross lingual

perspective, may increase the classification errors which arise.

Finally, from the perspective of providing coverage for the phones of the Spanish

language, German also has no representative for the IPA phone /w/ and devoicing of

the phone /v/ commonly occurs, such that it is pronounced /f/.
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4.3 Corpus Descriptions

4.3.1 OGI Corpus

The cross lingual experimentation contained in this thesis is based on the use of Global

Phone and CallHome. However, in the preliminary stages of the author’s candida-

ture, the OGI corpus was used for proof of concept, cross lingual transfer experiments,

in addition to use as an evaluation corpus for Indonesian, as well as experiments in

LID. Cross Lingual publications by the author which incorporated this corpus include

[140][91][93],[92][150][33]. Publications examining aspects of LID which used OGI in-

clude [94],[89] and [95]. Accordingly, a brief overview of the corpus is provided, with

specifics pertaining to Indonesian and LID left to relevant chapters.

The Oregon Graduate Institute Multi-language Telephone Speech (OGI-MLTS) was

originally released for use in Language Identification studies and contained 10 languages

(English, Mandarin, Spanish, Farsi, French, German, Japanese, Korean, Tamil and

Vietnamese) [103]. The initial release contained telephone calls from 90 speaker per

language. Each speaker responds to a series of prompts designed to elicit responses,

with responses restricted in most instances to a set of predetermined words. Examples

of prompts which elicited restricted vocabulary responses include;

• what is your age

• what is the time

• what is your date of birth

• what is your zipcode,

• what is your phone number,

• what is your hometown,

• what is your native language,

In order to extract responses with domain specific content, users were prompted

with questions such as “What is you favourite food?” or “What route do you use to
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travel to work/home?”. Finally unrestricted responses were based on providing a one

minute story about the speaker. These 1 minute stories were further fragmented into

“story before the tone” of 50 second duration and “story after the tone” segments of

10 second duration. The 60 second utterances were intended to be representative of

fluent continuous speech, however many of the responses are simply concatenations of

previously uttered responses to restricted prompts.

This corpus was subsequently extended to include additional recordings for each

of the ten languages, as well as 200 additional calls for the Hindi Language. Also

included in the corpus was fine phonetic transcriptions of selected utterances from the

“story before the tone” utterances for six languages, (English, Spanish, German Hindi,

Mandarin and Japanese). Following the release of OGI-MLTSC, OGI also released

the 22 Language telephone speech corpus, based on a similar format, however most of

which is not transcribed.

Importantly, this corpus included just over 3 hours of Indonesian speech. Given

the interest in an Indonesian ASR capability, these recordings were subsequently tran-

scribed at QUT, and validated by native speakers of the Indonesian language, with

a further round of validations also conducted by the author. Further details of this

undertaking are provided in Chapter 8

One of the important benefits afforded by the OGI corpus is the ability to evaluate

phone recognition performance across languages, under the same channel and recording

conditions. Unfortunately, the limited amount of data makes it unsuitable for training

anything but rudimentary acoustic models. As mentioned, the OGI data contains

transcriptions at the phone level for six languages, but not the corresponding word

transcriptions. As a consequence, most publications which have presented results using

OGI data have only provided Phone Error Rates (PER) [73][72],[161] or have been

based on producing phone recognisers for LID systems [173][189][180].
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4.3.2 Global Phone

The Global Phone corpus contains speech and transcriptions for 15 languages; Ara-

bic, Chinese (Mandarin and Wu), Croation, German, French, Japanese, Korean, Por-

tuguese, Russian, Spanish, Swedish, Tamil, and Turkish. It was designed to provide

read speech for the development and evaluation of large vocabulary, continuous speech

recognition systems, for a variety of the world’s languages. Importantly, the corpus con-

tains speech recorded under a consistent recording protocol using standardised record-

ing equipment. This provides scope for the examination of the speech in various lan-

guages, without the hindrance of channel and recording differences.

Selection criteria for languages included in the corpus included number of speakers,

political and economic influence, geographic coverage and obtaining as broad a coverage

for the possible phonemic inventories and orthographic systems that exist in the world.

For each language approximately 100 speakers read sentences selected from national

newspapers, available via the internet. The topics included in the sentences were based

on national and international politics and the economy over the periods 1995-1998.

This produced approximately 15-20 hours of high quality speech per language.

The speech data was recorded at a sampling rate of 48 kHz using a close talking

microphone (Senheiser 440-6) connected to a DAT recorder. This was subsequently

downsampled to 16kHz-16 bit. The transcriptions were then validated and special

markers for spontaneous effects like false starts, hesitations and non-verbal effects like

laughter included. Further details on this corpus can be found at [131].

The transcripts contained in Global phone come in two formats. The first format

contains transcriptions in language specific encoding. The Mandarin transcriptions are

Mainland Hanzi encode using the GB standard. Japanese is encoded using JIS, which

is in contrast to the CallHome corpus, which is encoded using EUC. Both Spanish

and German are encoded using the ISO8859-1 or Latin-1 standard. The second format

contains Romanised versions of the original transcripts using ASCII-7 produced using

automated means. It should also be noted that the Global Phone corpus contains num-

bers transcribed in digit format, which requires subsequent conversion to word format.
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No Utterances/No Speakers 
Language 

Total 
Duration 
of Data 
 (Hours) Train Test Dev 

Mandarin 30.0 8553/111 867/10 728/12 
Spanish 16.9 4715/84 497/8 547/10 
German 18.2 8168/66 826/7 1069/8 
Japanese 19.1 7000/98 571/10    715/10 
 

Table 4.3: Speaker and Utterance Details for Global Phone Data - by Language

Accordingly, algorithms were written to derive number pronunciations, allowing for the

language specific differences which occur in the ordering of numbers across languages.

The hypothesized pronunciations were then subsequently hand checked.

The corpus also included special markers for spontaneous effects like false starts,

retraces and hesitations. However, those transcripts containing retraces and false starts

were removed for this work. A breakdown of various corpus statistics after culling

unwanted utterances is provided in Table 4.3 for the four languages used. It should be

noted that the train/test and development breakdown referred to in Table 4.3, is based

on the partition predefined by CMU, as detailed in the corpus release documentation

for the Global Phone corpus [177]. The sets were partitioned in a way that ensures that

no speaker appears in more than one group, and no article was read by two speakers

from different groups.

Language 
Average 

Utterance 
Duration (s) 

Average 
Words per 
Utterance 

Mandarin 10.9 27.9 
Spanish 10.5 26.6 
German 6.5 16.21 
Japanese 8.9 23.0 
 
 
 

Table 4.4: Utterance Details for Global Phone Data - by Language
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Table 4.4 provides additional details regarding the average utterance length and

average number of words spoken per utterance. As will be reinforced again in Section

4.3.3, the Global phone utterances are considerably longer than those in CallHome,

with words generally articulated more slowly than those of the conversational speech

corpus.

Finally, as mentioned previously, no lexical resources accompany the Global Phone

transcriptions, and G2P rules were used to supplement the existing CallHome lexicon.

The process used in producing G2P is outlined in Section 4.4.

4.3.3 CallHome

The CALLHOME project focused on the creation of a multi-lingual speech corpus

designed to assist research and development of Large Vocabulary Conversational Speech

Recognition (LVCSR). It includes a collection of recordings, transcripts and lexical

resources for six languages; American English, Egyptian Arabic, German, Japanese,

Mandarin Chinese, and Spanish and thus provides resources for the four languages

used in our evaluation.

The telephone speech contains unscripted telephone conversations between native

speakers of the specific language. All calls, which lasted up to 30 minutes, originated

in North America. Participants typically called family members or close friends. Most

calls were placed to various locations overseas, but some participants placed calls within

North America [79].

The number of transcriptions made available to the public has varied according

to language, and these transcriptions have generally released in stages coinciding with

NIST HUB5 evaluations. These transcripts, cover a five to 10 minute contiguous seg-

ment from the original recorded conversation. Each transcript is time-stamped by

speaker turn for alignment with the speech signal, and are provided in standard or-

thography. Figure 4.5 provide an excerpt of Japanese transcripts from CallHome.

As Figure 4.5 highlights, the orthography used to represent Japanese is in Kanji
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Table 4.5: Excerpt from Japanese CallHome Transcripts

character format, encoded using the EUC format. Similarly, the Mandarin transcrip-

tions are in Hanzi character format in GB format. Of further note is the inclusion

of various speech and background noise artefacts, such as laughter and background

speech.

As mentioned the amount of data varies across language. Each release has been

distributed containing train, development and evaluation subsets. As this data was

only used for cross lingual evaluations, data from all releases was combined and then

reassigned to new train, test and development subsets. Part of the rationale for this is

that in processing the data prior to model training, a number of utterances containing

speech events that could undermine analysis of cross lingual performance were culled,

including those with foreign words, excessive background noise or unwanted artefacts.

This culling led to changes in distributions of subsets, and so the data was reapportioned

to maintain an 80/10/10 split in terms of duration, where no speaker had utterances in

any of the other subsets. A summary of how the data is distributed and various other

corpora statistics are provided in Table 4.6 and Table 4.7.

An examination of Table 4.7 reveals that the length of utterances is considerably

shorter than those in the read speech corpora of Table 4.4. For example, the average

length of CallHome Spanish utterance is 2.2 seconds, and contains only 8 words. In

contrast, Spanish utterances from Global Phone average 10.7 seconds in length, and

contain 26.6 words. Even though the average Global Phone utterances are 5 times as

long, the number of words uttered on average per second is considerably less, suggesting

that more time is taken in articulating words in Global Phone, or that the speaking
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No Utterances/No Speakers 
Language 

Total 
Duration 
of Data 
 (Hours) Train Test Dev 

Mandarin 24.0 39580/289 5400/38 4816/36 
Spanish 46.8 61821/397 8097/50 7747/45 
German 10.1 14744/191 1865/22 1644/27 
Japanese 10.6 20546/187 2670/26 2660/27 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 4.6: Speaker and Utterance Details for CallHome Data by Language

Language 
Average 

Utterance 
Duration (s) 

Average 
Words per 
Utterance 

Mandarin 1.7 7.8 
Spanish 2.2 8.5 
German 2.0 8.5 
Japanese 1.5 5.9 
 

Table 4.7: Utterance Details for CallHome Data by Language

rate in the Continuous Telephone Speech (CTS) of CallHome is descernably quicker.

This prompts additional comment on the difference in recognising dialogues from

CallHome, when compared to other CTS in English such as the well known Switch-

Board task. The conversations in CallHome occur between speakers who are familiar

with one another, whereas in SwitchBoard they are not. This leads to a significantly

different style of discourse, with speakers jumping from topic to topic, and often dis-

pense with the formalities that are typically present in conversations between strangers.

Additionally, signal transmission suffers from additional noise and distortion artefacts,

particularly on the international leg of the connection.

Whilst no qualitative analysis has been conducted, there is also significant dialectal

differences. In [186], it was highlighted that the dialects contained in the Spanish

subset of CallHome include Carribean, Mexican and Rio Plata dialects, amongst others.

Additional complexity is also added by the fact that foreign words are also frequently
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interspersed within utterances. Similar difficulties have also been remarked upon for

Mandarin. Whilst no reported research (to the authors knowledge) has been conducted

using German and Japanese CallHome transcripts for LVCSR, it is expected that similar

problems also exist.

4.4 Lexicon Extension using Grapheme-to Phoneme Con-

version

This section details the expansion of existing CallHome lexical resources to cater for

words that occur in the Global Phone transcription. In addition to the 4 languages

used in cross lingual evaluations, a requirement existed for the expansion of an existing

Indonesian lexicon, for use in experiments outlined in Chapter 8. Accordingly, the

details of techniques used and experimental results for Indonesian are included in this

section.

There are number of methods for producing pronunciation lexicons. Rule based

approaches, which use linguistic knowledge to infer pronunciation are one method [29],

and are generally expressed in the form;

GLGiGR → Pi (4.1)

The interpretation of such a rule is as follows. If the grapheme Gi is preceded by the

left context GL and followed by the right context GR, then the resultant phoneme pro-

nounced is Pi. However, knowledge derived rules require extensive linguistic knowledge

for the language in question. Given the requirement to produce and expand lexicons

for multiple language, data driven methods were preferred.

There are several statistically based approaches for deriving G2P rules, including

those based on Neural nets[134] and more recently, attempts which incorporate Hidden

Markov Models, as in [114]. However, the word pronunciation derivation technique

used in this thesis is based on the use of Classification and Regression Trees using
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the WAGON toolkit [160]. This toolkit accompanies the Festival Speech Synthesis

software from Edinburgh [148]. It should be mentioned that this technique relies on

the availability of a suitable lexicon to be used to train G2P rules. For the languages

used in cross lingual evaluations, the CallHome lexicons were used. For Indonesian,

a commercially produced lexicon containing more than 15000 words was provided by

Appen, a speech product company who specialises in producing ASR lexicons.

The Festival toolkit provides guidelines for the production of Letter-To-Sound rules,

however several modifications were required for this process, due to the differences in

language orthographies. Figure 4.1 depicts the process used to derives these rules.

Further procedural details will be outlined in Section 4.4.2, however before doing so,

further comment on the orthographies of Mandarin and Japanese, is provided in Section

4.4.1.

Is 
orthography

roman based?

Is 
orthography
Japanese?

Convert 
Kanji/Hiragana

to
Romaji 

 

Convert 
Hanzi

to
Pinyin 

 

Romanised
Grapheme
to Phone

Alignment 
 

Train 
Decision

 Tree 
 

Romanised Grapheme
String 

 

Training 
lexicon

 

G2P Rules
 

No 
 

Yes 

Yes 

No 
 

Figure 4.1: Systematic Diagram for G2P rules derivation across 5 languages

4.4.1 Mandarin and Japanese Considerations

An initial step in obtaining G2P rules is obtaining an alignment which associates each

grapheme from each word with a corresponding phoneme. For the Latin based or-

thographies, a strong correlation exists between graphemes and phones and deriving
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rules once an alignment is established is relatively straight forward. However, Man-

darin and Japanese characters do not have a direct and discernable correlation with

the sounds they represent. To overcome this problem, the Romanised orthographies for

Mandarin and Japanese were used. For the words contained in the CallHome lexicon,

obtaining these Romanised versions is trivial, as the Mandarin and Japanese CallHome

lexicons have separate fields for the Romanised form of each character based word.

However, the basic motivation for creating G2P rules was to produce pronunciations

for OOV words, in both CallHome, and more importantly Global Phone. In order

to apply the G2P rules, each OOV word from the corpus transcripts needs to be in

Romanised form. The Global Phone transcripts are available in Romanised formats,

as mentioned in Section 4.3.2. However, for CallHome the transcripts for Mandarin

are in GB formatted Hanzi, and Japanese contains a combination of both Hiragana

and Katakana formatted words. Thus, a requirement existed for any OOV word from

Mandarin or Japanese in the CallHome transcripts, to be converted to a Romanised

form.

Conversion from GB Mandarin Hanzi to Pinyin was achieved using the C2T con-

version tool. This is available at [48]. C2T was created in 1992 by Tommi Kaikko-

nen with subsequent improvements made by Katya Ta. It should be noted that this

software makes use of the TONEPY.tit dictionary which contains mappings for GB

encoded characters to tonal pinyin. For Japanese, obtaining the Romaji representation

was achieved using the KAKASI Kanji-Kana-to-Romaji conversion toolkit, available at

[68]. This tool can be used to produce a Romaji representation given either a Kanji or

Kana (Hiragana or Katakana) string.

Unfortunately, the use of these tools introduces another potential source of error.

As such, dual experiments were conducted. The first examined pronunciation accuracy

when simply deriving word pronunciation given a romanised letter string, whilst the

second examined the accuracy obtained when a given either a Mandarin or Japanese

character string. Results for these experiments are outlined in Section 4.4.3.
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4.4.2 G2P Rule Derivation

Assuming that the word forms have already been Romanised, the key steps involved in

deriving word pronunciations include;

1. Alignment - align letters to phones

2. Rule Derivation - use decision trees to build Letter to sound rules for each letter

3. Rule Application - apply rules to obtain required word pronunciation.

The first two steps warrant further discussion which is provided in the following

sections.

Alignment

Before deriving G2P rules, a requirement exists for aligning the letter and phone

streams. There are several issues which need to be considered in the alignment pro-

cess, primarily because the number of letters in each word does not necessarily match

with the number of phonemes. The first is that some letters can correspond with more

than one phone. An example given in [16] is the word “taxi” in which the letter “x”

corresponds to the phones /k s/. In addition some letters do not correspond to any

phone. In this case an arbitrary symbol such as epsilon or “-” can be used to denote a

deletion (or insertion).

The second is that some restrictions need to be placed on the allowable alignments.

Determining the set of suitable restrictions was based on the hand-seeding method.

Essentially, this method is an iterative process of trial and error, in which a small set of

allowable alignments is specified, and then this is used to align the letter-phone streams.

Initially, a large number of errors occur because the restricted set of possibilities pre-

vents the alignment of these streams. The number of errors is incrementally reduced by

subsequent additions of allowable alignments. In [16], Black found that this technique

gained superior results to an alternative automated method based on the use of the EM

algorithm. Figure 4.2 depicts an hypothesised alignment for the word “sequestriere”.
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   Letter Stream             s     e     q     u     e     s     t     r     i     e     r     e  
 
   Phone Stream             z     e:   k-v   -     E    s     t     r     i:    -     r     &  

Figure 4.2: Aligning the letters and phones form the word “sequestriere” - Phone stream
in WorldBet format

It can be seen that the letters align with an intuitively representative phone. One

exception is the alignment q → k-v. This requires explicit direction, which allows the

alignment of k-v with the letter q, as well as the specification of a pseudo phone-string

k-v. This in turn, results in the deletion of the letter u. Accordingly, some care needs

to be taken to ensure that this does not result in alignments containing undesirable

insertions and deletions.

Rule Derivation

Decision trees are used to derive G2P rules for each letter. Having already described

the basics of decision trees in Chapter 2.3.1, the key considerations are the question set

used, the splitting criteria and when to stop tree growth. For the extraction of G2P,

questions about context were limited to specific questions about grapheme identity

such as Is the left grapheme “a”? or is the right grapheme “b”?. To achieve this,

each grapheme (g) under consideration is encoded using a feature vector, or grapheme

window, which includes the grapheme identity, in addition to the identity of graphemes

contained within a context width of ±3 symbols. Each grapheme window is then

associated with the phone that results, and each window forms part of the training

data used to extract pronunciation rules.

The splitting criteria is based on the empirical entropy of each phone distribution.

Wagon uses the entropy times the number of sample points when discrete predictees
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are used, where the entropy for a node cluster N is calculated according to;

H =
∑

c

P (c|N)logP (c|N) (4.2)

where c denotes a particular phone class, and P (c|N) is used to depict the probabilities

of each phone class in node N .

The method used for determining tree growth was based on over-training the tree

using a small threshold for node occupancy (5) , followed by pruning back the tree

based on optimising performance on a heldout set of data. The heldout set contained

15% of the available training data.

4.4.3 G2P Results

Romanised G2P  
Conversion 

Character G2P 
Conversion 

Language 
Letters  
Correct 

Words  
Correct 

Words 
 Correct 

Japanese 99.8 99.1 83.0% 
Mandarin 99.9 99.2 87.5% 
Spanish 99.8 99.0 Not Applicable 
German 98.0 90.0 Not Applicable 
Indonesian 98.6 88.1 Not Applicable 

   
Table 4.8: Conversion Results using G2P rules

Table 4.8 provides conversion accuracy results for both individual letters as well

as entire words, for the five languages under consideration. In addition, results for

character conversion are also included, in order to assess the impact that the character

conversion process has on the accuracy of the system.

Letters correct refers to the number of letter-phone pairs which are correctly pre-

dicted with respect to the test set. Words correct are the number of complete words,

where the complete phone string is correct. The test set used was obtained by extract-

ing 15% of the original CallHome lexicon. The test set was not used in training.
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It can be seen that for Spanish, Mandarin and Japanese, the conversion rate is

extremely good. For Spanish and Japanese, this reflects the fact that the word pro-

nunciations in the CallHome lexicons were derived via automated means, with the less

than 100% explained because hand corrections were made to the lexicons. For Man-

darin, the Pinyin to sound relationship is almost one to one, and this is reflected in the

conversion accuracy. It should be noted however, that the reported result has tonal

information removed.

For the German and Indonesian languages, a substantial drop occurred. The result

for German, is similar to that reported in [16] for the CELEX lexicon. In this work,

letter conversion accuracy of 98.79 was achieved alongside word level accuracy of 89.38.

Given the German CallHome lexicon is derived from CELEX [7], the similarity of these

results with those achieved in Table 4.8 is further validation of our methodology.

It can be seen that the character conversion process introduces a significant drop

in conversion accuracy. For Mandarin, the Word accuracy dropped to 87.5% while

Japanese performed worse, with an accuracy of 83.0%. However, the inaccuracies in-

curred should not impact significantly on the eventual WER. For example, after culling

noisy utterances and those containing foreign speech from the available transcripts, the

total number of words in the Mandarin CallHome transcripts was 489,790. From these

utterances, the total number of words uttered that had no corresponding lexical repre-

sentation in CallHome was 5991, of which 862 were unique. Of further note is that, 3210

of these were names. The total number of unique words in the Mandarin transcripts

is 8013. Assuming that 12.5 % of the 5991 OOV words is converted incorrectly, less

than a thousand entries will have the incorrect pronunciation, which as a proportion

of the entire corpus is less than 0.2%. Additionally, for many of the Pinyin entries

which do differ, the substitution is typically a similar phone and should not introduce

a significant error into the acoustic modelling process.

For Japanese, the OOV rate using the CallHome lexicon is 3.9%. A key contributor

to the “error” introduced by the KAKASI software is that it does not incorporate the

use of the IPA phone /N/, in its version of Hepburn. Additionally, there are differences

in the representation of long vowels, however this problem was easily remedied.
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When the Kanji characters were used to assess the conversion accuracy, the accu-

racy was 77%. Of this, nearly 17% was attributed to the phone /N/. However, when the

conversion accuracy was assessed using the Kana characters(Hiragana and Katakana)

the conversion accuracy increased to 83%. Further inspection of the CallHome entries

revealed that a significant number of Kanji characters did not correpond with an appro-

priate Romaji entry. Given the majority of entries in the transcriptions are in Kanji,

and that a high correlation exists between the Romaji representation and the pronun-

ciation provided, this may be the source of unwanted transcription errors. However,

given the original OOV rate was 3.9%, and assuming that the word conversion accuracy

83% is used, it is expected that the errors introduced are less than 0.7%.

Finally, it should be highlighted that the result presented for the Indonesian repre-

sents an average of a 5-fold cross validation. As no comparable figures were available for

Indonesian, it was desirable that the rules obtained were robust to the vagaries of train

and test subset selection. Accordingly, the available Indonesian lexicon, containing in

excess of 17000 words, was split into 5 subsets, with 4 of the subsets used four training,

and the other used for evaluation. The word conversion success ranges from 87.1 and

88.9 indicating subset selection did not impact significantly on the robustness of the

subsequent rule set.

4.5 Training Protocol

The performance of the source language acoustic models on their own language pro-

vides an important indication of model quality. Accordingly, this section outlines the

training regime used for producing these models. To ensure that each of these source

language model sets was trained in a consistent manner, a standardised training regime

was adopted, similar in principle to the COST249 refrec0.96 script. However, some

modifications were made to improve the training of CD models.

COST 249 is an EU-supported research action, with the title “Continuous speech

recognition over the telephone” [64]. The refrec0.96 scripts are a set of training scripts

designed to act as a common reference for multilingual speech recognition, with the
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training regime based around the use of the Hidden Markov Modelling Toolkit (HTK)

[181].

The training regime is as follows. A flat-start approach is adopted, where the global

mean and variance of the entire training set is used to create initial seed models. A

diagonal covariance matrix is used. Whilst several cross lingual studies have shown that

bootstrapping from models trained on other languages produces improved recognition

rates, it makes subsequent comparison difficult for other researchers if they do not have

access to the same pool of language resources to create seed models. This formed part

of our motivation for adopting the standardised approach used in the refrec0.96 script.

After the creation of seed models using a flat-start approach, supervised embedded

Baum-Welch (BW) re-estimation is followed by forced alignment. After this, a silence

and short pause model are added and then the number of mixture components used

to model each state distribution is incrementally increased. Four passes of BW are

conducted for each increment of mixture components, and this is stopped once 32 mix-

ture components per state is reached. These models were then used for all monophone

model experimentation. At this point, and in contrast to the approach outlined in [64],

2-model re-estimation [182] is incorporated for state tying of CD models.

This technique, which is incorporated in HTK release 3.2, provides scope for ob-

taining better estimates of state occupancy statistics. In earlier methodologies, the

state-level occupancy statistics were obtained after conducting a state-level alignment

using single-mixture CI models. Two-model estimation essentially obtains these statis-

tics (and better parameter estimates) by using well trained models with more mixture

components. Unless suitable models from another source are available, obtaining these

well trained models necessitates a full pass of model training using the traditional

method for conducting CD state tying. These models can then be used to guide the

two-model re-estimation process. Using the model parameters and state occupancy

statistics, decision tree clustering is then used.

In order to cater for all the mapping possibilities in later cross lingual experiments,

the decision tree for each source language was used to synthesise all possible contexts,

including those that are not possible in the language. This is then followed by iterative
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combination of BW and mixture incrementing until a predetermined number of mixture

components are achieved.

For Global Phone, for which frequency bandwidth is wider, best results were achieved

using 32 mixtures to model each triphone state distribution, however for CallHome only

16 mixtures was used. It also should be highlighted that for the cross domain experi-

mentation outlined later in Chapter 5, separate bandwidth limited Global phone models

were also trained. To avoid overfitting mixture components to the CallHome data in

adaptation, only 16 mixture components per state was used for these models.

Speech was parameterized using 12th order PLP analysis plus normalized energy,

1st and 2nd order derivatives, and a frame size/shift of 25/10ms. Cepstral Mean

Subtraction (CMS) was employed to reduce speaker and channel mismatch. For the

experiments conducted in this thesis, both monophone and triphone acoustic models

were trained. Each phone is modelled using a three state, left-to-right HMM, with no

skip transitions, except for silence and pause models. An ergodic silence model is used,

allowing transitions back to preceding states. The pause model is a “tee” model, which

is tied to the centre state of the silence model. For the Callhome data, an additional

ergodic laugh model was created based on its frequency of occurance. To cater for

the various speech background noise in the CallHome data, an additional left-to-right

model was created for speech and background noise.

Phonemes within each language that had less than 150 examples were not modelled.

For these phonemes, a mapping to a phone most often confused after conducting an

open loop phone recognition pass was used to adjust the original pronunciation lexicon.

Finally, as part of our evaluation a set of multilingual models were trained. These mod-

els were trained using the protocol just outlined, however some additional steps were

required to reduce the model inventory size. The next section describes the process.

Multilingual Model Training

Whilst this thesis is primarily focused on examining cross language transfer techniques,

source languages need not be constrained to single languages. Indeed, as discussed in
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Chapter 3, several studies have asserted that multilingual models are more suitable

for the task of cross lingual transfer. Accordingly, as part of the evaluations in this

thesis, a set of multilingual models was trained for comparison with the single source

language models. This section provides details of the methods used to train these mod-

els. These models were derived from the German, Mandarin and Japanese transcripts.

The method adopted for training multilingual models is based on the work outlined by

Schultz in [146]. This work presented two alternatives for creating multilingual models.

A general description of the two approaches is provided below;

• The first approach, referred to as ML-mix by Schultz, essentially created a model

set, where each phone with the same IPA representation was equated. This

approach, did not preserve any language specific information about each phone.

CD models were then trained in a similar manner to that described in Chapter 2.3.

By equating sounds with the same IPA representation, a model set compression

was achieved.

• In the second approach, referred to as ML-tag, each phone in context was tagged

with language specific information and questions regarding language identity were

also included in the question set. This provided a mechanism for the creation

of language specific clusters of phones, if the acoustic evidence warranted their

creation.

Interestingly, when using the ML-tag approach, Schultz found that many of the

initial questions asked were related to language. Given the splitting criterion is based on

obtaining the largest increase in entropy, this means that questions regarding language

contribute to a major portion of the overall improvement in log-likelihood for the CD

models. In Chapter 7, the impact that the phonotactic properties have on adaptability

of cross lingual CD models is explored. Schultz’s finding indicates that language specific

aspects had a significant influence on the early questions in the decision tree process.

This provided preliminary impetus for the work conducted in Chapter 7.

Of further interest was that in another study conducted by Schultz [133], the ML-tag

multilingual models provided superior recognition performance when used to recognise
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speech from languages which were seen in training. However, when applied to the task

of recognising a previously unseen language, the ML-mix models performed best. Given

the research conducted in this thesis is most similar to the second scenario, multilingual

models were trained without language specific questions.

As a further footnote to the creation of multilingual models, it is highlighted that in

the adopted method, triphone states were only allowed to cluster with context instances

from the same base monophone. Given that many phones across languages are similar

in realisation, in collaborative work conducted by the author and Dr. Eddie Wong

at QUT, [33], this restriction was relaxed, allowing monophones with different centre

context to cluster. Acoustic models from Spanish, Hindi and English were clustered,

and then used to recognise Indonesian speech from the OGI corpus. In this study, this

cross boundary clustering was used only for clustering monophone models. Techniques,

which have extended this concept to triphones have also been reported by Zgank in

[187]

4.6 Baseline Recognition Experiments

4.6.1 Experimental Protocol

The majority of recognition experiments conducted in this thesis are conducted at the

word level. Whilst the Phone Error Rates (PER) can be informative, both Schultz

and Kohler [146], [72] established that PER cannot be used as a reliable indicator

of eventual cross lingual recognition performance. Furthermore, PER rates generally

vary in an inversely proportional manner to the number of phonemes in the phoneme

inventory. As such, phone recognition results were only collated for the individual

baseline systems, and not in cross lingual experimental environments. These results

are provided in Section 4.6.2, essentially to enable the reader to gauge the efficiency of

the model training regime.

For word recognition experiments, the parameterisation regime reflects that used
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in training, as discussed in the previous section. In order to reduce the Out-Of-

Vocacubulary (OOV) rate to zero, all words encountered in both the training, devel-

opment and test sets were included in the recognition vocabulary. It is acknowledged

that the inclusion of the test set vocabulary contravenes the generally accepted test-

ing regime of maintaining independence between the training and test sets. However,

given the underlying goal is to compare cross lingual results with the baseline, the

comparative results are still valid.

Table 4.9 provides details on the size of the recognition vocabularies for each lan-

guage and corpora. It can be seen that the size of recognition vocabulary varies signif-

icantly, depending on language. However, for the cross lingual evaluations, Spanish is

used as the target language, and the vocabulary sizes of 17840 and 19844 for Global

Phone and CallHome respectively, are large enough to be considered a large vocabulary

recognition task.

It can be seen that the vocabulary used for Spanish CallHome is larger than Global

Phone, yet for the remaining languages, the Global Phone vocabulary is generally

much larger. The reason for this is significantly more data was available for Spanish

CallHome, when compared to the remaining languages, and so the vocabulary is larger.

In contrast, the amount of data for each language in Global Phone is more equitable.

This was shown previously in Tables 4.3 and 4.6.

 
 

Recognition  
Vocabulary Size Language 

Global Phone CallHome 

Mandarin 13320 8013 
Spanish 17840 19844 
German 23194 8854 
Japanese 21131 5706 

Table 4.9: Recognition Vocabulary Sizes - Global Phone and CallHome

In this thesis, recognition performance is predominantly represented using either

Word Error Rate (WER) or Phone Error Rates (PER). WER is calculated according
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to;

Word Error Rate = 100.
substitutions+ deletions + insertions

number of spoken words
(4.3)

On occasion, Word Accuracy is also used, where Word Accuracy = 100 −WER.

Bigram language models which incorporate the use of Good-turing discounting were

used. It should also be noted that no additional text resources were used to improve

the language models.

For the Global Phone experiments, the combined set of training and development

data transcriptions, as defined in the Global Phone release documentation, were used

to derive the language models. Given that only 100 sentences per language are used in

Global Phone, there were a number of bigram and unigram combinations in the test

set which did not occur in the train/development data. To combat this, for unobserved

words, a small portion of the probability mass was reassigned. This was also conducted

in the creation of the CallHome bigram language model, however, for CallHome, only

the training data was used.

The recognition evaluations for all languages, aside from Spanish, were conducted

using the test sets detailed in Tables 4.3 and 4.6. Details of the Spanish test set are

described next.

Cross Lingual Testing

The cross lingual experimentation conducted in this thesis is done using Spanish as the

target language. Whilst Tables 4.3 and 4.6 provided details for the number of speakers

and utterances for the test set, the duration of each set was not provided. For Global

Phone, the original test set, as defined in the Global Phone release documentation, was

just under 1.4 hours. CallHome contained 4.6 hours.

In order to reduce turn-around time on testing 1 hour subsets were derived from

each of these original test sets. However, the number of speakers was maintained, with

the contribution of each speaker distributed evenly in the newly created test sets. These

test sets will be referred to consistently as the Evaluation test set.
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In addition to the creation of the 1 hour test set, a 90 minute subset of the Spanish

training data was also created, again maintaining the same number of speakers. This

subset of data, was created to represent the “available” target data, for use in cross lan-

guage experiments. This set, or a subset of it, is used for both cross lingual adaptation

of source models, in addition to determining data driven mappings, in later chapters.

4.6.2 Baseline System Results

Tables 4.10 and 4.11 provide phone and word error rates for the baseline monolin-

gual ASR systems, for the Global Phone and CallHome corpora, across the four lan-

guages. The WER obtained using both monophone and triphone acoustic models are

also shown, to provide the reader with an indication of the improvement gained when

progressing to CD modelling. For both CallHome and Global Phone the monophones

are modelled using 32 mixture components, with the number of monophone models for

each language shown. As mentioned in Section 4.5, triphone states are modelled using

32 mixture for Global Phone, whilst only 16 mixtures are used for CallHome.

 Number 
Phones 

Modelled 

PER % 
32 Mix 

Monophone 

WER % 
32 Mix 

Monophone 

WER % 
32 Mix  

Triphone 
Mandarin 40 33.5 51.2 41.1 
Spanish 29 32.7 42.0 26.6 
German 41 44.8 52.2 37.3 
Japanese 34 36.0 51.4 35.3 

 
 
 

Table 4.10: Baseline Recognition Results - Global Phone

An examination of both tables, reveals that significant differences exist between

corpora, in terms of WER. For example, the Spanish Global Phone WER of 26.6% is

significantly better than the 44.5% obtained for CallHome. Some of the performance

degradation displayed in the Callhome result can be attributed to the fact the CallHome

vocabulary is approximately 2000 words larger for Spanish. Nevertheless, the models

were trained under the same training regime, using the same dictionary, so this result
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highlights the increased difficulty of the CTS task.

As highlighted earlier, most cross lingual research has been evaluated under condi-

tions of reduced task complexity. Given that cross lingual techniques have generally

failed to approach the levels of performance of well trained baselines, the gulf between

the baseline performance of Global Phone and CallHome indicates that quite poor

performance is likely for cross lingual evaluations on CallHome.

 Number 
Phones 

Modelled 

PER % 
32 Mix 

Monophone 

WER % 
32 Mix 

Monophone 

WER % 
16 Mix 

Triphone 
Mandarin 42 61.9 63.4 48.2 
Spanish 31 52.9 58.8 44.5 
German 43 64.6 58.0 43.8 
Japanese 36 54.3 50.1 42.6 

 
 
 

Table 4.11: Baseline Recognition Results - CallHome

Benchmarking Baseline Results

Differences in recognition vocabularies, phoneset sizes, parameterisation methods and

model training regimes make it difficult to gauge the relative merits of cross lingual

techniques proposed by other researchers. This was part of the rationale for standar-

dising the training regime, so that comparisons could be made more easily in future.

Nevertheless, cross referral with the results of others is still an important means of

validating training and test regimes. Accordingly, a limited comparison with the recog-

nition performance of other researchers was conducted in order to gain both validation

of the training regime used, and also to highlight that the results achieved in the cross

lingual experimentation conducted in this thesis are not undermined by poorly trained

models or testing regimes. However, it should be highlighted that the comparisons

provided are indicative only, and no quantitative conclusions about the relative worth

of systems should be drawn.
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For the Global Phone corpora, the proposed train/test and development split pro-

vided with the Global Phone documentation was used. However, as highlighted earlier,

the language modelling was based on bigrams, trained purely on the combined set of

training and development data. This is in contrast to the work reported by Schultz,

and her colleagues at CMU. In her work, trigram models were trained, and the tran-

scripts were supplemented by large extracts of newspaper text. As a result, differences

in WER exist between Schultz work and those reported here.

As the intended target language for further cross language evaluations was Span-

ish, Schultz’s reported results, derived from [155] and [133] were examined. For the

Spanish evaluation, using a phoneme inventory of 42 phones, Schultz reported a WER

of 20% and PER of 43.5%. Given Schultz’s results were derived using a well trained

trigram language model, the 26.6% WER achieved in this work compares favourably,

and importantly, indicates that no major discrepancies in model training or testing

exist.

Another direct indication of model training accuracy can be gleaned from the open

loop PER rates, as they are unfettered by issues such as vocabulary and language

modelling. Unfortunately, for the Spanish language, only 29 phones were used in this

work compared to 42 in Schultz’s. This is largely enforced by the use of the CallHome

lexicon. Accordingly, a comparison of PER in this case, is not valid. In an attempt to

get further validation of results, a comparison of PER’s for Japanese was conducted.

In this case, Schultz reported a PER of 33.8% using an inventory of 33 CI acoustic

models, each modelled using 32 mixture components. The result of 36.0% using the 34

phones again compares favourably.

For CallHome, there was less reported work which could be used as a comparative

basis. To the author’s knowledge, no ASR systems have been reported for German

or Japanese using CallHome. However, in [186], Zavaliagkos reported that WER’s for

the BBN Byblos system for Spanish and English in the 1997 Hub5 evaluations were

57.4% and 53.7%. It is unknown what size recognition vocabulary was used for Spanish,

however in [13], a baseline system developed by Franoise Beaufays and his colleagues

at SRI reported a WER of 52.5% using an 8K lexicon. Accordingly, the reported WER
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of 44.5% indicates that the training and testing regime is sound.

It is difficult to ascertain how competitive the CallHome Mandarin recogniser is,

given the restricted size of the recognition vocabulary. Significantly more sophisticated

systems such as that proposed by IBM, [86] reported a WER and Character Error Rate

(CER) of 70.5% and 58.7% repectively, however this used a significantly larger lexicon

of 44000 words. Similar CER levels are reported by Cambridge University in their 2003

system at [42].

4.7 Summary

This chapter detailed the development considerations for producing recognition systems

for four languages, across two corpora. In order to produce these systems, a review of

the relevant orthographic and phonological properties for Mandarin, Spanish, German

and Japanese was conducted, with a summary of this review provided.

In order to produce models for the various languages in Global Phone, it was also

necessary to derive G2P rules from existing CallHome lexical resources. Details of

this process was provided, with the results obtained indicating that these rules can be

used to derive accurate word pronunciations for the Global Phone transcriptions. Also

provided were the various training and testing protocols used, including the method

used to produce multilingual models. The models produced were then evaluated in

baseline experiments. The level of performance between ASR systems trained on read

speech were contrasted against the more difficult task of CTS. Results highlight that

the same training regime manifests significantly worse performance in CTS. In the

next chapter, the impact of increased task complexity on cross lingual methods will be

examined.

Finally, it should be remarked that the creation of these models and ASR systems

was associated with considerable effort. This effort significantly expands the potential

scope for research in a number of associated fields, aside from cross lingual applications.

For example, these models have subsequently been used to gain significant improve-

ments in Language Identification, as evidenced by a study conducted recently by the
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author and reported in [95]. These models have also been used in key word spotting

applications [150], and were also used in QUT’s recent submission to the 2006 NIST

Speaker Verification evaluations. Accordingly, this effort represents one of the contri-

butions of this doctoral research.
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Chapter 5

Preliminary Cross Lingual

Experiments

5.1 Introduction

This chapter presents a comparative evaluation for a cross-section of previously pub-

lished cross lingual approaches. Chapter 3 highlighted that a considerable portion of

reported cross lingual research has been dedicated to reporting new variants of the

mapping process. Most attempts fall into one of three broad categories; knowledge,

confusion, or model parameter based. Accordingly, a suitable representative from each

of these categories was selected, and then evaluated. A description of these mapping

approaches is provided in Sections 5.2 to 5.4.

The other key element of cross lingual approaches is adaptation. Before investigat-

ing the relative merits of the various mapping approaches, some preliminary adaptation

experimentation were conducted. As will be shown in Section 5.5.1, cross lingual ASR

performs extremely poorly in the absence of any adaptation data, necessitating the use

of model adaptation. Whilst there is a great number of studies which have explored the

use of MLLR and MAP for the purposes of adapting acoustic models for a particular

speaker, the body of work conducted for cross lingual applications is less detailed, par-

icularly for tasks using large recognition vocabularies. Accordingly, in Section 5.5.1, a

109
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number of experiments were conducted to determine the most appropriate adaptation

regime and associated adaptation parameters.

Using these adapted models, Section 5.5.2 then provides experimental comparisons

of each of the three mapping approaches, both within and across domain. Conclusions

are drawn in Section 5.6.

5.2 Cross Lingual Lexical Representation

The mapping process is a key element of cross lingual recognition and serves two pur-

poses in this environment. In the first instance, mapping can be used to represent the

words for a resource poor target language, in terms of an available set of source language

acoustic models. These acoustic models can be derived from either one, or multiple

languages. The second use of mapping arises when the source models are to be trained

using data from multiple languages. In this case, the purpose of mapping is model

compression. As detailed in Chapter 3, the requirement for model compression exists

because the phonemic inventories for multiple languages generally have considerable

overlap, and to reduce redundancy, some form of model set compression is used.

Regardless of how mapping is used in a cross lingual environment, it relies on

some form of similarity metric. Before describing these metrics further, it is worth

highlighting the types of cross lingual mapping scenarios which can arise. These include;

1. Exact mapping - phones are common to the inventory of both languages

2. Approximation - no exact representative occurs in the source languages. Two

types of approximation can arise including;

• One-to-one approximation - This can range from seemingly simple substitu-

tions, such as approximating Spanish /a/ with the longer German /a:/ or

less palatable approximations. For example, in German the phone /w/ does

not exist in native German words. One viable knowledge based mapping is

the phone /u/, a mapping which incorporates knowledge of the glide char-

acteristics of /w/. Similar situations arise for approximating Spanish /r/
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using Japanese, where /r/ and /l/ are allophonic.

• Phoneme Expansion/Contraction - phones in the target language are a com-

posite of multiple sounds from the source language, or vice versa. For exam-

ple, the palatised Spanish nasal /ñ/, similar to that found in onion or the

Spanish word caños can be approximated by merging both /n/ and /j/.

In the majority of reported research, the mapping techniques proposed have been

based on one-to-one mapping. It can be seen that this approach cannot cater for

situations which require phoneme expansion. Additionally, in the next chapter, it is

suggested that the most appropriate phone mapping can depend on context, due to

phonotactic influences. This chapter, however, is restricted to examining the success

of one-to-one mapping approaches. Accordingly, Section 5.5 details a number of com-

parative evaluations which examine the relative merits of knowledge and data driven

techniques. The next section provides further details of these techniques.

5.3 Knowledge Based Metrics

Knowledge based methods incorporate knowledge about the acoustic and physiological

characteristics of sounds to enable mapping between the phoneme sets of different

languages. By default, knowledge based mapping is conducted at the phoneme or model

level. Chapter 4, highlighted that the sounds of the worlds languages are catalogued

in various formats including IPA, WorldBet or SAMPA format. These inventories

categorise sounds based on characteristics such as place and manner of articulation,

and accordingly can be used to assist the mapping process. In this way, the phonemic

inventory of the target language is mapped to the source language phoneme which

ideally has the same IPA representation.

In the event that a representative is nonexistent, linguistic characteristics are used

to select a suitable approximate. In this case, the selected mapping, and its appro-

priateness, is highly dependent on the degree of linguistic knowledge regarding the

characteristics of the source and target language. The knowledge driven mappings
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from Mandarin, German and Japanese to Spanish is provided in Appendix B.

The requirement for this knowledge, especially when multiple languages are in-

volved, is one of the disadvantages of knowledge driven mapping, and motivates the

data driven metrics presented in the next section. Additionally, several studies have

reported that data driven methods obtain superior performance [75].

However, as highlighted by Nieuwoudt in [108], one advantage of knowledge based

techniques is that they are robust to changes in the channel and recording conditions

of the individual languages. From a practical standpoint, this is quite relevant. Whilst

most cross language evaluations have been conducted using languages with standardised

recording conditions across languages, in reality, it is likely that any available target

language data will come from different recording conditions, and perhaps also, different

styles of discourse and channel conditions. Thus the performance of mapping techniques

across domains is important. Furthermore, knowledge driven mappings provided are

not dependent on the availability of target language acoustic data. However, in Section

5.5.1, it will be shown that the performance level of cross lingual techniques in the

absence of any target language data is poor. Given this, the practical relevance of this

advantage is questionable.

Nevertheless, one possible solution to the problem presented by limited data is a

hybrid technique which exploits the benefits of both knowledge-based and data driven

techniques. An example of this idea can be found in [70]. In this work, Kienappel

presents a hybrid method which relies on data driven mappings when sufficient data

exists, and defaults to knowledge driven methods if no data is available. In this study,

SpeechDat [158] data for French, German, Italian, Portuguese and Spanish were used to

recognise English and Danish data in a low perplexity task. Kienappel achieved better

results than a knowledge driven method, with as low as 15 minutes of available target

language data.
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5.4 Data Driven Metrics

In data driven mapping, a mathematically tractable, predetermined performance mea-

sure is used to determine the similarity between acoustic models from different lan-

guages. The two most popular performance measures used are based on either confu-

sion matrices or distance based measures which determine similarity based on model

parameters [63], [15], [137]. The following section provides an overview of these tech-

niques.

5.4.1 Confusion Based Mapping

The confusion matrix technique is a well established methodology for tabulating the

acoustic similarity of phones (or states) from the phonemic inventories of different

languages. This technique involves the use of a grammar-free phone recogniser to

decode the target speech, where the models in the phone recogniser are trained on the

source language speech. The hypothesised transcription is then cross compared with

the target language reference transcription. Based on the frequency of co-occurrence

between the phones in the source and target inventories, a confusion matrix is tabulated.

Given a target language with phone inventory t = (t1, t2, ..., tN ) and source language

with inventory s = (s1, s2, ..., sM ) the confusion matrix process can be summarised as

follows;

1. Force align the target language transcriptions to obtain target phone transcript

tref

2. Use source language open loop phone recogniser to decode target speech and

obtain recogntion hypothesis shyp

3. Align the phone streams in shyp and tref

4. Extract confusion statistics c(ti, sj) ∀i = 1, ..., N and ∀j = 1, ...,M.

5. For each target phone ti select source phone with highest confusion rate, cmax(ti)
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Figure 5.1 illustrates the process.

The alignment of shyp and tref can be achieved via string alignment using dynamic

programming, or alternately via a frame-wise comparison. String alignment approaches

do not require the forced alignment using target models, as detailed in Step 1. Frame

based approaches, in contrast, require a forced alignment of the target language tran-

scription to obtain time stamping information. If the the amount of available target

language data is extremely limited, it is uncertain how accurate the boundary informa-

tion obtained is for transcriptions will be, if target models are trained on this limited

data. Methods based on string alignment do not suffer from this problem.

In any case, both approaches were trialled and achieved almost identical results.

One explanation for this is that confusion statistics c(ti, sj) for each target entry are

generally dominated by one, or possibly two source alternates. Whilst alignment dif-

ferences may result between string edit methods and frame-wise concensus techniques,

these are generally not significant to alter cmax(ti).
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Figure 5.1: Obtaining a cross language confusion matrix

Finally, it is worth highlighting difficulties can arise when using source languages

which contain a much larger model set than the target. This was the case for both

the German and multilingual set. When these model sets were used, phones with

similar articulatory qualities, particularly vowels, were often confused. For example,

Spanish only has one variant of the phone /a/, whereas the multilingual model set

contains several allophonic variants of the same sound and can also be confused with

a number of other vowels. In some circumstances, the confusion statistics for each of

these allophonic variants can be distributed quite evenly, and because of this, unlikely
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phones emerges as the best cmax(ti) mapping. To overcome this, a two pass recognition

strategy was used. In the first pass, competing candidates from the same family of

sounds were pruned so that only the most confused model was included in the set used

for the second pass of recognition. This of course, imparts a knowledge based aspect

to the data driven technique.

5.4.2 Distance Metrics

An alternative data driven means for evaluating the difference between models can be

obtained using the model parameters directly. Metrics which have been used include

Mahalanobis, KullBack-Liebler and Bhattacharya. A brief overview of these is provided

below, based on determining the difference between two gaussians, g1 ∼ N (µ1,Σ1) and

g2 ∼ N (µ2,Σ2).

Mahalonobis

The Mahalanobis metric defines the distance between g1 and g2 as;

dMAH(g1, g2) =
1

n
(µ2 − µ1)

T (Σ1Σ2)
− 1

2 (µ2 − µ1) (5.1)

This measure takes into account the shape of the covariance matrix of the class

model. It should be noted that the derivation of the Mahalanobis distance formula is

based on the assumption that the covariance matrices for each class are the same, in

order to simplify the calculations involved. Thus it is only technically valid to use the

Mahalanobis distance measure, if the data for each class is similarly distributed.

Kullback-Leibler

The Kullback-Leibler(KL), also known as directed divergence measures the distance or

distortion between two distributions g1 and g2 over an observation x according to;

DKL(g1, g2) =
1

2
tr(Σ−1

2 Σ1 − I) +
1

2
(µ1 − µ2)

TΣ−1
2 (µ1 − µ2) +

1

2
ln

|Σ2|

|Σ1|
(5.2)
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Divergence is not a real metric, in the strictest sense, because the triangle inequality

does not hold, and the distance is not necessarily symmetric. Accordingly, many pub-

lications average the two distances. One representation for the symmetric KL distance

measure is;

Dsym(g1, g2) =
1

2
tr(Σ−1

1 Σ2 + Σ−1
2 Σ1 − 2I) +

1

2
(µ1 − µ2)

T (Σ−1
1 + Σ−1

2 )(µ1 − µ2) (5.3)

Bhattacharya

The Bhattacharya distance measure is equivalent to an upper bound on the optimal

Bayesian classification error between 2 classes and is determined according to;

DBhat(g1, g2) =
1

8
(µ2 − µ1)

T

[

Σ1 + Σ2

2

]−1

(µ2 − µ1) +
1

2
ln

∣

∣

Σ1+Σ2

2

∣

∣

√

|Σ1| |Σ2|
(5.4)

The first term of Bhattacharya measures the distance between µ1 and µ2, normalised

by the average covariance matrix, whilst the second term incorporates the distance due

to differences in covariance. In [63], the merits of a number of distance metrics, in-

cluding those listed above, was evaluated in a series of cross lingual experiments. This

study determined that the Bhattacharya distance metric provided best overall perfor-

mance. Accordingly, this metric was selected to act as a representative for distance

based mapping techniques in later experimentation.

Using Distance Metrics for non-gaussian PDF’s

The parameter based metrics outlined have no closed form expression for pdf’s modelled

using multiple mixture components. As a result, some multilingual studies have simply

restricted similarity estimates for phone models based on state distributions modelled

by a single gaussian [63].

Other studies have sought to gain an improved estimate, by determining the dis-

tance between each of the mixture components from both distributions, and basing the

similarity according to the cumulative sum of these distances. However, these distance
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estimates generally fail to include mixture component weights, [74] and in some cases

also exclude variance [15].

However, differences in mixture component weights can affect the log-likelihood

score obtained for each frame, and accordingly a method which incorporates weightings

in the formulation for determining the distance between models was trialled. The details

of the approach trialled is as follows.

Assume that the state distributions bs and bt, are modelled via multiple mixture

components such that bs =
∑Ks

i=1 c
s
iN (µsi , σ

s
i ) and bt =

∑Kt

j=1 c
t
jN (µtj, σ

t
j), where s and

t refer to source and target languages, and (µi, σi, ci) refers to the ith mean, variance

and mixture weight respectively. A requirement exists for incorporating the mixture

component weights in the metric used to determine the similarity of bs to bt.

Ideally, the distance between the mixture components in bs and bt with the largest

weights should have the highest corresponding impact on the overall similarity between

pdfs. In contrast, if the weight for a target gaussian is low, then the distances between

these low weight target gaussians, and those mixture components in the source should

have less influence, even if close in the feature space.

If DBhat(b
s
i , b

t
j) represents the Bhattacharya distance between two single gaussians,

bsi and btj, from the GMM’s modelling bt and bs, then the distance between the pdf’s bs

and bt is calculated according to;

Dpdf (b
s, bt) =

s
∑

i

t
∑

j

θi,jDBhat(b
s
i , b

t
j) (5.5)

Where θi,j is a weighting factor which incorporates the contribution of each mixture

component weight according to:

θi,j =
(csi )

−1(ctj)
−1

(csi )
−1 + (ctj)

−1
(5.6)

The reciprocal of mixture weights csi and ctj is taken to ensure that decreases in

weight leads to a corresponding larger value, to ensure that smaller overall distance

coincides with more similar pdf’s. The mixture weighting factor value, θi,j is essentially
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an inverted equivalent to the L1-normalised weighting factor presented in [74], where

Kohler used frequency of occurrence for each mixture component to determine the

weighting factor.

The distance between models λs and λt is then calculated according to;

DHMM (λs, λt) =

Q
∑

q=1

Dpdf (b
s
q, b

t
q) (5.7)

where Q represents the number of states in the HMM topology. Using this metric as

a basis for similarity, the selection of a suitable source language model for each model

in the target language inventory is determined by choosing the source model which

minimised the overall HMM distance DHMM .

5.5 Cross Lingual Experiments

This section presents a series of comparative recognition experiments, examining the

performance of the mapping techniques described earlier. Unless otherwise stated,

results shown represent those achieved by decoding the 1 hour Spanish Evaluation test

set. All other aspects of the recognition process mirror those detailed for the baseline

Spanish recognition tasks, detailed in Chapter 4.

Before detailing the mapping experiments, a series of preliminary adaptation exper-

iments is provided. These are detailed in Section 5.5.1 before contrasting the mapping

techniques in Section 5.5.2. The motivation for these preliminary experiments was

simply to establish reasonable adaptation settings. As will be shown, cross language

transfer performs poorly if adaptation of the source language acoustic models is not per-

formed. Given this, the mapping technique comparisons are conducted post-adaptation.

5.5.1 Adaptation Experiments

Unadapted Results - Knowledge Based Mapping

Whilst the majority of experimentation conducted in this thesis relies on the use

of model adaptation, it is worthwhile highlighting the performance levels which are
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achieved without it. Accordingly, recognition experiments were conducted on the 1

hour Spanish evaluation set, using knowledge driven mapping to provide suitable cross

lingual lexicons. These mappings are detailed in Appendix B.

Tables 5.1 and 5.2 provides WER results, using both monophone and triphone

acoustic models. Also included are results obtained using the well trained Spanish

monophone and triphone baseline systems. This provides an indication of the perfor-

mance gap that cross lingual techniques should strive to bridge.

 Monophone Triphone 
Mandarin 73.96 75.87 
Japanese 68.89 71.26 
German 76.81 75.75 
Multilingual 64.90 67.82 
Spanish 42.03 26.56 
 

Table 5.1: Cross Lingual Results on Global Phone Spanish - WER’s for unadapted
models

 Monophone Triphone 
Mandarin 69.71 68.89 
Japanese 69.09 66.79 
German 69.65 69.23 
Multilingual 68.11 64.32 
Spanish 58.81 44.54 
 
 Table 5.2: Cross Lingual Results on CallHome Spanish - WER’s for unadapted models

The results highlight how important it is to have some access to target language

data. For example, the well trained Global Phone baseline system achieves WER’s

of 42.03% and 26.56%, respectively using monophone and triphone models. Using

models from other languages, the best monophone and triphone results are obtained

using the multilingual models obtaining WER’s of 64.90 and 67.82 respectively. This

is a somewhat curious result, as the multilingual monophone models obtained superior

performance compared to the triphone models, a trend which was also repeated for
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Mandarin and Japanese. This did not occur in CallHome, with minor improvements

obtained using triphones. Nevertheless, this modest improvement contrasts with the

typically large gains obtained when progressing from monophone to triphones, for a

well resource monolingual application. This is highlighted by the performance gulf

between the Spanish monophone and triphone results, a gap that is repeated for the

other baseline languages.

This lack of improvement is the first indication that the state tying process for

triphones in the source language may not be suitable for the target. This idea will be

developed further throughout the thesis.

Model Parameter Adaptation

The results in the previous section highlight that the level of performance without access

to target language data is poor, and unlikely to be usable in any practical scenario. This

reinforces the need for adaptation techniques. Accordingly, the remaining comparisons

of cross lingual techniques are based on adapted results.

However, there are many variables which can influence the eventual success of the

adaptation process. As mentioned in the previous chapter, a number of studies have

reported using adaptation, however very little detail has been provided on suitable

settings or combinations of MLLR and MAP. One exception to this was the work

conducted by Niewoudt, as highlighted earlier in Chapter 3. Niewoudt trailled the use

of both 5 and 25 minutes of adaptation data. When 25 minutes of adaptation data

was used, the strategy of using MLLR to seed subsequent MAP adaptation provided

superior results when used across domains. For in domain experimentation, a slight

degradation was noted when simple MLLR+MAP approach was compared against

Niewoudt’s proposed technique.

However, in this thesis it is assumed that up to 90 minutes of data is available for

both adaptation or alternatively for deriving data driven mapping. With this amount

of data it is possible to derive a rudimentary set of CI acoustic models necessary to

conduct data driven mappings. Additional experiments are also conducted using 15,
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30 and 45 minute subsets of this 90 minute set. However, unless otherwise stated, the

experimental results can be assumed to be obtained after adapting on 90 minutes of

data.

In this case, it is expected that straight MAP adaptation would emerge as the most

suitable adaptation strategy. However, this expectation was more intuitive, based on

reported results for speaker adaptation, rather than cross lingual applications. Accord-

ingly, a limited set of experiments was undertaken to investigate how well MLLR and

MAP performed in a cross lingual environment, in addition to establishing reasonable

parameter settings. The best performing adaptation strategy and settings were then

maintained for the remainder of cross lingual experimentation conducted in this thesis.

In an attempt to make the experiments more comparable with results obtained

using the well resourced Spanish models, and reduce the impact of speaker variability

on cross lingual results, the number of speakers included in each adaptation subset was

set as large as practically possible. Accordingly, 81 speakers were used to create the 90

minute Global Phone adaptation set, whilst 229 were used for CallHome. Each speaker

included in the set was selected randomly from the full set of training speakers, (as

detailed in Tables 4.3 and 4.6), with approximately an equal distribution of speech per

speaker within the 90 minute set. This process was also repeated for 15, 30 and 45

minute subsets of this data, although for both corpora, the 15 minute subset had less

speakers.

Ideally, the selection of adaptation parameters would be done for each individ-

ual language and corpora, using varying amounts of adaptation data. However, the

parameters selected were based on results obtained by adapting multilingual triphone

models from Global Phone, rather than all of the possibilities. Once again, the mapping

technique used was knowledge based. As will be shown, cross lingual triphone models

obtain much better performance than monophones, and so the effort required to extract

suitable adaptation parameters for monophones was not justified. It is acknowledged

that the various settings which provided optimal performance for multilingual models

may not necessarily translate for the other languages, or for CallHome. However with

four model sets and two corpora, the processing requirements became untenable. In
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any case, the settings derived were maintained for adapting all models in remaining

chapters.

Transformation Based Adaptation

This section examines the performance obtained using MLLR based transformation.

Two experiments were conducted. The first sought to investigate how WER varied

as the number of regression classes varied. The second investigated whether mean, or

mean and variance transformation provided superior results. Figure 5.2 encapsulates

the results of this investigation.

It can be seen that an increased number of regression classes leads to improvements

in results. Further increases beyond 256 were not pursued because of implementational

constraints in HTK. It can also be seen that the adaptation of both mean and variance

leads to a degradation in overall recognition performance, when compared to mean only

adaptation. A similar finding was also reported in Niewoudts work [107].
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Figure 5.2: MLLR adaptation of Global Phone multilingual models for recognising
Spanish - WER versus number of regression classes

In later sections, the combined use of MLLR followed by MAP is examined. Based

on the results obtained in this experiment, 256 regression classes and mean only adap-

tation was used to provide the priors for subsequent use in the MAP stage.
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MAP Adaptation

An important parameter setting when conducting MAP adaptation is the adaptation

factor, τ , as detailed in Equation 2.16 of Chapter 2. Accordingly, Figure 5.3 provides

WER for the multilingual models as a function of changes in adaptation factor τ .

Additionally, adaptation of mean, mean and variance, and finally mean, variance and

mixture weights was also trialled.

It can be seen that the optimal value of τ is quite low, indicating that quite strong

emphasis needs to be placed on the adaptation data. Additionally, it can be seen that

the adaptation of mean, variance and weights provides superior performance.
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Figure 5.3: MAP adaptation of Global Phone multilingual models for recognising Span-
ish - WER versus adaptation factor

MLLR and MAP adaptation

Figure 5.4 contrasts the performance of MAP only adaptation against that achieved by

using a mean only MLLR transformation with 256 regression classes followed by mean,

variance and mixture weight adaptation.

It can be seen that best performance is obtained using straight MAP adaptation,

where mean, variance and mixture weights are all adapted. Consequently, the remain-

der of adaptation experiments outlined in this thesis is based on models using these
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Figure 5.4: Mean Only MLLR transformation followed by Mean, Variance and Weight
(MVW) MAP contrasted against straight MVW MAP adaptation of Global Phone
multilingual models

parameters, unless stated otherwise.

WER as function of available adaptation data

It has been noted that a number of cross lingual studies have reported results after

conducting model adaptation using either Viterbi or Baum-Welsch re-estimation to

adapt the source language models, rather than MAP or MLLR [188],[146]. If this

is considered alongside the observation that optimal performance was obtained when

heavy influence is placed on the adaptation data during MAP, it is relevant to question

how well models trained directly on the limited target would perform. This is a result

that many studies seem to omit, when publishing results. However, it is an important

benchmark for assessing the relative worth of cross lingual techniques in general.

Accordingly, experiments were conducted using 15, 30, 45 and 90 minutes of target

language data to adapt each of the source language model sets. For the 90 minute

experiments, MAP adaptation of mean, variance and weights was used. However,

for 15, 30 and 45 minutes, the combination of mean only MLLR followed by MAP

adaptation of mean variance and weights was used, rather than the straight MAP.

Recognition results were also obtained using models trained directly on the available

target data. Of course the complexity of the models trained directly needed to be
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adjusted as the amount of available data increased. Tables 5.3 and 5.4 provide results.

Column 2 of these tables provides both the number of mixtures used and whether

monophone models or triphone models were used, for the models trained directly on the

limited data. Somewhat surprisingly, improved performance was gained using triphone

models, when only 90 minutes of Spanish data was available for training. This is

possibly because the Spanish model set is relatively small, and sufficient contextual

training instances occur for a number of triphones in 90 minutes of data. However, the

result of 43.1% and 58.2% for Global Phone and CallHome respectively, is significantly

worse than the well trained baslines. The remaining columns depict the results obtained

when each of the source language models is adapted

Mandarin German Japanese Multilingual 
Amount  

of  
Spanish 

data 
(mins) 

Using Spanish 
(Best result ) 

mono triph mono triph mono triph mono triph 

15 54.5 (mono-4) 54.2 48.8 54.7 48.7 53.0 49.7 51.1 48.8 
30 49.6 (mono-6) 52.2 46.3 54.0 43.2 52.2 45.7 49.8 42.2 
45 47.1(mono-8) 51.4 44.9 53.2 41.6 51.6 43.7 48.6 40.0 
90 43.1  (tri-8) 50.9 42.8 52.3 40.4 49.4 40.0 45.1 37.7 

 
 
 
 

Table 5.3: Cross Lingual WER as a function of available adaptation data - Global
Phone

Mandarin German Japanese Multilingual 
Amount  

of  
Spanish 

data 
(mins) 

Using Spanish 
(Best result ) 

mono triph mono triph mono triph mono triph 

15 66.51 (mono-4) 65.9 63.2 66.3 63.1 65.7 63.0 64.6 62.1 
30 65.69 (mono-6) 65.2 61.8 65.1 62.3 65.5 61.7 64.2 58.8 
45 64.88 (mono-8) 64.8 61.2 65.1 61.6 65.2 60.4 63.9 57.7 
90 58.22 (tri-8) 63.9 61.0 64.4 60.4 63.8 60.2 62.1 56.9 

 
 
 

Table 5.4: Cross Lingual WER as a function of available adaptation data - CallHome

As expected, multilingual models provided superior results when compared to the
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other source languages, across both corpora. This provides further evidence that mul-

tilingual models [131] are more useful in a cross lingual environment. Also conforming

with expectations was the triphone model performance, which provided significant im-

provements over monophones.

Less predictably, Global Phone results indicated that when 30 or more minutes of

target data is available, cross lingually adapted monophone models fail to provide any

benefit over training models directly. For CallHome, this did not occur until around

45 minutes. It is expected that these figures would probably increase for languages

with larger phone inventories, as Spanish effectively gains more training instances per

unit time. Nevertheless, the failure of cross lingually adapted monophone models to

outperform models trained directly, in conjunction with the observation that the results

achieved significantly lag the well trained Spanish baseline results, suggests that the

usefulness of monophone models is limited in a cross lingual environment.

Furthermore, examination of results reveals that the improvement gained by using

more adaptation data, is generally much less for monophone models, although this is

less evident for the CallHome models. This lack of improvement was somewhat con-

cerning, particularly when directly trained monophone models produced significantly

better results in a number of cases. Informal experimentation found that the cross

lingual monophone results could be improved by conducting multiple passes of MAP

adaptation, and further reducing the adaptation factor. This perhaps explains why the

studies mentioned substituted MAP for Viterbi or Baum Welch re-estimation. How-

ever, this approach is somewhat unsatisfying, as it is unlikely to lead to significant gains

over the ML based model set. Given these models still lag the well trained baselines

by a significant amount, the validity of conducting this form of adaptation to improve

cross lingual performance is somewhat questionable.

In contrast to the monophone result, the use of triphones in Global Phone provided

much greater improvement as available adaptation data increased. For example, the

improvement gained when progressing from 15 to 90 minutes of data, ranged from 6.0%

for Mandarin, to just over 12% absolute for the multilingual models. This contrasts

with the 3.3% and 6.0% for the monophone counterparts. More modest improvements
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ranging from 2.2 for Mandarin to 5.2% for the multilingual models were observed for

the CallHome triphone experiments. Importantly, adapting triphones provided superior

performance in all cases for Global Phone, and in most cases for CallHome. The only

cases where it failed to outperform directly trained models was when 90 minutes of

data was used for Mandarin, German and Japanese.

This behaviour prompted further analysis seeking to establish whether an upper

limit on recognition performance existed when source models were adapted using large

amounts of target data. This experimentation suggested that source language triphone

models which maintained their original state-tying structure had an upper performance

limit, irrespective of the amount of adaptation data used. Further details are deferred

until Chapter 7.

5.5.2 Performance Evaluation - Knowledge versus Data Driven Meth-

ods

This section examines the relative merits of mapping techniques discussed earlier, both

within and across domain or corpora. The first evaluation examined the relative merits

of each technique when evaluated using the same corpora. This is referred to as a

within domain experiment.

For this set of experiments, two data driven techniques were trialled. The first

was based on confusion matrices, whilst the second examined the performance of the

modified Bhattacharya metric, as outlined in Section 5.4.2. In both cases, the data used

to train the target models were based on the 90 minute set of adaptation data, described

earlier in Section 5.5.1. The mappings obtained were then used to conduct cross lingual

recognition on Spanish, for both Global Phone and CallHome. These results are the

contrasted against the results obtained using knowledge driven mappings.

The second set of experiments examines the performance of knowledge and data

driven mapping, when used to derive mappings for source models in Global Phone,

intended to decode Spanish speech from CallHome. This experiment is referred to as

a cross domain experiment. For this set of experiments, only the confusion based data
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driven approach is used.

For both sets of experiments, the mappings determined were then used to re-

annotate the available target data. These modified transcriptions were then used to

adapt the source language triphone acoustic models, using the optimal MAP base ap-

proach, as detailed in the previous section.

Same Domain Evaluations

Table 5.5 provides results for the comparisons of mapping techniques when used to

conduct within domain evaluations.

 
 
 
 

Language Mapping 
Technique 

Global 
Phone CallHome 

Knowledge 42.8 61.0 
Data-Conf 40.6 61.6 Mandarin 
Data-Bhatta 40.6 61.6 
Knowledge 40.4 60.4 
Data-Conf 39.9 59.9 German 
Data-Bhatta 39.0 59.4 
Knowledge 40.0 60.2 
Data-Conf 37.8 57.6 Japanese 
Data-Bhatta 37.8 57.8 
Knowledge 37.7 56.9 
Data-Conf 35.6 58.1 Multilingual 
Data-Bhatta 34.9 58.2 

Table 5.5: A comparison of Knowledge and Data driven mapping techniques - Within
domain evaluations using adapted source triphone models

For the Global Phone corpus, the use of data driven methods provided improvements

for all cross lingual experiments, ranging from 0.5% for German to 2.2 for Mandarin.

Curiously, the usefulness of data driven mappings provided mixed results when applied

to the CallHome cross lingual tasks, with better WER’s obtained for both Mandarin

and the multilingual models using the knowledge based methods. Nevertheless, when

the results are considered in entirety, data driven methods generally provide modest

improvements.

Comparing the data driven mapping techniques, it was observed that the majority
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of mappings produced using the Bhattacharya and Confusion based methods were the

same. In some cases, the mappings produced were the same for every Spanish phone.

This occurred for Mandarin and Japanese in the Global Phone evaluations, as well as

Mandarin in Call Home. This is reflected in the WER obtained. Even in the instances

that differences existed, mappings typically only varied for phones which occurred in-

frequently. Accordingly, only minor changes to the WER were observed. Given the

similarities, and the turn-around time for experimentation, further experimentation

using the Bhattarcharya method was not conducted.

Across Domain Evaluations

In order to evaluate the cross domain performance of the two mapping techniques, two

sets of models were used. The first set, described as Wideband models, are essentially

each of the four source language models trained on Global Phone.

The motivation for the creation of the second set of models, was that Wideband

models were trained on observations which spanned the full speech spectrum. In con-

trast, the telephone speech from CallHome is bandwidth limited. Accordingly, retrain-

ing the Global Phone source models using the same bandwidth restrictions (125 to

3800 Hz), ensured that performance differences between knowledge and data driven

techniques could not be attributed to this training difference. This set of models are

referred to as Narrowband models.

Before determining the most appropriate confusion based mapping, a global adap-

tation of the source language acoustic models was conducted. This was done to help

reduce any channel bias. These globally adapted models were then used to conducting

open loop phone recognition on the CallHome data, and confusion based mappings

subsequently derived. With appropriate mappings established, the source language

models were adapted using MAP adaptation with the 90 minutes of data. Table 5.6

provides results for the across domain evaluation from Global Phone to CallHome using

triphones.
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Mandarin German Japanese Multilingual Corpus 
Knowledge Confusion Knowledge Confusion Knowledge Confusion Knowledge Confusion 

Wide 
Band 

62.3 70.7 61.9 65.8 60.6 64.3 59.9 64.0 

Narrow 
Band 

60.1 69.8 60.7 64.6 59.8 63.8 58.3 62.5 

 
 

Table 5.6: A comparison of Knowledge and Data driven mapping techniques - From
Global Phone to CallHome evaluations

It can be seen that using the bandwidth limited models provides definite improve-

ments to both the knowledge and confusion based techniques. However, in all cases,

the knowledge driven mapping provides superior performance. This result validates

Niewoudt’s assertion that data driven mapping techniques require a close match be-

tween the acoustic properties of the speech in the source and target databases.

Finally, it was interesting to find that the use of the Global Phone models provided

quite competitive cross lingual performance, when compared to source models trained

on CallHome. Somewhat strangely, for the narrowband Global Phone Mandarin mod-

els, the result obtained was superior to that obtained using the CallHome Mandarin

models. Whilst it is uncertain why this occurred, it is conjectured that the triphone

context coverage in Global Phone Mandarin may have provided a better match with

those contexts encountered Spanish CallHome.

5.6 Conclusions

This chapter evaluated the performance of existing cross lingual approaches, with the

primary goal of establishing suitable cross lingual baselines for subsequent comparison

with new approaches in later sections. Given a major portion of cross lingual research

has reported on improving the mapping process in some way, in conjunction with model

adaptation, a series of comparative experiments were conducted using variants of these

techniques. This chapter also sought to examine the performance of these techniques

using a more expansive evaluation scope, which included both read and conversational
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speech, alongside the use of CI and CD models.

Three separate mapping techniques were trialled. This included a knowledge based

technique, in addition to two data driven techniques; confusion and model parameter

based. In most cases, the two data driven mapping techniques produced similar map-

pings, and in turn, similar WER’s. When mapping was conducted within domain, data

driven techniques generally provided modest improvements over knowledge based map-

ping techniques, although this improvement was less prevalent for the conversational

speech of CallHome. However, experiments revealed that knowledge driven mapping

was superior when mappings were required across domain.

In addition to the set of mapping experiments, several adaptation experiments were

also conducted. This was motivated by the poor cross lingual performance when adap-

tation was not conducted. The primary aim of these experiments was to establish

what combination of MLLR and MAP was appropriate, in addition to suitable param-

eters. Various combinations were trialled, and it was established that straight MAP

adaptation of mean, variance and mixture components produced the best performance.

The relationship between the amount of target language adaptation data and WER

was also investigated. In particular, a comparison was conducted between models

trained directly on the available target data, and source language models adapted using

this data. Notably, for Global Phone, when 30 or more minutes of target data was

available, the cross lingually adapted monophone models failed to provide any benefit

over training the models directly. For CallHome, this did not occur until around 45

minutes.

As expected, using triphone models provided superior results, when compared to

monophone models. Importantly, adapting source language triphones provided superior

WER’s in most cases, when compared to training models directly. The only exception

to this was the models trained directly on 90 minutes of CallHome data.

The poor levels of performance achieved using monophone models, irrespective of

whether these models were obtained via crosslingual adaptation or trained directly,

suggests that using monophone for decoding conversational speech is not a particularly

viable approach, at least using existing cross lingual approaches. In contrast, the
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performance obtained using triphone models is more encouraging. Nevertheless, the

gulf between the results obtained using current techniques and that obtained using

well trained systems suggests that more work needs to be done before this approach

is viable in more difficult environments. The next two chapters explore methods for

bridging this gap.



Chapter 6

Cross Lingual Lexical Editing

using Pronunciation Modelling

Techniques

6.1 Introduction

The previous chapter presented a range of the commonly used techniques for estab-

lishing an appropriate lexical representation, in terms of the acoustic model set from

another language. A common assumption made by all of the mapping techniques re-

ported, is that deriving the most likely source representative for each target phone, will,

by extension, represent the optimal word pronunciation. This assumption has formed

part of every study dedicated to deriving cross lingual lexicons. However, the validity

of this assumption is questionable for a number of reasons.

Word pronunciation is highly variable, particularly when the spoken utterance mi-

grates from read to spontaneous speech. There are many causes for this variation, with

physiological differences between speakers, accent, and style of speech all contributing

to make modelling speech variation a difficult undertaking, regardless of the language

spoken. This pronunciation variation often results in a mismatch between the canonical

representation and the spoken realisation. When this occurs, a recognition error can

133
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occur.

This problem is compounded further in a cross lingual setting, as this variation

must be captured and subsequently represented using the source language models.

Further complicating the cross lingual situation is context mismatch. As mentioned in

Chapter 3, some sound sequences in one language may not occur in another. In this

case, a lexicon which has been produced via a one-to-one mapping approach, may not

correspond particularly well with the available set of source language context dependant

models.

Addressing the combined problems that arise from pronunciation variation and con-

text mismatch has not been a pressing issue in cross lingual studies to date. This is

because the scope of many studies has been restricted to speech domains which exhibit

less pronunciation variation, only use monophones, or limit the vocabulary. Unfortu-

nately, this pronunciation variation becomes more pronounced in spontaneous speech.

If cross lingual techniques are to emerge as a viable alternative for more practical

recognition tasks, then methods for addressing this problem are required.

Fortunately, some of the variation occurs in a predictable manner, given certain

contextual cues. This includes phonological phenomena such as assimilation (in which

one sound more like another), reduction, deletion and insertion. This chapter investi-

gates whether these predictable instances of variation can still be captured from limited

data, and then used to produce an improved cross lingual lexicon.

Realising this aim in an environment where data is limited raises some interesting

challenges. To meet this challenge, a novel extension of a technique first proposed by

Svendsen, in [156], was trialled. Originally, this technique was based on extracting the

Maximum Likelihood (ML) pronunciation for frequently occurring words. Clearly, in

a data limited environment, this approach is intractable. Accordingly, an alternate

sub-word unit, which still spanned multiple phones, was sought.

The sub-word unit chosen was the syllable, with justification for this selection de-

ferred until Section 6.3. This approach was originally trialled in a cross lingual envi-

ronment, in a collaborative work between the author and Professor Svendsen in [140].

In that publication, the use of the ML-based technique was trialled for the Indonesian
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language, using English acoustic models as the source. Since then, more comprehensive

evaluation of the merits of this technique have been conducted. This chapter details

the findings of this investigation.

The contents of this chapter are as follows. In Section 6.2, the relevance of pronun-

ciation modelling to cross lingual lexicon creation is developed further. Section 6.3 then

motivates the use of syllable as an appropriate sub-word unit that still encapsulates

contextual information. Section 6.4 then provides a general overview of the technique

used before Sections 6.5 and 6.6 detail the practical issues associated with implemen-

tation. Experimental results are discussed and reviewed in Section 6.7, followed by

conclusions in Section 6.8.

6.2 Relation to Previous Work

According to Strik in [139], when the term pronunciation variation is used in the context

of ASR, it refers to inter and intra-speaker variation. Inter-speaker variation describes

the variation in pronunciation which occurs across speakers, because of physiological

differences, such as age, sex, and height, or alternatively because of accent. Intra-

speaker variation describes variation that occurs when the same speaker pronounces

the same word differently. Other forms of variation which can fall into either category

include speaking rate and mode. Finally, the environmental setting can also impact on

word pronunciation. For example, the pronunciation of words in read speech typically

differs significantly from conversational speech. Alternatively, it is often observed that

humans alter their word pronunciation in noisy environments.

Given the scope of recognition evaluations considered in this thesis was expanded to

include conversational speech, it is pertinent to highlight that the occurrence of phono-

logical processes such as assimilation, reduction, deletion and insertion are generally

more evident in conversational speech. The extent of this variation can vary according

to language. Nevertheless, it creates difficulties for ASR systems and pronunciation

modelling is one research field which seeks to address the problems it presents.

To begin the discussion of pronunciation modelling, it is worth defining several
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commonly used terms. For any particular word in a recognition vocabulary, the pro-

nunciation contained in the lexicon is commonly referred to interchangeably as either

the canonical or baseform pronunciation. Generally, the canonical representation is

expressed in terms of the phoneme inventory. In contrast, the acoustically realised

pronunciation of a word is referred to as the surface form.

Obviously, maintaining an accurate correspondence between the acoustic model, the

lexical representation and the most commonly observed pronunciation is an important

requirement for an accurate ASR system. Accordingly, at a minimum, the most likely

surface form should be included in the lexicon. Unfortunately, this is not always the

case, and as a result, many researchers have sought to address this. The relevance of

this to cross lingual studies, is that maximising the “model/baseform” correspondence

is equally important for the cross lingual lexicon. The only difference is that the lexical

entry must be represented in terms of the source language models. Given the similar

requirements, and the fact that pronunciation modelling research has a much larger

body of knowledge and techniques to draw from, a review of the field was undertaken,

in an attempt to find techniques which may provide similar advantages in a cross lingual

setting.

Two areas in pronunciation modelling which have attracted significant research

attention include lexical editing approaches, as well as those focused on modifying the

acoustic model directly to handle pronunciation variation. Lexical editing approaches

seek to maximise the model/baseform correspondence. Efforts in lexical editing can be

further subdivided. The first subdivision is based on the fact that many of available

lexical resources are hand generated, something which Svendsen [156] highlights is at

odds with the way that various other aspects of the recogniser are obtained, ie, via

careful optimisation of an objective criterion.

Accordingly, several studies have focused on optimising the lexical representation

in a similarly, objective manner [104], [3], [55]. Incorporating an “objective criterion”

in the creation of cross lingual lexicons formed the inspiration for the work detailed

in this chapter. As mentioned, the method used is based on Professor Svendsen’s

original concept, albeit with a number of modifications necessary for the cross lingual
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environment. Details are provided in the next section.

The second sub-branch of lexical editing which has received attention, focuses on

the judicious inclusion of alternate pronunciations for words which are frequently pro-

nounced in an alternative manner. This is a delicate balancing act; too many variants

degrade recogniser performance because of added confusability; too few and a mismatch

occurs between the lexicon and the realisation, and again an error results. However,

the work outlined in this chapter is restricted to determining the “best” pronuncia-

tion variant for each word, not a lexicon with additional variants. This is a pragmatic

concession that too little target data exists to attempt to robustly estimate second

or third pronunciation variants, or even which words should have them. In fact, the

limited number of word instances necessitated the selection of a sub-word unit, so that

sufficient examples were available to derive robust estimates. As a further aside, a

pioneering study by Hain has indicated that a lexicon with only a single pronunciation

per word can gain comparable recognition results, to those tuned lexicons containing

words with multiple variants [47].

In contrast to lexical editing, modelling pronunciation variation at the acoustic

level seems to have received far less attention by pronunciation modelling researchers.

However, as Strik points out [139], many of the standardised procedures in ASR already

model pronunciation variation, including the use of HMMs to capture segmental and

temporal variation; the use of multiple mixture components for improved modelling of

state distributions, and the use of CD modelling. Unfortunately, because of their almost

generic use in ASR, these techniques are not generally included under the research

umbrella which over-arches pronunciation modelling. Aside from these standardized

methods, research efforts which have sought to improve the quality of the acoustic

models for the explicit purpose of reducing the effects of pronunciation variation include

landmark studies by both Saraclar [128][127] and later Liu [85][39].

In his PhD [127], Saraclar published a number of interesting findings. In a cheating

experiment, Saraclar produced lexicons which tailored word pronunciations on a per

utterance basis, and found that large increases in recognition performance were possi-

ble on the Switchboard corpus. This experiment was useful for reinforcing the value
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in maximising the baseform/model correspondence. However, in a realistic recognition

evaluation task, the lexicon does not change dynamically to suit each utterance. This

partially motivates the attempts to include multiple pronunciations for selected words,

with the previously mentioned problems with selecting which words have multiple vari-

ants.

Interestingly, Saraclar explored the benefits of lexical editing approaches and sum-

marised that the approach offered limited benefit, particularly in conversational speech.

Thomas Hain has also espoused a similar belief in [47]. To support his argument, Sar-

aclar used surface form rather than canonical transcriptions to retrain acoustic models

for speech from the SwitchBoard corpus. The models from the more accurate tran-

scriptions actually degraded recognition performance, when compared to those derived

from the canonical transcriptions. Given this, the validity of conducting lexical editing

was questioned. Rather than adjust the lexicon to allow a phone to be realised as

one of a few distinct alternate phones, as is done in lexical editing, Saraclar showed

that superior performance was possible by allowing the states of commonly confused

phones to share gaussian mixture components with the HMM states of the model of

the alternate realization.

A more expansion of this idea was proposed by Liu in [85]. Interesting, Liu argued

that it is necessary to distinguish between phone and sound changes in pronunciation.

A phone change produces a clear and discernable change at the model level, such as

replacing the phone /t/ with /s/, or alternatively by deleting or inserting a phone. Ob-

viously, if phone changes occur frequently, and can be predicted reliably, than attempts

should be made to adjust the lexicon accordingly.

In contrast, a sound change is a deviation from the canonical phoneme model, that

is not significant enough to warrant a change in the lexicon entry. Instead the variation

occurs at the sub-phonemic or state level and can only be remedied by adjusting the

model structure. For these instances, state level modifications are necessary. Further

details on the methods used can be found in the publications cited. Considering this,

it would seem that the path to modelling pronunciation variation is reasonably clear.

First determine the predictable phone changes, including deletion and insertions; adjust
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the lexicon accordingly for these instances, then model sound changes via the acoustic

model.

Spanish 
Triphone 

mapped to 
Mandarin 

Frequency 
in  

Spanish 
Training data 

Mandarin Triphones 
with same context 

/m-o+s/ 2935 /m-u+s/, /m-á+s/, /m-@+s/ 
/ th-D:+n/ 2878 /th -@+n/, /th-z+n/, /th-i+n/, /th-&+n/, /th-u+n/ 

/s-D:+s/ 5764 /s-[
�
]+s/ 

/o-kh+D:/ 5902 
/o-n+D:/, /o-m+D:/, /o-t≥+D:/, /o-l+D:/, /o-t+D:/, 
 /o-w+D:/, /o-f+D:/, /o-x+D:/, /o-p+D:/ 

/ph-o+r/ 6037 / ph -i+r/, /ph -a+r/ 
/D:-n+th / 8210 /D:-y+th / 
/s-th +a/ 8772  /s-I+a/ 
/j-D:+n/ 9019 /j-i+n/, /j-y+n/ 
/D:-s+th/ 12205 /D:-j+t h / 

 
Table 6.1: Sample set of mapped Spanish triphones from CallHome with no counterpart
in Mandarin - triphones are represented in IPA format

Unfortunately, modelling sound changes is somewhat problematic in the data lim-

ited cross lingual environment. Whilst the methods proposed by Saraclar and Liu

provide definite improvements, both were reliant on the availability of large amounts

of data to establish the set of confusable baseform/surface form pairs, in order to de-

termine the state or mixtures which could be shared. This luxury is not available in

cross lingual applications, and so this approach was not considered. However, other

measures are taken to improve the performance of the acoustic models in a cross lin-

gual environment. These are described in the next chapter. However, this chapter is

directed towards capturing phone changes that occur cross lingually.

Whilst the data driven, one-to-one techniques proposed in Chapter 5, in principle,

should capture the most likely cross lingual phone change for each target phone instance,

they do not incorporate contextual information in the derivation of the best phone. Of

course, CD models are designed to model a lot of the contextual variation, however

it is uncertain whether this translates well across languages. Additionally, even if the
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target language word is pronounced in accordance with the canonical lexicon, context

mismatch may serve to enforce a cross lingual phone change.

To explain, consider Table 6.1, which contains a selection of the most frequently

occurring triphones in the full set of Spanish CallHome training transcriptions. The

first two columns contains Spanish triphones and the number of physical instances, after

they have been mapped to Mandarin. Unfortunately, these mapped Spanish triphones

do not physically exist in Mandarin. Adjacent to these triphones, is the set of Mandarin

triphones which do exist, which have the same context, but not the same base phone.

For some triphones, like /E:-s+t/, it can be seen that a restricted set of Mandarin

triphones with similar context exists. If the Spanish speech containing this context

was uttered, the model which best represents this sound would be unlikely to be /E:-

j+t/, the Mandarin triphone with the same context, but different base phone. Instead,

triphones with the same base monophone, such as say /I-s+æ/, would probably produce

a better likelihood score. In cases like this, maintaining the mapped lexical entry is

appropriate.

However, the observations associated with the triphone /m-o+s/, could quite fea-

sibly obtain higher likelihood from Mandarin triphones with the same context, such

as /m-u+s/, /m-@:+s/, and /m-A+s/, when compared to the set of available set of

Mandarin triphones with the same base phone, such as, for example, /x-o+w/. For

these instances, a phone change may occur in recognition; not because of a change

in actual pronunciation, but enforced because no suitable model exists in the source

language inventory. In these cases, a “cross lingual phone change” has occurred. If the

word being recognised has a series of triphones in the canonical transcription which are

similarly affected, it is not hard to see how a recognition error can quickly eventuate.

This example has some shortcomings, since decision trees provide an ability to

synthesise unseen contexts, thereby obtaining closer approximates for the mismatched

triphones. However, this is somewhat compromised, because the tree training process

is designed to maximise representation for the source language co-articulatory require-

ments, not the target. This idea is further explored in the next chapter. However,

based on the suspicion that this effect may be adversely influencing the accuracy of the
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lexicon, data driven methods for extracting better estimates were explored.

Several data driven approaches exist. One commonly used approach is based on

using decision trees to derive pronunciation rules, in a similar manner to that described

for G2P rule derivation [38]. Whilst preliminary investigation of this approach have

commenced, the research conducted has not been completed, and is not presented in

this thesis. Instead, an approach based on deriving pronunciations directly was used.

Most direct approaches have been based on deriving pronunciations for the subset

of words that occur frequently, and display a large amount of variation . Unfortunately,

there are insufficient word instances in the limited cross lingual data. The next best

alternative, which still encompasses more context than the phone, was the syllable.

Further motivation for the use of the syllable is presented in the next section. However,

before doing so, the secondary motivation for using lexical editing is discussed.

The previous chapter detailed the traditional approaches for obtaining the source

form representation, via one-to-one mapping techniques. It was also highlighted that

the use of one-to-one mapping techniques works quite well when either a direct or similar

representative for a target phone exists in the source language inventory. Unfortunately,

there are typically at least a few phones in the target which have no counterpart in

the source. In some instances, an effective one to one replacement is available, such

as replacing the vowel /a/, with a longer version such as /a:/. However, in many

other instances, no close approximate exists. For many of these instances, a better

approximate can be obtained by using a combination of phones, such as replacing the

palatised Spanish nasal /ñ/ with the phone sequence /n j/.

In other cases, the most effective replacement needs to consider contextual cues.

As mentioned in earlier chapters, the phones /l/ and /r/ are allophonic in Japanese.

In particular, the Japanese CallHome lexicon includes very few instances of /l/, and

importantly, insufficient instances occurred to train a model. This is problematic for

the Spanish phone /l/, particularly as the mapping derived using a confusion based

mapping is /r/. However, this substitution will create a compound error in certain

contexts. For example, in many languages, when /l/ occurs syllable-finally, it is either

pronounced in a soft manner, or is not pronounced at all, such as in the word “salmon”.
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It is apparent that in this context, the replacement of the phone /l/, with the confusion

derived mapping of /r/ is unsuitable on two counts. These types of effects are often

incorporated in hand-crafted lexicons. However, in many cross lingual studies, the

initial lexicon is created via letter to sound rules, and may not incorporate this type of

higher level linguistic knowledge. Additionally, the variety of pronunciation phenomena

like this which can occur across languages is vast, motivating a means for capturing

them in a data driven manner.

6.3 Motivation for the Syllable as a Sub-word Unit

The previous section introduced the multi-faceted aim of extracting predictable cross

lingual phone changes when data is limited, using an objective criteria. In order to

meet these aims, a Maximum Likelihood (ML ) based method, derived from work first

proposed by Svendsen in [156] was used. However, because of data restrictions, repli-

cating Svendsen’s approach of deriving word pronunciations for a subset of frequently

occurring words, was not possible. Instead, an alternative sub-word unit was required,

which still spanned multiple phones, providing scope to incorporate contextual infor-

mation. This section details the considerations which resulted in the selection of the

syllable as the sub-word unit. Further details on how pronunciations are derived for

these syllables is deferred until Section 6.6.

Before developing the motivation for selecting the syllable, an appropriate definition

is warranted. However, a universally agreed upon definition for the syllable is difficult to

find. Pike defines the syllable as “ a single unit of movement of the lung initiator which

includes one crest of speech” [118]. Blevins describes the syllable as “the phonological

unit which organizes segmental melodies in terms of sonority” [17]. Both definitions

imply that the syllable contains a crest in sonority, an observation which is further

reinforced when the syllable structure is examined.

The syllable can be structurally divided into three parts; the onset, the nucleus and

the coda. Generally, only the nucleus is compulsory in any particular syllable, although

there are some rare exceptions. To illustrate, consider the syllable “cat”, which can
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be phonetically represented in IPA form as /k æ t/. The syllabic structure used to

breakdown the syllable is shown in Figure 6.1.

 

Syllable 

Onset Rime 

Nucleus Coda 

/k/ /æ/ /t/ 

Figure 6.1: Structural Breakdown of a Syllable

In this example, /k/ is the Onset, /æ/ is the Nucleus, whilst the phone /t/ is the

Coda. Generally, the nucleus is vocalic, while the onset and coda are consonants. It can

also be seen that the combination of both the Nucleus and Coda are referred to as the

Rime (or Rhyme). Syllables can also be characterized in terms their consonantal-vocalic

(CV) composition. For example the syllable “cat” represents a CVC syllable. The

relevance of this representation will become clear when the syllabification of Spanish is

discussed in Section 6.5.

As mentioned, it is desirable that the selected sub-word unit span as many phones

as possible, and in seminal work conducted by Greenburg in [46], several observations

were made regarding the syllable that suggest this unit is quite suitable for encapsulat-

ing much of the variation which occurs in speech. In this study, Greenburg provided a

systematic analysis of the pronunciation variation in English speech from the Switch-

Board corpus. Importantly, he found that much of the variation which occurs in speech

can be more accurately described when considered from the perspective of the syllable,

in comparison to the phone. Some of his key findings were;

• word articulation is generally programmed in terms of syllable units,

• The effects of co-articulation is stronger within syllables than across syllable

boundaries,
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• In the pronunciation of words;

– The onset of a syllable typically maintains its canonical identity,

– The nucleus is most often substituted,

– The coda is most often deleted,

– The duration of syllable pronunciation is quite often dependent on the po-

sition of the syllable within the word.

Of course, it is uncertain whether all of these findings necessarily translate to other

languages. For instance, in [87], it was highlighted that the pronunciation variation of

Mandarin syllables is typically most prevalent at the initial (onset) rather than the final

or “Rime”. As mentioned in Chapter 4, Mandarin speech is essentially based on tone-

dependent syllables. Quite often these syllables are expressed in terms of initials and

finals, where the initial is essentially the onset and the final is the rime. Accordingly,

the observation that the onset is far more variable in conversational Mandarin contrasts

starkly with English. However, the fact that these co-articulatory phenomena are still

described in terms of syllable pronunciation indicates, at least circumstantially, that the

syllable is a reasonable starting point for encapsulating a major portion of pronunciation

variation. Of course, in order to incorporate the syllable within the ML framework for

deriving word pronunciation, it is still necessary to consider how many syllables have

sufficient training tokens.

Given that Spanish is used as the target language for cross lingual evaluation, var-

ious syllable based statistics were gathered. In order to collate these statistics it was

necessary to derive syllabic representations for each of the words in the Spanish lexi-

con. Details of this process will be provided in Section 6.5. Fortunately, approximately

250 syllables provide coverage for 90% of the realisations in Spanish speech, for both

CallHome and Global Phone. This is highlighted by Figure 6.2, which depicts the cumu-

lative coverage obtained with the addition of each syllable, for both corpora. Greenberg

also found that a relatively small number of syllables represented the major portion

of syllable instances in English. This phenomena was also observed for Indonesian, as

outlined in research reported by the author in [140].
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Figure 6.2: Cumulative contribution of total syllable count as a function ordered syllable
frequency ranking for the Spanish Global Phone and CallHome training transcriptions

Whilst this figure is useful for highlighting that most speech in Spanish can be

covered by relatively few syllables, the more important consideration is extracting re-

liable representation from the limited target language data. However, in contrast to

previous chapters, the set of limited target data used for training was reduced from

90 minutes to 60 minutes. In the previous chapter, 90 minutes of data was used to

derive the one-to-one mappings, however no developmental tuning was conducted. It

is intended to contrast the performance of the proposed technique with the one-to-one

methods. To maintain a fair comparison with the one-to-one approaches, all training

and developmental testing was restricted to using 90 minutes of data.

Accordingly, for the proposed approach, the 90 minutes of available target data was

split into a 60 minute training set, and a 30 minute developmental test set. Given this,

statistics were gathered for the distribution of syllables in the 60 minutes of training

data. These statistics are presented in Table 6.2. In addition, similar statistics were

derived for the full set of Spanish training data, as well as the breakdown of syllables

which occur in the recognition vocabulary.

Included are the number of unique words in both corpora for the lexicon, as well

as both the full and 60 minute set of Spanish training data. Also included is the total

and unique number of syllables for each of these subsets. As can be seen, most of the
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Lexicon 
All Train 

Transcripts 
60 Min Train 
Transcripts Category 

Global CallHome G l o b a l CallHome Global CallHome 

# unique  
words 

17840 19844 15385 17622 2850 2130 

# total 
syllables 

64749 61990 253739 689055 17611 17776 

# unique 
syllables 

1422 1359 1339 1315 785 681 

Table 6.2: Syllable statistics for lexicons and training data of Spanish for Global Phone
and CallHome

syllables in the lexicon also occur in the full set of training transcriptions. However,

when the amount of data is limited (60 minutes), the number of syllables represented

reduces significantly.

For example, for Global Phone, there are 1422 unique syllables which occur in the

Spanish lexicon. The full set of Spanish training transcriptions contains 1339 of these,

but the limited training set contains approximately half this amount at 785. Similar

ratios are observed in the CallHome data. However, as indicated in Figure 6.2, most

of the coverage is provided by very few syllables. Fortunately, this distribution is also

reflected in the reduced training data set.

The ML based technique, which will be discussed in Section 6.4, relies on having

sufficient estimates for each syllable instance. In Svendsen’s studies, 10 examples were

considered sufficient. However, in this work two training thresholds were trialled; 20

and 40. Table 6.3 illustrates the number of syllables which have at least this number

of instances in the 60 minutes of training data, after removing corrupt or erroneous

syllable instances. Also included is the percentage coverage that these sets provide

for the total instances in the full set of training data. Expressing this coverage value

as a percentage of the full set of training data, was done to highlight that syllables

with sufficient instances cover a large portion of expected syllables in a large sample of

speech, not just the reduced training set.
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# Syllable 
instances in 

 60 mins data 

% Coverage of 
Full Training set 

Minimum 
Training 
Instances 

Global CallHome G l o b a l CallHome 
20 154 192 72.6 73.6 
40 89 116 62.7 66.6 

Table 6.3: Syllables with sufficient training instances in limited data

For Global Phone for example, when 20 instances are required, there are 154 sylla-

bles with sufficient data, and these syllables cover 72.6% of the total syllable instances

in the entire training set. When the threshold increases to 40 instances, these values

fall to 89 and 62.7% respectively. The key finding from this collation of statistics is

that sufficient instances exist to derive ML pronunciations for a large percentage of

the target language syllables, even when data is limited. For the remaining syllables a

one-to-one knowledge based mapping was used to determine the pronunciation.

6.4 Problem Formulation

Having motivated the requirement for improving cross lingual lexicons, in addition to

the use of the syllable as a suitable sub-word unit for deriving direct pronunciation

hypotheses, this section provides a general formulation and description of the proposed

approach.

Let PT = {pT1 , p
T
2 , ..., p

T
p } represent the set of target language phones. For the

target language, the original target lexicon LT , contains a set of word entries W ,

and their baseform or canonical pronunciations, BT (W ), expressed in terms of the

phonemes in PT . Each baseform pronunciation contains a linear string of phonemes,

BT (W ) = (uT1 , u
T
2 , ..., u

T
N(W )), where N(W ) is number of phonemes in the baseform

pronunciation for word W, and uTi ∈ PT . Given this, the target language lexicon

can be compactly expressed as LT = {(W,BT (W ));W ∈ V }, where V denotes the

recognition vocabulary.

A requirement exists for expressing each word in V, in terms of the Source language
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phonemes and acoustic models. Accordingly, let ΛS = {λS1 , λ
S
2 , ..., λ

S
q } describe the

Source language acoustic models which correspond to the source language phonemic

inventory PS = {pS1 , p
S
2 , ..., p

S
q }. If B̂S(W ) = (uS1 , u

S
2 , ..., u

S
M(W )), represents the most

likely source form pronunciation, where M(W ) is the length of the source language

representation, and uSi ∈ PS , then the cross lingual lexicon, LS , can be expressed as

LS = {(W, B̂S(W ));W ∈ V }.

As outlined earlier, the goal is to use a maximum likelihood criteria to establish

the best pronunciation for each target language word in V. Due to data restrictions,

ML pronunciations were derived for a set of sub-word units, with the syllable selected.

Accordingly, each baseform entry in LT must be first expressed in terms of its syllabic

breakdown. The process used to achieve this is described in the next section.

For ease of discussion, this process can be represented using the function Ω, such

that Ω(BT (W )) converts the phone stream BT (W ) = (uT1 , u
T
2 , ..., u

T
N(W )) to the sylla-

ble stream (φT1 , φ2,
T , ..., φq(W )), where q(W ) represents the number of syllable entries

required to describe the target word, and φTj is one of J entries in the target language

syllable inventory ΦT .

Whilst the utilisation of the syllable does provide the opportunity for deriving a

ML representative for more instances of target language speech than the word, there

are still a number of target languages syllables which either don’t exist in the limited

data, or alternatively, have insufficient instances to derive an ML solution. To cater for

this, the target language syllabic inventory ΦT can be broken into two subsets, such

that ΦT = Φrich

⋃

Φpoor where the subscripts “rich” and “poor” refer to the subsets of

syllables with sufficient and insufficient training instances respectively. To be considered

for inclusion in Φrich, the minimum number of training instances was initially set to 20

examples.

For those syllables from the syllable set Φrich, the ML pronunciation is derived. For

those syllables which exist in the subset Φpoor, an alternative technique was required.

For these instances, a knowledge driven, one-to-one mapping technique, as described

in the previous chapter was used to derive syllable pronunciations.

The ML source language pronunciation for each of the entries in the target language
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syllable set, Φrich, can be formulated as follows. Let φ refer to the jth instance in Φrich,

where the use of j is dropped to simplify the variables in the formulation. Let B̂S(φ)

represent the most likely pronunciation variant of the target syllable φ , with S included

as a subscript to reflect the pronunciation is expressed in terms of the source language

acoustic models, ΛS .

If the K training instances for the target syllable φ, is defined by the set Ξφ, such

that Ξφ = {ξ1, ξ2, ..., ξK}, then the most likely pronunciation B̂S(φ), from the set of all

valid pronunciations in the set BS(φ) can be found according to;

B̂S(φ) = arg max
BS∈BS(φ)

P (BS |φ,ΛS)

= arg max
BS∈BS(φ)

K
∏

n=1

p(ξn|φ,ΛS) (6.1)

where the bottom equality assumes that all baseforms variants in BS(φ) are equi-

probable, and that the training utterances are conditionally independent for any given

baseform. If only a single training utterance is available for a particular word, the

optimization problem reduces to simple Viterbi decoding. However, to obtain a repre-

sentative pronunciation lexicon, which is robust to inter and intra-speaker variation, a

larger number of utterances is required, yielding a non-trivial optimization problem.

The valid candidates in BS(φ) are obtained by conducting N-Best recognition on

each training instance of target syllable φ, using a phone recogniser containing the

set of source language models, ΛS , followed by a collation of the unique recognition

hypotheses. Further details are provided in Section 6.6.2.

Given the proceeding formulation, the key steps used to derive a suitable cross

lingual lexicon can be summarised as follows;

1. Syllabify the phone stream BT (W ), associated with word entry W, in the target

language lexicon LT using the function Ω

2. For each syllable in the set Φrich
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• Determine the set of valid pronunciations, BS(φ) for the target syllable φ

• Select the entry B̂S(φ), from the set BS(φ), that maximises the joint likeli-

hood across all training examples in Ξφ, according to Equation 6.1. Place

selected entry in set B̂S(Φrich)

3. For each syllable in the set Φpoor

• Use knowledge driven mapping to derive pronunciations and place in set

B̂S(Φpoor)

4. Combine pronunciations from B̂S(Φrich) and B̂S(Φpoor) to produce

LS = {(W,BS(W ));W ∈ V }.

The practical considerations associated with implementing Step 1 and Step 2 are

described in more detail in Sections 6.5 and 6.6 respectively.

6.5 Spanish Syllabification

This section describes how the phone stream BT (W ), associated with each word is

syllabified. Unfortunately, the segregation of the same phone stream into syllable

units, can vary markedly across languages. The use of an inappropriate syllabifica-

tion algorithm may introduce syllables which do not exist for a particular language, or

alternatively, introduce unwanted or unrepresentative cross syllable co-articulatory ef-

fects. Accordingly, this section details the considerations used in syllabifying the target

language utterances for the Spanish data.

A key concept used in syllabification, which can be applied almost universally across

languages, was described as the first rule of syllabification in Daniel Kahn’s PhD thesis

[66]. The basis of this rule is that each instance of a vowel/dipthong in the phone

stream, forms the basis of a separate syllable. In Spanish, glide/vowel pairings are also

assigned to the nucleus. An example of this can be found in the word “puesto” which

is syllabified as /p w e s . t o/ where “.” is used to denote syllable boundaries [135].

In the first syllable, /w/ and /e/ are both considered part of nucleus.
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Whilst the first rule of syllabification is almost universal, the key difference between

languages is observed in the way consonants are allocated. If the language in question

is dominated by a series of consonant-vowel sequences, this allocation is somewhat

simplistic. However, if more complicated consonant sequences occur, it is more difficult

to ascertain whether a consonant, or group of consonants, should be allocated to the

onset of one syllable, or the coda of another. This allocation is highly dependent on

language.

There are several principles which can be used for reducing the possibilities of con-

sonant allocation in the syllabification process. These include the Sonority Sequencing

Principle (SSP), [119] and the Maximum Onset Principle (MOP)[24]. The SSP essen-

tially states that the sonority of a syllable increases from the beginning of the syllable

to the peak, and then decreases from the peak to the end.

To enforce the SSP, it is necessary to assign each phoneme/phone a sonority ranking.

Typically this can be achieved using quite crude groupings of articulatory classes. For

example, the articulatory groupings of obstruents, nasals, liquids, glides and vowels

represents a sonority scale, arranged in ascending order of sonority, with obstruents

having a ranking of 1 and vowels a ranking of 5. There are of course exceptions to the

SSP, such as the English word “spit”.

The MOP is essentially an extension of the SSP, stating that the best syllabification

is the one with the most evenly distributed rise in sonority at the beginning of the

syllable, and the minimal drop at the end. In Spanish, both the SSP and MOP are

strictly maintained [135].

These principles can be used to move the syllable boundaries amongst consonants

to maximise the slope of the sonority in the onset-nucleus semi-syllable, and minimise

the slope in the nucleus-coda demi-syllable. An example of boundary placement based

on these principles, is shown for the word “perspikaz” in Figure 6.3.

For some languages, the MOP principle can be further refined, by placing restric-

tions on the allowable sonority distance which can occur between adjacent consonants.

This is referred to as the minimum sonority distance. Spanish allows any consonant to
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Vowels     (5) 

Glide        (4) 

Liquid      (3) 

Obstruent  (1) 

Nasal        (2) 

/p/ /r/ /s/ /p/ /i/ /e/ /a/ /s/ /k/ 

Figure 6.3: Applying the Maximum Onset Principle to the syllabification of the Spanish
word “Perspicaz”

be allocated to the onset, and in some instances two consonants. However, the allow-

able consonant-clusters in the onset are restricted to those with a Minimum Sonority

Distance (MSD) of 2[49]. As mentioned, glide/vowel pairings are considered part of the

nucleus in Spanish. Accordingly, with the MSD for the onset restricted to 2, and the

requirement of the SSP that the onset maintains an increase in sonority towards the

nucleus, the only possible onset is the obstruent-liquid combination, such as the “pl” in

playo, or the “br” in brazo. The application of the sonority distance is not applicable

for codas, however, in Spanish.

In languages like German and English, the allowable sonority distance between

consonants in the onset is more, and as a result, more complicated onsets are possible.

Additional, both English and German allow consonant clusters longer than two phones.

Unfortunately, whilst a number of studies have examined syllabification from a

linguistic perspective [49],[57], [135], to the authors knowledge, no tools have been

designed specifically for syllabifying Spanish phone streams. The Festival Speech Syn-

thesis toolkit does incorporate a lexicon syllabification tool which can generalise for a

number of languages, and is based on implementing the MOP. Whilst the application

of MOP does, in most cases, produce reasonable syllabification for Spanish, the Festival

implementation does not enforce the minimum sonority restriction. This shortcoming,

in conjunction with inadequate handling of allowable Spanish codas, acts to produce a

number of syllables which do not exist in Spanish speech. Unfortunately, the creation

of theoretically non-existent syllables reduces the number of training instances for the
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true syllables, an important consideration when data is limited. This motivated the

search for a more accurate means of syllabifiying the phone streams.

The tsylb2 software available at the NIST website [35] is a more sophisticated im-

plementation, and importantly, could be modified to suit the specifics of Spanish. This

tool, written by Bill Fisher, essentially encodes a set of deterministic rules for English

syllabification, based on the PhD of Daniel Kahn [66]. Essentially, Kahn’s work dictates

that the first step in the syllabification process is to allocate each sonorant/vocalic in-

stance in a word to a syllable, as described earlier. Several others rules pertinent

to English are also outlined, essentially dictating how consonants can be allocated in

English to the onset and coda. Fishers implementation, incorporates these rules by

defining sets of allowable onsets and codas. In addition, examination of the source

code reveals that information about sonorant class and distance is also used. Once

the nucleus for the syllable is determined, consonants are associated with the onset or

coda, based on MOP, until the available consonants are exhausted, or an illegal cluster

is encountered.

Unfortunately, the allocation of consonants in Spanish differs from English, neces-

sitating modification. In order to explain the modifications made, it is necessary to

further discuss the syllabic properties of the Spanish language, as described in the

Masters work of Shepherd [135]. Having already mentioned the restrictions placed on

onsets, a description on the restrictions imposed on codas is provided, followed by some

additional restrictions which are worthy of note.

Codas are allowed in Spanish, but only if the consonant cannot become an onset

instead. As a result, whenever a consonant occurs between two vowels, it is associated

with vowel in the next syllable, rather than as the coda of the preceding syllable. ie

VCV → V.CV. According to Shepherd, as a general rule, only five phonemes can occur

as coda. These are /D, s, n, l, R/. However, it was noted that the phones /k, g, b, p, t/

are also possible, generally only in loan words. For these instances, Shepherd observed

that these phones are typically devoiced, and can only be distinguished by their place

of articulation, effectively reducing the realised set to /k, p, t/.

Additionally, the occurrence of complex codas is rare, as Spanish disallows word
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final codas containing more than one consonant. For those instances where complex

codas do occur, the phoneme /s/ is always the second consonant. Furthermore, the only

possible complex coda combinations are nasal-/s/, liquid-/s/ and obstruent-/s/ class

groupings. This limited set of codas is in stark contrast to those possible in English.

For instance, the tsylb2 algorithm, the allowable coda consonant clusters is in excess of

200, including a number which display quite different sonorant properties to Spanish.

This makes the lists incorporated within the tsylb2 distribution unsuitable for Spanish.

By taking into consideration all the restrictions detailed for the Spanish language,

a more accurate syllabic representation can be obtained for the Spanish language by

making the following modifications to the tsylb2 software;

• restrict the set of possible onset clusters to only contain obstruent-liquid and

obstruent-glide combinations. The inclusion of obstruent-glides was done to en-

sure words like “bueno” were syllabified correctly.

• restrict the set of possible codas to the phones /D, s, n, l, R, k, g, t, b, p/.

• restrict the set of possible coda clusters to the nasal-/s/, liquid-/s/ and obstruent-

/s/ combinations.

One final syllabification phenomena for Spanish is worthy of comment. In Spanish,

if a word ends in a consonant, and precedes a word that begins with a vowel, the final

consonant of the first word is re-syllabified and pronounced as if it were the initial

consonant of the second word. For example, the Spanish word string “tienes alas”

would be syllabified “tien salas”. This is problematic in an ASR environment, where

word pronunciation is derived for individual words, and recognition lattices are derived

from the lexical entries of individual words. Whilst it is possible to incorporate this rule

in training, given a transcription for an entire utterance, this was not attempted. It is

acknowledged that this is likely to lead to some erroneous alignments, and accordingly,

impact on pronunciation variants.

The modifications outlined above were subsequently applied to the CallHome Span-

ish lexicon and then compared with the syllabification obtained using original tsylb2
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implementation of the English consonant clusters. Using the Spanish modifications,

161 fewer syllables were proposed. This reduction subsequently increased the number

of training instances for the remaining syllables, and in turn, the number of syllables

which were modelled in the proposed approach. Predominantly, the major decrease

was caused by differences in how the phone /s/ was allocated. One pertinent example

of this difference can be found in the word linguistica, which is syllabified /l i n . g w i

s. t i. k a / in Spanish, but as /l i n . g w i . s t i . k a/ using the English variant of

tsylb2.

6.6 Determining the Maximum Likelihood Syllable Pro-

nunication

This section details the steps used for deriving the ML pronunciation B̂S(φ), for each

of the syllables in the set Φrich. This process can be further broken down to include

the following steps;

• Step A - Extract training instances, Ξφ, from the target language training data.

• Step B - Determine the subset of valid pronunciation candidates, BS(φ).

• Step C - Select the entry B̂S(φ), from the set BS(φ), that maximises the joint

likelihood across all training examples in Ξφ

• Step D - Prune erroneous hypotheses in Φrich and replace with hypotheses derived

using knowledge driven mapping

An outline of the considerations required for each step is provided in the following

subsections.

6.6.1 Step A - Extracting Training Instances

Obtaining the set of training instances for each syllable was achieved by training a set of

target models using the 60 minutes of data, and then using these models to force align
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the transcript. The models used in this instance were 8 mixture monophones models.

The time stamping information obtained from this forced alignment was then used to

determine the location of syllabic boundaries utilising the syllabification information

discussed in the previous section.

It should be noted that a number of segmentation errors were observed in the forced

aligned transcripts. The net effect of these errors were that the acoustic data associated

with each segmented syllable often included observations from adjacent syllables, and

this was picked up by subsequent N-best decoding using the source models. It was

initially thought that the inaccuracies were largely due to the lack of resolution in the

target models. Forced alignment using the source language models was also trialled,

however, this led to increased errors when compared to the crude target models. Finally,

a cheating experiment using models trained on all of the Spanish data revealed that a

similar segmentation errors occurred, suggesting that these errors were systematic.

In PhD work conducted by John Dines, at QUT, various techniques were examined

for improving segmentation inaccuracies [25]. This included increasing the number

of states and mixture components used in the HMM, alongside the use of CD mod-

els, produced using models from an overgrown decision tree. Other studies which have

examined ways of improving segmentation include those outlined in [71] and [98]. How-

ever, these techniques all rely on the abundance of training data and importantly, could

be tested and evaluated because the training and test data used was segmented at the

phone level. Unfortunately, this is not true in either instance for the cross lingual

experiments.

However, Dines’s work did highlight that the largest error in segmentation from

the true phone boundaries occur around silence and pauses, closely followed by stops.

The forced aligned transcript from Global Phone and CallHome revealed a similar

distribution of errors, although this effect was more pronounced in the CallHome data.

The most prevalent effect occurred when plosives occurred as the first phone in the

word initial syllable. In this case, the closure portion was segmented as part of the

short pause/silence phone, with the release included in the adjacent syllable. This

made it difficult for the subsequent N-best decoding to distinguish between the phones
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in the grouping /p,t,k/ as well as their voiced counterparts /b,d,g/. Given this, some

knowledge based restrictions were used to cull syllables from the training data, in

addition to restricting the possible entries in BS(φ).

Accordingly, syllable initial plosive replacement was restricted to the p↔ b, d↔ t,

g ↔ k combinations. In addition, to further reduce the impact of erroneous segmenta-

tion errors, any syllable hypothesis which was greater than 2 standard deviations larger

or smaller than the average syllable duration, given the number of phones, was removed

from available training instances.

6.6.2 Step B - Determining valid pronunciation candidates

Svendsen’s original work used the modified tree-trellis (MTT) algorithm [156] [55] to

determine the optimal baseform pronunication, B̂S(φ). The MTT, in principle, guar-

antees finding the optimal baseform for multiple training utterances.

Essentially, the MTT technique is based on the A* algorithm [111], and is guar-

anteed to find the optimal path through a tree-trellis, and accordingly, the candidate

which maximises the likelihood of each candidate according to Equation 6.1. Effec-

tively, this approach equates to conducting an exhaustive search for the candidate

which maximises the joint likelihood of all instances in Ξφ, for the syllable candidate

φ.

It was mentioned in [55], that the MTT approach can suffer from fan-out and

memory problems for some candidates, particularly those which exhibit large variations

in acoustic realisation. For further details readers are directed to [156] and [55]. This

did not prove to be a significant problem for the syllable based experiments detailed in

this chapter. However, in order to expedite processing time, a sub-optimal, yet more

efficient search technique, based on work proposed by Holter in [55] was used.

In this approach, the search over all possible candidates is replaced by a search

over a subset of the most likely candidates. This set, BS(φ), is referred to as the set of

valid candidates, based on the idea that an exhaustive search would examine candidates

which are physiologically or phonotactically unlikely. Figure 6.4 provides an illustration
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of this process, for the syllable /d o s/.

 

 

Source Phone 
Recogniser 

Target 
Dictionary 

Forced 
Alignment 

t1 

/ d  o  s   /     / f  o  n /      / d  o  /     / d   o  s /    

 / t  o   s  /                                           / d   o   /    

t2 t3 t4 

Extract Unique 
Entries 

“dos  fondo dos…”  

Target 
Models 

Aligned  Syllable 
Transcripts 

/ d  o   f  /                                           / d  u  f /    

1 

 / t  u   s  /                                           / d   o   /    

“dos”  Candidates 

N-Best 
Transcript 

N 

Figure 6.4: Deriving Syllable Pronunciation Candidates

An examination of Figure 6.4 reveals that an N-Best decoding is conducted, using

the adapted source language monophone models, arranged in an open loop decoding

grammar. The process used to derive the adapted models was described in Chapter

5. For these experiments, N was set to 10. It should be noted that the subsequent

determination of the most likely pronunciation variant, which will be detailed in the

next section is derived using adapted triphone models. This is seemingly at odds with

using monophone models to first determine the N-best candidates.

However, the unique set of candidates produced using an open loop triphone gram-

mar was almost identical to that obtained using a simple phone loop. Given the in-

creased processing time required when the triphone grammar was used, the simple

phone grammar was preferred.

Finally, it should be noted that initial experiments using the entire set of source

language acoutic models in the open loop decoder led to increased WER, particularly

if the full set of multilingual source models was used. Accordingly, only those source
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models determined via the knowledge mappings were used in the decoding process.

6.6.3 Step C - Determining the Best Candidate B̂S(φ)

With the set of valid candidates determined, the most likely candidate B̂S(φ), is found

by conducting an exhaustive search for the candidate which maximises the joint like-

lihood of all training instances. The models used to conduct this calculation should

ideally mirror the same model set to be used in recognition. Given that adapted tri-

phone models gained significantly better performance in Chapter 5, when compared

to monophone models, the search for the best candidate was based on the likelihood

scores provided by adapted triphone models.

6.6.4 Step D - Pruning Erroneous Candidates

In principle, if segmentation accuracy is perfect (which of course its not), and there

is no mismatch between the train and test set, then the ML approach should deliver

improvements for all syllables, at least when considered in isolation. However, as will

be shown in Section 6.7, when the proposed syllable hypotheses are used in utterance

recognition, the use of all candidates in the set B̂S(Φrich), degraded performance.

These errors arose for a number of reasons. For some syllables, particularly those

which occurred less frequently, erroneous hypotheses were observed. Other errors oc-

curred because of systematic errors in syllabic segmentation. As mentioned, this effect

was ameliorated by placing upper and lower bounds on the duration of syllable instances

used in training, however there were still several instances, particularly in CallHome,

where the proposed syllable pronunciation was erroneous.

In order to reduce the impact of erroneous candidates on WER, a two step pruning

procedure was used. There was some suspicion that the threshold defining the minimum

number of training instances may have been set too low, warranting an increase from

20 to 40. Section 6.7 will details results obtained using the two thresholds.

The second candidate pruning stage was based on evaluating performance of the

proposed candidates using the 30 minute development set. In original experiments, the
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detrimental candidates were based on recognition results, obtained on isolated syllable

instances in the development set. However, it was subsequently established that the

same systematic segmentation errors that were observed in training, occurred when

segmenting the development test set. Consequently, this approach failed to cull a

number of unsuitable candidates. By using isolated words, the impact of intra-word

syllable segmentation errors in testing was reduced.

Using these word segments, syllable recognition was conducted, using an open-loop

grammar containing the full set of syllable entries. The pronunciation for each syllable

was based on the hypotheses derived for entries in B̂S(Φrich) and B̂S(Φpoor).

The recognised phone stream was then post processed and compared with the refer-

ence transcription produced by the hypothesised dictionary to gain individual syllable

accuracies. A second set of syllable accuracies was then obtained using knowledge

driven mapping to obtain the syllable pronunciation.

Any of the syllables derived from the newly proposed technique which did not lead

to a performance improvement of 10% over the knowledge based syllable hypothesis

was discarded. Those instances which had less than ten examples in testing were

also discarded, however, the maximum number of instances where this occurred was

6, for German CallHome. Given the turnaround time for testing, and the number of

languages and corpora, this process was not tuned for different values. It is possible that

the arbitrary selection of 10% may cull candidates that are still more representative.

As such, a possible future work may include the refinement of this process.

6.7 Experimental Results

This section details and discusses a series of experiments dedicated to evaluating the

performance of the proposed ML technique. The performance of this approach is con-

trasted against results obtained using the best performing one-to-one mapping ap-

proach, as detailed in Chapter 5. The results presented are obtained from recognising

utterances from the Spanish evaluation set, once again using each of the four source

language model sets from the two corpora.
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For ease of discussion, the combined set of syllable hypotheses for both Φrich and

Φpoor, obtained using the hybrid combination of the ML technique and the one-to-

one mapping, are represented using the nomenclature B̂S(ΦML). Individual syllable

instances are referred to using B̂S(φML). Similarly, the proposed pronunciations using

the best performing one-to-one mapping described in Chapter 5, is annotated using

B̂S(Φbase) and B̂S(φbase) respectively, where the use of “base” is used to reflect their

use a baseline performance gauge.

6.7.1 Qualitative Results

One of the motivators for investigating pronunciation modelling, was a desire to capture

better representatives for phones from the target, that had no close approximate in

the source. Given this, it is worthwhile examining the hypothesised syllables from a

linguistic perspective.

From the perspective of catering for unique sounds of Spanish, it was observed that

for the trilled Spanish /r/, quite often the voiced dental plosive /d/ was incorporated

in syllable pronunciation. For example, for the syllable /r a n/, the proposed German

pronunciation was /r d a n/ (both Global Phone and CallHome), incorporating the

tapping process that often occurs when the allophone of /r/ is rolled.

Another example is syllables containing the phone /w/, which is not in the German

phoneme inventory. The confusion based mapping derived in Chapter 5 determined

that /u/ was the best German representative for Spanish /w/. However, using the

ML solution, the proposed pronunciation varied according to the surrounding phone.

For example, for the syllable /p w E: s/, as in puesto, the derived pronunciation was

/p o E s/, which is intuitive if the reader monitors the progression of articulators

when pronouncing this word. In contrast, for the phone stream /b w E n o/, as in

bueno, the hypothesised pronunciation produced was /b u E n o:/, highlighting that

the replacement for /w/ can vary depending on context. Another example, included

the palatised nasal /ñ/, where the syllable /ñ o s/ became /n i: a: s/ in German.

In addition to deriving appropriate pronunciations for the unique combinations in
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Corpus Japanese Mandarin German Multilingual 

Global Phone 45 53 71 54 
CallHome 68 71 88 69 
 

Table 6.4: Number of syllable pronunciations in the B̂S(ΦML) which differ from those
in B̂S(Φbase) for each language and corpus

Spanish, validating the pronunciations proposed by the G2P rules was also a motivation

for the proposed technique. Accordingly, the number of syllable hypotheses in B̂S(ΦML)

which differed from the baseline pronunciations in B̂S(Φbase) was examined.

Table 6.4 details the number of syllables, for each language and corpus, which dif-

fered from the baseline pronunciation, when the minimum number of instances required

for training was set to twenty. Recall that in Section 6.3, Table 6.3 highlighted that

154 and 192 syllables had twenty training instances or more for Global Phone and Call-

Home. An examination of Table 6.4 reveals that as a general rule, two thirds of the

syllables had the same pronunciation as the one-to-one mapping. This validates both

the mapping conducted, and the quality of the G2P rules.

It can also be seen that, for both Global Phone and CallHome, the Japanese lan-

guage had the least number of pronunciation hypothesis which differed from the canon-

ical. A large portion of the hypotheses which did differ for Japanese were associated

with the approximation of the phones /r/ and /R/. The CallHome corpus, with greater

variability, produced more candidates which differed from the baseline.

6.7.2 Quantitative Results

Whilst examination of the derived pronunciations provides interesting insight into var-

ious linguistic phenomena, the overriding experimental imperative is to benchmark

recognition performance against that achieved using one-to-one mapping. Recogni-

tion experiments were conducted using the set of adapted monophones and triphones

models, as described in Chapter 5. This section details the results obtained.
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Monophone Experiments

Tables 6.5 and 6.6 provide WER’s obtained using the adapted monophone models from

each of the source languages. The results provided represent those achieved before, and

after, pruning was conducted. Note that the bracketed entries represent the number of

unique entries left after pruning entries with less than 40 examples, but not pruning

via the developmental test set.

Raw   
Hypotheses 

Pruned  
Hypotheses Baseline 

Language 
Unique 

Candidates WER Unique 
Candidates WER WER 

Mandarin 53 53.8 17 [28] 46.8 51.9 
German 71 58.3 30 [54] 54.7 54.3 
Japanese 45 56.1 15 [23] 47.9 52.5 
Multilingual 54 54.3 15 [26] 47.0 50.1 
 
 
 

Table 6.5: Results of Word Recognition on Spanish Global Phone using Maximum
Likelihood syllable pronunciations using adapted monophone models - before and after
hypothesis pruning

 

Raw   
Hypotheses 

Pruned  
Hypotheses Baseline 

Language 
Unique 

Candidates WER Unique 
Candidates WER WER 

Mandarin 71 73.2 24 [49] 65.3 65.7 
German 88 82.3 38 [57] 68.5 65.8 
Japanese 68 71.9 27 [50] 64.9 65.3 
Multilingual 69 74.3 28 [49]  66.9 65.2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 6.6: Results of Word Recognition on Spanish CallHome using Maximum Like-
lihood syllable pronunciations using monophone models - before and after hypothesis
pruning

Inspection of Tables 6.5 and 6.6 reveals that the direct use of the B̂S(ΦML) syllables,

prior to pruning, leads to degraded performance for both corpora, when compared to
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the baseline results. This motivated the pruning process detailed in the Section 6.6.4.

It can be seen that this pruning reduces the number of syllables, by approximately

2/3 in most cases. Nevertheless, pruning delivers performance benefits for all of the

Global Phone languages except German, as well as minor benefits for Mandarin and

Japanese in CallHome.

Somewhat strangely, German maintained the largest number of unique candidates

after pruning, yet achieved the worst WER and also lagged the baseline mapping. The

poor performance in relation to other languages can be partially explained by the fact

the German baseline system also performed the worst, however, this does not explain

the increased number of proposed candidates. Further examination of the proposed

German candidates revealed a high incidence of the phone /n/ being replaced with

/l/, which led to an increase in WER. It had been expected that the pruning process

would remove these types of candidates, however this did not occur. Removal of these

hypotheses from the set of candidates, did improve performance, but not beyond the

baseline. One possible remedy is to increase the 10% improvement threshold to a higher

value for the German language.

It is worth noting that for Global Phone, enforcing a minimum of 40 training in-

stances removed a major portion of underperforming syllables. Shown in square brack-

ets in the “Unique Candidates” portion of the “Pruned Hypotheses” column is the

number of unique hypotheses which remained after culling those instances with less

than 40 examples from B̂S(ΦML). It can be seen that this figure is closer to the fi-

nal number of unique candidates, except in the case of German. This indicates that

the majority of degradation could be attributed to ML candidates which had insuffi-

cient training estimates. This observation was not, however, repeated for CallHome,

where a large percentage of syllables were culled only after under-performing on the

development test set.
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Triphone Experiments

This section provides results when adapted triphones are used as the model set to

conduct recognition using the hypothesised lexicon. Tables 6.7 and 6.8 provide results.

These tables also include entries for the number of unique candidates. However, it

should be noted that the lexicons are the same as those used for experiments outlined

in the previous section, and the figures quoted for unique candidates do not change.
 
 

Raw   
Hypotheses 

Pruned  
Hypotheses Baseline 

Language 
Unique 

Candidates WER Unique 
Candidates WER WER 

Mandarin 53 46.6 17 39.8 40.6 
German 71 51.2 30 39.4 39.0 
Japanese 45 47.3 15 36.5 37.8 
Multilingual 54 48.2 15 33.9 34.9 
 
 
 
 

Table 6.7: Results of Word Recognition on Spanish Global Phone using Maximum Like-
lihood syllable pronunciations with triphone source models - before and after hypothesis
pruning

Raw   
Hypotheses 

Pruned  
Hypotheses Baseline 

Language 
Unique 

Candidates WER Unique 
Candidates WER WER 

Mandarin 71 69.9 24 63.2 61.0 
German 88 76.2 38 65.1 59.4 
Japanese 68 69.8 27 62.9 57.6 
Multilingual 69 72.1 28 64.2 56.2 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 6.8: Results of Word Recognition on Spanish CallHome using Maximum Likeli-
hood syllable pronunciations with triphone source models - before and after hypothesis
pruning

It can be seen that when the proposed method utilises triphones, the performance

gains over the baseline, for Global Phone, are more modest. German, once again fails to
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improve over the baseline. Unfortunately, for CallHome, the use of triphones performed

significantly worse in three of the four languages. Japanese also underperformed the

baseline, however the difference was less than 1%. It is suggested that part of the

reason for this is that Spanish and Japanese both have simple vowel sets, and a much

smaller phoneme set. In general, it was noted that Japanese had a much smaller set of

unique hypotheses, which may have served to minimise subsequent performance drops.

The fact that performance improvements were obtained for Global Phone, yet de-

graded significantly for CallHome, can partially be attributed to increased variability in

syllable pronunciation, according to word position. To illustrate, one observed example

is described, that of the syllable /l o s/. This syllable occurs frequently as a constituent

in many words, but also by itself.

For Global Phone, the hypothesised pronunciation variants from all source lan-

guages for this syllable was in the form /l * s/, where the * is used to highlight that

vowels were substituted according to language. This indicates that the pronunciation

of /s/ predominated, perhaps highlighting the careful articulation in read speech.

In contrast, for CallHome the maximum likelihood pronunciation for this syllable

was either /l o/ or /l o w/, indicating that the /s/ was dropped in pronunciation.

Listening tests for these instances revealed that when syllable occurred at the end

of words, the /s/ was indeed dropped. However, when this syllable occurred as an

individual word, it was predominantly pronounced with a clear /s/ at the end. An

examination of the relative counts revealed that the syllable final use of los was the

most frequent, which means the ML approach worked as expected.

Unfortunately, by globally applying the most likely pronunciation /l o/, irrespective

of word position, two word errors often resulted. For example, when the actual word

“los” occurred, the two phones /l o/ were commonly incorporated as part of other

words in recognition, including solo, and tenerlo, rather than los. It can be seen that

removing /s/ from the syllable pronunciation had a compound effect, producing 2 errors,

one for “los”, and another for the adjacent word in which the phone stream /l o/ was

attached. In an attempt to gauge the impact of this type of error, the cross lingual

lexicon for Spanish CallHome, expressed in terms of German models, was corrected
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so that only syllable final versions of /l o s/ had /s/ deleted. When this was done,

the WER decreased by 0.9% for the German model set. It is not expected that every

incorrect syllable hypothesis would have as large an impact. Additionally, it is likely

that the bigram language model would also act to reduce this problem. Nevertheless,

it is suggested that syllable pronunciation in Spanish CallHome is quite dependent on

position.

Accordingly, the derivation of position dependent syllable hypotheses was initially

considered to overcome this problem. Somewhat surprisingly, there were enough train-

ing instances for a number of syllables in the limited training data, even after tagging

according to position. Unfortunately, the majority of tagged syllables that had suffi-

cient training instances, had syllable hypotheses that matched that proposed by the

baseline, and could not have been contributing to the error. For those few remaining, it

is possible that further post processing could extract improved results for the CallHome

data. However, given the numbers, it was not expected that this would yield significant

improvements, and so this approach was not pursued.

The performance of the proposed method, when applied to the more difficult task

of conversational speech using CD acoustic models, was disappointing. Unfortunately,

the assumption that syllables are robust to the influence of position and neighbouring

phones, is weak in conversational speech. The results indicate that intra-syllable pro-

nunciation is influenced by neighbouring phones, and syllable position within the word,

although this seems to be less evident in read speech. ML modelling is reliant on rep-

resentative training data, and unfortunately, this was often degraded by the inability

to obtain accurate syllable segmentation.

Nevertheless, the results obtained reinforce the benefits in using more demanding

cross lingual evaluations, as the implications of intra-syllable variation and segmenta-

tion errors were less evident in the simpler evaluations.
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6.8 Conclusion

The work outlined in this chapter was motivated by the desire to improve the target

language lexical entries, by considering both predictable pronunciation variation and

the limitations enforced by the use of a model set from another language. The idea of

cross lingual phone changes was introduced, highlighting that context mismatch can

undermine how representative the baseform entry is, even if the word is pronounced in

accordance with the target language, canonical pronunciation. It was identified that

two methods could be used to improve this; lexical editing or structural modification

of the models. This chapter detailed the lexical editing approach.

To improve the correspondence between the most likely word pronunciation, and

the available source language model set, a novel extension of work first proposed by

Svendsen was outlined. This approach sought to incorporate an objective criteria for

deriving the most likely word pronunciation, in terms of its syllable breakdown, and

available source language acoustic models. Justifications for the use of the syllable were

presented.

In order to determine the most likely syllable pronunciations, syllabic segmentation

of the word forms for the target language was required. Word pronunciation is highly

dependent on the syllabic breakdown of words. This varies according to language,

and accordingly, the syllabic properties of the Spanish language were examined. These

properties were subsequently used to derive a simple set of modifications for the tsylb2

syllabification software, so that improved syllabic representation could be obtained for

Spanish.

A number of implementation issues served to undermine the success of the pro-

posed approach. Primarily, segmentation inaccuracies led to the creation of a number

of erroneous syllable hypotheses. A series of pruning measures, including durational

constraints on the allowable training instances, in addition to the prevention of inap-

propriate syllable initial, stop replacements, acted to reduce the impact of these errors.

The proposed technique was compared against the best performing one-to-one map-

ping approaches from Chapter 5. Evaluations were conducted at both the monophone
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and triphone level. With the exception of German, modest improvements were ob-

tained using the proposed approach, when monophone acoustic models were used in

recognition. However, in evaluations using triphones, improved performance was only

observed for the simpler recognition task of Global Phone. Degraded performance was

observed using the proposed approach, for all languages, when triphone models were

used on CallHome.

A number of conclusions can be extracted from the results obtained. Whilst the

idea of using ML based technique to derive the best word pronunciation representative

appears sound, ML modelling relies on training examples which are representative.

Unfortunately, difficulties in obtaining accurate segmentation, when combined with

intra-syllable pronunciation variation, served to undermine how representative these

training instances were. Accordingly, the assumption that syllables are robust to the

influence of adjacent syllables and phones is weak, particularly in conversational speech.

Nevertheless, several key positives eminated from the research detailed in this chap-

ter. In an attempt to establish an explanation for the poor triphone model performance,

a more expansive review of pronunciation modelling was conducted than originally in-

tended. Exposure to various ideas prompted further investigation into how language

specific properties undermine the usability of CD models in a cross lingual environment.

As a result, techniques which give much larger performance improvements, across both

corpora were obtained. Details are provided in the next chapter.
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Chapter 7

Improving Crosslingual Context

Dependent Modelling

7.1 Introduction

Whilst the work presented in the previous chapter focused on improving lexical rep-

resentation in a cross lingual environment, this chapter is directed towards improving

the recognition performance of CD acoustic models, when applied cross lingually. To

date, there have been limited studies that have reported on the use of CD models, and

for those that have, the reported attempts can generally be summarised as conducting

an appropriate phone mapping, followed by the use of adaptation techniques such as

MAP or MLLR. As shown in Chapter 5, the use of these techniques provide definite

improvements. However, as will become clear as this chapter progresses, the success of

cross lingual transfer can be degraded by the language specific characteristics captured

in the state tying process.

The work presented in this chapter is based on improving the quality of the model

prior to adaptation. The approach used, is based on reorganising the state-tying struc-

ture of source language models, with the intention of improving the classification accu-

racy for target language observations, rather than source language observations. This

171
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new “target suitable” structure is then used to constrain the model re-estimation pro-

cess, albeit with source language data.

Deriving a suitable state-tying structure for the target language is, on initial in-

spection, problematic, as the primary motivator for the use of cross lingual techniques

is the lack of data necessary to estimate model parameters for the target language

directly. However, the key to gaining improvements in CD phone model performance,

for a cross lingual evaluation task is conceptually delineating the amount of data nec-

essary for determining appropriate state tying for the target language models, from the

amount necessary to subsequently estimate model parameters. It will be shown that

tree structures which improve cross lingual performance can be derived with as little

as 45 minutes of target data.

The incorporation of target defined tree structures distinguishes the work outlined

in this chapter, from the approaches used by others in previous research. In most cross

lingual studies to date, with the exception of PDTS [145], the model structure of the

source language has been left unaltered prior to adaptation. As will be shown in Section

7.3, this limits the potential performance of the models when used cross lingually, even

when adapted using large amounts of data. By using target defined trees to redefine

the state-tying structure of source language CD phones, the degradation that results

because of this problem is reduced. When these trees are subsequently used to guide

the retraining of models on source language data, followed by adaptation, significant

improvements are obtained. For ease of discussion, this technique is referred to as

Target Structured - Crosslingual Triphone Modelling or TS-CTM. Importantly, this

method is found to be successful for a variety of source language combinations, across

both read speech and conversational telephone speech recognition tasks, and represents

one of the novel contributions in this thesis.

In order to provide an appropriate grounding for TS-CTM, this chapter begins

by revisiting the CD modelling process in Section 7.2. Whilst a brief overview of

the state tying process using decision trees was provided in Chapter 2.3, mathematical

details were deliberately limited. These details are provided in Section 7.2, with specific

attention paid to the variables that influence the state tying process.
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Section 7.3 then illustrates the types of differences that occur in context across

languages before discussing the impact that these differences can have on model adapt-

ability. Supporting experimental evidence, quantifying the extent of this degradation,

is also included.

In Section 7.4, it is shown that the majority of possible improvement that is achieved

by advancing from CI models to CD models, is obtained via the early questions in the

decision tree process and importantly, these questions can be extracted reliably using

as little as 45 minutes of data.

An outline of the basic TS-CTM approach is then provided in Section 7.5, alongside

results that contrast its performance against traditional methods. Whilst this technique

provides definite performance improvements, subsequent analysis and investigation of

results led to a number of enhancements which provided additional performance gains.

These enhancements are detailed in Section 7.6, again supplemented by appropriate

contrasting results. A summary of the chapter is then provided in Section 7.7.

7.2 Foundations of the State Tying process

A key assertion in this thesis is that the set of tied parameters derived from one language

will not necessarily be suitable for another. Given this, details on the variables that

influence the state tying function are relevant. This section provides these details,

framed in a manner suitable for multiple languages.

As outlined in Chapter 2.3, the motivation for state tying is that insufficient data is

available to train individual CD models. Accordingly, model states that are acoustically

similar are clustered, and subsequently represented by one set of model parameters. The

members of a particular cluster are then said to be tied, as they are represented using

the same model. For ease of discussion, this tying process, is represented using the

function Γ. It is highlighted also that in discussion that follows, the reference to CD

models is for models which incorporate contextual information of only the immediate

left and right phone.

The overall goal of the function Γ is to allocate the CD model states to a set of
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classes, so that the resulting classes maximise the likelihood of the training observations,

whilst still ensuring that sufficient examples exist in each of the classes to estimate

robust model parameters. Decision trees are used to conduct this allocation, and the

technique used in this thesis is based on that presented by Young in [184], and later

expanded upon in [113].

To frame the details of this technique, consider a language Ψ with a CI model

inventory P , containing I phones, such that P = (p1, p2, ..., pI). Associated with each

CI phone pi, is a corresponding set of K context dependent phones, Tpi
such that

Tpi
= (t1, t2, ..., tK). Each CD phone is modelled via a sequence of Q states in a HMM

topology and so the qth state of the CD model set Tpi
can be referred to using T qpi . In

order to obtain robust model estimates, the function Γ is used to allocate the CD model

state T qpi , to one of R classes in the set ΘΨ, where the allocation is achieved using a

decision tree. The distribution of observations associated with each of the R classes is

typically modelled using multiple mixture components. A decision tree is built for each

state of each phone in the set P. The following discussion is restricted to the details

associated with the creation of a single tree.

The process begins by pooling the states from the set T qpi , into the root node of

the decision tree. Associated with these states is a corresponding set of observations

F . Let N refer generically to any node in the decision tree, where a node refers to

a collection of CD phone states, s. At the root node of a decision tree, the node N

contains K model states, such that the node or set N = (s1, s2, ..., sK). However, as

tree growth progresses, the number of states in N can vary according to its position

within the tree. Given this, and to avoid confusion in future discussion, the elements of

the node N , will simply be defined using the less refined nomenclature, s ∈ N , where

s refers to each individual CD phone state in the node N.

The decision tree process involves the iterative partitioning of the states in N using

the question, or enquiry “e∗” from a set of predefined set of linguistically motivated

queries, E. At each nodal point, every enquiry “e” in E is used to create two descendent

nodes, designated Nyes(e) and Nno(e). The enquiry “e∗” that produces the largest

improvement in log-likelihood according to Equation 7.1 is used to partition the set of
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states in the current node.

δL = L(Nyes(e)) + L(Nno(e)) − L(N) (7.1)

Each enquiry in the set is considered as long as the values for both δLe and the

number of observations for each of the descendant nodes Nyes(e) and Nno(e), exceed

predetermined thresholds. It is highlighted also that these partitions are only locally

and not globally optimal.

Under ideal circumstances, the determination of log-likelihood values for nodes

Nyes(e) and Nno(e) would be obtained by modelling each the corresponding distri-

bution of observations with multiple mixture components, before determining the best

split. Unfortunately, this is computationally expensive. Accordingly, in [184], Young

proposed a method which uses several approximation and assumptions to reduce the

computational complexity. The key approximation is that the distribution of obser-

vations F , associated with the states in a node N , can be modelled using a single

gaussian, with mean µ(N) and variance Σ(N). For non gaussian node distributions,

this is less than ideal, however, it works well in practice. Additional assumptions that

are made include ignoring the contribution that transition probabilities make to the

overall likelihood of the data, as well as assuming that the frame-state alignment does

not change after reallocating states.

Using these single gaussian values, the log-likelihood of node N generating the

observations F , is annotated as L(N) and is calculated according to;

L(N) =
∑

s∈N

∑

f∈F

lnP (of ;µ(N),Σ(N), γs(of )) (7.2)

where γs(of ) is the a posteriori probability of the observed frame of being generated

by state s. For gaussian pdf’s this can be further factorised to produce;
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L(N) = −
1

2
(log

[

(2π)d|Σ(N)|
]

+ d)
∑

s∈N

∑

f∈F

γs(of ) (7.3)

where d is the dimensionality of the data. Details of the full derivation for this

equation can be found in [113]. Inspection of Equation 7.3 highlights that the log-

likelihood of the data in the node is essentially a product of the pooled node variance

Σ(N) and the total state occupancy statistics for the pool,
∑

s∈N

∑

f∈F γs(of ).

Although not detailed specifically in [184], the calculation of the pooled node vari-

ance Σ(N) is derived using a weighted combination of the individual mean and variance

values (µs,Σs), for each state s in the node N according to;

γ(N) =
∑

s∈N

∑

f∈F γs(of ) (7.4)

µ(N) =

∑

s∈N

∑

f∈F γs(of )µs

γ(N)
(7.5)

Σ(N) =

∑

s∈N

∑

f∈F γs(of )(µs − µ(N))(µs − µ(N))
′

γ(N)
(7.6)

where the occupancy counts, γs, and model parameters, µs,Σs, for each of the in-

dividual states s are obtained via embedded re-estimation, prior to the commencement

of the decision tree training.

Equations 7.4-7.6 are then used at each node in the decision tree to derive the

likelihood for any collection of CD model states. Importantly, these equations are used

to calculate the pooled model parameters for the descendant nodes, denoted µd and

Σd. It can be seen that the values calculated are directly related to model estimates for

each of the s individual states which exist in the pool, as well as the coinciding state
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occupancy statistics (γ1, γ2, ..., γN ).

The state occupancy statistics are effectively used to weight the contribution of

each mean and variance estimate for individual contexts to obtain an overall estimate

for the state contexts clustered in the node. As a result, tree structures with relatively

general context groupings are observed in the initial stages of tree growth, with more

refined clusters produced further down the tree. For instance, in Young’s work [184],

the ranking of the two most useful questions in training CD models for the Wall Street

Journal were “is the left context a vowel ?” and “is the right context a vowel ?”. By

mathematical definition, these questions produce the largest increase in likelihood, and

usually, recognition performance.

Given this, if the distribution of broad contexts for the same phone differs signifi-

cantly across languages, this produces corresponding differences in the initial questions

asked. This effect can propagate through the tree structure to produce vastly different

terminal state groupings, and accordingly model parameters. Accordingly, the same

CD phone can be clustered with completely different phone groups for different lan-

guages. Consequently, the model parameter estimates for the distribution associated

with that cluster can differ significantly, even if the observations associated with that

individual CD phone are exactly the same. Thus, it can be seen that inappropriate state

tying impedes the success of cross lingual recognition. Accordingly, in the next section,

this phenomenon is further investigated by examining the impact that inappropriate

groupings can have on model adaptability.

Before continuing, a mention of formative work is warranted. In the method to

be detailed in later sections, triphone states were only allowed to cluster with context

instances from the same base monophone. However, a number of studies have sought

to examine whether benefits can be obtained by relaxing this restriction, including

the work outlined in [40], [128]. The rationale for relaxing this restriction is that some

phones exhibit similar acoustic properties when considered in context, are often difficult

to distinguish, and benefits may be obtained by allowing tying across phone and even

state boundaries.

To investigate this, the use of global decision trees in a cross lingual setting was
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explored by the author in [91]. The term global decision trees, is used to refer to

decision trees for which the root nodes include the states associated with all phones,

rather than a single phone. In [91], trees were created for consonants and vowels, for

each state, thus producing a total of 6 trees. Included in this work was the an early

variant of the TS-CTM concept, details of which will be outlined further in subsequent

sections. Using these global trees, in conjunction with a restructured tying mecha-

nism produced superior results when compared to traditional cross lingual methods, ie.

mapping followed by adaptation. However, subsequent development and experimenta-

tion found that it produced inferior results compared to state-tying where restrictions

prevented clustering across phone and state boundaries. As such, this idea was not

explored further, and the work presented in this chapter is based on maintaining these

restrictions.

7.3 State Tying in Cross Lingual Environments

As mentioned, the questions asked early in the decision tree process generally describe

broad articulatory categories. Given this, an examination of the relative distribution

of broad contexts across languages is useful as an indicator of how the early questions

in the decision tree process might differ.

Accordingly, Figures 7.1 and 7.2 depict the distribution of the broad left contexts

for several groups of base monophones from different languages, for the Global Phone

corpus. For instance, Figure 7.1 contains the distribution of broad contexts for vowels

/a, e, i, o, u/ from Spanish, alongside the mapped equivalents from German, Mandarin

and Japanese. A similar plot is also provided for a basic set of “stops” which occur

across the 4 languages in Figure 7.2.

As Figures 7.1 and 7.2 illustrate, clear differences exist in the distribution of broad

contexts for the same, or similar, monophone. One particularly obvious difference is

the distribution for the Mandarin vowel /E:/, which is represented in Figures 7.2 and

7.1 as /e/, to align with the its Spanish mapping.

For Mandarin, left glides dominate the distribution. Initially, it was suspected
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Figure 7.1: Distribution of Left Contexts for a selection of mapped vowels in Global
Phone corpus
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Figure 7.2: Distribution of Left Contexts for a selection of mapped stops in Global
Phone Corpus

that this was due to an error in data collation, however further investigation revealed

that the CD phone “j-E:+n” which occurs in the Pinyin syllables jian and xian, in

conjunction with the CD phone “w-E:+j” as in the Pinyin syllable dui, were responsible

for this dominance. The dominance of these CD phones can be partially attributed to

the fact Global Phone is read speech, however the conversational speech of Callhome

also revealed similar examples of dominant contexts.

The end result of these distributional differences, whether they occur at the fine

phonetic level or more broadly, is that they change the state occupation counts for

each of the contexts encountered, and as a consequence, alter the questions asked early
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in the decision tree process. However, these figures are only qualitative and do not

provide any quantifiable indication of the impact that this has in a cross lingual sense.

The next section seeks to establish a more quantitative indication of its impact.

7.3.1 State-tying and model adaptability

In Chapter 5, using unadapted, source language, acoustic models for cross lingual

recognition provided poor performance. This could be improved via the application of

MLLR or MAP based adaptation. Nevertheless, even with 90 minutes of adaptation

data, a sizeable gulf existed between results achieved using cross lingually adapted

models, and those achieved via a well trained baseline outlined in Chapter 4. In this

section, discussion on how the state-tying process undermines model adaptability in

a cross lingual environment is provided followed by experimental evidence supporting

this idea.

The simplest means to explain the detrimental impact of state tying is by way

of illustration. Figure 7.3 depicts two hypothetical adaptation scenarios. In the top

half of Figure 7.3 the distribution of observations for the same phone is shown for two

languages, which are designated Source and Target languages. The top half of the figure

depict distributions in which many observations are available for the contexts of the

monophone in question, reflecting a scenario expected for the training of a well resourced

baseline CD system. Included in these hypothetical distributions is an arrangement of

broad class contexts for the phone, including glides, stops, fricatives and nasals. The

spacing of the broad groupings is used only to simulate the idea that the spectral

properties of observations associated with these broad class contextual variants will

differ.

In the middle of the figure, the process of conducting state tying for the CD phone

examples in the source language is also depicted. This represents the process of tying

the states of CD phones, based on the proximity of model parameters weighted by

their frequency of occurrence, as outlined in Section 7.2. Assuming that the source

language classes are to be partitioned into two descendant nodes, an examination of
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Figure 7.3: Impact of inappropriate state-tying on crosslingual adaptation

the well resourced source distribution reveals intuitive groupings containing nasals and

glides, with the other containing fricatives and stops. In a practical setting these

context groupings are then tied, and model parameters are subsequently estimated.

The model parameters which result from these groupings are annotated as N (µa,Σa)

and N (µb,Σb).

The purpose of this figure is to assist in explaining how an inappropriate state

tying can adversely impact on adaptation. Accordingly, at the bottom of the figure,

two adaptation tasks are depicted. On the left, a limited set of observations is available

in the same language as the source language. Adapting the model sets N (µa,Σa)
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and N (µb,Σb) represents the process of adapting models from one domain to another,

or alternatively, adapting a set of SI models to improve recognition of speech for a

particular speaker. It can then be seen that the source derived grouping of contexts is

appropriate for adapting these models to another task or speaker. This illustrates that

whilst the channel and test conditions may differ, the expected grouping of contexts is

expected to be the same for same language applications.

In contrast, the adaptation task on the right of Figure 7.3 depicts a cross lingual

task, where the models need to be adapted to another language. An examination of

the “true” distribution of target observations, at the top right of Figure 7.3, reveals

that the observations associated with the nasal and fricative classes are much closer in

the feature space, which is in contrast to the source. Of course these examples are for

illustrative purposes only, however this scenario is plausible if, for example, the number

of fricatives which occur in the target language is limited, and for those instances that

do occur, they are predominantly voiced and therefore more likely to group with the

nasal class.

In this case, using the source language models as priors for adaptation to another

language, results in less than suitable models. At this point it is worth highlighting

two possible adaptation approaches could be used. The first is essentially depicted in

Figure 7.3, where the model estimates in the source for each tied grouping is adapted

toward the same grouping of observations in the target language. For example, the

mean of the nasals and glides N (µA,ΣA) is adapted toward the combined mean of the

observations for the corresponding class in the target. As can be seen, the adapted

models do not represent the observations particularly well.

Alternatively, the tied model parameters can be adapted separately for each of the

individual phone contexts in the target. However, it can be seen that the variance of

the model defined by in the model set N (µA,ΣA), for example, is much larger that the

individual variances displayed by the separate nasal and glide classes. It would seem

that any attempt to adapt the model variance to fit the data is in danger of over-fitting

the models.
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Of course, this illustration is a hypothetical, and somewhat crude example. Accord-

ingly, quantifiable evidence supporting the assertion that the state tying process has

an adverse impact was sought. This was achieved by establishing an upper bound on

cross lingual performance by using source derived models to seed a full training process

in the target language.

This can be seen as an upper bound, because it represents the situation where a

large amount of adaptation data is available. If the state tying structure of the source

mirrors that of the target, then, in principle, the recognition performance obtained by

both model sets should converge to the same WER obtained by fully trained target

models. Alternatively, if state tying is inappropriate, this will cause the source seeded

models to lag the performance of the target seeded models.

CD models from each of the four source languages were used to seed CD model

training on the target language (Spanish). Model “adaptation” was achieved using the

full process of incremental increases in mixture components followed by iterations of

Baum-Welch re-estimation, mirroring the baseline training regime outlined in Chapter

4.

In an attempt to ensure that the actual seed values for the models parameters did

not detract from the results obtained, the values for each CD model were replaced

with the single mixture, mean and variance values from Spanish base CI models. For

example, the mean and variance values for all source language CD phones associated

with the base monophone /a/ (after mapping), were replaced with the set of monophone

mean and variance values from Spanish. However, the state-tying derived from the

source language, and contained within the model definitions, was maintained.

As the purpose of this experiment was to gain insight into how much degradation

resulted because of inappropriate tying, it was decided to replace the source representa-

tives for the Spanish phones /w, l,B,G,N/ with the CD phone models from the Spanish

baseline. For these phones, appropriate representatives did not necessarily occur in the

inventories of the source languages. As such, it was felt that the degradation associ-

ated with these models may mask errors which occurred due to the state tying process.

By replacing these phones with their Spanish counterparts, a better indication on the
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degrading effects of state tying from another language could be obtained. It is acknowl-

edged however, that the true worth of the calculated upper bound is compromised by

this, with the true bound probably significantly less.
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Figure 7.4: Establishing an upper bound on cross lingual model adaptability with
Global Phone Spanish as target language

Figures 7.4 and 7.5 provides the WER’s achieved under this experimental regime

for both Global Phone and CallHome. Also included is the performance of the Spanish

models trained using the same process. It should be noted that slight differences exist

between the results presented here for Spanish and those of the baseline presented in

Chapter 4. These differences are only minor, but occur because of the differences in

seeding.

The differences between the results obtained for the Spanish baseline, and those

achieved using the source seeded models highlights the degradation which results when

the state-tying regime from another language is used. It is interesting to note that the

multilingual models suffer the least amount of degradation, indicating that the tree

structure determined using multiple languages is able to generalize better.

The results achieved using source seeded models represent an ideal cross lingual

scenario, where large amounts of data are available in the target language, allowing a full

Baum-Welch re-estimation. In reality, significantly less data is available, necessitating

the use of either MLLR or MAP based adaptation. In Chapter 5, experiments based on
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Figure 7.5: Establishing an upper bound on cross lingual model adaptability with
CallHome Spanish as target language

adapting each of the source language model sets with 90 minutes of data were outlined.

The results obtained are also included in Figures 7.4 and 7.5, to highlight the additional

degradation which results when adaptation data is limited. For Global Phone, the gulf

between the ideal cross lingually adapted models, and those which represent a more

likely set of models is quite substantial, ranging from 6.8% for the multilingual models

to 8.7% for German. For CallHome, the drop in performance when adaptation data is

reduced is generally smaller. This may be due to the lower performance levels generally

observed for the CallHome task.

One alternate view for the result on CallHome, is that the provision of greater

adaptation data provides less benefits for conversational speech, if differences in state

tying are significant. As mentioned, CD modelling implicitly incorporates systematic

pronunciation variation, and this variation is more evident in conversational speech.

Given this, trees built for conversational speech are likely to encode both phonotactic

information and the associated systematic pronunciation variation, for a particular

language. Accordingly, differences in state tying may be more difficult to overcome in

conversational speech, even with large amounts of adaptation data. This may explain

the smaller gap between models adapted with all the data, and model adapted with

only 90 minutes.
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Irrespective of this, the important finding is that state-tying has a definite impact

on cross lingual model adaptability, and as such, a requirement exists for reducing its

effects. The next section outlines and explores possible solutions to this problem.

7.4 Decision Tree Accuracy in Reduced Data Environ-

ments

The previous section highlighted that the state tying structure in one language may

not necessarily suit the co-articulatory and phonotactic requirements of another. In-

tuitively, it would seem that incorporating the phonotactics of the target language in

the decision tree process would reduce the influence of this problem. Unfortunately,

this is problematic, as the reason for using cross lingual techniques is that there is

insufficient data to train CD models directly. However, this problem can be overcome

by separating the data required to train CD models into the following groups;

• the amount of data required to robustly estimate model parameters which result

from the decision tree process.

• the amount of data required to reliably extract an appropriate state tying

To explain, consider that the decision tree process is based on calculations using

single gaussian values, in conjuction with state occupancy statistics. In contrast, the

models which are subsequently trained for the nodes established by the decision tree,

generally incorporate multiple mixture components. With more mixture components,

a requirement exists for more observations, if the estimates are to be accurate. In

order to ensure that the accurate models are obtained it is necessary to ensure that

established nodes have a minimum occupancy count. One of the implications in setting

this minimum threshold is that tree growth is limited. Clearly, if the same minimum

occupancy threshold is used when only limited target data is available, then tree growth

will be severely limited.

However, if the requirement to subsequently re-estimate model parameters is re-

moved, can the same state-tying information be extracted by reducing the minimum
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threshold? In an attempt to establish this, performance evaluations were conducted

using trees grown using limited data, but with reduced occupancy thresholds, and then

compared with trees obtained using large amounts of target data.

In this experiment, single gaussian, CD models were trained using three sets of tar-

get language data; 45 minutes, 90 minutes and the entire set of training data. This was

achieved by first training monophone models using a flat start procedure, cloning them,

converting them to CD models and subsequently conducting 4 passes of Baum-Welch

re-estimation. The approach used mirrors the standard training protocol outlined in

Chapter 4, with the exception that 2-model re-estimation was not done for the 45

and 90 minute data sets. This was conducted for both Global Phone and CallHome.

The mean, variance and occupancy statistics for each model set was then subsequently

used to train separate decision trees, with models subsequently synthesised to provide

coverage for all expected CD model occurrences.

In an attempt to investigate the amount of recognition performance obtained as the

tree growth progresses, tree growth was stopped at various points in the growth process.

However, the minimum occupancy threshold was set to a minimum of 400 observations.

As a result, fewer nodes are created for the trees trained on smaller amounts of data.

The nodes defined by each tree were then subsequently retrained using all available

target data, rather than the reduced amounts used to derive the tree. The clustered

nodes were incremented to 32 mixtures for Global Phone, and 16 mixtures for Call-

Home. Re-estimating the models using the full set of Spanish data was done because

the focus of the experiment was to determine how the accuracy of the question sets

diminished with decreasing data, not whether model parameters could subsequently be

estimated using this limited data.

The rationale for this approach is that in a cross lingual setting, source language

observations can be used to approximate those of the target, and accordingly, it is

of greater interest to determine the accuracy of the state tying process when data is

limited. The models created were then used to decode the Spanish evaluation test set

from the Global Phone and CallHome corpora. Results are provided in Figures 7.6 and

7.7 respectively.
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Figure 7.6: WER as a function of the average nodes created per state in the decision
tree process - Spanish Global Phone

These figures plot the WER on Spanish, as a function of the average number of

nodes created per state in the decision tree process. Three plots are included in each

figure, one for the tree grown using 45 minutes of target data, one for that derived

using 90 minutes and finally, the tree derived using all the data used to produce the

baseline system. From the results shown, several conclusions can be drawn which are

important for cross lingual, CD modelling. These are;

• More benefit is obtained in read speech by the early questions.

• The questions asked early in the decision tree process contain the most useful

discriminatory information,

• These early questions can be derived quite accurately even when data is limited.

An examination of the plot for read speech reveals more rapid improvement in WER

with the addition of extra questions, when contrasted against conversational speech.

This provides further support for the earlier assertion that more information is encoded

in the decision tree for conversational speech.

To support the second and third conclusions, consider the tree trained using all

available training data, which obtained optimal performance of 25.4% WER by creating

an average of 20 nodes per state for Global Phone. This is actually an improvement
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Figure 7.7: WER as a function of the average nodes created per state in the decision
tree process - Spanish CallHome

over the WER result reported in baseline development of 26.6 %. When compared to

the monophone system which produced a WER of 42.0%, this reflects an improvement

of 16.6%. When the average number of nodes per state created was restricted to 5

nodes, the WER increased by 3.4% to 28.8%. Further constraining tree growth to

an average of 3.5 nodes per state, still achieved a WER of 30.3%. This is still an

improvement of nearly 12% absolute over the monophone system. For CallHome, the

relative improvements are less pronounced, however, the observation that the questions

asked early in the decision tree process provide most of the performance improvement

still holds.

This is not new knowledge, however, its implications become more relevant when

considered in conjunction with the fact that these early questions can be reliably ex-

tracted with 45 minutes and 90 minutes of data. This is highlighted by the equitable

performance levels obtained using data limited trees, when compared with the well

resourced trees. It can be seen that the trees grown using the limited data do not

progress as far as the fully resourced tree. This is to be expected, given the minimum

occupancy threshold of 400.

However, for both Global Phone and CallHome, the performance level of the 45

minute tree still tracks that obtained by the full tree, until around 4 nodes. As expected,
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beyond a certain point the reliability of the estimates decreases, and this results in

state-tying that actually degrades performance. For the Spanish data, this commences

between 4.0 to 5 nodes, depending on the corpora. However, the fact that most of

the useful performance improvement is obtained with the early questions, and these

questions are extracted with reduced data is important for cross lingual applications.

Of course, this observation is only for the Spanish language. To be usable in a cross

lingual sense, it needs to hold for multiple languages. Accordingly, these experiments

were repeated for German, Mandarin, and Japanese, for the 45 minute test and using

all data. The 90 minute test was not conducted. The results of these experiments are

included in Appendix C. In an an attempt to reduce time taken for experimentation,

the results provided in Appendix C are based on a 30 minute subset of the original

test set, which contrasts with the Spanish results in Figures 7.6 and 7.7, which report

results on the the full 1 hour evaluation test set.

For German, Japanese and Mandarin, the relative performance improvements ob-

tained by early questions does vary, as does the point where performance starts to

degrade. For example, for German, performance starts to degrade earlier at around 3

nodes when 45 minutes of data is used. This is in contrast to around 4.5 for Spanish.

However, the observation that these early questions are reliably obtained using limited

data holds across languages and corpora.

This is a useful finding, given that Section 7.3 established that inappropriate state

tying degrades performance and model adaptability. Given this, it is relevant to ex-

amine whether models tied using limited target data provide superior results when

compared to models with source derived state tying. This is discussed and examined

in the next section.
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7.4.1 Target Derived Trees from limited data versus Source Derived

Trees

In Section 7.3, experiments were conducted using models which were tied according to

source language requirements. In contrast, the experiments just outlined, used state-

tying derived from limited target data. The results from these experiments provide an

avenue for investigating whether the state tying groupings derived using limited target

data, provide superior groupings to those defined by the source. The fact that the

nodes defined in both experiments were subsequently retrained using all available target

data, is still useful, as it provides an indication of the appropriateness of the established

clusters, unfettered by differences in the observation sets used to re-estimate the model

parameters.

Figures 7.8 and 7.9 collate results from these experiments for Global Phone and

CallHome. These figures include the WER obtained using trees and models derived on

both 45 and 90 minutes as well as results obtained via models which were tied according

to source language requirements.
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Figure 7.8: Global Phone - WER obtained using models tied according to source lan-
guage requirements versus those tied with trees derived from limited target data: All
models subsequently re-estimated on full set of Spanish training data

Before continuing, it is important to explain the results reported for the data limited

trees in Figures 7.8 and 7.9. In these figures, the recognition rates are based on the
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Figure 7.9: CallHome - WER obtained using models tied according to source language
requirements versus those tied with trees derived from limited target data: All models
subsequently re-estimated on full set of Spanish training data

performance achieved when the average number of nodes was restricted to 4 for the 45

minute data, and 6 for 90 minutes of data. This does not necessarily reflect the best

performance achieved. For example, returning to Figure 7.6, for trees derived on 90

minutes of Spanish Global Phone, the best WER occurred at 7.5 nodes. It can be seen

that the WER performance starts degrading beyond this point.

Further investigation of results achieved for the other languages in Appendix C

indicates that performance levels can degrade quite quickly, beyond a certain number

of nodes, particularly for the data limited trees. This is important because, in later

sections, the state-tying information derived from these “limited data” trees is used

to guide model re-estimation using the source language, with these target constrained

models then used for cross lingual experiments. Given the rapid degradation in WER

which can occur if the tree is overgrown, the growth of the tree was terminated early,

with the selection of 4 nodes for the 45 minute trees, and 6 nodes for the 90 minute tree

ensuring this. The selection of these values are somewhat arbitrary, and more nodes

may be required for languages with larger phone sets. Additionally, it is expected that

languages with larger phone sets, such as German, will require more data to obtain

robust performance, given a predetermined number of nodes.
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Returning to Figures 7.8 and 7.9, perusal of results highlights that even when only 45

minutes of data is used for node determination, the model structure obtained is superior

to those seeded with source determined structures. This is the case for every instance

except the CallHome multilingual models, an exception which further reinforces the

results published by Schultz regarding the superiority of multilingual models for cross

lingual transfer [146]. These results also support the assertion that it is better to use the

available target language observations data to determine how the target language states

should be tied. Furthermore, it indicates that extending a pre-existing tree defined by

the source language, as is done in PDTS, is of limited value.

Of course, models need to be built for each of these nodes, and as alluded to

previously, the models parameters can be estimated using the more plentiful source

language observations. This is a move away from previous attempts at cross lingual

modelling, where it is assumed the “models” and their parameters encapsulate the

useful information in the source language. In contrast, the proposed approach asserts

that the “observations” from the source contain the most useful information, and the

modelling process needs to incorporate the requirements of the target, not the source.

This concept forms the basis of the novel contribution for this chapter, and the technique

is referred to as Target Structured Crosslingual Triphone Modelling or TS-CTM.

The previous experiments were, of course, conducted using target language obser-

vations to determine model parameters. In a cross lingual environment, there is insuf-

ficient data in the target and so the source language observations must be used. In this

case, it is uncertain how much degradation will result from using source observations to

approximate those from the target, or whether the idea of using the target derived tree

will work as effectively when this substitution is made. Accordingly, the next section

details an investigation of this approach, in conjunction with the procedures used to

achieve it.
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7.5 Target Structured Crosslingual Triphone

Modelling

This section outlines the TS-CTM algorithm. To highlight the benefits of the proposed

approach, a comparison between the recognition performance obtained using the basic

TS-CTM approach is contrasted against baseline cross lingual methods. These results

are provided in Section 7.5.2. The use of the pre-qualifier basic was used for describing

TS-CTM because a series of enhancements enabled additional improvement. Discussion

of these enhancements are deferred until Section 7.6.

7.5.1 Basic Technique

The basic TS-CTM process entails deriving a decision tree or state tying function ΓT ,

for every state of every phone in the target language, using the limited amount of target

data. The questions which define the function ΓT are subsequently used to determine

the class groupings for each of the source language triphone states. Parameter esti-

mates for these groupings are then estimated using source language observations and

finally adapted using the same target data which was used to derive ΓT . The following

paragraphs provide further detail of this process.

In order to outline the approach a number of preliminary definitions are required.

These include;

• T = (t1, t2, ..., tN ) - set of N monophones in the target language

• S = (s1, s2, ..., sG) - set of G monophones in the source language

• ΓT - state tying function derived using limited target data and used to determine

the set of A terminal nodes ΘT , where ΘT = (θ1, θ2, ..., θA)

• ΓS - state tying function derived using source data and used to determine the set

of Z terminal nodes ΘS , where ΘS = (θ1, θ2, ..., θZ)

• M - set of monophones in S which were mapped to represent target phones in T
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• E - set of monophones in S which do not represent phones in T

• W = T
⋃

S - combined source and target monophone inventory

Algorithm 1 Procedure for Target Structured Crosslingual Triphone Models

1: Derive state-tying function ΓT using limited target data
2: Derive state-tying function ΓS using source data
3: for each CD phone in Strihyb do

4: Use function ΓS to allocate states to appropriate terminal node in set ΘS,
5: end for

6: Re-estimate and mixture increment models for list Strihyb on source data, to create

model set Strimix
7: for each CD phone in M tri

hyb do

8: Use function ΓT to allocate states to appropriate terminal node in set ΘT ,
9: end for

10: for each node θa, in set ΘT do

11: if number of source language observations in node is greater than Threshocc
then

12: Tie all CD phone states in node
13: Re-estimate and mixture increment models using source observations and place

in set Ttotal
14: else

15: for each CD phone in θa do

16: Replace model parameter values with corresponding CD phone values in set
Strimix and place in set Ttotal

17: end for

18: end if

19: end for

20: Conduct MAP adaptation of models Ttotal using available target data, to create
model set TTS−CTM

Finally, M tri
hyb defines a hybridised list of CD phones containing base monophones

from the mapped set M , but with all possible left and right contextual variants from

the combined source and target set, W . A similar set, Strihyb is also created with base

monophones phones from the set E
⋃

M , with all left and right contexts from the set

W . The source to target mapping procedure used was knowledge based. Based on

these definitions, CD models for the target language are then produced according to

the steps outlined in Algorithm 1.

As can be seen from Step 7, each CD phone from the synthesised set M tri
hyb is
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allocated to one of the A nodes in ΘT based on the question set defined by ΓT . A

representative for each target CD phone is contained in M tri
hyb, however there are many

instances which do not physically exist in the source. It is reinforced that whilst limited

“target” data is used to derive ΓT , the “source” language observations are then used

to estimate model parameters for the nodes in ΘT . Unfortunately, for some of the

nodes defined in ΘT , insufficient source language triphone instances occur to estimate

robust model parameters. For these nodes, an alternative means of obtaining model

parameters was required.

As can be seen from Step 11 in the algorithm, if the number of observations falls

below Threshocc for a specific node in ΘT , the model parameters associated with the

triphone states are approximated using the estimates obtained from the source lan-

guage, Strimix. This was the reason for the creation of the hybrid list Strihyb, and the

corresponding mixture incremented models in Strimix, as detailed in Step 6.

The CD phone states contained in these underpopulated nodes, are not necessarily

pooled in the same manner as that defined by the source tying structure. As a result, the

replacement estimates from the source can differ for CD phone states in the target which

are clustered in the same node. This represents a potentially substandard estimate

and strategies for overcoming this problem will be detailed in Section 7.6. Note that

Threshocc was set to 1200 for Global Phone and 1000 for CallHome.

An examination of this algorithm also reveals that the models derived after re-

estimating on the source data, Ttotal, are adapted using the target data, to create the

final set TTS−CTM . Accordingly, for the remainder of the chapter, any reference to

the TS-CTM approach describes the combined process of using target defined trees

to perform state tying, subsequent model training on source data and then finally,

adaptation. It is stressed that the target language data is not used for model re-

estimation, except for that achieved in the adaptation process. Data from the source

language is used for this purpose.
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7.5.2 Results of Basic Implementation of TS-CTM

The suitability of the TS-CTM technique was evaluated by using it to produce models

for decoding Spanish speech. In a similar manner to previously described cross lingual

experiments, the source languages used were derived from German, Japanese, Mandarin

and the multilingual hybrid of these languages. In an attempt to evaluate the usefulness

of TS-CTM when target data is limited, the target language tree function ΓT was

derived using both 45 and 90 minutes of Spanish data. For ease of discussion, these

functions, and their associated tree structure will be represented using ΓT45
and ΓT90

.

The nodes defined by these functions will be referred to using ΘT45
and ΘT90

. The

models produced are referred to using TS-CTM-45 and TS-CTM-90.

The performance of TS-CTM was compared with baseline cross lingual systems,

which reflect the approach used in previous cross lingual studies. The development of

these baseline systems was detailed in Chapter 5. Essentially, the 45 and 90 minutes

of target language data was used to adapt the source language models, with the state

tying mechanism unaltered. In contrast to the TS-CTM technique, the tree structure

is defined by all the source data, and this tree structure is referred to using ΓSF ull
.

The models produced after these models are adapted are labelled using SCE-45 and

SCE-90. It is reinforced that in this case, the numerical annotation, does not imply

the tree structure was trained with varying amounts of source data. The adaptation

factor used for all MAP adaptation is based on values established in Chapter 5.

Figures 7.10 and 7.11 depict the WER’s obtained for the 1 hour Spanish evaluation

test set of Global Phone and CallHome using the TS-CTM technique. Also included

are the results obtained using the models SCE-45 and SCE-90.

An examination of results using the two techniques, reveals that target derived state-

tying provides definite benefits for both amounts of adaptation data. Encouragingly, in

many cases, the TSCTM-45 results indicate improvements over the baseline approach

using 90 minutes of data, SCE-90. This is particularly useful, as it means the TS-

CTM technique can be used to obtain equitable performance with half as much target

language data, an important quality in a cross lingual setting. The Japanese and
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Figure 7.10: Comparison of baseline cross lingual method with TS-CTM for Spanish
Global Phone recognition task using varied amounts of adaptation data

multilingual models of Global Phone are the exceptions to this observation.

For example, the Global Phone multilingual models using the source tying mecha-

nism ΓSF ull
, adapted using 45 minutes of data (SCE-45), obtained a WER of 40.0%.

This was improved upon using the target derived tree ΓT45
, reducing 1.3% to 38.7%.

However, the TS-CTM-45 result did not outperform the result obtained by the SCE-

90 models.

One explanation for this is that the early questions defined by both ΓT , and ΓSF ull

for the multilingual data, are similar. This was reinforced in Section 7.3, when mul-

tilingual seed models suffered the least degradation in WER, when “adapted” using

large amounts of Spanish data. Accordingly, the model parameter estimates for the

nodes defined by ΘT45
are similar to those defined by the multilingual source models.

The fact that the TS-CTM-45 result is better than SCE-45 indicates that sufficient

differences exist to gain improvements, but the provision of more adaptation data, for

the SCE-90 models overcomes these differences.

Additional comment is also warranted regarding the CallHome WER’s, obtained

when the amount of adaptation data is increased from 45 to 90 minutes, for the source

derived tying structure ΓSF ull
. It can be seen that these improvements are quite small,

ranging from 0.2 for Japanese to 1.2 for German. This indicates that the provision of
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Figure 7.11: Comparison of baseline cross lingual method with TS-CTM for Spanish
CallHome recognition task using varied amounts of adaptation data

additional target language adaptation data only provides benefits up to a limit, when

the state-tying is inappropriate. This was highlighted in Section 7.3, where seed model

adaptation using all the target data still lagged that achieved using target derived trees.

The fact that further improvements are gained using TS-CTM with the same amount of

adaptation data also indicates that the model structure is better suited for subsequent

adaptation.

In the course of investigating this behaviour, in addition to the trend anomalies for

the multilingual and Japanese models from Global Phone, a number of enhancements

were discovered for the basic TS-CTM process. These enhancements are described in

the next section.

7.6 TS-CTM Enhancements

The enhancements proposed in this section are based on improving the modelling of

the node distributions defined by the function ΓT . Two enhancements are described.

The first is based on removing CD phones in the source language that do not co-occur

in the target language. The rationale for this approach is to alter the distribution of

observations to better reflect the true target distribution. The second enhancement
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is based on replacing nodes which have insufficient source language examples, with

estimates from the target languages. Details will be outlined in the following sections.

7.6.1 Enhancing TS-CTM using Triphone Removal

A key shortcoming discovered in the basic TS-CTM approach is that the nodes are re-

estimated using all the context variants for the mapped source language monophones

in M . Many of these context variants do not occur in the target language. Thus, the

observations associated with each of these unwanted source CD phones can effectively

skew the node distribution away from the true target distribution. This is particularly

evident in the classes defined by the 45 minute trees, which only contain an average of

4 nodes, or 2 questions, on average per state.

Segregating these unwanted source language CD phones prior to model re-estimation

on the source provides scope for improving the classification accuracy of each state

distribution on target observations. Accordingly, CD phones in the source language

inventory that did not co-occur in the target language were removed. To conduct this

removal, it was first necessary to determine the possible target language CD phones.

Several approaches are possible.

In the first instance, the target CD phones can be obtained simply by synthesising all

CD phones combinations, given a set of monophone models, including nonsense context

dependent instances. In a monolingual application, this approach has no detrimental

ramifications because these nonsense CD phones will be synthesised, but never used.

Unfortunately, this is not necessarily the case across languages, because a context

dependent phone which is nonsense in one language, may still be possible in another. If

these nonsense phones were included in the same node, their corresponding observations

may act to alter the node distribution, as mentioned. German consonant clustering is

one example where context dependent phones which are nonsense in one language,

could occur in another.

Another alternative is to only include the CD phones for which physical examples

exist in the limited target data. Based on the fact that this limited set of CD phones
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was used to define the function ΓT , and the use of this function in TS-CTM provided

improvements, this seems reasonable at first inspection. However, this is inappropriate,

because the limited data only represents a small portion of possible CD phones in the

target language. As a result, the coinciding source language’s alternates will also be

limited, and this restricts the number of observations available for model training.

Given this, the set of possible target CD phones was derived by considering all CD

phones possible in the target lexicon. This was supplemented by all possible cross-word

CD phone variants which arose. For Global Phone Spanish, this produced a total set

of 12426 CD phones. For CallHome the total number was 8643. This was somewhat

peculiar, given the size of the recognition vocabulary was 17840 and 19844 respectively

for Global Phone and CallHome. This highlights that even though more words are used

in conversational speech, the range of sounds used is smaller.

In order to determine which source CD phones were culled, the target CD phones

were then compared with the set of mapped CD phone representatives from the source

language. Note that the mapped set only included those source CD phones that had

physical instances in the source. If a source CD phone coexisted in both sets, it was

used for determining model parameters for those nodes determined by ΓT . Table 7.1

details the reductions that occur in the number of available CD phone instances, when

this process is conducted.

Global Phone CallHome 

Unique No. 
Physical 
Instances 

Total No.  
 Physical 
 Instances 

Unique No. 
Physical 
Instances 

Total No.  
Physical 

 Instances 
Language 

Before 
Removal 

After 
Before 

Removal 
After 

Before 
Removal 

After 
Before 

Removal 
After 

Japanese 3756 3110 787501 701877 4756 1982 277761 177325 

German 7852 4202 601462 427996 6959 3377 344093 214121 

Mandarin 3837 1836 749500 321167 4282 1748 695052 274107 

Multilingual 10386 6263 2199482 1688621 7811 4766 1280918 714149 

 
 

Table 7.1: Impact of CD phone removal on the number of physical source phones
available for model estimation

Table 7.1 includes statistics for both the number of unique CD phone examples,
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before and after culling, as well as the total number of physical instances which occurred

in the training data. For example, for Global Phone, the number of unique multilingual

CD phones before culling was 10386. This value represents all source CD phones, whose

mapped base monophone occurs in the target monophone inventory. For those source

language which have larger phone inventories than the target, this restriction means

that there are a number of CD phone instances from the source which are not included

in this statistic. An examination of the actual training data for Spanish revealed that

the unique number of physical CD phone instances observed in Global Phone was 5729,

whilst for CallHome this was 6701. The fact that the multilingual models provide more

context examples than the actual Spanish data is perhaps one reason that multilingual

models provide superior cross lingual performance.

After CD phone removal, it can be seen that the number of unique CD phones

provided by the multilingual data is reduced to 6263 instances. The multilingual case

represents the best case scenario in terms of obtaining context coverage, as 6263 unique

instances which occur in the target language, also have physical instances in the source.

It should be highlighted that physical instances in the source are a more relevant

indicator of context coverage than logical instances, a point that has not received

attention in past cross lingual research. Logical CD phones refers to those instances

which are possible, but have may not have examples in the training data. In order to

obtain values for these CD phones, they are synthesised using the tree process. As a

result, their model parameter values are determined by the observations which exist

physically. Thus, the inclusion of logical CD phone instances in coverage coefficients

can be misleading.

Further examination of Table 7.1 reveals that the extent of CD phone coverage is

quite poor, even before culling. For example, Mandarin only provides coverage for 3837

of the 12426 in Global phone Spanish before removal, with this figure falling to 1836

after unwanted CD phones are removed. There was some concern that the cumulative

effect of poor initial coverage would be compounded by CD phone reduction, leading

to poorly trained models for the nodes defined by ΓT .

For this reason, the frequency of occurrence for each individual CD phone was
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also collated and used to obtain the total number of observed CD phone instances

in the source training data. This is also included in Table 7.1. The impact of CD

phone removal on the total number of CD phone instances is also provided. For most

languages, the reduction which occurs after CD phone removal is less severe when

frequency of occurrence is considered. Mandarin is one exception, with an increase in

the relative degradation. For example, the impact of CD phone removal in individual

instances for Mandarin Global Phone results in a relative decrease of approximately

52%. In contrast, if the total number of CD phones is considered, the result of CD

phone removal produces an even greater decrease of 57%.

As outlined in Section 7.5, when insufficient observations are available to model a

particular node, the approach used is to substitute the model parameters for each CD

phone within that node, with values estimated on source defined trees. This substitu-

tion decreases performance, and accordingly, it is desirable to minimise how often it is

required. Particularly for Mandarin, there was some concern that the benefits of CD

phone removal be outweighed by the disadvantages, leading to degraded performance.

On one hand, the removal of erroneous CD phones should provide a more representative

node distribution, however, on the other hand, it can increase the number of data poor

nodes which are approximated by sub-standard models. In an attempt to establish

whether the benefits outweighed the disadvantages, empirical testing was conducted.

The results are detailed in the next section.

Triphone Removal Experimental Results

The results of removing unwanted CD phones are provided in Figures 7.12 and 7.13.

TSCTM-45-TR and TSCTM-90-TR are used to refer to the method which in-

corporates CD phone removal. These figures also include results TSCTM-45 and

TSCTM-90, as defined in the previous section, to assist readers in gauging perfor-

mance improvements.

As suspected, removing context examples provided mixed benefits. It can be seen

that more benefit is obtained when only 45 minutes of adaptation data is used. For
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Figure 7.12: Effect of using CD phone removal on basic TS-CTM - Global Phone

example, in the Global Phone experiments performance improvements of 2.9, 4.2, 4.9

and 3.8% absolute are obtained for Mandarin, Japanese, German and the multilin-

gual model sets repectively, when used to reduce the CD phones allocated to nodes

determined by the 45 minute trees. Less impressive improvements were observed in

CallHome, with 2.6, 2.7, 2.8 and 3.0% WER’s observed using TS-CTM-45-TR.

When 90 minutes of data is used to define the terminal nodes, it is observed that

in some cases the WER degrades in comparison to both the basic TS-CTM approach

and additionally, degrades in comparison to the 45 minute results (TS-CTM-45-TR).

For Global Phone, this occurred for both Mandarin and Japanese, and for CallHome,

for only Japanese.

The contrasting results for TS-CTM-45-TR and TS-CTM-90-TR can be at-

tributed to the fact that less nodes are defined by TS-CTM-45-TR. Consequently,

more CD phone states are clustered within each node, and these nodes are less likely

to have insufficient examples. However, when 90 minutes of data is used, the number

of nodes with insufficient observations increases, and benefits gained by removing these

unwanted CD phones is undermined by the increased requirement to use source defined

models.

Given this, it is somewhat surprising that the use of TS-CTM-TR did not lead to
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decreased performance for Mandarin, particularly given the context coverage detailed in

Table 7.1. Of further interest is that the multilingual models, which provide significantly

more coverage of contexts and consequently have less under-resources nodes, obtain

further improvements. This result provides more detailed evidence supporting how

multilingual models provide superior performance, when used in a cross lingual setting.
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Figure 7.13: Effect of using CD phone removal on basic TS-CTM - CallHome

7.6.2 Data Augmentation

The previous section highlighted that a conflicting trade-off exists when CD phone

removal is used to improve performance. This conflict occurs because the improvements

gained by refining the node distributions is counteracted by the increased number of

nodes whose occupants must be approximated by source language estimates.

In an attempt to address this problem, the PDTS technique proposed by Schultz

was revisited. As highlighted earlier in Chapter 3, the PDTS technique essentially

extends nodes in an existing source language tree, using the available target language

data. Whilst not stated explicitly in Schultz’s work [145], it is assumed that the model

parameters for the additional nodes which resulted from tree extension were trained

using the target data. Given the large improvements reported by Schultz, it seemed
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reasonable to assume that a derivation of this approach may lead to further improve-

ments for the data poor nodes established using TS-CTM-TR. Accordingly, the model

parameters associated with these data poor nodes were replaced by model estimates

determined directly from the target.

Two practical considerations arose when target language data is used in this manner.

If the same number of mixture components are to be trained for each node, as is trained

on the source data (ie 32 for Global Phone or 16 for CallHome) then sufficient examples

must exist in the limited target data. Unfortunately, there were very source poor nodes

which had more than 1000 target observations. Predominantly, the observation counts

for these source poor nodes ranged between 400 (the minimum occupancy threshold)

and 1000.

Accordingly, parameter estimates obtained on the source poor nodes using the target

data was restricted to models with only 4 mixture components. It is possible that

improved estimates could be obtained for those nodes which have more than 1000.

However, given the increased level of complexity required to achieve this, and the limited

number of instances, this was not done. The results of this approach are provided in

the next section.

Data Augmentation Experimental Results

Figures 7.14 and 7.15 provide results when the target language data is used to estimate

model parameters for nodes which had insufficient examples. This is labelled TS-

CTM-AUG, and refers to the cumulative combination of TS-CTM, TS-CTM-TR

and supplementation. Also included in these figures are the results outlined earlier for

the CD phone removal technique.

Examination of the TS-CTM-AUG results for the 45 minute trees, reveals that

for many cases, little benefit is obtained. This is not unexpected, given that the number

of nodes which have insufficient data is limited when the tree is grown with 45 minutes

of data. In fact, Mandarin Global phone obtained no benefits. Japanese Global phone

did derive some benefits, falling from a WER of 36.3% to 34.9. Even though the
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Figure 7.14: Effect of replacing data poor nodes with target estimates - Global Phone

question set defined by 45 minutes of Spanish data is relatively crude, the consonant

vowel phonotactics meant that some of these nodes were underpopulated. The addition

of target data, in this case provided benefits. However, somewhat strangely, the same

situation did not occur for Callhome, where the use of target data exacerbated the

degrading effects of CD phone removal, increasing from 55.4% to 56.7% WER for the

45 minute test. It is uncertain what caused this degradation, particularly, when the

progression to 90 minutes provided a rather large benefit, progressing from 56.2% to

53.1%.

In contrast to the 45 minutes case, the use of TS-CTM-AUG with nodes created

using 90 minutes of target data generally resulted in improvements, however the im-

provements observed for the multilingual models were modest. This was expected, as

the broad coverage provided by multiple languages meant that very few nodes were

data deficient, even when 90 minutes of data was used to grow the tree. More benefits

were observed for Japanese and Mandarin, which have reduced context coverage for

the Spanish language. This highlights that whilst the use of TS-CTM and the various

enhancements can provide definite benefits, the original language selection will still

impact on the eventual result.

The results depicted thus far have been presented in a manner which enables the
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Figure 7.15: Effect of replacing data poor nodes with target estimates - CallHome

reader to assess incremental improvements, gained by each enhancement to the TS-

CTM system. However, it is also worthwhile to compare the best results obtained by

the range of TS-CTM variants with the cross lingual baselines SCE-45 and SCE-

90 techniques. Figures 7.16 and 7.17 provide this comparison. As there were some

languages which did not necessarily perform best using the discussed enhancements,

the best perfroming TS-CTM variant is simply annotated using Best-45 and Best-90.
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Figure 7.16: Comparison of best TSCTM technique with traditional methods for 45
and 90 minutes of target data - Global phone

For Global Phone, the best performing TS-CTM system provided performance
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Figure 7.17: Comparison of best TSCTM technique with traditional methods for 45
and 90 minutes of target data - CallHome

improvements over the baseline which ranged from 5.9% for Mandarin to 8.8% for

Japanese, when only 45 minutes of data was used. For CallHome this ranged from

5.0% for Japanese to 6.0% for German. Of further note is that TS-CTM provides

improvements over SCE-90 results, even when only 45 minutes of data is used. Further

improvements can be observed when TS-CTM and its enhancements are used with

90 minutes of data. In Global Phone, the improvements over SCE-90 ranges from

5.8 % (multilingual) to 8.4% for the German models. For CallHome, this ranges from

5.7% for the multilingual models to 6.9% for the Japanese models. Finally, the best

results obtained using the multilingual models, of 30.9% and 51.2% for Global Phone

and CallHome respectively, compare quite favourably with the well trained baseline

systems (26.6% and 44.7%).

These results highlight the superiority of the TS-CTM technique, and importantly,

the consistency of the technique in obtaining improvements irrespective of language or

corpus.
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7.7 Conclusion

This chapter presented a novel approach for improving cross lingual speech recogni-

tion performance. This approach, coined Target Structured - Crosslingual Triphone

Modelling or TS-CTM, was comprehensively evaluated and its performance contrasted

against techniques representing previous state-of-the-art cross-lingual model training.

TS-CTM was motivated by the observation that the phonotactic properties of lan-

guages produce very different context distributions. A link was established between

these differences, the state tying process, and the degradation of model adaptability

across languages. Experimental evidence reinforced that inappropriate state-tying sig-

nificantly limits the possible crosslingual performance, even in the presence of large

amounts of target language adaptation data.

This finding highlighted the need to extract a more suitable state-tying structure,

which is better able to represent the target language phonotactics. It was shown that

the most discriminatory information in the decision tree process can be obtained with

as little as 45 minutes of data. Importantly, when this information is used to guide

retraining of models using source language observations, superior cross lingual perfor-

mance can be obtained. This idea formed the basis of TS-CTM.

The TS-CTM technique was evaluated using both 45 and 90 minutes of target

language adaptation data and contrasted against techniques which do not modify the

state-tying structure prior to adaptation. It was found that in many cases the use of TS-

CTM provided superior performance with only half as much adaptation data. Several

enhancements to the basic approach were also detailed. This included the removal of

observations associated with unwanted source language triphones, to ensure that each

node distribution better reflected the true target distribution, in addition to using the

limited target data to provide estimates for nodes which had insufficient observations in

the source, to justify model training. The combination of these enhancements provided

consistent reductions in WER, again with only half as much adaptation data. These

improvements were observed for four different source language data sets, across two

corpora, highlighting the robustness of the proposed techniques.



Chapter 8

Towards an Indonesian ASR

Capability

8.1 Introduction

Extending ASR technology to the Indonesian language forms one of the research goals

of this thesis. As has been reiterated in previous chapters, key elements of an ASR sys-

tem are an appropriate lexicon and transcribed acoustic data. Unfortunately, neither

of these resources was available for the Indonesian language at the commencement of

the candidature. While Indonesian may be poorly provided for in terms of resources

for speech recognition, it still arguably ranks within the 20 most important languages

in the world. In fact, after taking into consideration factors such as population, usage,

economic, political and religious influence, Malay/Indonesian was prioritised as one

of the ten most important languages in the world [132]. The disparity between the

relative importance of the Indonesian language, and the availability of speech recogni-

tion resources, motivated the need for further research into the application of speech

technology to this language. This chapter details the investigative efforts towards that

end.

In section 8.2, a brief background on Indonesia and the Indonesian language history

211
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is provided. Also included is details of previous speech-science related research, con-

ducted for the Indonesian language. Section 8.3 then describes the orthography and

phonology of the Indonesian language before discussing the considerations involved

with obtaining an appropriate pronunciation lexicon in Section 8.4. In Sections 8.5 and

8.6, the collation and transcription of two separate Indonesian corpora are described.

Except where stated otherwise, the design, development and collation of resources rep-

resent the author’s efforts.

The Indonesian language has an agglutinative morphology, a characteristic which

can subsequently result in high out-of-vocabulary rates and lead to degraded recognition

performance. Accordingly, in Section 8.7 an analysis of the impact of the agglutinative

nature of Indonesian on both vocabulary and the language model is presented. Tech-

niques for improving the language modelling of Indonesian are also described. Finally,

the results of a series of speech recognition experiments are detailed in Section 8.8.

8.2 Background and Related Research

With a population of 225 million people, Indonesia is the world’s fourth-most popu-

lous nation. The official language of Indonesia is Bahasa Indonesian, which literally

means language of Indonesia. Aside from Indonesia, the national language in four of

the countries in South East Asia is also variation of the Malay language. For these

countries, the language variation spoken and the percentage of population that speak

it are outlined below;

• The Republic of Indonesia - Bahasa Indonesian (70%)

• The Federation of Malaysia - Bahasa Malaysian( 45%)

• The Republic of Singapore - Bahasa Melayu or Bahasa Kebangsaan (15%)

• Sultanate of Brunei - Bahasa Melayu or Bahasa Kebangsaan(60%)

In addition, some parts of southern Thailand also use Malay dialects. While only

a small fraction of the inhabitants of Indonesia speak it as their first language (7%),
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as the national language of Indonesia, it forms an essential means of inter-ethnic com-

munication in a region with more than 300 native dialects, and is subsequently used

as a common language for business and administrative purposes, and at all levels of

education and in mass media [122].

The term Bahasa Indonesia, which refers to a modified form of Malay, was coined

by Indonesian nationalists in 1928 and became a symbol of national unity during the

struggle for independence [122]. Bahasa Indonesian was elevated to the status of of-

ficial language in 1945, coinciding with the Indonesian declaration of independence.

Indonesian is a standardized dialect of the Malay language and forms part of the West-

ern Malayo-Polynesian subgroup of the Malayo-Polynesian branch of the Austronesian

languages. It has been used as the lingua franca across the Indonesian archipelago

for centuries [88]. Both Indonesian and Malay are quite similar, with relatively sim-

ple phonology. However, Indonesian does differ from the Malaysian form in some ways,

with differences in pronunciation and also in vocabulary, due to the prevalence of Dutch

words in the Indonesian vocabulary [152].

The Dutch colonization is certainly noticeable in the Indonesian vocabulary with ex-

amples of the Dutch imprint including words such as polisi (police), kualitas (quality),

kopi (coffee), rokok (cigarette), kantor (office), and wastafel (washbasin) [88]. However

many other languages have also influenced the Indonesian vocabulary including Por-

tuguese, Chinese, and Hindi. Indonesia is also the largest Muslim nation on earth and,

as a consequence, Arabic words are interspersed within the language vocabulary.

The amount of speech technology related research for the Indonesian language was,

until recently, limited to work conducted by Arry Akhmad at the Bandung Institute of

Technology in Indonesia [5], [4], [1]. This work focused on building a speech synthesis

system for the Indonesian language. More recently however, the development of speech

recognition system for the hearing impaired was outlined in [126]. This research is a

collaborative research arrangement between researchers at Bandung Institute of Tech-

nology (ITB) and ATR Spoken Language laboratories (Japan). The research is also

funded by Asia-Pacific Telecom (APT). The key components of the system include both

a Text-to-Speech (TTS) speech synthesis system, and an Automatic Speech Recogniser
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(ASR) system.

In order to build the ASR system they have adapted a tiered plan for corpus devel-

opment. The first 2 tiers include a digit and simple dialogue task, both of which have

been collected and completed. A third tier will be a LVCSR based around phoneti-

cally balanced sentences collected from magazines and journals, which suggests that

the corpus will consist of read speech. The only other speech related research of note

for the Indonesian language examined the morphological decomposition of Indonesian

language for subsequent use in information retrieval [142].

8.3 Indonesian Orthography and Phonology

Category 
IPA 

Representation 
 

Description 

/b/,  /p/ Voiced and unvoiced bilabial stops 
/d/,  /t/ Apico-dental voiced and voiceless stops 
/g/,  /k/ Dorso-velar voiced and voiceless stops 
/â/,  /c/ Lamino-palatal voiced and voiceless stops 

Plosives 

/>/ Glottal stop 
/s/ Apico-dental/alveolar voiceless fricative 
/h/ Glottal voiceless fricative 

/R/   * post-alveolar voiceless fricative 
/B/ Lamino-palatal voiceless fricative 

/x/  * Dorso-velar voiceless fricative   
/f/  * Labio-dental voiceless fricative 
/v/   * Labio-dental voiced fricative 

Fricatives  
and 

Affricates 

/z/  * Apico-dental/alveolar voiced fricative 
/m/ Bilabial nasal 
/n/ Apico-dental/alveolar nasal 
/I/ Lamino-palatal nasal 

Nasals 

/M/ Dorso-velar nasal 
/l/ Apico-alveolar voiced lateral 
/r/ Apico-alveolar voiced trill 
/w/ Bilabial approximant 

Approximants 

/j/ Lamino-palatal approximant 
/i/ Close front unrounded 
/e/ Open front unrounded 
/?/ Open central short 
/a/ Open central unrounded 
/u/ Close back unrounded 

Vowels 

/o/ Open back unrounded 
/aI/ - 
/aU/ - Dipthongs 
/oI/ - 

 
 
 Table 8.1: Indonesian Phonemic Inventory. Note phonemes that only occur in loan

words are tagged with *.
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The Indonesian orthography is based on the Latin alphabet, and the correspondence

between sounds and their written forms is generally regular and quite predictable.

There are 20 consonants, 6 vowels and 3 diphthongs in Bahasa Indonesian. There are

5 more consonants that only appear in loanwords, albeit quite commonly in modern

Indonesian. They are /f/, /v/, /S/, /z/ and /x/. There are also 2 uncommon phones,

/ø/ (open front rounded vowel) and the dipthong /œ/, which are both remnants from

old Dutch spelling. Table 8.1 provides Indonesian phonemic inventory in IPA format,

with phonemes grouped according to manner of articulation [122][152].

Indonesian vowels are said to be pure, however for the phonemes /i e o u/ there are

predictable allophones (not shown in Table 8.1) when they occur in closed syllables.

That is:

• /i/ → /I/ as in English bit or Indonesian akhir

• /e/ → /E/ as in English bet or Indonesian betlin

• /o/ → /O/ as in English bought or Indonesian bogor

• /u/ → /U/ as in English book or Indonesian campur

A defining characteristic of the Indonesian language is the use of unreleased voice-

less stops. This is predictable for /t/ and /p/ in several situations: syllable-final before

another consonant and word-final before a pause; but when followed by a vowel-initial

word the final stop may be released. Indonesian speech also exhibits the use of the glot-

tal stop /?/, however there is some disagreement about whether it is actually phonemic,

or whether it is just an allophone of /k/, in syllable final position ( as in rakyat [ra?jat])

[152].

Another phonological characteristics of note, is Indonesian also exhibits syllable

final stop devoicing for /b/, /d/, and /g/. Finally, the apico-alveolar voiced trill /r/,

is generally rolled in a similar manner to Spanish.
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8.4 Lexical Requirements

An important tool necessary for speech recognition is an electronic pronunciation lexi-

con. Unfortunately, in the initial stages of this research, subsequent searches revealed

that limited practically useful lexical resources existed. In electronic format the only

usable lexicon was the Malay-English lexicon (KAMI) [121], which is not phonetically

labeled.

The Kamus Indonesia Inggris [28] dictionary contains an IPA based representation

for the Indonesian phoneme set and basic letter-to-sound (LTS) rules for pronuncia-

tion. The Learners Dictionary of Todays Indonesian [122] has basic pronunciations for

each word. The pronunciations provided in this dictionary are not formatted in IPA

standard, however using the general rules in the initial stages of the book these could

potentially be derived. Neither of these lexicons is available in electronic format.

These resources were used in initial stages of the author’s PhD candidature to

guide the production of a 2500 word lexicon. This lexicon was produced to represent

the previously un-transcribed words present in the Indonesian language subset of OGI-

MLTSC. Further details on these transcriptions are provided in Section 8.5. At a later

date, a commercially produced lexicon containing more than 15000 words was sourced

from Appen, a speech product company who specialises in producing ASR lexicons.

Ideally, it was desirable to obtain the maximum possible coverage for Indonesian speech,

given a finite sized vocabulary. Accordingly, after negotiations between the author and

Appen, the choice of words included in the lexicon were selected based on word usage

across a number of topics including:

• News and Entertainment

• Business, Economic and Technical

• Sport, Health and Lifestyle

• Politics and Religion
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In addition, core vocabulary words such as days of the week, months of the year, nu-

merals, plus a selection of common Indonesian personal and place names were included.

Finally, the lexicon included a small proportion of English borrowings in common us-

age. The phone set used in this lexicon is derived from the original Kamus dictionary,

which was reflected in Table 8.1. Based on an original vocabulary of 200K unique

words, an expert in Indonesian morphology was consulted by Appen, to remove non-

unique affixed forms, and a frequency test was then subsequently used to reduce the

lexicon to just over 15K words. Unfortunately, Appen did not reveal the size of the

text corpora used to derive frequency statistics, and so it is uncertain what OOV rate

this vocabulary selection represents.

8.4.1 Lexicon Expansion

The lexicon provided by Appen was obtained prior to the production of the transcribed

Indonesian speech corpora. The development of these corpora is outlined later in

Section 8.5. Despite efforts to obtain maximal lexical coverage, in excess of 3000 words

existed in the transcriptions produced which were not in the lexicon vocabulary. The

transcription of the available acoustic data is a work in progress that is expected to

extend beyond the time frame of the PhD candidature. As such, it is expected that

the size of the required vocabulary will expand. Accordingly, an automated means of

lexicon expansion was required and to achieve this, a set of Grapheme-to-Phone(G2P)

were derived. This process was described in Chapter 4 and achieved an average word

conversion accuracy of 88.2% when used in a five fold cross validation.

In addition, a number of non-native words existed. These words were predominantly

English, but also included Dutch and Arabic. For the English words, pronunciation

from the pronlex dictionary was used. For the non-English words, suitable word pro-

nunciations were derived manually. It should be noted that the English phone set is

much larger than Indonesian. However, many Indonesians pronounce English words by

using the closest approximate for phonemes from their own phonemic inventory, rather
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than the English phoneset. Unfortunately, this approximation process does not neces-

sarily occur in an apparent or predictable manner. This make the process of converting

from English pronunciations in pronlex to pronunciations in terms of the Indonesian

phone set problematic. For example, many Indonesian’s pronounce the word photo

as [/poto/] because /f/ is not phonemic in Indonesian. Unfortunately, just as many

Indonesian speakers quite clearly articulate the phoneme /f/.

Deciding which word pronunciations should be included in the lexicon is difficult. In-

cluding English phonemes in the lexicon necessitates the training of appropriate acoustic

models, but obtaining accurate models depends on having sufficient examples in the

training data. Generally, there were insufficient examples to justify training additional,

non-phonemic models, although there were some exceptions. Given this, the pronun-

ciations used were based on the expected native pronunciation, and was derived using

the G2P rules described earlier.

8.5 Indonesian Transcribed Speech

Acquiring a corpus of transcribed speech, of appropriate quality, is an expensive and

time consuming task. At the commencement of this PhD research, there was no avail-

able transcribed acoustic data for Indonesian. Accordingly, it was decided that the

development of a corpus of Indonesian acoustic data was necessary. Unfortunately,

the cost and time required to generate sufficient data via in-house recordings was pro-

hibitive, certainly within the time frame of a PhD. Additionally, finding sufficient num-

bers of Indonesian speakers in Australia who were willing to commit their time, made

the option of generating in-house recordings impractical.

An extensive search was conducted in order to find whether any suitably recorded,

yet untranscribed, data was available. The first, and perhaps serendipitous finding was

that the speech described as “Malay” in the OGI-MLTS 22-language telephone speech

database documentation, was more specifically, Bahasa Indonesian. As outlined in

Chapter 4.3.1, the OGI data was recorded under similar conditions for a number of

languages, with approximately 100 speakers responding to a series of prompts. Six of
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the languages had phonetic transcriptions provided, however the Indonesian data was

not transcribed.

For the most part, these prompted categories represent a very low perplexity task.

Nevertheless, in a field of limited choices this data represented a sound starting point

for Indonesian ASR evaluations. Accordingly, two native Indonesian speakers were

employed to transcribe this acoustic data, which was then validated by the author and

formatted for further use in ASR experimentation. It should be highlighted that unlike

the 6 languages in the OGI-MLTS corpus, these Indonesian transcriptions contain only

word level transcriptions, segmented at the utterance level. After culling recordings

with troublesome noise/channel artifacts, the remaining data contained 161 minutes

of transcribed recordings, comprising 67 male and 33 female speakers. This data was

then subsequently broken into separate train, development and evaluation sets with the

details provided in Table 8.2

 Male Speakers Female Speakers Totals 
 No. Duration 

(mins) 
No. Duration 

(mins) 
No. Duration 

(mins) 
Train Set 55 93.2 24 37.4 79 130.6 
Development Set 5 9.3 4 6.8 9 16.1 
Test Set 7 9.5 5 7.8 12 17.3 
Total 67 112.0 33 52.0 100 164.0 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Table 8.2: Train/Test/Development breakdown for the Indonesian OGI data

It can be seen that the training set approximately maintains a male to female ratio

of 2:1 for both duration and number of speakers. However, for both the development

and test sets, the ratio is closer to parity. This occurred because more emphasis was

placed on ensuring that the total duration of speech was as close as possible to an

80/10/10 split, whilst still ensuring no utterance from any speaker occurred in any of

the other subsets.

Whilst the OGI Indonesian data is useful for a number of ASR tasks, the limited

amount of data makes it unsuitable for training anything but rudimentary acoustic
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models. As mentioned, the OGI data contains transcriptions at the phone level for

six languages, but not the corresponding word transcriptions. As a consequence, most

publications which have presented results using OGI data have only provided Phone

Error Rates (PER) [72] or have been based on producing phone recognisers for LID

systems. Experimentation using models trained on this data will be outlined in Section

8.8.1. At the phone level, the levels of recognition achieved are similar to those reported

for other languages in the OGI corpus, however when used in a word recognition task,

these models performed quite poorly. Importantly, it was unlikely that this data would

be useful for producing an ASR system capable of accurately recognising spontaneous

speech. However, it was useful for testing purposes, and was subsequently used in

publications by the author as reported in [92], [93],[33],[140],[91],[150].

8.6 Development of ABC speech Corpus

The intention of the research efforts was to work towards improving the recognition

rates for spontaneous Indonesian speech, in varied recording conditions, for both wide-

band and telephone speech. Given the performance limitations provided by the models

trained on OGI, a larger corpus was sought. Unfortunately, the corpus under devel-

opment at Bandung Institute of Technology (ITB), as mentioned earlier, is not freely

available. Additionally, it was felt that a corpus based on read speech had limited

scope for conducting speech recognition on spontaneous speech. Accordingly, efforts

were undertaken to collate an appropriate corpus of transcribed Indonesian speech.

In an attempt to gain high quality recorded speech, both the Australian Broad-

casting Commission (ABC) and Special Broadcasting Service (SBS) were approached.

Both radio stations produce shows broadcast in Indonesian, several times a week, and

also provide an archive of mp3 compressed recordings available for download at their

internet websites [124] and [130]. SBS gave permission to utilise these recordings for

research purposes, as did the ABC.

Transcriptions were produced for 3 hours of SBS web-based recordings. However,

these were only used for language model interpolation experiments, outlined further in
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Host Name Broadcast Name Broadcast Description 
Pagi Gembira Morning variety show 

Perspektif 
Comprehensive analysis of world news and current 
events 

Nuim Khaiyath 

Dunia Olahraga Weekly sports, news and analysis 

Info Kesehatan 
General health information, discussion and talk-
back with a range of guest speakers Enny Wibowo 

Warta Berita/Warta 
Dunia 

News Report/World News 

Oska Leon Setyana Spektrum Expert analysis on environmental issues 

Juni  Tampi Suara Pers 

Editorial quotes and opinion of popular world 
news bulletins designed to act as a reliable 
reference for Indonesians to understand social, 
economic, and political issues overseas 

Juni Tampi and 
Dian Islamiati 

Serba-serbi Akhir Pekan 
Weekly Current Affairs Show 

Varia Autralia 
Variety show which acquaints the listener with 
various political and cultural issues and traditions 
within Australia 

Warta Berita/Warta 
Dunia 

News Report/World News 
Hidayat 

Djajamihardja 

Wawancara Seminggu 
Ini 

A series of weekly interviews with prominent 
individuals 

Istas Pratomo Menuntut Ilmu di 
Negeri Kangguru 

A study of the Australian nation 

 

Table 8.3: Program Details for ABC Radio-Australia Indonesian Broadcasts

Section 8.8.2. More importantly, the ABC provided 40 hours of original, high qual-

ity recordings of the Indonesian broadcasts for a number of varied programs. These

programs range in topic from sports, current affairs, general health, to the environ-

ment. Many of the programs include interviews conducted with a range of invited

guests, conducted both within the studio, and via telephone interviews. At present,

approximately 13 hours has been transcribed, and after removing music, miscellaneous

noise etc, the amount of usable transcribed speech was reduced to just under 10 hours.

These transcriptions were produced and validated by two native Indonesians, with a

second pass of validation conducted by the author. All other aspects of development

for the Indonesian ASR system including design, and development of the transcription

protocol, in conjunction with various aspects of ASR system implementation, represent

the author’s efforts. Table 8.3 provides information on the major programs included in

the corpus as well as some brief descriptions.

The speech data provided by ABC was digitally recorded at 32 kHz 16-bit linear
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PCM, single channel. The recordings were conducted over three main periods. The

first set was done in March-April, 2004, the second in June 2004, and finally the last

was overlapped December 2004 to January 2005.

The transcription protocol used in transcribing these recordings was based loosely

around that used for transcribing the CallHome database [79], but was also framed so

that it could encompass the focus conditions used in the DARPA/NIST Hub4 Broadcast

News Evaluations [174]. In these evaluations, six focus groups were considered and these

are shown in Table 8.4.

Focus  Description 
F0 Baseline broadcast speech(clean, planned) 
F1 Spontaneous broadcast speech (clean) 
F2 Low fidelity (typically narrowband) 
F3 Speech in the presence of background music 
F4 Speech under degraded acoustic conditions 
F5 Non-native speakers(clean, planned) 
FX All other speakers (eg spontaneous non-native) 

 
Table 8.4: Focus Conditions for the 1997 HUB4-English Evaluations

The transcriber software package, which is made freely available by LDC [84] was

used to assist the manual annotation of the raw recordings. This software package was

originally developed by Claude Barras and Edouard Geoffrois, at DGA in Paris, in

collaboration with Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC). Further details on the package

are outlined in [11].

The package provides a user-friendly graphical user interface for segmenting long

duration speech recordings, transcribing them, and labelling speech turns, topic changes

and acoustic conditions. Importantly it was designed for the annotation of broadcast

news recordings, supports multiple languages and makes use of the XML standard. The

transcriptions have three hierarchically embedded layers of segmentation (orthographic

transcription, speaker turns, and sections). Acoustic background conditions can also

be segmented independently of the other three. A global list of speakers along with
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their attributes is also managed inside a transcription. Figure 8.1 provides an example

of the user interface.

Figure 8.1: Transcriber GUI with example of Indonesian transcripts

The XML formatting style incorporated within the transcriber package makes em-

bedded tagging and segmentation of a number of events a user friendly process. Whilst

not exhaustive, an example of some of these tagged events is listed below:

• Abbreviations - tagged with one of two types to allow dictionary decomposition

for acronyms such as NATO and FBI

• Non-native speech and names

• approximately 20 non-lexemes eg. AH, MMH UH as well as BREATH, COUGH,

LIPSMACKS etc

• mispronounced, incomplete pronunciations and unintelligible speech
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• Overlapping speech

As mentioned, a fourth layer of segmentation provides scope for independent annota-

tion of background noise conditions which extend over time such as laughing, coughing,

background noise, distortion and music. In order to enable segmentation according to

the focus conditions shown in Table 8.4, broadcasts were also tagged with whether the

speech was studio, or telephone, whether it was spontaneous, or planned and so on.

Finally each transcription was independently validated twice.

To prevent the production of overly long segments, each utterance was segmented

at naturally occurring pauses, or after approximately 3 lines of speech. As expected,

the broadcast Anchor and Reporter speakers dominate the contribution to the overall

amount of speech. Table 8.5 provides details on these contributions.

Speaker Name Sex Time in 
Minutes 

% of 
Total Data 

All Other Speakers (31) 16 Male/15Female 176.3 31.9 
Nuim Khaiyath Male 138.9 24.9 
Dian Islamiati Female 56.8 10.2 

Hidayat_Djajamihardja Male 54.5 9.8 
Oska Leon Setyana Male 40.2 7.2 

Juni Tampi Female 39.9        7.1 
Enny Wibowo Female 33.8 6.1 
Istas Pratomo Male 15.9 2.8 

Total 20 Male/18 Female 556.3 100 
  
  

 
Table 8.5: Time Contributions of Anchors and Reporters in ABC Corpus

These transcriptions were split into separate train, test and development sets. Given

the dominant contributions by anchors and reporters, best efforts were made to dis-

tribute these speakers across ten separate subsets, according to time spoken. These

subsets were then recombined as necessary to achieve and 80/10/10 split. Table 8.6

provides a breakdown of the number of minutes allocated to each set. Whilst the

transcription protocol was designed to encompass the focus conditions used for HUB4

evaluations, these focus groups have not been assessed individually to date. In Section
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8.8.2, a number of recognition experiments are conducted, but the test conditions used

are based on whether the speech was broadcast or telephone.

Category Train Test Dev Total # Speakers 
females 166.1 18.7 20.1 204.9 18 
males 279.3 36.8 35.3 351.4 20 

telephone 34.0 6.2 5.9 46.1 12 
wideband 412.7 48.3 49.2 510.2 26 

 

Table 8.6: Total Duration in minutes for ABC Train/Test/Development Sets

An examination of Table 8.6 reveals that the total duration of transcriptions is

approximately 10 hours, a reduction of more than 3 hours from the original 13 hours

transcribed. This reduction occurred because those transcriptions with background

music or noise (F3 and F4) were not used in training or test. Additionally, whilst

non-native words were tagged (F5 and FX) appropriately, if a sequence of greater than

3 non-natives words occurred, this utterance was individually segmented and tagged

as non-native as a whole. These extended non-native utterances were removed for

the experiments reported in this thesis. In any case, even when only the dispersed

non-native words were considered, 1019 non-native words occurred, of which, 498 were

unique.

8.7 Language Modelling for Indonesian

Armed with a suitable lexicon and transcribed acoustic data, the process used to pro-

duce suitable acoustic models is relatively straight-forward, and mirrors that detailed

for the language used in cross lingual evaluations. Details of the various aspects of

acoustic model topology and phone set used will be provided in the section of this

chapter dedicated to evaluating recognition performance.

More problematic is choosing a suitable recognition vocabulary in conjunction with

obtaining an appropriate language model. Accurate language modelling is an important

requirement in any ASR system. Unfortunately, very little research has been conducted
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for Indonesian ASR, let alone directed towards improving the language modelling sub-

component.

Indonesian is an agglutinative language. For example, in Indonesian there is a base

word hasil (which means result). But it can be extended as far as ketidakberhasilannya

( which means his/her failure ) via various affixing combinations.

Unfortunately, languages which display this property can have an extremely large

set of possible word forms. For some agglutinative languages such as Turkish, Arabic

and to a lesser extent Czech, the number of words required to maintain the OOV rate at

a predetermined level can be excessive. The impact of high OOV rates in a recognition

system are obvious, each time a word that does not exist in recognition vocabulary is

encountered in a speech sample, an error results. Quantifying the impact of OOV rate

is problematic, however in [123], it was suggested that a decrease in WER of 1.2 points

occurs for each OOV word.

Obviously, minimising the OOV rate for a particular recognition task is an impor-

tant design consideration. The naive approach would be to expand the vocabulary

size indefinitely to obtain the required OOV rate. Unfortunately, larger recognition

vocabularies impact on the perplexity of the language model, the size of the recogni-

tion network, subsequent acoustic confusability, in addition to decoding speed. Thus,

vocabulary selection is a series of trade-offs between these competing factors. Addi-

tionally, obtaining robust n-gram statistics for the vast array of affixing combinations

is problematic.

Generally, the approach for dealing with this problem is to reduce the set of possible

words considered, by decomposing the full-set of possible words into a series of sub-

word units containing root words and affixes. The idea is to use this vocabulary of

sub-word units to constrain the recognition lattice for decoding incoming speech. The

sub-word hypothesis are then post processed using intra-word n-gram modelling [100],

[21], [176], [176], [185], [20].

This process can be highly involved, and accordingly, preliminary experimenta-

tion was conducted to ascertain whether it was necessary for Indonesian. Whilst it is
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certainly possible for the agglutinative morphology of Indonesian to result in a large vo-

cabulary, it does not necessarily mean that it occurs in practice. English, for example,

has a weak morphology, and can be modelled quite well using classical n-gram modelling

techniques. Adding to the suspicion that Indonesian may be adequately modelled us-

ing standard techniques is the assertion that Indonesian affixing is impoverished [152].

Given this, it is possible that the agglutinative nature of Indonesian does not manifest

itself in a way that produces a large OOV rate, given a finite sized vocabulary.

Accordingly, the impact of Indonesian morphology on OOV rates is examined in

Section 8.7.1. This is then followed by a series of experiments in Section 8.7.2, dedicated

to establishing the best OOV rate, given the vocabulary is restricted to 10000 words .

Finally, an outline of the interpolation methods used to improve the perplexity of the

language models is presented in Section 8.7.3

8.7.1 The Impact of Indonesian Morphology on OOV
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Figure 8.2: Comparison of Cumulative Contribution of Words - New York Times vs.
Tempo/Kompas text Corpus

According to [152], Indonesian has approximately 25 derivational affixes and 2 in-

flectional affixes /meN/ and /di/. For further details on morphological principles that
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are relevant to Indonesian, readers are referred to [178], or for Indonesian specific de-

tails, the Indonesian homepage of the Centre for South-East Asian Studies [22] provides

a more thorough description of the various affixing possibilities.

To determine whether the affixing possibilities in Indonesian lead to higher than

normal OOV rates, an examination of word usage was conducted. The cumulative

contribution made by each word in a corpus of Indonesian text was calculated, where

the contribution of each word is expressed as a percentage of the total word count.

This process was also repeated for English for comparative purposes. The result of this

comparison is shown in Figure 8.2.

The Indonesian text corpus is a combined collection of text from the websites of

the online Indonesian newspapers Tempo [149] and Kompas [76]. This collection was

originally collected as part of a Masters project which examined the effects of stemming

for information retrieval for Bahasa Indonesian [142]. The corpus has subsequently been

made available and can be found at [143].

This collection contains two years of headline reports. For Kompas, this was col-

lected from January 2001 to December 2002, whilst the Tempo collection was collected

from June 2000 until July 2001. The combined number of words contained in the

hybrid corpus is approximately 11.5 million words, with the unique words instances

numbering 125401. Both the Tempo and Kompas text required some pre-processing,

including the conversion of numerals, word phrase segmentation, and the removal of

punctuation markings. In addition, non-native words and acronyms were also tagged,

when possible, to provide better correspondence with the ABC and OGI transcriptions.

As these corpora are utilised for language model development in later sections, a sum-

mary of corpus statistics for both the ABC data and the combined Tempo and Kompas

corpora is provided in Table 8.7.

The English text corpora used in the comparison shown in Figure 8.2 is a subset of

the English-gigaword corpus [80]. This corpus is a collection of four significant news-

wire sources, collected over a number of years and includes;

• Agence France Press English Service (AFE);
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 ABC Tempo+Kompas 
5260 323K 
690 - 

# Sentences 
 

Train 
Dev 
Test 650 22K 

61755 9.8M 
12498 - #Words- 

Train 
Dev 
Test 7843 1.3M 
Train 7700 112.8K 
Dev 2296 - 

Train + Dev 8110 - 
#Unique 
Words 

Test 2293 42.6K 
 
 
 
Table 8.7: Summary of Corpus Statistics for ABC transcriptions and combined Tempo
and Kompas text data

• Associated Press Worldstream English Service (APW);

• The New York Times Newswire Service (NYT); and

• The Xinhua News Agency English Service (XIE).

The content includes material from approximately February 2001 onwards with

regard to NYT and APW, with XIE also including some older material from 1995 also.

In total this corpus consists of approximately 4.1 million documents and approximately

1.75 billion words. A 66 million word subset of the NYT corpus, with 79640 unique

words was used to derive the cumulative word contribution statistics shown in Figure

8.2.

An examination of Figure 8.2 reveals that whilst there is some difference between

the contribution of the most frequently occurring words up to 1000, for both languages;

similar coverage is provided when 10000 words are considered. Importantly, for both

English and Indonesian, it can be seen that a vocabulary of 10000 words provides

coverage for around 95% of the words in the text corpus.

Of course, word usage statistics for text are quite different from conversational

or spontaneous speech. Accordingly, a similar comparison is provided in Figure 8.3,

which contrasts the contribution between the HUB4 English Broadcast News [77] and
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Figure 8.3: Comparison of Cumulative Contribution of Words - Wall Street Jour-
nal/SwitchBoard/ABC Speech Corpus

the ABC Indonesian speech corpus, alongside Switchboard-1 [43] and the Wall Street

Journal corpus [116]. Both the ABC and HUB4 corpora contain similar broadcast news

content, and represents the most appropriate comparison.

A similar trend to that displayed in the comparison of the text-based corpora is

apparent, although the first 1000 Indonesian words are more evenly spread, when com-

pared to the English corpora, with each individual word providing on average, a smaller

contribution to the overall word count. Figures 8.2 and 8.3 indicate that most of the

probability mass is provided by 10000 words, and a vocabulary of 64K provides coverage

for more than 99% of the occurrences in both the text and acoustic data. However, the

ABC transcriptions are a less reliable indicator, given the relative size of the collection.

Given the desire to minimise the OOV rate, it worth comparing the OOV rate of

Indonesian with those reported for English, on a similar style of speech. The OOV

rate reported by Cambridge for the 1997 DARPA HUB4-English Broadcast News eval-

uations was 0.43%, using a 65K vocabulary [174]. A similar OOV rate was reported

by Dragon System in [165]. In the subsequent sections, a series of experiments are
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conducted using the available Indonesian corpora to calculate both OOV and perplex-

ity scores. While a number of combinations were trialled, two relevant OOV rates are

noted.

When the ABC training data was tested on the ABC development data, OOV rates

of 6.0 and 2.1% were observed for 10000 and 64000 word vocabularies, respectively.

It should be noted that the vocabulary used to calculate the 64K statistic required

supplementation with values calculated using Kompas and Tempo. The 2.1% obtained

on the ABC corpus is higher than that obtained on English broadcast news. However,

the ABC corpus, with a total number of words of 61755, is considerably smaller than

English corpora and accordingly, the reliability of the OOV rate at 64K is somewhat

questionable. However, if the combined text from Kompas and Tempo is split into an

80/20 train test split, and the most frequent 10000 and 64000 words in the training

portion is determined, the OOV rate on the heldout portion is 6.0 and 0.4 respectively.

The 0.4% value more closely represents that obtained for English.

When this is contrasted against an agglutinative language, Turkish, it compares

favourably. For example, in [21], the Turkish language had an OOV rate 15% when a

64K lexicon was used to provide coverage for a 15.6M word corpus. This suggest that

the agglutinative nature of Indonesian is not severe, negating the requirement to use

more elaborate language modelling techniques.

8.7.2 Vocabulary Selection

In the long term it is intended to use a 64K recognition vocabulary for the Indonesian

ASR system. However, given the data limitations, the recognition vocabulary for the

current system was restricted to only 10000 words, noting that this seemed to provide

coverage for around 95% of the word forms in both the speech and text corpora.

This motivates the selection of 10000 words which minimises the OOV rate. When

a large amount of training data is available for the intended recognition domain, then

including the most frequent word forms represents the most appropriate approach.

However, as shown in Table 8.7, only 61755 words exist in the ABC training data.
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Given this, the accuracy of frequency statistics obtained from this data is questionable.

One method of obtaining more robust statistics is to use larger, typically text based

corpora, based on the assumption they provide a reasonable estimate for the true word

frequency distribution, for the intended target domain.

Unfortunately, text corpora and speech transcriptions exhibit quite different word

usage statistics. In an attempt to combat this, a variety of training corpora are quite

often used. However, as highlighted by Venkataraman in [159], the methods for com-

bining these corpora have often been ad hoc. Given the availability of 3 small sets of

speech transcriptions (OGI,ABC,SBS), in combination with the larger set of text cor-

pora (Kompas, Tempo), a more principled method for interpolating the contributions

of each corpus was sought. For this work, the approach proposed by Venkataraman in

[159], was adopted. A summary of this approach is presented in the next section.

Problem Formulation

Let W contain the subset of I words in the target domain D, such that

W = (w1, w2, ..., wI ). Associated with each word wi is the true frequency count, Ci,

which is unknown. A requirement exists for estimating values for Ci, for each of the

words in W. These estimates are then used to rank the words in W, so that a vocabulary

of predetermined size can be selected.

In Venkataraman’s work, it is assumed that a monotonic function, Θ exists, such

that;

Ci = Θi(ni,1, ..., ni,m) (8.1)

where m refers to the number of available text corpora, and ni,m represents the

normalised count for word wi, that exists in the text corpora m. Note that in this case,

the use of the term text corpora is used loosely to describe both text from newspapers

such as Kompas, in addition to speech based transcriptions such as SBS, ABC and

OGI.
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This approach assumes that there is a relationship between the word counts con-

tained in the much larger training text, and the true counts of the intended target do-

main. The key to establishing the best estimates for Ci relies on learning the function

Θi. This is done using a small heldout portion of target domain text, D, in conjunction

with more robust frequency estimates obtained from one of the m text corpora.

Assuming that Θi is a linear function of ni,j, and is independent of the word wi,

then Θ = Θi = Θj ,∀i, j. Accordingly;

θ(ni,1, ..., ni,m) =

m
∑

j=1

λjni,j (8.2)

Ventkataraman presented three techniques for establishing values appropriate weight-

ings, λj, and found that a Maximum Likelihood (ML) based approach produced the

vocabulary with the best OOV rate. The source code for this approach is included as

part of the SRI Language Modelling Toolkit [138], and was used for establishing the

Indonesian vocabulary.

Vocabulary Selection Experiment

This section contrasts the performance of the technique proposed by Ventkataraman,

with a baseline approach, where normalised counts for each of the corpora are obtained,

and those words with the highest normalised count used.

The target domain for experiments is the ABC data. Five training corpora were

used, three of which contained transcription from real speech (ABC,OGI and SBS),

whilst two contained text based corpora (Kompas and Tempo). The SBS and OGI

transcriptions were included in an attempt to provide a larger representation in the

training set for spoken speech. The inclusion of the ABC data in the training corpora

requires further elaboration.

In Venkataraman’s original work, two disparate corpora were used as training data,

both being completely distinct from the held-out set of in-domain data. However, in

his work, one of the corpora contained a similar style of transcriptions to that expected

in the target data. Unfortunately, for the Indonesian data, each of the speech corpora
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used were distinctively different.

In the absence of a close approximate to the ABC data, it was decided that using

subsets of this data, in conjunction with a cross-validation approach would be more

suitable. Accordingly, the ABC training and development data were first combined,

and then split into 6 subsets containing approximately 12K words in each set. One of

these sets, TESTABC was retained for final testing. The remaining five were used in

a cross validation format. Four of the five were used as cross validation training data,

TRAINABC , with the other used as cross validation test HELDOUTABC .

Using the baseline method, normalised counts for each of the corpora were cal-

culated. When the TRAINABC data was not included, combining the other cor-

pora and then selecting the most frequent 10000 words to evaluate the OOV rate

on HELDOUTABC , produced an average OOV rate of 12.5%.

This was quite concerning, and in an attempt to isolate the cause of the poor

performance, the data used to obtain frequency statistics was restricted to the text

based corpora (Kompas and Tempo). When this was done, the words selected were

disproportionately biased towards representing the text corpora, and OOV rate was

still 11.2%. This motivated the use of transcriptions from SBS and OGI, in the hope

they may provide better representation for the words used in speech, despite the small

size. However, this only exacerbated the OOV rates further.

Given this, the OOV rate was calculated using only the unique words contained in

TRAINABC . The average number of unique word entries in TRAINABC was 7311.

When the unique entries were used to determine the OOV rate on HELDOUTABC ,

the average OOV rate was 6.7%. The fact that OGI and SBS did not provide any

meaningful benefits, was not unexpected, given the small size, and the fact OGI speech

is mainly prompted. Trial and error found that an OOV rate of 6.4% could be achieved,

by supplementing the unique words in TRAINABC , with the most frequent words in

the Tempo and Kompas data, to produce a set of 10000 words. When the most frequent

words across all training splits was evaluated on TESTABC , the OOV rate was 6.6%.

It is highlighted that this process was time consuming, and not particularly systematic,

highlighting the need for a more principled approach. The fact that adding just under
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2700 words to the unique set of words in TRAINABC resulted in an improvement of

only 0.3% on HELDOUTABC , is a strong indication that significant differences exist

between the ABC data and the other corpora.

Nevertheless, Venkataraman’s technique was trialled. Using the EM based ap-

proach, TRAINABC was used in conjunction with the data from the four other corpora,

(OGI, SBS, Kompas, and Tempo) to establish the λ values that minimised the OOV

rate on the held-out set HELDOUTABC . This process was repeated using each of the

five splits.

Using the select-vocab tool provided by SRI, a set of words sorted by normalised

frequency was produced. Selecting the top 10K, the average OOV rate was 6.0% on

HELDOUTABC . At 64K words the OOV rate was 2.1%. When evaluated on the 6th

subset, TESTABC , an OOV rate of 5.9% was achieved for the 10K wordlist, and was

again 2.1% for the 64K wordlist.

Whilst Venkataraman’s technique only provided a modest improvement over the

simpler frequency based approach, when evaluated on TESTABC , it took considerably

less time to produce, and importantly represented a more principled approach to vo-

cabulary selection. Whether the improvements in OOV rate are reflected in recognition

rates will be further examined in Section 8.8.2.

8.7.3 Improving the ABC Language Model

Whilst minimising the OOV rate for a recognition system is important, an equally

important aspect of any recognition system is the quality of the language model. Per-

plexity is the metric commonly used to assess this quality. As originally detailed by

Bahl in [8], the perplexity (PP) can be expressed as;

PP = P̂ (w1, w2, ...wm)−
1

m (8.3)

where P̂ (w1, w2, ...wm) is the probability estimate assigned to the word sequence

(w1, w2, ...wm) by the language model.
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Whilst not a hard rule, it is generally accepted that lower perplexity scores are

associated with improved recognition rates. As such, the purpose of this section is to

detail the experiments focused on reducing perplexity scores, via linearly interpolating

language models trained from a variety of corpora.

Perplexity Corpus Vocabulary OOV 
Rate (%) bigram trigram 

Open 6.9 297.5 286.1 
10K 5.8 374.0 360.5 ABC 
64K 2.1 374.3 360.8 
Open 0.2 258.1 200.3 
10K 6.0 192.1 148.6 Tempo+Kompas 
64K 0.4 277.6 215.0 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 8.8: Perplexity and OOV rates for ABC transcriptions and combined text corpora

The first experiment was conducted to establish the perplexity and OOV rate us-

ing a language model trained purely on the ABC training data, using a vocabulary

containing only the words in the training data. This vocabulary is referred to as an

open vocabulary. This language model was then evaluated on the ABC development

set. The bigram and trigram perplexity results, as shown in Table 8.8, were 297.5 and

286.1 respectively. The OOV rate was 6.9%. Note that the OOV rates differ from those

reported in the previous section, as they are evaluated on the development set, not a

heldout portion of the combined train and development.

Results of increasing the vocabulary to 10K and 64K, are also provided in Table 8.8,

where the vocabulary is selected based on the technique described in Section 8.7.2. It

can be seen that the increase in vocabulary produced an increase in perplexity. This oc-

curs because increasing the vocabulary increases the number of branching possibilities.

However, this does act to decrease the OOV rate to 2.1%.

As the size of the ABC corpus is quite small, the same experiment was conducted

using the combined Tempo and Kompas corpora. To evaluate perplexity, the combined

corpora were partitioned into an 80/20 train and test split. These results are also
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included in Table 8.8.

It can be seen that using the full set of words in the training data in this case provides

an OOV rate of 0.2%. In contrast to ABC, when the vocabulary is constrained to 10000

words, the perplexity actually decreases, whilst OOV rate increases. This is because

the number of unique words in the open vocabulary derived from the 80% portion of

Tempo/Kompas, is significantly larger. Accordingly, 10000 words has less branching

possibilities, in comparison.

Language Model Interpolation

Given the relatively high perplexity scores obtained on the ABC development data,

efforts were made to improve these scores via language model interpolation techniques.

In a similar manner to that used for vocabulary selection, language models can be

adapted via linear interpolation to achieve more robust estimates. Assuming that a

set of language models L1,L2,...,Lk are available, an adapted language model can be

created by linearly weighting the contribution of each as follows;

P̂ (wi|w
i−1
1 ) =

k
∑

j=1

λjP̂Lj
(wi|w

i−1
1 ) (8.4)

where 0 ≤ λj ≤ 1 for all j, and
∑k

j=1 λj = 1

Once again the EM algorithm can be used to maximise the likelihood of a held-

out sample of text. Given this, the SRI LM Toolkit [138] was used to first produce

language models, using the training data for each of the 5 text corpora. Interpolation

weights were then estimated such that the perplexity in the ABC development data

was maximised.

Various permutations were trialled, allowing the n-gram order to vary from 2-4,

with the number of language models combined also ranging from 1-4. Note that Good

Turing discounting was used, in addition to backing off to lower order estimates, for

infrequent trigram and bigrams. Table 8.9 provides the perplexity results obtained

for the most relevant combinations. Note that for these experiments, the linearly
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interpolated vocabulary of 10K words was used.

N-gram 
Order Combination Interpolation Weight Dev Set 

PPL 
ABC(2) 1.00 - - - 374.0 
ABC(2)+Kompass(2) 0.63 0.37 - - 266.9 
ABC(2)+Kompas(2)+Tempo(2) 0.62 0.23 0.15 - 262.6 

Bi-gram 

ABC(2)+Kompas(2)+Tempo(2)+OGI(2) 0.60 0.22 0.15 0.01 260.6 
ABC(3) 1.00 - - - 360.5 
ABC(3)+Kompass(2) 0.63 0.37 - - 247.9 
ABC(3)+Kompass(2)+Tempo(2) 0.61 0.23 0.16  241.6 

Trigram 

ABC(3)+Kompass(2)+Tempo(2)+SBS(2) 0.58 0.22 0.14 0.06 239.2 
ABC(4) 1.00 - - - 361.7 
ABC(4)+Kompass(2) 0.63 0.37 - - 248.5 
ABC(4)+Kompass(2)+Tempo(2) 0.61 0.23 0.16 - 241.9 

4-gram 

ABC(4)+Kompass(2)+Tempo(2)+SBS(2) 0.57 0.23 0.14 0.06 240.1 
 

Table 8.9: Perplexity scores on the ABC development data after language model inter-
polation from various sources

Bigram, trigram and 4-gram recognition experiments using language models trained

purely using ABC data are annotated using ABC(2), ABC(3) and ABC(4) respectively.

For the interpolated combinations, the order of the interpolated corpora is also provided

in brackets. For example a combination of a trigram ABC language model with the

Kompas bigram language model is annotated ABC(3) +Kompas(2).

Improvements in perplexity are generally observed when progressing from bigram

to trigrams, however, it can be seen that extending the order of the language models to

4 is of limited value. This is not surprising given the relatively small size of the corpora

used, particularly when compared to the available resources for languages English, such

as the Gigaword corpus.

It is noteworthy that the best performing language model in terms of perplexity is

the interpolated combination ABC(3)+Komp(2)+Temp(2)+SBS(2). This indicates

that the larger text corpora did not contain any useful statistics for trigram occurrences

in the ABC data. The addition of the SBS data also provided a minor benefit. However,

the results shown are for perplexity, whilst the overriding motivation is focused on

improving the WER. Accordingly, the next section details experiments focused on this

task.
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8.8 Recognition Experiments

This section details a series of speech recognition experiments, using acoustic models

trained on the OGI and ABC resources, described in Section 8.5. However, the exper-

imentation conducted on the OGI data is deliberately limited in scope. The limited

amount of data available meant that only rudimentary models could be trained, and it

was felt that there was limited utility in pursuing improvements using models trained

in this corpus. As mentioned earlier, the performance limitations of these models mo-

tivated the development of the ABC corpus. As such, more effort is directed towards

improving the ABC WER’s.

For both the OGI and ABC experiments, CD HMM acoustic models, with a 3

state left-to-right model topology were used. The method used to train these models

is the same as that used to train the Global Phone and CallHome baseline systems

described in Chapter 4.5, noting that the OGI telephone speech was bandwidth lim-

ited to 125-3800 Hz. For ABC, each state emission probability density function was

modelled using 16 mixture components, whilst for OGI 8 mixture components were

used. Speech parameterization replicates that conducted in Chapter 4.5. Reported

recognition results are obtained by aligning the output transcription with the reference

transcription according to the NIST alignment procedure [182].

8.8.1 OGI Recognition Experiments

This section reports on the WER obtained using CD models trained directly on the

OGI data. Despite the fact that the amount of training data is approximately 2 hours,

it was found that marginally better performance was possible using triphones rather

than monophones, and accordingly, these were used.

The reported recognition results are based on using a bi-gram language model,

trained only on the training data. However, the OOV rate was reduced to zero, by

including the test words in the recognition vocabulary, with a small proportion of the

probability mass from the training data vocabulary used to provide unigram statistics

for the unseen test words.
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The number of phones modelled was 34, which included a model for silence and

short pause. This set of phonemes was derived from that shown in Table 8.1, however,

due to insufficient training data, several phones including /S/,/c/, /aU/ and /x/ were

merged with their closest IPA counterpart. In addition, models were created for the

unreleased versions of /k/ and /t/, which were annotated /kc/ and /tc/ respectively

in the original Appen lexicon. Experimentation revealed that the inclusion of these

models gave slightly better results, and so they were retained for both the OGI and

ABC experiments.

Using this model set the PER rate was 48.96% and the overall WER rate was 38.1%.

A further breakdown of results on a per category basis (for eg. age, climate, story) is

provided in Table 8.10. It can be seen that as the difficulty of the task increases so

does the WER. For example the WER for the age category is 11.0%, whereas the WER

for responses to prompts asking the speaker to speak for 1 minute (story) is 57.9%. Of

course improvements are possible by tailoring the vocabulary and language model on

a per category basis, however there was limited value in pursuing this. Instead, more

effort was directed towards improving the ABC based system, which is described in the

next section

Category Test Set 
WER Category Test Set 

WER 
age 11.0 DOB 36.0 

inus 12.1 climate 37.3 

time 12.5 hometown 38.4 

today 19.5 room 48.7 

fphone 20.6 route 53.7 

zipcode 25.4 story 57.9 

asklang 31.3 meal 58.7 

 
Table 8.10: OGI category recognition results
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8.8.2 ABC Recognition Experiments

This section reports on the recognition results obtained using the ABC data to train

acoustic models. In contrast to the OGI system, in some instances, a more complicated

recognition regime was used, which included a two-pass recognition strategy. The first

pass used cross-word CD models, in conjunction with a bi-gram language model to

generate an N-best lattice of word hypotheses, where N was set to 20. The bigram

language model used was based on the interpolated combination of ABC, Tempo and

Kompas. The second pass, essentially rescored the recognition lattice using higher

order n-grams.

Section 8.7.2 detailed a method which could be used to interpolate word frequencies

for several corpora to obtain the most suitable vocabulary for the ABC data. Accord-

ingly, the next section investigates whether this approach also produces an improvement

in WER, when compared to alternate naive approaches. Armed with this recognition

vocabulary, recognition results were also determined using the various interpolated lan-

guage model combinations, detailed in Section 8.7. A series of miscellaneous results are

also provided for informational purposes.

Vocabulary Selection

This section contrasts the WER rates obtained on the ABC test set using three vocab-

ulary selection methods. Three approaches are;

• Approach 1 - use the 8110 unique words which exist in the combined train and

development set

• Approach 2 - supplement words from Approach 1 with additional words from

Kompas/Tempo based on frequency to form 10K lexicon,

• Approach 3 - Using the interpolation technique described in Section 8.7.2 to form

a 10K lexicon.

A bi-gram language model based on an interpolated combination of the ABC,

Tempo and Kompas corpora was used. As will be shown in the next section, this
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combination produced the best bigram WER. Table 8.11 reflects the differences be-

tween the approaches described above, in terms of WER and OOV rates.

 

Experiment WER OOV Vocabulary 
Size 

Approach 1 17.4 6.6 8110 
Approach 2 18.1 6.2 10000 
Approach 3 17.4 5.8 10000 

 
Table 8.11: Vocabulary Selection- WER for 3 Approaches

It can be seen that Approach 1 and 3 have the same WER rate, although given

Approach 1 only used 8110 in the recognition vocabulary, Approach 3 represents the

superior results. Once again the interpolation method produced less OOV words, when

compared to the frequency based method, and also obtained a minor absolute im-

provement of 0.7% in WER. Consequently this vocabulary was used for all subsequent

testing, and further validates the utility of the method proposed by Venkataraman.

Language Model Tuning

Section 8.7.3 examined the impact of using interpolative methods for improving lan-

guage model perplexity scores. Table 8.12 provides the recognition results obtained

using these models. For results obtained using bigram language models, these results

were obtained by conducting a full recognition pass. In contrast, results which incor-

porate trigram language models are based on lattice based rescoring. This lattice was

created using the interpolated bigram combination of the ABC, Kompas and Tempo

data.

Also included in Table 8.12 is the perplexity scores obtained when the interpolated

language models are evaluated on the test set. It can be seen that improvements

in WER generally correspond with improvements in perplexity. However, it can be

seen that the system which provided the best WER (ABC(3) +Komp(2) + Temp(2))

does not correspond with the system which provided the optimal perplexity (ABC(3)+
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Perplexity N-Gram 
Order Combination 

Interpolation 
Weight Dev  

Set 
Test 
Set 

Test 
Set 

WER 
ABC(2) 1.00 - - - 374.0 383.4 18.7 
ABC(2)+Kompass(2) 0.63 0.37 - - 266.9 276.1 17.5 
ABC(2)+Kompas(2)+Tempo(2) 0.62 0.23 0.15 - 262.6 270.1 17.4 

Bi-gram 

ABC(2)+Kompas(2)+Tempo(2)+OGI(2) 0.60 0.22 0.15 0.01 260.6 269.2 17.4 
ABC(3) 1.00 - - - 360.5 372.8 17.6 
ABC(3)+Kompass(2) 0.63 0.37 - - 247.9 257.4 17.0 
ABC(3)+Kompass(2)+Tempo(2) 0.61 0.23 0.16 - 241.6 249.6 16.9 

Trigram 

ABC(3)+Kompass(2)+Tempo(2)+SBS(2) 0.58 0.22 0.14 0.06 239.2 236.9 17.0 
ABC(4) 1.00 - - - 361.7 374.1 17.5 
ABC(4)+Kompass(2) 0.63 0.37 - - 248.5 257.9 17.0 
ABC(4)+Kompass(2)+Tempo(2) 0.61 0.23 0.16 - 241.9 249.9 16.9 

4-gram 

ABC(4)+Kompass(2)+Tempo(2)+SBS(2) 0.57 0.23 0.14 0.06 240.1 237.2 17.0 

 

Table 8.12: WER for ABC data after Language Model Interpolation

Komp(2)+Temp(2)+SBS(2)). The interpolated combination with 4-grams from ABC

also gained the same WER of 16.9%. However, this result is somewhat misleading, as

the majority of 4-grams were backed off to trigram or bigram estimates.

Nevertheless, it can be seen that the use of the interpolation methods provided def-

inite, if somewhat modest benefits. For instance, using only the ABC data to estimate

a bigram language model provided a WER of 18.7%, which was subsequently reduced

to 17.4% via language model interpolation. Somewhat disappointingly, the progression

to trigram language models, only improved the WER a further 0.5% to 16.9, which was

0.6% better than that obtained using only the ABC data.

Miscellaneous Experiments

Table 8.13 provides WER for a selection of recognition sub-tasks or focus conditions.

It can be seen that the WER rate for female speakers is significantly better than the

male speakers, a somewhat surprising result given that male speakers dominate the

corpus.

Also notable is that when the most dominant speakers (Top Ten), are considered

as a separate category, the WER of 16.8 is significantly better than that achieved for

all other speakers (27.0). Table 8.14 provides the individual WER rates for each of

the top ten speakers speakers. As highlighted in Section 8.6, the anchors and reporters
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Recognition 
Category 

WER 
Recognition 
 Category 

WER 

Top ten Average 16.8 Male Speakers 20.4 
All other Speakers 27.0  Studio Speech 16.6 
All other Speakers 
using MLLR/MAP 

21.1 
Telephone 
 Speech 

34.1 

Female Speakers 15.7 Telephone NB 29.6 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 8.13: Word Recognition Results for sub-categories of ABC Evaluation

contribute to a large proportion of speech in the overall corpus, and accordingly it was

expected that the acoustic models would be biased towards modelling their speech.

Given this bias is reflected in the WER, an examination was conducted in order to

establish how portable the acoustic models were.

Speaker WER 
Using Wideband Models 

Benedekta_Dewi_Arhatari 22.9 
Dian_Islamiati   12.6 
Dokter_Darmayanti 31.9 
Enny_Wibowo 11.6 
Hidayat_Djajamihardja   12.0 
Istas_Pratomo 15.0 
Juni_Tampi 10.6 
Nuim_Khaiyath 19.1 
Oska_Leon_Setyana 12.2 
Pagi_Gembira_16-3.03.04 13.5 
 
 Table 8.14: WER for Top Ten Speakers

To establish this, the original models were adapted using MLLR followed by MAP

adaptation, using only training data transcripts for all other speakers. The result of

this adaptation improved the WER from 27.0 to 21.1, an improvement of nearly 6%

absolute, suggesting that the models can be usefully adapted to other speakers.

Finally, it can be seen in Table 8.13, that the recognition performance on telephone
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speech is considerably worse at 34.1%. In an attempt to improve this, a new set of

models were trained using a bandwidth limited feature set for the entire corpus. When

used to re-recognise the telephone speech from the test set this produced an improve-

ment from 34.1% to 29.7%. It is possible that further adaptation of this model set,

using the real telephone speech training data might lead to improved results, however

this experiment was not conducted.

8.9 Conclusion

Bahasa Indonesian is the national language for the world’s fourth most populous nation,

yet few speech enabled applications exist. This chapter detailed the research efforts

directed towards creating an ASR system, capable of recognising spontaneous speech,

for this language.

Resources that were necessary for creating such a system were not available at the

commencement of the PhD candidature. Accordingly, efforts were directed towards

producing a corpus of transcribed speech, in addition to obtaining suitable lexical re-

sources. The collation included speech from OGI, as well as broadcast radio collections

from SBS and ABC. In total, approximately 20 hours of transcribed Indonesian speech

was produced. The transcriptions are formatted in XML formatting using a proto-

col that encompasses the focus conditions used in the DARPA/NIST Hub4 Broadcast

News evaluations.

Efforts were also directed in the early stages of the candidature to the creation of

suitable lexicon for the word entries in the OGI data. This lexicon was subsequently

superseded by a lexicon sourced commercially. Grapheme-to-Phone rules were also

produced, providing scope for expanding the lexicon size. A five fold cross validation

revealed an average word pronunciation prediction rate of 88.2%.

The Indonesian language is an agglutinative language, and there was some concern

that this may lead to difficulties in language modelling. Investigations, using both

speech and text based corpora revealed that this property did not impact significantly

on the Indonesian OOV rate, negating the requirement for more elaborate language
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modelling techniques.

Using the data collected and transcribed for both the OGI and ABC corpora, sep-

arate recognition systems were developed. Only a limited set of experiments were

conducted for OGI system. For the ABC system, a speech recognition system was pro-

duced which had a 10000 word vocabulary, and used cross-word CD acoustic models. A

series of investigative experiments were conducted, focused on selecting an appropriate

vocabulary, in addition to improving the quality of the language model. These efforts

resulted in a best WER for the ABC corpora of 16.9%.

It was also shown that the bias in the model set towards the key broadcast speakers

could be successfully overcome via adaptation, providing improved performance on

non-core speakers. Additionally, the recognition performance on telephone speech was

improved by retraining bandwidth limited acoustic models.

Finally, while significant progress has been made towards creating an Indonesian

ASR capability, this is a work in progress. Some of the limitations in the research

detailed is that the models created do not include state-of-the-art improvements such

as speaker adaptive training, vocal tract length normalisation and HLDA. Future efforts

will be directed towards examining the incorporation of these techniques, in addition

to examining ways to improve the WER for telephone speech and that obtained for

non-core speakers.



Chapter 9

A Syllable Scale Framework for

Language Identification

9.1 Introduction

The goal of automatic Language Identification (LID) is to identify a language based

on a sample of speech. There are many potential applications for an accurate LID

system. LID systems can be used to assist telecommunication companies in handling

foreign language calls, by detecting the spoken language, prior to redirecting callers

to an appropriate translator or machine translation system. Aside from the potential

commercial benefits, timely and automated redirection to an appropriate translation

capability has the potential to save lives, by minimising potentially life threatening

delays that can occur when the emergency operator cannot understand the language

spoken by the caller [102]. Various governmental agencies, focused on meeting surveil-

lance and national security requirements, also have interests in the capabilities that

LID systems offer. Finally, Chapter 1 introduced the synergies that exist between

Language Identification (LID) and multilingual ASR systems. Accordingly, research

was conducted in the LID field, with the long term goal of incorporating the research

findings from both cross lingual and multilingual ASR, with LID research, to produce

a practical system. This chapter details the research conducted in LID towards that

247
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end.

Before continuing, it is highlighted that this chapter assumes that readers are suffi-

ciently familiar with the background of LID research, including the training and scoring

techniques used for both Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) adapted from Universal

Background Models (UBM) [125] and Parallel Phone Recognition Language Modelling

(PPRLM) [189], techniques which are invariably incorporated within state-of-the-art

LID systems. This assumption is in contrast to the main body of cross lingual research

contained in this thesis, but was made because providing background introduction for

LID, of sufficient breadth, was considered impractical within the confines of a single

PhD thesis. Nevertheless, the systems discussed are appropriately referenced for less

familiar readers.

In order to produce accurate LID systems, researchers have sought to exploit some

of the cues that humans use to discriminate between languages, by modelling informa-

tion from a variety of sources. These include short-term acoustics, phonotactics and

prosodic information. Indeed, in the standardised set of LID evaluations conducted

by NIST in 2003 [110], the majority of entrants incorporated some form of short-term

acoustic modelling, typically using GMM/UBM modelling in addition to phonotac-

tic modelling via PPRLM. Systems incorporating prosodic information have not been

overly represented in recent NIST evaluations, however, there has been renewed in-

terest in their utility, with an interesting paper based on modelling prosodic dynamics

presented recently by Adami and Hermansky [2]. These systems provide admirably low

error rates, particularly when combined. However, it is expected that future systems

will be required to achieve the current levels of identification performance, with less

training and/or test data, under more difficult environmental conditions.

With this in mind, priority should be placed on determining the information that

provides most discrimination in certain environments, so this information can be used

more effectively. Unfortunately, little research has been directed towards establishing

how acoustic, phonotactic and prosodic information sources compliment each other.

Generally, the approach used for combining the information is based on selecting the

fused combination which performs best in developmental tuning, with neural networks
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and linear fusion based approaches proving popular. These approaches are successful,

however, they offer little insight into how this information is complimentary, or which

particular speech events correspond with the most discriminatory information. One

of the problems that hinders comparison is that the information sources are typically

modelled with different features and using different modelling paradigms. Segment

based approaches are one possible means of overcoming this problem, as they provide

scope for associating linguistically meaningful units with the variety of features and

modelling paradigms, and importantly, an ability to associate both with quantitative

improvements in LID.

The use of segment based approached in LID is not new; with a number of studies

using segments of varying lengths, including both the phone and syllable, in an attempt

to improve LID performance. However, in research to date, the use of these segment

based units has generally been used to model only one of the possible information

sources. In addition, much of of the previous segment based research was conducted

on corpora that were smaller and contained less languages than the corpora that are

currently available for LID research, and used in current benchmarking evaluations

conducted by NIST. Complicating this further, is that various segmental lengths have

been used in modelling this information. Consequently, it is difficult to ascertain the

relative worth of each information source, or how they complement other information

sources.

In this research, a phone-triplet of broad phonetic classes is used to provide a con-

sistent, probablistic framework for evaluating the contributions provided by each in-

formation source. This phone-triplet is referred to as a pseudo-syllabic event, and was

selected in an attempt to crudely approximate the syllable, a natural segmental unit

for speech. More details on the motivation for using this unit will be provided in Sec-

tion 9.2, against a backdrop of research previously conducted in the field of LID. This

pseudo-syllabic unit is used for both qualitative and quantitative analysis of the con-

tributions made by acoustic, phonotactic and prosodic information sources, trialled in

accordance with the NIST 1996 LID evaluation protocol.

Sections 9.3 to 9.5 explain how information from each of the acoustic, phonotactic
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and prosodic information sources is modelled and tested, within the proposed segmental

framework. Sections 9.6, 9.7, and 9.8 detail the experiments conducted for each of these

information sources.

In Section 9.6, a series of experimental comparisons investigating the utility of

using segmental units for modelling short term acoustic features is described, using

both GMM and HMM modelling techniques. Section 9.7 then investigates a variety of

phonotactic information sources, including existing PPRLM approaches, as well as an

approach based on frequency statistics gleaned from the pseudo-syllabic events. Section

9.8 then presents an approach which models prosodic information, using the syllable-

length framework. This approach is then compared with an implemented version of a

previously proposed technique designed to model prosodic information, as detailed by

Adami in [2].

Finally, in Section 9.9, a series of fusion experiments are outlined using an appropri-

ate selection of the baseline systems presented in Sections 9.6, 9.7 and 9.8. Conclusions

which arise from the presented experiments are then provided in Section 9.10.

9.2 Background and Motivation

The previous section introduced the intention to use a segment based approach to

capture information from acoustic, prosodic and information sources. It was also high-

lighted that segment based approaches have been used before in LID, but the scope of

experimentation has been limited in some way. This section provides further discus-

sion on these limitations, in addition to further developing the approach used in this

chapter.

In research conducted by Hazen [50], it was suggested that the key sources of in-

formation used in LID are either segmental or prosodic. Segmental information can be

further subdivided into contributions from acoustic phonetics or phonotactics. The use

of acoustic phonetics for LID is based on exploiting spectral differences in the realisa-

tion of phonemes between languages. Phonotactic information specific to a language

is contained within the statistical dependencies inherent in phonetic chains [106], and
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accounts for the probability distribution of phonetic elements, as well as any constraints

imposed upon sequences of phonemes. Finally, prosodic information consists of the rel-

ative durations and amplitudes of sonorant segments, their spacing in time and patterns

of pitch change within and across segmental units [102]. In this chapter, all three of

these information sources are examined, using the syllable based segmental framework.

A number of motivations underpinned the selection of a syllable length unit, however

the initial motivation was based on a desire to improve the modelling of short term

acoustic features. The catalyst for using a syllable length unit was based on recently

published research [153]. In this work, superior performance was extracted from short-

term acoustic features by extending the time-frame beyond that currently captured by

modelling individual, 10 ms, feature vectors.

In that study, the use of the Shifted Delta Cepstrum (SDC) technique overcame the

inability of GMM modelling to capture temporal dependencies. Torres-Carrasquillo

et al. [153] concatenated sequences of spectral features to form an extended feature

vector, in effect providing a means for modelling temporal patterns. This implicit

segmentation via the feature set led to state-of-the art performance. In a subsequent

study using SDC [136], Singer stated that empirical testing established that a feature

vector which spanned seven 30ms frames provided best performance.

This coincides approximately with the length of a syllable, providing some cir-

cumstantial evidence to support the decision to use a syllable length unit. Further

motivating this choice was the observation that whilst SDC obtains state-of-the-art

LID performance, it is difficult to associate the temporal sequences that contain the

most discriminatory information, with a linguistically meaningful label. In an attempt

to achieve this, broad phone-triplets were used, based crudely around representing a

common syllable-length, and conveniently, coinciding with the approximate length of

the SDC based feature vectors. The method used to obtain these phone triplets was

via a multilingual phone recogniser, for which details will be provided in Section 9.5.

It is reinforced that the syllable length used is arbitrarily set to three phones,

which, as shown in previous chapters, does not necessarily reflect the range of possible

syllable lengths which can exist across languages. However, the expertise required,
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and difficulties involved with performing multilingual syllabification necessitated this

simplification. Examining the success of the proposed approach using more accurate

syllabification is an avenue for future research which may yield improved performance.

Given this arbitrary, three phone length, the degree of phonetic resolution used for

each phone required determination. Unfortunately, as the number of phones increases,

the number of possible triplets increases polynomially (ie order N3). Additionally, the

accuracy of phone recognition systems generally degrade as the phone model inventory

increases in size. Accordingly, the phone-set was restricted to four broad classes. It is

possible that this crude clustering may confuse both the model space and the usefulness

of the temporal information, however previous research has revealed that even at the

broad class level, quite successful discrimination can be achieved.

For example, in a landmark study, House and Neuberg [56] examined the constrain-

ing power of low-level phonotactic information, by using an ergodic HMM to model

text derived sequences of broad phonetic categories for each language. Using just five

broad classes on an eight language identification task, they achieved perfect LID. This

study used manually generated transcriptions, thereby assuming perfect transcription

accuracy, an assumption which is not practically realisable. Nevertheless, this study

highlighted that quite powerful discriminative information exists, even at the broad

phone level. Subsequent real world extensions to this idea were conducted by Hierony-

mus and Kadambe [53], Li and Edwards [83], Yan and Barnard [180], all using speech

recognition systems to derive speech transcriptions. Understandably, the language

identification results degraded, but the level of performance provided additional vali-

dation for the idea that sequences of broad phonetic categories contain discriminatory

information.

A comprehensive examination of the contributions that broad class phonetic events

make to the LID task was subsequently undertaken in the PhD thesis work by Muthusamy

in [102]. He noted that languages are often described using phrases such as guttural,

nasal, singsong or rhythmic. Based on the principal that any segmental unit which

seeks to examine these characteristics would need to span multiple phonemic events,

but not necessarily require a fine degree of phonetic resolution, Muthusamy examined
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various features and segmental units of varying lengths. Aside from features based

around broad phonetic classes, he also examined segmental units based on extended

time frames, including phone-pairs and phone triplets. Muthusamy found that phone-

pairs produced the best performance. Whilst Muthusamy concluded that broad class

phonetic events contain language discriminatory information, he suggested that better

performance may be possible, if the degree of phonetic resolution was expanded to

include finer phonetic classes.

However, the work presented in this chapter is based on an alternate postulation,

which draws its inspiration by work presented by Berkling [14], where it was suggested

that the contribution of both broad and fine phonetic features are not necessarily mu-

tually exclusive. She commented that both the length of sequence information, and

the degree of phonetic resolution required for LID can vary, according to the languages

under consideration. To illustrate her point, Berkling provided several language-pair

analogies. English and German, for example, are similar in that they have similar

consonant-clusters and vowel frequencies. In this case, a more refined phonetic repre-

sentation is required to discriminate between these languages. In contrast, Japanese

and Chinese have a highly constrained syllabic structure, and may be discriminated

quite effectively using a much broader phonetic representation. Finally, Berkling also

commented that some languages can be discriminated by analysing short sequences,

while other languages require analysis over an extended period. A further extension

to this idea is that the sequences of phonetic classes which are important when using

prosodic information, may be quite different to what is required using phonotactic or

acoustic information sources.

It is possible to examine whether different sources of complementary information

are contained within crude and fine phonetic detail; over both short and long time

frames, for “any” of the three information sources. However, this range of possibilities

was only explored using phonotactic information, and will be detailed in Sections 9.7.

and 9.9.

For the acoustic and prosodic information sources, analysis was restricted to exam-

ining the discriminative power of individual syllable instances, defined only using the
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set of broad class phones. Further details are provided in 9.6 and 9.8.

As mentioned earlier, one of the motivations for this research was to try and im-

prove the amount of information extracted from short-term acoustic features. One

of the downfalls of the commonly used GMM/UBM technique is that it cannot model

temporal dependencies between frames. While both GMM’s and HMMs both make the

assumption of frame independence, Hidden Markov modelling explicitly incorporates

piece-wise sequence information, via the left-to-right state topology, in combination

with state transition statistics, and may be better suited for modelling this trajectory

information.

Several researchers have used Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) in an attempt to

overcome the limitations of GMM modelling. For instance, in studies conducted by

Zissman and Singer [190], a comparison between the performance of ergodic HMMs

and GMM modelling was conducted. In that study, only one HMM and GMM was

built per language. Zissman found that the sequential modelling capability of HMMs

did not realise any improvements over GMM modelling. In contrast, Nakagawa et al.

[105] found that the use of HMMs gained improved performance in comparison to

GMM’s. Notably, the HMMs produced by Zissman for each language modelled the

state observation probabilities using the same GMM, with the only difference between

states existing in the allocation of mixture weights. As noted by Zissman, this tied-

state topology was necessary to limit the number of parameters requiring estimation,

due to the size of database used for training. However, with the release of the Call-

Friend database [78], more data is available, and hence it is possible to examine the

performance using more refined HMM topologies.

As mentioned, segment based approaches have been used in LID. In many cases the

phone has been used, however the findings of the associated research are generally of

limited use when considered in the context of current state-of-the-art methodologies.

For example, in research reported by Hieronymus [53], single state ergodic HMMs were

produced for each phone. However the features modelled were duration based, including

duration mean and variance, as well as maximum and minimum duration values. Thus,

it is not particularly relevant to compare the results achieved in that study, with the
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currently preferred method of using GMM’s for modelling cepstral-based features. In

a more elaborate implementation, Parris and Carey [115] produced HMMs for the

monophones of the Dutch, English and Norwegian languages. These models were then

used to decode the speech, and a maximum likelihood approach then used to determine

the most likely language. Finally in [99], CD models were produced and evaluated using

a similar technique on the English, Japanese and Spanish languages.

Based on this, it is difficult to determine whether HMMs provide any benefit over

GMM’s, particularly given the limitations in languages used, corpora and model topolo-

gies. Accordingly in Section 9.6, the relative merits of HMMs and GMM’s are re-

examined, using more refined HMM topologies, more up-to-date evaluations and larger

corpora. These merits are established by conducting comparisons between the following

systems;

• a typical GMM/UBM system implementation (as designed by Dr Eddie Wong,

and used by this research laboratory in the NIST 2003 evaluation [173]),

• a system with GMM’s produced for each phone-triplet,

• a system using HMMs to model each phone-triplet.

Aside from the discussion regarding class resolution, most of the previous para-

graphs have focused on research related to short-term acoustics. However, an equally

important body of work has focused on phonotactic modelling, and to a lesser ex-

tent, prosodic information. The following sections provides further discussion on these

techniques.

9.2.1 Phonotactic Modelling

The use of n-gram modelling to capture information contained in the frequency dis-

tribution of individual phonemes, alongside language specific contextual constraints,

forms an important and powerful technique for establishing language identity. Systems

have been proposed which use specific phone recognition systems for individual lan-

guages followed by phonotactic modelling, as detailed in [157], or alternatively, using
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a single language independent (LI) phone set followed by n-gram modelling [50]. How-

ever, “Parallel Phone Recognition followed by Language Modelling” (PPRLM) [189]

has been shown to be one of the most effective strategies for LID, particularly for

longer length test utterances.

A PPRLM system contains a bank of identical “Phone Recognition followed by

Language Modelling” (PRLM) sub-systems running in parallel. Each of the sub-systems

performs the same LID function, however the front-end phone recognisers are trained

individually with speech data from different languages.

As the name implies, this system works by first decoding the speech data into a

phone stream. Likelihood scores are then obtained by comparing the phone stream

to n-gram models for each of the languages. Because of the large number of possible

n-gram sequences, only unigram and bigram language models were used in the PPRLM

system used in this thesis.

One of the more important features of PPRLM is it does not require transcribed

speech data for the languages which are targeted for identification. Instead, their phono-

tactic’s are described in terms of the front-end phone recogniser’s language phonemic

inventory. In essence, the front-end phone recognisers are employed to decode the

speech data of all the different languages. It should be noted that the model sets used

are quite well refined, generally modelling the phonemes for each language, or an even

larger set which includes more common allophones.

As highlighted earlier, languages have different characteristic sound patterns, which

can be described subjectively using terms such as singsong, rhythmic, nasal or even gut-

tural. It is postulated that this rhythmic information may be useful for discriminating

between languages. This information can only be captured over a time frame longer

than a phone, which provides further impetus for syllable selection. However, it is

not necessary for each phone instance contained within this extended time frame to be

defined with a high level of phonetic resolution.

PPRLM systems do capture information beyond the level of the phone but they

model n-gram statistics at the fine phonetic level, and the probability statistics are

based on conditional probabilities, which only consider the previous phone/s, not the
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speech event as a whole. Accordingly, in an attempt to examine whether phonotactic

information, at both fine and coarse levels, and at varying contextual widths is com-

plimentary, a series of additional experiments were conducted using uni-gram statistics

for phone triplets, at both the broad class and fine phonetic level. Experiments were

also conducted to establish whether this information could be used to compliment the

PPRLM approach. Details are provided in Section 9.7.

9.2.2 Prosodic Modelling

A smaller body of research has examined the utility of prosodic information in LID.

Nevertheless, work conducted by Foil [37], Goodman et al. [44], Hutchins and Thyme-

Gobbel [58], Savic et al. [129] all provide an indication of its utility in establishing

language identity. In more recent work, Adami and Hermansky [2] combined prosodic

information such as pitch, energy and articulatory event duration with phonotactics,

achieving some interesting results. Aside from providing a simple, yet effective tech-

nique for capturing information about prosodic dynamics, Adami’s work reinforced

previous studies [14, 56, 102], which suggested that discriminative information can still

be obtained, even from speech events that are described somewhat crudely.

However, once again it is difficult to determine the contribution of prosody based

systems, and which particular speech events are associated with the more discrimi-

natory prosodic events. Accordingly in Section 9.8, using the same common syllabic

framework, a system which modelled pitch dynamics was built, and subsequently com-

pared to a system implemented in accordance with the basic principles outlined by

Adami. This system is also subsequently used in a series of fusion experiments in both

Section 9.8 and 9.9.

9.3 Database and Performance Evaluation

Two main data sources were utilised in this study: the OGI Multi-Language Telephone

Speech (OGI-MLTS) corpus and CallFriend. The OGI-MLTS corpus was used for both
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preliminary idea validation and subsequently used as training data for the core multi-

lingual broad-phone recogniser. This will be described further in Section 9.5.

Table 9.1 provides information detailing the distribution of data for training, devel-

opment and evaluation for the OGI corpus. The data from the original distribution did

not have any Hindi utterances, but a subsequent extended data release included sup-

plementary utterances for Hindi, English, Spanish and German. Accordingly, 13 Hindi

utterances from the extended data set were combined with the original development

and test data to produce new sets. All other extended data was added to the training

data.

Language English German Hindi Japanese Mandarin Spanish

Train 110 62 55 46 45 72

Development 18 20 0 2 12 17

Test 19 21 13 17 13 17

Table 9.1: Number of Utterance for phonetically transcribed OGI training, development
and evaluation sets

Whilst OGI-MLTS was used for developing the phone recognition system, the ma-

jority of LID experiments were conducted on an additional corpus, the LDC CallFriend

telephone speech database [78]. Experiments were carried out according to protocols

defined for the NIST 1996 LID evaluation [109]. The selection of the 1996 protocol,

rather than the more recent 2003 protocol, was based on the observation that this

evaluation contained a greater number of test evaluations than the 2003 evaluation.

The CallFriend database consists of twelve different languages (Arabic, English,

Farsi, French, German, Hindi, Japanese, Korean, Mandarin, Spanish, Tamil and Viet-

namese) of which three have a second dialect (English, Mandarin and Spanish). For

this study, when training data was available for two dialects, the training data was

merged, resulting in double the amount of training data for these languages. The eval-

uation set tests the performance of the LID system on utterances of duration 3, 10 and
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30 seconds, with the number of tests segments per duration being 1503, 1502 and 1492

respectively. The development set had 1174, 1172 and 1174 respectively.

Comparisons of language identification performance in this study are achieved

through the examination of detection error trade-off (DET) curves [90]. These curves

represent the operating characteristics of the system through a plot of the miss proba-

bilities of the system (the probability of rejecting the utterance as the correct language)

against the false alarm probabilities (the probability of accepting the utterance as the

wrong language). The primary measure used in this study to compare any two language

ID systems is the equal error rate (EER). The EER is the performance of the system

when the miss probability equals the false alarm probability. In order to obtain the

impostor and target scores required to derive these curves, normalisation had to be per-

formed on the identification scores. Individual language scores for each utterance were

normalised by calculating a likelihood ratio score. The ratio is calculated by dividing

the language score by the sum of the other eleven language scores for that utterance.

Where appropriate, language identification rates (percentage of correct identifications)

are also given.

9.4 Syllable Length Framework

As mentioned, phone-triplets are used to provide a segmentation framework for sub-

sequent model development for the language identification task. This segmentation

is achieved by recognising Broad Phonetic Classes (BPC), using a multilingual broad

phone recogniser. The overall system operation is depicted in Figure 9.1.

The front end phone recognition system produces a sequence of broad phonetic

events. The number of broad phonetic classes was limited to four, in order to restrict

the total number of possible syllables. Further details of the recognition system and

class definitions are outlined in Section 9.5. The broad phonetic transcription is sub-

sequently converted into a transcription containing broad class phone-triplets, which

acts as a crude representation for the syllabic event. These events are referred to as

pseudo-syllabic because they do not necessarily reflect the process expected from true
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Figure 9.1: Syllable-length Framework

syllabic segmentation and the subsequent boundary information this would provide.

Throughout the remainder of this study, the set of broad syllabic events is denoted by

ψ.

Given that each pseudo-syllable contains three phones, and the number of possi-

ble broad phonetic classes is 4, the resulting number of syllables in the set ψ is 64.

This small set size ensures that sufficient training data is available for each syllable

across all languages. It should be noted that in time stamping each instance of ψ,

overlapping windows were used. That is, a window of three phones was advanced one

phone at a time. It is expected that trajectory information which over-arches phonetic

events is useful for discrimination across languages. Accordingly, by progressing the

time-stamping for ψ one phone at a time, trajectory information can be exploited that

occurs across traditional syllable boundaries. In contrast to true syllabic segmentation,

this method also provides more instances of training data for each sequence of three

phones. Importantly, this provides more assessment information during testing, which

is particularly important when testing shorter utterances. However, it is acknowledged

that the use of overlapping windows may result in loss of important information con-

tained within true syllabic boundaries.

The boundary information obtained via the segmentation process is then used to

extract features and train individual classifiers for each 3-phone event. In this way,

a classifier is available for each syllable and its success can be examined in isolation

or in conjunction with other syllabic classifiers. Figure 9.1 illustrates that a score for
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a particular language can be obtained by simply summing the outputs obtained by

the appropriate individual classifier, over the duration of the utterance. This score is

then compared to scores obtained for each of the languages and the score with the

highest likelihood selected. Section 9.4.1 provides a mathematical formulation for this

identification process.

9.4.1 System Formulation

Let each utterance be represented by a series of feature observations defined by O =

(o1, o2, ..., op), which is subsequently mapped to a sequence of broad class phonetic

phone triplets B = (b1, b2, ..., bm). This is achieved using a phone recognition system.

Each of the entries in the stream B, is one of N = 64 possible entries defined by the

lexicon D = (ψ1, ψ2, ..., ψN ).

For each language L, a set of models is produced for the entries in D, and denoted

using IψL , where I can be any of the proposed acoustic, phonotactic or prosodic infor-

mation sources. These models can then be used to evaluate the language identity for

each test utterance according to:

LIID = arg max
L=1...W

m
∑

j=1

Tj
∑

k=1

log p(ok|bj, I
ψj

LW
) (9.1)

where W denotes the number of languages and Tj refers to the number of observa-

tions associated with the recognised triplet bj.

9.5 Front-end Recogniser

In an attempt to obtain the most accurate segmentation, two separate multilingual

phone recognition systems were trialled. Both systems used context independent acous-

tic models, with a 3 state left-to-right HMM model topology. Speech was parameterized

using 12th order PLP analysis plus normalised energy, 1st and 2nd order derivatives and

a frame size/shift of 25/10 ms respectively. Utterance based Cepstral Mean Subtraction

(CMS) was employed.
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The first recognition system incorporates a model set containing 20 multilingual

phonetic groups, with each state emission density modelled using 32 mixture compo-

nents. These groups were selected based on providing broad articulatory coverage for

the range of sounds likely to occur across multiple languages, in tandem with experi-

ence gained by using decision trees to cluster multilingual phone sets [33]. Given the

decision to restrict the number of broad syllabic events to 64, this meant that these

multilingual phones had to be subsequently mapped back to one of 4 possible broad

classes. Table 9.2 provides details for the 20 models and the corresponding mapped

substitutes. The second recognition system was trained to directly model the 4 acoustic

classes, outlined in the first column of Table 9.2, with state emission densities modelled

using 256 mixtures.

The final four broad classes were selected based on the work conducted by Kajarekar

[67]. In this work, Kajarekar examined the speaker and channel variability of phonetic

classes. He highlighted that the F-ratio is a common formulation used to maximise

class separability and used as a discriminatory measure to establish the following 4

broad phonetic classes;

• vowels and dipthongs (c1),

• nasals, liquids and glides (c2),

• fricatives (c3),

• silence and stops (c4),

By modelling these individual groupings using GMM’s, Kajarekar obtained superior

performance in speaker recognition experiments, when compared to the traditional

approach that models all active speech using a single GMM.

The two front end systems produced hypothesised transcriptions that exhibited a

number of differences, including different segment boundaries, and variations in the

number and types of substitutions, insertions and deletions. Initial training attempts

achieved similar recognition performance for both systems (after mapping back to 4
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Broad 
Phonetic 
Class (C) 

Articulatory Description for Models (M) 
 

Worldbet 
Examples 

m1 – i type Vowels I, Ix, If, y 

m2 – u type Vowels u, U, u : 

m3 – o type Vowels 5, >, o 

m4 – e type Vowels E, 3r, 7, 8 
m5 – a type Vowels a, @, A 

 
Vowels and 
Dipthongs 

(c1) 

m6 – Dipthongs ei, aI, iU, aU 

m7 – Nasals  m, n, n =, nr 

m8 – Approxs. and Taps r, rr, r{H, 9r 

m9 – Lateral Alveolar  Approx l, L, l : 

m10 – Palatal Approx j 

Nasals, 
Liquids, 

and 
Glides 
(c2) m11 – Voiced Lab. Velar Approx w 

m12 – Unvoice Frics. and Affrics tS, f, s, S Fricatives 
(c3) m13 – Voiced Frics. and Affrics D, dZ, G, z 

m14 – Silence, Pause and Noise +, #, .ls, .ln 

m15 – Voice Bilabial Plosives b, bH 
m16 – Unvoiced Bilabial Plosives p, pH 

m17 – Voice Alv. and Retro Plos. d, d{, dH 

m18 – U/V Alv. and Retro. Plos. t, tH, t{H 

m19 – Voiced Velar Plosives g, gH 

 
Silence  

and 
Stops 
(c4) 

 

m20 – Unvoiced Velar Plosives k, kH 

 

Table 9.2: Multilingual phone set and broad phonetic groupings for the front end
recogniser

classes); however after introducing skip states to the silence/pause model of the 20-

phone system, a recognition accuracy of 69.0% was achieved. In comparison, the 4

model system only achieved 61.0% recognition accuracy. This level of recognition accu-

racy means that the subsequent phone-triplet models will be trained using sub-optimal

transcriptions. However, phonotactic systems currently used in LID systems are based

around phone recognition systems that typically obtain error rates between 40-60 %,

yet still perform well.

Whilst improved segmentation and recognition accuracy is desirable, the more im-

portant consideration is whether it translates to improved LID rates. Accordingly, an

additional experiment was conducted that assessed the accuracy of the two recognisers

in a LID task on the CallFriend database. The syllabic transcriptions produced by both

front ends were subsequently used to train a classifier for each of the 64 events, using

64 Gaussian mixture components to model the density. The language identification
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performances for the two systems are shown in Table 9.3.

Front End Recogniser
30s Test
(IDRate)

30s Test
(EER)

10s Test
(EER)

3s Test
(EER)

20 Phone → 4 BPC 66.2% 15.6% 18.6% 23.8 %

4 BPC 65.9% 16.1% 18.6% 24.2%

Table 9.3: ID Rate and Equal Error Rates using two Broad Phonetic Class (BPC)
front-end recognisers

Whilst the results in Table 9.3 indicate that the 20 phone system provides a

marginally performance benefit across the three testing times, it has the added benefit

that the transcriptions could subsequently be used to map back to any number of final

broad classes (aside from the currently used four). Given this, the 20 class system was

used for recognition purposes in all other reported experiments.

9.6 Acoustic Modelling using the Syllable-length Frame-

work

The experiments detailed in this section sought to investigate several issues in modelling

short term acoustic features. These include;

1. Does segmenting the feature space using the syllable length unit provide any

benefits over simply modelling the entire feature space.

2. Can HMMs be used to extract more discriminatory information than a GMM/UBM

counterpart, given a priori knowledge of the segmental event.

3. Does a syllable based HMM provide performance benefits over a phone based

HMM

4. Can using a subset of the more discriminatory segmental units provide superior

performance
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Section 9.6.1, examines the first issue by contrasting the performance of a GMM/UBM

system that models the entire acoustic feature space with a system which models and

scores each of the individual segmental units, again using a GMM/UBM modelling

paradigm. Section 9.6.2 then provides details of the experiments which seek to inves-

tigate the second and third issues. The final issue was investigated for both the GMM

and HMM modelling paradigm, with detail provided in the relevant section.

9.6.1 Modelling short term acoustics with GMM’s

A GMM/UBM [125] language identification system, based on the work outlined in

[173] was implemented as the baseline GMM/UBM system which models the entire

feature space. It is highlighted that this baseline system was provided by Dr Eddie

Wong, a research colleague at QUT speech research laboratory. This system used 16

dimension feature vectors, which included 5th order Perceptual Linear Predictive (PLP)

coefficients [51], delta, and acceleration values, as well as delta energy coefficients.

Mean and variance normalisation was applied to all feature vectors to reduce the noise

and channel effects. Vocal Tract Length normalisation, as described in [173] was also

incorporated. The UBM used was a 512 component GMM, trained using data from

all languages. GMM’s for each language were then derived using Bayesian adaptation.

This system is denoted using GMM512Mix.

Using this system, the language spoken (l) from the set of L languages, given an

unknown speech utterance, represented by a series of observations O = (o1, o2, ..., oT ),

is determined according to;

L̂ = arg max
1≤l≤L

1

T

T
∑

t=1

logp(ot|λl) (9.2)

where λl represents the GMM/UBM model for language l. A block diagram repre-

sentation for the training and testing of the system used, as originally detailed in [172],

is provided in Figure 9.4. Obtaining the score p(ot|λl) can be summarised as such;

1. Select the 5 gaussians from the UBM which provides the highest likelihood score

for the current observation ot;
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2. Extract the corresponding mixtures from the corresponding language based GMM

3. Sum the likelihood scores for observation ot from these 5 mixture components

The scores obtained via this process are then collated according to Equation 9.2 to

determine the most likely language for the utterance in question. For further details

readers are referred to [172] and [173].

 

Bayesian 
Adaptation 

P
ar

am
et

er
iz

at
io

n
 

German 

French 

English 

German λλλλ 

French λλλλ 

English λλλλ 

Speech Utterance 
Language GMM 

TRAINING 

TESTING 

Unknown 
Utterance 

Select 
Max. 

Score 

Identified 
Language 

Compute log 
likelihood of 

Top 5 
Gaussians 

GMM-UBM 
generated from 

speech of all 
languages 

Determine 
average log 

likelihood for 
utterance 

Obtain Top 5 
Gaussians from 
UBM for each 
speech frame 

Table 9.4: GMM-UBM LID system. The top half of diagram depicts the training
process whilst the testing process is shown at the bottom half : source [172]

The performance of this system was contrasted against a system which built indi-

vidual GMM/UBM models for each syllable. In accordance with Equation 9.1, each

syllabic event is designated ψj , where j can be one of 64 possible models. The UBM

models for each event ψj were 64 component GMMs (as opposed to 512 used for the

baseline), created using data from all languages. The same PLP features outlined in

Section 9.6.1 were used. Models for each language L, were then derived using Bayesian

adaptation and designated as γψL . By substituting γ for the general form I in Equation

(9.1), the language identity can be determined.

It can be seen that the syllable based approach used, models the feature space with

considerably more mixture components than the GMM512Mix approach (ie. 4096 vs

512). In the HMM based approach detailed in later sections, more mixture components

are also used. However, the GMM512Mix short term acoustic modelling system was the

same system used in the 2003 NIST evaluations, with 512 selected after trialling an
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assortment of mixture components, including systems up to 1024. The 512 system

was found to provide best performance. Table 9.5 provides a comparison between the

GMM baseline system GMM512Mix, and the system using syllabic segmentation, which

is designated GMM(ψ).

Modelling
Description

30s Test
(EER)

10s Test
(EER)

3s Test
(EER)

GMM512Mix 15.5% 18.6% 23.8%

GMM(ψ) 15.6% 18.6 23.8

GMM(ψTop32) 15.7% 18.8% 24.3%

GMM(ψTop16) 16.3% 19.6% 25.3%

GMM(ψTop8) 17.0% 21.0% 26.2%

Table 9.5: Equal Error Rates for the baseline and syllable-based GMM acoustic systems

Examination of Table 9.5 show that the systems achieve almost identical levels of

performance, suggesting that little benefit is obtained using Gaussian Mixture mod-

elling of phone-triplet segmental units. Figure 9.2 illustrates the differences between

the two systems when evaluated on the 30 second test. This highlights the similarities

in performance, although the segment based technique does appear to offer a minor

benefit in the low false alarm region.

As mentioned in Section 9.2, the use of SDC produced state-of-the-art levels of

performance in modelling short term acoustic features, but little linguistic insight can be

obtained using this method. Interpreting the results of the segmentation process more

optimistically, using the segmental framework did not result in a degradation in overall

acoustic modelling performance, but provides scope for analysing the discriminatory

capability for each of the segmental units.

Accordingly, performance measurements were gathered for each syllabic event, tested

in isolation. In addition to EER, individual frequency statistics for each syllable were

collected. The rationale for collecting frequency based statistics is that whilst the EER

for a syllable considered in isolation might be low, if few instances of that particular
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Figure 9.2: DET Plot comparing baseline acoustic GMM system and syllable-length
framework GMM

syllable occur, than its usefulness as a discriminator is compromised. Fortunately, as

can be seen by 9.3, a general correlation between EER and frequency of occurrence

exists. This figure plots both EER and frequency rates for the 32 best performing

syllables.

Given this correlation, selecting syllables based on EER is an appropriate approxi-

mation for gauging overall discriminative contribution. Accordingly, individual syllable

EER statistics were recalculated using the NIST1996 development data, and EER was

then used as a selection criterion for choosing the best performing subsets of 8, 16 and

32 syllabic events. These subsets were then re-evaluated on the test set and the results

obtained are also listed in Table 9.5.

It can be seen that even when only 8 of the possible 64 segmental units are used, the

level of degradation is not large, suggesting that most of the discriminatory information

is obtained from a small set of speech events. An examination of the top eight indicates
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that the triplets contain at least one vowel and generally a nasal. This is a good

indication that the system could probably benefit from increased resolution of these

events. In contrast, it also indicates that little benefit can be obtained by increasing

the phonetic resolution for fricatives, stops and silence. The next section examines the

use of HMMs, with the aim of capturing the temporal information that exists within

each syllabic unit more effectively. Additionally, based on the knowledge gleaned from

the more discriminatory units, the number of phone classes are expanded to 6, to

examine whether further gains are possible.

Figure 9.3: Frequency of occurrence and EER performance of syllabic-events modelled
using GMMs of acoustic features

9.6.2 Acoustic Modelling using the Syllable-length Framework and

HMMs

In contrast to Section 9.6.1, this section outlines the use of HMMs for modelling the

phone-triplets. The feature set modelled replicates those used previously for the GMM

modelling. Each syllabic event ψ, is modelled by producing a set of HMMs λ for each

of the 64 possible syllabic events. The experiments conducted include;

• a comparison between syllable based GMMs and syllable based HMMs.
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• investigating whether selectively using scores from the more discriminatory HMM

based syllables could be used to improve performance.

• a comparison between a syllable based segmental and a phone based segmental

unit

A set of universal syllabic HMMs were built using the segmentation information

produced by the front end recogniser, trained on all languages. Maximum A Priori

(MAP) adaptation was then used to produce language specific models denoted by λψL.

A 9-state left to right state topology was chosen after experimenting with both 5 and

9 states. Additionally, a number of experiments were conducted in an attempt to

establish the most suitable adaptation factors, although these were not exhaustive. 32

mixture components were used to model each state distribution.

Table 9.6 summarises the performance of the HMM based system. For ease of

comparison, the corresponding syllable based GMM system, which performed almost

identically to the baseline GMM system, is also included. Figure 9.4 also provides a

comparison between the GMM and HMM based syllable systems when evaluated on

the 30 second test. It can be seen that the use of HMM modelling provides a definite

improvement when compared to GMM modelling of the same events.

Modelling
Description

30s Test
(EER)

10s Test
(EER)

3s Test
(EER)

GMM(ψ) 15.6% 18.6% 23.8%

HMM(ψ) 13.8% 16.7% 22.5%

HMM(ψ6Class) 12.3% 15.4% 21.5%

HMM(ψTop32) 13.9% 16.8% 22.5%

HMM(ψTop16) 14.5% 17.6% 23.5%

HMM(ψTop8) 14.8% 18.3% 24.8%

HMMphone 26.4% 29.4% 33.9%

Table 9.6: Equal Error Rates for the syllable-based HMM acoustic system
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Figure 9.4: DET Plot comparing baseline syllable-based acoustic GMM and HMM
systems for the 30 second test

In order to assess whether the use of an extended segmental unit was providing

any benefit over the more commonly used phone-length segmental unit, an additional

experiment was conducted. In this experiment, the HMM system using the phone-

triplets, HMM(ψ), was compared to a system which used the four broad phonetic

classes as the segmental unit, HMMphone. This result is included in Table 9.6 and it

can be clearly seen that the extended unit is superior by a considerable margin.

Once again the development set was used to determine the top performing syllables,

with the top 32, 16 and 8 then evaluated on the test set. These are included in Table

9.6. It can be seen that most of the discriminative contribution comes from the top

eight syllables. For example the performance using only the top 8 syllables is 14.8%

on the 30 second test, a drop of only 0.9% EER when compared to the full set. As in

Section 9.6.1, a plot of EER vs. frequency of occurrence was produced, however, the

results obtained using the HMM virtually mirror those for the GMM system, and so
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this figure was not reproduced.

It has been stated on several occasions that the framework can be used to extract

meaningful insight regarding which syllables contribute the most to overall language

discrimination. In attempt to exploit this insight, and examine its practical usefulness,

the set of 4 broad class phones was expanded to 6, using the information gleaned from

Figure 9.3. Given vowels existed in all of the syllables with more discriminatory power,

the original vowel class, (c1) was expanded to three new classes. The new classes were

selected using a binary decision tree process, similar to that used for clustering CD

phones as outlined in Young et al. [182]. Using a starting cluster containing all vowels

and dipthongs in the 20 class set, the tree was grown and subsequently examined to

select the classes. The groupings which resulted, based on the entries in the second

column of Table 9.2 were, (m4,m6), (m3,m5) and (m1,m2).

Table 9.6 also includes results for the system using 6 classes to build the triplets,

HMM(ψ6Class), with each event modelled using a HMM topology. It can be seen that

this results in absolute improvements ranging from 1.5% EER for the 30 second test, to

1.0% for the 3 second test, over the original HMM based system. Importantly, when the

6 Class system is compared to the original GMM baseline GMM512, as used in previous

NIST evaluations, the relative improvements in EER are 20.6%, 17.2% and 9.6% for

the 30, 10 and 3 second tests respectively. This is a positive result, as it highlights

that the phonetic resolution of the syllable based framework can be selectively refined

to improve LID.

9.7 Phonotactic Modelling of Syllabic Events

This section details a series experiments investigating whether complimentary informa-

tion is embedded within phonotactic sequences, defined at both broad and fine levels

of acoustic resolution. Several systems were used to evaluate this idea. The first sys-

tem used was an implementation of the PPRLM system used in the NIST 2003 LID

evaluation by QUT, and also outlined in [173].

The PPRLM system uses six open loop phone recognisers, each trained to recognise
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phonetic events for a different language. The languages used are English, German,

Hindi, Japanese, Mandarin, and Spanish, with the open loop phone recognisers trained

using data from the OGI-MLTS database. The phonotactic information contained in

the individual phone sequence is modelled via a backed off bigram Language Model

(LM), with duration information appended. In testing, these LM’s are used indepen-

dently to score the phone sequences of each recogniser, and fused at the score level.

Further details on the construction and previous performance of this particular PPRLM

system can be found in [173]. A more detailed explanation of the general PPRLM

framework is described in [189].

In the second system, unigram statistics were also collected for each syllabic event,

for each language. In testing, the accumulated likelihood scores of the test utterances

were used to determine the language. Effectively, this equates to scoring the phone

sequences produced by the broad phone recogniser using a Bag-of-N-Grams classifier,

first introduced by Doddington [26], with a n-gram length of n = 3.

Two different syllabic unigram systems were trialled. The first modelled the uni-

gram statistics of the syllabic events produced by concatenating into triplets the four

recognised (after mapping), broad phone classes. The second system the original 20

class, multilingual phone stream, again reformatted to form phone triplets. By com-

paring these two systems, the impact that increasing (or decreasing) levels of phonetic

resolution have on identification performance can be assessed. In order to combat model

sparsity issues, a smoothing of the unigram models produced by the 20 phone system

was performed by using the MAP adaptation process outlined in [10]. This MAP

process was also trialled for the 4 phone syllables, however, as expected, provided no

benefit.

Table 9.7 provides performance figures for both unigram systems, in addition to the

PPRLM system. As expected, the finer phonetic resolution provided by the PPRLM ob-

tains best overall LID performance. However, it can be seen that the unigram statistics

obtained from the 20 phone syllable units provide competitive performance, particu-

larly when it is considered that only twenty models are used, in contrast to phone sets

for each of the 6 languages in the PPRLM system. In turn, the results obtained by
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Modelling
Description

30s Test
(EER)

10s Test
(EER)

3s Test
(EER)

Unigram(ψ4phn) 26.1% 31.0% 37.4%

Unigram(ψ20phn) 10.5% 17.2% 27.2%

PPRLM 6.4% 10.7% 19.0%

Table 9.7: Equal Error Rates for the Syllable-based Unigram and PPRLM System

the 4 phone syllable unigram statistics is further degraded. However, the 26.09% EER

obtained by the four phone system for the 30 second test, is still commendable, con-

sidering the system uses only 64 probability statistics for each language (compared to

just over 8000 used in the 20 phone system, and tens of thousands used in a traditional

PPRLM based system).

Whilst these experiments were useful for gauging the individual worth of each infor-

mation source, it was asserted earlier that both broad and fine levels of resolution, over

varying segmental lengths could be complimentary. Accordingly, experiments were con-

ducted to examine this effect via fusion experiments. A Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP)

neural network was constructed using the LNKnet pattern classification software [96].

The neural network had 50 nodes in the hidden layer, and experiments were performed

using a 5-fold cross validation procedure on the NIST 1996 evaluation test set.

Table 9.8 contains the results for these experiments when the 30 second test seg-

ments were used. Results are provided for each system used in isolation (but fed through

the MLP), as well as various combinations of the four phone, 20 phone and PPRLM

systems.

It should be noted that the EER performances for both the individual systems in

Table 9.8 are different to those shown in Table 9.7. This difference is because the fusion

results represent that obtained on a 5-fold cross validation. Secondly, the non-linear

combination of scores that the neural network performs also influences the individual

system scores. The MLP is given the 12 language scores as a feature vector for each

test utterance. The MLP is then able to exploit patterns found (if present) in the
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Modelling Description
30s Test
(EER)

U(ψ4phn)-Triplet Unigram-Coarse 23.1%

U(ψ20phn)-Triplet Unigram-Fine 9.3%

PPRLM-QUT 2003 NIST System 4.9%

U(ψ4phn) + U(ψ20phn) 9.5%

PPRLM + U(ψ4phn) 4.4%

PPRLM + U(ψ20phn) 3.4%

PPRLM + U(ψ4phn) + U(ψ20phn) 3.9%

Table 9.8: Equal Error Rates for fused combinations of the syllable-based unigram
systems and PPRLM system

distribution and pairings (or larger combinations) of these scores. Accordingly, by

using the MLP, the individual language scores are no longer treated independently.

Figure 9.5 also provides DET curves for the most interesting of the fusion com-

bination in Table 9.8. Of the results shown, the most interesting is that by fusing

the PPRLM system with the U(ψ20phn), a 30.1% relative improvement in EER was

achieved for the 30 second test. This clearly indicates that the extended segment

statistic is providing complimentary information.

The four phone unigram system also provides improvements when fused, however,

as expected, the improvement was not as large as the 20 phone system. To investigate

whether complimentary information existed between broad and fine levels of phonetic

resolution, two fusion experiments were done. The first, fused the 20 and 4 phone

systems (ie U(ψ4phn)+U(ψ20phn). The second fused this combination with the PPRLM

system. It can be seen that in both cases, the information from U(ψ4phn) provided

no benefit over the 20 phone system. This suggests that in the case of phonotactic

information, no information exists in the coarse modelling approach, which cannot be

extracted from the system with greater phonetic resolution, providing further validation

of Muthusamy’s claims, for the CallFriend data.
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Figure 9.5: DET plot showing performance of a fused PPRLM and syllable-based
unigram system for 30 second test

9.8 Pitch and Energy Modelling

As mentioned in Section 9.2, several studies have been conducted which make use

of prosodic information. However, many of these studies have examined the use of

prosodic information in isolation, or when combined with other information sources,

were examined on smaller language subsets. Accordingly, a system produced under

the common syllabic framework was built. The performance achieved by this system

was benchmarked against an implemented version of a prosody based system proposed

by Adami in [2]. This system, which is detailed further in Section 9.8.1, was once

again assessed on the NIST 1996 protocol. Comparisons between this baseline, and the

technique based on modelling syllables are provided in Section 9.8.2. It is highlighted

that the implementation of Adami’s technique represents work conducted by Brendan

Baker, a fellow researcher within QUT’s speech research laboratory. However, the

alternative syllable based prosodic system, represents the author’s work.
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9.8.1 Baseline Pitch and Energy Modelling using N-grams

This section describes the pitch and energy modelling system implemented in accor-

dance with the description provided by Adami in [2], albeit with a small number of

modifications made to make comparisons with the segment based approach more eq-

uitable. In this system, prosodic features are estimated by representing the pitch and

energy contours for an utterance as a series of piecewise linear segments and subse-

quently identifying each of these segments as a single prosodic event. Each event is

characterised in terms of the slope of the pitch contour (positive or negative), the slope

of the associated energy contour, and by its duration (short or long). Unvoiced events

are quantised simply in terms of their duration, resulting in a total of 10 descriptive

tokens. The boundaries and labels of the four broad phone class transcriptions were

also used to further segment the data, resulting in a total of 40 possible classes. This

differs from Adami’s implementation, which used six broad phonetic categories.

To obtain the piecewise linear segments, the following steps were followed. Firstly,

the f0 and short-time energy values were computed every 10ms. The f0 values were

obtained using the getf0 utility [144], which implements a pitch tracking algorithm

based on the use of the cross correlation function and dynamic programming. The

time derivatives for both the f0 and energy trajectories were then calculated by fitting

a straight line to 10 frames (100ms). The speech was then segmented using the zero-

crossings of this rate of change values and broad phone boundaries. Segments were then

labelled according to the slope of the two trajectories, the current phonetic category,

and the length of the segment (segments shorter than 8 frames were labelled “Short”

and all other segments labelled “Long”).

N -gram models, similar to the one described by Doddington in [26], were used to

produce Language Dependent models. An n-gram length of n = 3 was found to be

optimal in these experiments and also those performed by Adami in [2].
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9.8.2 Syllable Based Prosodic system using HMMs

This section describes the syllable based method for modelling prosodic information.

Given Adami achieved respectable results using a limited set of description based tokens

to describe pitch and energy trajectories, it was decided to evaluate whether trajectory

information could be better modelled via the syllable-length framework, using a HMM

topology. Given the expected variation in duration, the HMM offers a form of duration

normalisation by incorporation of this variation in transition probabilities. Additionally

the HMM provides a soft quantisation of trajectory events, as opposed to a tokenised

description such as “+ve” or “-ve”.

A HMM was used to model both pitch and energy trajectory information for each

broad syllabic event ψj where j = {1..N} and N = 64, with the models for each event

from each language denoted λpitch
ψ
L. By substituting λpitch for the general form I in

Equation 9.1, the language identity can be determined.

The feature vectors used consisted of delta pitch and energy values, estimated every

10 ms. These pitch values were calculated using a normalised cross-correlation tech-

nique with subsequent delta values extracted by fitting a straight line over 9 frames.

The log of the energy was calculated before delta values were calculated. Some initial

experiments were performed using various window sizes for the delta calculations, with

a length of 9 frames found to be optimal.

Initial inspection of trajectories indicated that 5 states would be sufficient to cap-

ture coarse absolute changes in direction of the pitch and energy trajectories, with

the mixture components within each state distribution density modelling the variation

between these absolute changes.

In a previous study [94], HMMs were trained for each syllable of each language. Each

HMM had 4 mixture components assigned to each state density distribution. Subse-

quent improvements to this technique have been achieved by adapting LD models from

a background model trained using data from all languages. By using this adaptation

process, the number of mixture components modelling each state distribution could be

increased to 32.
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Results were obtained for both the baseline pitch and energy system and the new

syllable-length framework HMM based system. Table 9.9 provides a comparison of

the results for these two systems in terms of EER for the 3, 10 and 30 second tests.

Examining these results, it can be seen that comparable performance levels are obtained

by both systems for the 30 second and 10 second tests, with a 2% absolute improvement

over the baseline achieved for the 3 second trials. This improvement for the 3 second

trial may suggest that the HMM based approach to modelling the trajectories is more

robust for shorter durations, however such a claim could not be made without more

definitive testing.

Modelling
Description

30s Test
(EER)

10s Test
(EER)

3s Test
(EER)

Pitch Baseline 26.2% 29.4 35.5%

Pitch HMM(ψ) 27.8% 29.6% 33.5%

Pitch HMM(ψ6class) 27.4% 29.4% 33.9%

Pitch HMM(ψtop32) 27.7% 29.8% 34.2%

Pitch HMM(ψtop16) 27.5% 29.4% 34.1%

Pitch HMM(ψtop8) 27.7% 31.3% 35.6%

Table 9.9: Equal Error Rates for the baseline and HMM pitch and energy systems

As in previous sections, the syllable-length framework enables further analysis into

the discriminative capability of the individual syllable HMMs. Accordingly, the EER

was again calculated for each syllable in isolation, with resulting values ranging from

35% to 47% for the 30 second trial. Figure 9.6 plots frequency count, alongside EER

for the top 32 syllabic events (in terms of EER) when used as isolated classifiers. In

contrast to the correlation effect observed for the acoustic system outlined in Section

9.6.1, there is a less distinct correlatory relationship between the frequency of the event

and EER performance. Inspection of the first twelve syllables reveals some correlation;

however the trend is less distinct when the set is considered in its entirety.

Subsequent investigation of the internal structure of the higher performing syllables
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revealed similar trends to those revealed in Section 9.6, with 5 of the top 8 syllables

coinciding with the top 8 for the acoustic based system. In fact, nine of the top twelve

syllables (in terms of EER) contained at least one nasal/glide and one vowel/dipthong.

This reinforces work in Kajarekar [67], and highlights that these phonetic groups form

the more discriminatory segmentation units. As found with the acoustic systems, those

syllabic events that contained one or less instances of these two broad phonetic classes

performed poorly. Given the system is prosody based, it is expected that this reflects

the greater degree of voicing information that occurs in phones grouped within the

vowel/dipthong and nasal/glide classes.

Figure 9.6: Frequency of occurrence and EER performance of syllabic-events modelled
using HMMs of pitch and energy deltas

In a similar manner to Section 9.6, the best performing subsets of 8, 16 and 32

were calculated using the development data and then evaluated on the test data. The

results for these tests are contained in Table 9.9. Interestingly, reducing the syllable

set for the pitch system actually gave some slight performance improvements in some

cases. The best performing syllabic set for the 30 and 10 second trials was actually the
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top 16 set. This improvement is most likely due to the pruning of the more erroneous,

unvoiced syllables with high frequency of occurrence.

Finally, in a similar manner to Section 9.6.2, the expanded 6 class phoneset was

used to produce a new set of pitch based syllabic models and is designated Pitch

HMM(ψ6class) in Table 9.9. Disappointingly, the increased resolution did not provide

any significant improvement and actually degraded slightly for 3 second test. There are

a number of factors which possibly contribute to this. The first is that the expanded

set of vowels used in HMM(ψ6class) was based on decision trees derived from acoustic

features, not prosodic features. Additionally, the observation that vowels and nasals

occur in the most discriminatory syllables may be less valid, given that EER does not

necessarily coincide with frequency of occurrence.

9.9 Overall Results and Fusion

The range of experiments conducted in previous sections have all reinforced the ob-

servation that language identity is encapsulated in a complex manner. No individual

feature set provides a panacea for the task of language identification. To further ex-

amine the complimentary nature of the techniques detailed in this study, an additional

set of fusion experiments were conducted.

Once again, these experiments were conducted using a 5 fold cross validation ap-

proach. In Section 9.7, it was highlighted that the scores for individual system before

and after processing via the neural net can differ significantly. Table 9.10 contains the

identification rate and EER’s for the individual systems after this process, allowing the

reader to conduct equitable comparisons of fused results with individual systems.

Several fusion experiments were then performed using these individual systems. The

results are provided in Table 9.11. Also included in Table 9.11 is the EER’s obtained by

fusing the PPRLM system with the 512 mixture GMM/UBM system, to allow readers

to gauge the benefits the syllable based framework provides.

The first fusion examined was the HMM acoustic system λ(ψ), and the pitch system

based around the triplet framework, λpitch(ψ). Inspection of Figure 9.7 and Table 9.11
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System
Designator

Description
30s Test
(IDRate)

30s Test
(EER)

10s Test
(EER)

3s Test
(EER)

λ(ψ)
Acoustic
HMM

80.4% 8.0% 12.6% 20.6%

λpitch(ψ)
Prosodic
HMM

55.0% 19.3% 24.2% 30.3%

U(ψ20phn)
Triplet Uni-
grams

75.6% 9.4% 16.4% 26.2%

PPRLM
PPRLM
System

87.4% 4.9% 10.3% 19.2%

GMM512mix

Baseline
GMM
System

74.4% 8.7% 13.7% 21.0%

Table 9.10: ID Rate and Equal Error Rates for individual systems after non-linear
fusion of scores using a MLP

reveals that this combination is complimentary, improving the HMM system EER of

8.0% by 1.2%.

As discussed in Section 9.7, the addition of the coarse 4 class unigram statistics did

not provide any complementary information beyond that obtained from the PPRLM

and U(ψ20phn) systems. Accordingly, only the fine phonetic triplet unigram scores

U(ψ20phn), were combined with the previous fusion combination. This provides an

additional improvement in EER of 2.3%, and an improvement in LID of nearly 7%. Of

further note is that this combination, which consists of scores obtained only using the

syllabic framework, is comparable to the score obtained by the stand alone PPRLM

system (PPRLM).

An experiment was conducted to establish whether the proposed framework could

be used to compliment the stand-alone PPRLM system. Accordingly, the three triplet

based systems, λ(ψ), λpitch(ψ), and U(ψ20phn) were combined with the PPRLM system.

This combination improves the performance from 4.9% EER to 2.6%. Finally, the

systems based on the expanded 6 phone set for both the HMM acoustic system and

pitch system were examined. The use of the HMM system based on 6 classes λ(ψ6Class),
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Fusion Experiment
30s Test
(IDRate)

30s Test
(EER)

10s Test
(EER)

3s Test
(EER)

GMM512mix + PPRLM 88.1% 3.9% 9.0% 17.7%

λ(ψ) + λpitch(ψ) 82.5% 6.8% 11.6% 20.0%

λ(ψ) + λpitch(ψ) +U(ψ20phn) 89.3% 4.5% 10.1% 19.7%

λ(ψ) + λpitch(ψ) +
U(ψ20phn) + PPRLM

92.8% 2.6% 7.8% 16.8%

λ(ψ6class) + λpitch(ψ) +
U(ψ20phn) + PPRLM

93.1% 2.2% 7.4% 16.5%

Table 9.11: ID Rate and Equal Error Rates for fused systems

produced an additional improvement of 0.4% taking the EER to 2.2%. However, the

inclusion of the 6 Class pitch system provided no additional benefit and so results

in Table 9.11 only includes the result for the additional fusion of the HMM system,

λ(ψ6Class).

By comparing this final system with the result obtained using the 512 mixture

GMM/UBM with PPRLM, against the best performing system which incorporates the

syllable based framework and PPRLM it can be seen that relative improvements in

EER of 43.5%,17.8% and 6.8% respectively for the 30, 10 and 3 second test. For the 30

second test, this was an absolute improvement in LID accuracy of 5.0%. The results

obtained highlight the benefit of the proposed approach. It is also promising that there

is scope to expand on this accuracy by increasing the phonetic resolution further for

the more discriminatory events.

9.10 Conclusions

This chapter presented a novel, syllable-length, segmental framework for analysing

individual information sources and how speech events contribute to overall Language

Identification performance. The syllabic framework was achieved via a multilingual

phone recognition system, which used broad phonetic classes. Features derived to
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Figure 9.7: DET plot showing individual and fused system performance

represent acoustic, prosodic and phonotactic information were then used to produce

three separate models.

It was found that similar levels of performance could be obtained using the seg-

mental approach for both acoustic and prosodic information sources, when compared

to baseline systems which are indicative of state-of-art methods that model these infor-

mation sources. The proposed system had the additional benefit of providing insight

into which speech events were providing the most discrimination, and importantly, this

information could be used to further enhance performance.

The first series of experiments, based on modelling acoustic features, was then con-

ducted. A baseline GMM system was compared with a GMM system which modelled

the recognised segments, with both systems achieving comparable levels of performance.

Attempts were then made to improve this performance by incorporating HMMs, in an

attempt to improve the temporal modelling of the phone-triplets with results indicating

modest, but definite improvement. It was found that the more discriminatory syllables
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generally contained both vowels and nasals, whereas fricatives and stops provided less

discriminatory information. Based on this, the phonetic resolution for the syllables for

vowels was increased to allow 6 phone classes, and then modelled using HMMs. This

led to relative improvement of 20.6%, 17.2 and 9.6% in EER for the 30,10 and 3 second

test, when compared to the baseline GMM system. It was also established that the

extended segmental unit provided significantly better than a system based on phone

length units.

A second series of experiments examined whether complementary phonotactic in-

formation could be extracted by using n-gram statistics over both short and extended

segmental lengths. Additionally, the suggestion that complementary information is

contained in both fine and coarse phonetic representations, was also assessed. It was

found that by combining the unigram statistics for syllable length units described us-

ing a 20 phone model set, with the PPRLM system a relative improvement over the

PPRLM system of 30.1% could be achieved for the 30 second test. Coarse level syllable

length units also provided improved performance over the stand-alone PPRLM system,

however, it was found that the information contained in crude class unigram statistic

provided no additional benefit over the fine class syllabic statistics.

The framework was also used to model prosodic dynamics, achieving similar levels

of performance to that proposed by Adami and Hermansky [2], and importantly pro-

vides direction for improving this performance. Unfortunately, only minor gains were

obtained by using information about the more discriminatory syllables.

Finally a number of fusion experiments were conducted in order to assess the degree

of complementary information contained within the acoustic, phonotactic and prosodic

systems, and the utility of the proposed syllabic approach. By fusing the available

information sources, significant improvements over a baseline system which comprised

a 512 mixture GMM/UBM and PPRLM system were achieved.
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Chapter 10

Conclusions and Future Work

This chapter provides a summary of the contributions made in this thesis, and draws

conclusions from the work conducted. Suggestion for future research directions are also

provided. The research conducted in this thesis spanned a number of topics, all with

the underlying intention of improving the ASR capabilities for resource poor languages.

The topics examined encompassed the following research areas;

• Cross lingual speech recognition

• Extending ASR to the Indonesian language

• Improving LID performance

The following sections summarise the contributions made in each of these areas.

10.1 Cross Lingual Research

It was identified that previous cross lingual research had generally been limited in

both the scope of the recognition tasks undertaken, and the range of corpora and

languages used. These limitations made it difficult to ascertain the relative worth

of previously proposed approaches. Accordingly, the research conducted within this

thesis expanded the evaluation scope to include both read and conversational telephone

speech, in addition to using large recognition vocabularies. Specific emphasis was also

287
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placed on selecting uniquely different source languages, rather than languages from

similar families.

This expansion in scope necessitated a review of the various aspects of language

and speech to gain the necessary insight for processing the resources of the multiple

languages. The relevant aspects of this review were detailed in Chapters 2 and 4.

Chapter 5 then examined the performance of a cross section of previously proposed

approaches, on both read and conversational speech, using both monophone and tri-

phone models derived from various source languages. The target language used for cross

lingual experimentation was Spanish. Key observations gleaned from these experiments

include;

• the performance of unadapted source language models is poor enough to be con-

sidered unusable in any practical recognition system with a large vocabulary.

• Several adaptation strategies were explored, with empirical tests establishing that

MAP based adaptation provides the best results.

• Limited benefit was observed in using context independent acoustic models for

cross lingual tasks with large recognition vocabularies. Additionally, for Global

Phone, if 30 or more minutes of target language data was available, superior per-

formance was gained by training models directly on Spanish, rather than adapt-

ing. For CallHome, this occurred when 45 minutes of data was available.

• Comparative evaluations of both data and knowledge driven mapping techniques

revealed that data driven techniques generally provide modest performance im-

provements, if source models are trained in the same domain as the target. This

situation was reversed when mappings are derived between Global Phone and

CallHome. Little difference was observed between the two data driven techniques

trialled.

• Results reinforce previous findings that multilingual models provide superior cross

lingual performance, with evaluations on both read and conversational speech

revealing significant gains over single language models.
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• The performance of adapted CD models provided significant improvements over

the CI counterparts. However, the gap between the cross lingual WER and that

obtained via well trained Spanish models was still quite large. For example, when

a knowledge driven mapping was used the absolute performance difference ranged

from 11.1% to 16.2% for Global Phone, and 12.4% and 16.5% for CallHome.

Two potential avenues for bridging this performance gap were explored.

10.1.1 Cross Lingual Lexical Editing

Chapter 6 detailed attempts to obtain an improved cross lingual lexicon. It was high-

lighted that the combination of pronunciation variation and context mismatch can

produce cross lingual phone changes, something that cannot be captured via one-to-

one mapping approaches. It was suggested that some of these phone changes occur

predictably, given certain contextual cues. In an attempt to capture this in an objec-

tive manner, maximum likelihood pronunciations were derived for the most frequently

occurring syllables in the target language. These were then used to reconstruct word

pronunciations. The proposed technique provided modest improvements in most cases

when context independent models were used. Disappointingly, when the proposed

approach was evaluated using context dependant models, improvements were only ob-

served for the read speech from Global Phone, with the proposed technique perform

markedly worse on CallHome.

Based on the results a number of conclusions can be drawn. Whilst the idea of us-

ing ML based technique to derive the best word pronunciation representative appears

sound, ML modelling depends on training examples that are representative of the ex-

pected test domain. Unfortunately, difficulties in obtaining accurate segmentation, in

addition to the increased intra-syllable pronunciation variation observed in CallHome,

served to undermine how representative these training instances were. Due to limited

data, the proposed approach relied on the assumption that intra-syllable pronunciation

is robust to the influence of adjacent syllables and phones; an assumption that turned

out to be overly optimistic, particularly in conversational speech.
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10.1.2 Target Structured - Crosslingual Triphone Modelling

Chapter 7 enforced that differences in phonotactic properties, and how they are encap-

sulated in the CD modelling process, undermines both model adaptability and eventual

cross lingual recognition performance. It was postulated that the groupings of state ob-

servations and states, require reorganisation, so that they cater for the co-articulatory

requirements of the target language, rather than the source. Conducting this reorgani-

sation required a conceptual delineation between the amount of data required to extract

an accurate decision tree for the target language, and that required to subsequently

estimate model parameters. This observation, in combination with the knowledge that

the majority of performance improvement in the tree training process comes from the

initial questions, are the concepts which underpin the proposed TS-CTM approach.

Subsequent evaluation of this approach revealed significant performance improvements,

often with only half as much adaptation data as required by conventional cross lingual

approaches.

Further improvements to TS-CTM were obtained via two enhancement techniques.

The first enhancement was based on selective removal of source language triphone ob-

servations. This technique proved to be more useful when less adaptation data was

used. The second enhancement made use of available target data, to produce mod-

els for terminal nodes which had insufficient source instances. However, this method

proved to be less useful for languages which displayed higher levels of context cover-

age. Nevertheless, the cascaded effect of TS-CTM and these enhancements provided

improved WER across four different source model combinations, across two corpora,

highlighting the robustness of the proposed techniques.

10.1.3 Future Work

A number of avenues were identified for future work. These are summarised below;

• The experiments detailed in this thesis only examined one target language. It is

intended to evaluate the proposed approaches using other source/target language

combinations to further validate the proposed approaches.
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• Whilst the proposed TS-CTM technique provided definite improvements over

previously proposed approaches, it requires some target data to determine the

data limited decision trees. Given some data is generally used to either con-

duct mapping or for adaptation, this is not unreasonable. Nevertheless, methods

which reduce their reliance on available target data, have obvious benefits in a

cross lingual setting. In Chapter 7, it was highlighted that the state occupancy

statistics used in the decision tree process are essentially determined from the

triphone frequency distributions that occur in the training transcriptions. Given

this, using text based resources to synthesize these statistics, in combination with

approximating the target language features with those from the source, may pro-

vide scope for encapsulating target language phonotactics in the triphone models,

without having access to transcribed target data.

• Chapter 6 detailed the use of pronunciation modelling techniques, for improving

the cross lingual lexical representation. Unfortunately, the variation in syllable

pronunciation, particularly for conversational speech, undermined the viability of

the proposed approach. Nevertheless, catering for the combined effect of pronun-

ciation variation and cross lingual phone changes need to be catered for. One

viable alternative may be using CART based methods to predict source language

phones, given a target language phoneme stream. This approach is less suscep-

tible to segmentation errors, and syllable position can easily be encoded within

the feature vectors used. The use of CART based methods is presently under

investigation.

• A key assumption made in this thesis is that suitable lexicons are available for the

target language. However, it is expected that lexical resources will not be available

in many cases. Accordingly, methods for deriving suitable lexical representation,

in the absence of both transcriptions and lexicons will significantly advance the

cross lingual field.
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10.2 Extending ASR to the Indonesian language

Chapter 8 detailed the investigative work focused on applying existing ASR techniques

to the Indonesian language. This research included an investigation of various proper-

ties displayed by the Indonesian language, ASR system design, as well as the collation

and preparation of the necessary resources, all of which were not available at the com-

mencement of the PhD candidature. The major contributions eminating from this

research include;

• The design, development, and collation of an Indonesian speech corpora, totalling

nearly 20 hours of Indonesian speech. This compilation includes transcriptions

for acoustic data from the ABC, SBS and also the Indonesian component in

OGI-MLTSC

• The creation of G2P rules to expand the vocabulary coverage for Indonesian.

• An analysis of the agglutinative characteristics of the Indonesian language and

its impact on OOV rate was conducted. An examination of both text and speech

corpora revealed that it does not impact significantly on the OOV rate, allowing

the use of conventional language modelling techniques.

• The creation of a speech recognition system for Indonesian with a 10000 word

recognition vocabulary. The best WER obtained for the ABC corpora was 16.9%.

10.2.1 Future Work

Whilst the research and database compilation significantly enhance the capabilities in

Indonesian ASR, the described system is still relatively rudimentary when compared

to state-of-the-art LVCSR systems. Whilst respectable results were achieved for the

broadcast news focus conditions, there is considerable room for improvement. One area

which could provide benefits for relatively little effort is increasing the collection of

available text for language modelling. It is was noted that language models produced

using interpolative techniques using the limited text corpora provided only modest
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improvements in WER. It is expected that further improvements can be obtained simply

by collecting more text data. Other areas which require improvement include the

performance obtained for the non-anchor speakers, as well as that obtained on telephone

speech.

10.3 Language Identification

Chapter 9 described a novel approach for examining the discriminatory contributions

provided by acoustic, prosodic and phonotactic information sources. This was achieved

via a syllable-length segmental framework, where pseudo syllables were created by post

processing a phone stream derived using a multilingual phone recognition system. It

was found that by analysing the contributions of individual syllabic events, and using

the most discriminatory information source as individual classifiers, improvements in

EER and LID performance were possible for both the individual information sources,

and when these sources were combined via MLP fusion.

Comparative experiments were conducted between HMM and GMM models of

pseudo-syllabic events, in an attempt to examine whether more effective used of the

temporal information that exists in sequences of acoustic features could be made. Re-

sults indicate that modest improvements are obtained using HMMs in lieu of GMM’s.

Furthermore, by examining the discriminatory capabilities of each syllabic unit, pho-

netic resolution for particular syllabic speech events was increased, leading to significant

relative improvements over the baseline GMM system.

An analysis of phonotactic information contained in speech events of both phone

and syllable lengths was conducted, using both broad and fine phonetic resolution to

describe these speech events. It was established that the use of unigrams statistics

of syllabic length events, described using fine phonetic resolution, provided signifi-

cant improvements when used to complement existing PPRLM systems. However, for

phonotactic information sources, results suggest that no information exists in broad

class syllable statistics which cannot be extracted from the fine class counterpart.

Additional investigations used the syllabic framework to both to model and evaluate
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the influence of prosodic dynamics. It was found that similar levels of performance to

that proposed by Adami and Hermansky [2] could be achieved. Finally, it was found

that fusion of result obtained from syllable based acoustic, phonotactic and prosodic

systems produced significant improvements over the original QUT system containing a

GMM/UBM and PPRLM system.

10.3.1 Future Research

Given the relatively crude phone classes used for defining each syllable, it is expected

that refining the phone class definition will garner further improvements. In addition,

the review of the syllabification process for Spanish in Chapter 6, highlighted that

the same phone stream can be syllabified quite differently across languages. Given

the syllables derived in Chapter 9 were approximated by simply concatenating three-

phone events, it is suggested that extracting the true syllabification may yield improved

performance. Without a priori knowledge of the language this appears somewhat prob-

lematic. However, the Maximum Onset Principle can be applied universally for all

languages, and is likely to provide better estimates than the current approximation.
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316 Appendix A. Phone inventory and conversions for CallHome lexicons

 

Articulatory Description Callhome IPA Worldbet Word Example 

Vowel -  open central unrounded a / a / a ����
Labial voiced  plosive release b / b / b �����
Voiced apico-dental release d / d / d �����
Dental voiced fricative D / C / D 	���
Vowel  – open front unrounded e / e / e 
���
Labio-dental voiceless fricative f / f / f �����
Velar voiced plosive release g / g / g ����
velar fricative G / ª / G ����
Glottal voiceless fricative h / h / h ����������
Vowel-close front unrounded i / i  / i ����
palatal glide y / j / j 
���
voiced post-alveolar affricate J / cY / dZ ������
Velar voiceless plosive release k / k / k ����
Alveolar lateral approximant l / l / l ����
Bilabial nasal m / m / m 
���
Apico-dental/alveolar nasal n / n / n ����
Lamino-palatal nasal N / I / n~ ����� 
Velar nasal 9 / M / N �����
Vowel-open back unrounded o / o / o 
���
Unvoiced bilabial stop p / p / p �����
coronal tap r / 3r / r( ����
Uvular trill R / r / r �����
Alveolar voiceless fricative s / s / s ����
voiceless post-alveolar fricative  
( foreign usage words) 

S / R / S ����������
Alveolar voiceless plosive release t / t / t  ���
voiceless post-alveolar affricate C / sR / tS �����
High back vowel u / u / u ����
voiced bilabial fricative B / A / V !���
Voiced labial velar approximant w / w / w ������
Velar voiceless fricative x / x / x "��#�
Alveolar voiced fricative z / z / z 
����

Table A.1: Phone inventory and conversions for Spanish CallHome lexicon
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Articulatory Description CallHome IPA Worldbet Pinyin Word/Syllable 
Example 

Vowel –  open central unrounded a /  @  / A ��
Vowel – mid low front long  @ / z / @ ���
Vowel – mid central unrounded vowel (schwa) & / á / & ���
Dipthong e / ei /             ei  ���
Vowel  –  lower-mid front unrounded E / D: / E ���
Labio–dental voiceless fricative f / f  / f ��
laryngeal  or velar voiceless fricative h / x / x ���
Vowel –  high front short i / I / i 	��
Vowel – high mid-front unrounded I / [ 



 ] / ix �����

Vowel – retroflexed high back unrounded  % /  I f  / If ��
Aspirated velar voiceless plosive release k / kH / kh ���
Unaspirated velar voiceless plosive release g / k / k ����
alveolar lateral approximant l / l / l 	���
Bilabial nasal m / m / m ����
Apico–dental/alveolar nasal n / n / n ����
velar nasal N / M / N ����������
Vowel –low back round between /o/ and /&/ > / N / > ���
Vowel – mid back rounded o / o / o ����
Aspirated unvoiced bilabial stop p / ph / ph ��
Unaspirated unvoiced bilabial stop  b / p / p ���
retroflexed approximant  r  / ± / r+ ���
Rhotic scwa R / � � &r ��
Alveolar voiceless fricative s / s / s ���
voiceless retroflexed affricate  S / ≥ / sr ����
aspirated dental voiceless plosive release t / t h / t[h ����
dental voiceless plosive release d / t / t ����
Aspirated dental affricate c / ssh / tsh ���
voiceless palatal affricate j / bB / cC � ���
Aspirated palatal fricative q         / ch+c / cCh ����
unrounded high back vowel u / u / u ���
aspirated retroflexed affricate C / th≥ / tsr ���
high front rounded glide W / G / jw ����
voiced labial velar approximate w / w / w ����
voiceless velar or palatal fricative x / B / C ���
Vowel – rounded high front U / y / y ��
rounded mid-high mid-front  y / j / j ����
dental affricate z / ts / ts ����
retroflexed affricate Z / t≥ / thsr ���

Table A.2: Phone inventory and conversions for Mandarin CallHome lexicon
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Articulatory Description CallHome IPA Worldbet Word Example 

Vowel –  open central unrounded a /  a  / a ���
vowel – open central unrounded long A / a: / a: ����
Vowel – mid central unrounded vowel (schwa) & / á / & �����	
Dipthong   ai / ai / ai 
���
Dipthong  au / au / au  ���
Dipthong oi / oi / oi ����
Labial voiced  plosive release b / b / b ���
Voiced apico-dental release d / d / d ����
Vowel  –  open front unrounded e / D/ E ����
Vowel  –  long open front unrounded E / D: / E: ����
Labio-dental voiceless fricative f / f / f ������
Velar voiced plosive release g / g / g ����
Glottal voiceless fricative h / h / h ����
Vowel-mid-high mid-front short i / I / I �����
Vowel-mid-high mid-front short I / i: / i: ����
Vowel-high front long unrounded @ / e: / e: ����
palatal glide j / j / j ����
voiced alveopalatal affricate j / cY / dZ ���
Velar voiceless plosive release k / k / k ����
alveolar lateral approximant l / l / l ����
Bilabial nasal m / m / m ����
Apico-dental/alveolar nasal n / n / n �����
velar nasal G / M / N �����
Vowel-open back unrounded o / N / > ������
Vowel-open back long unrounded O / o: / o: ���
mid-low front rounded w / 8 / w ������
rounded tense mid front vowel W / � / 7 �����
Unvoiced bilabial stop p / p / p ����
fricated p  pf / pf  / pf �����
coronal flap r  / r / r �����
Alveolar voiceless fricative s / s / s ���
voiceless post-alveolar fricative  S / R / S ������
Alveolar voiceless plosive release t / t / t ���
dental affricate c / ss / t[s  ���
voiceless alveopalatal affricate C / tR / t[S !�����
unrounded high back vowel u / u / u ���
unrounded high back long vowel  U / u: / u: ��
labiodental voiced fricative v  /  v / v "���
voiceless velar or palatal fricative x / x / x ����
Vowel – rounded high front Y /  y  / y �#�
rounded mid-high mid-front  y / X / Y �#��
alveolar voiced fricative z / z / z ����
voiced alveopalatal fricative Z / Y / Z �����

Table A.3: Phone inventory and conversions for German CallHome lexicon
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Articulatory Description CallHome IPA Worldbet Romaji Word Example 

Vowel –  open central unrounded a / a / a ����
Labial voiced  plosive release b / b / b �������
palatalized voiced plosive release B / b j / bj �	����

Voiced apico-dental release d / d / d ������
Vowel  –  open front unrounded e / e / e ���
Vowel  –  open front unrounded long e: /e:/ e: 
Labio-dental voiceless fricative f / f / f �����
Velar voiced plosive release g / g / g ��
�	��
palatalized velar voiced plosive release G / gj / gj �	����
Glottal voiceless fricative h / h / h ��
����
palatalized glottal voiceless fricative H / hj  / hj �	����
Vowel-high front short unrounded i / i  / i �
���
Vowel-high front long unrounded ee / i: / i: ����������������
palatal glide y / j / j 	�
��
voiced post-alveolar affricate j / cY / d[Z ������
voiced alveopalatal affricate D /dŒz/ d[z ���	��
Velar voiceless plosive release k / k / k ��
����
palatalised voiceless plosive realease K / kj / kj �	�������
Bilabial nasal m / m / m ��
��
palatalized bilabial nasal M / mj / mj �	����
Apico-dental/alveolar nasal n / n / n ������
palatalized alveolar nasal Y / nj  / nj �	����

velar nasal N / M / N ��
�����
Vowel-open back unrounded o / o / o �	���
Vowel-open back unrounded long ou/oo / o: / o: �	���
Unvoiced bilabial stop p / p / p ��
	�
palatalized unvoiced bilabial stop P / pj  / pj �	��������
Glottal coda ? / ? / q 
coronal flap r  / r / r ��
���
palatalized coronal flap ry /r j / rj �	������
Alveolar voiceless fricative s / s / s ��������
voiceless post-alveolar fricative  S / R / S ������

Alveolar voiceless plosive release t / t / t �������
dental affricate c / ss / t[s �������
voiceless alveopalatal affricate C / tR / t[S ������
unrounded high back vowel u / L / 4 �����
unrounded high back vowel  ui / L: / 4: �����
Voiced labial velar approximant w / w / w �����
Alveolar voiced fricative z / z / z ��
���
Dipthong ie ie ie ���������

Table A.4: Phone inventory and conversions for Japanese CallHome lexicon
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Appendix B. Knowledge Based Phone Mappings from Mandarin, German and Japanese to

Spanish

 

Articulatory Description Spanish Japanese Mandarin German 

Vowel -  open central unrounded / a / / a / /  @  / / a /, / a: / 
Labial voiced  plosive release / b / / b / / p / /b/ 
Voiced apico-dental release / d / / d / /  t  / /d/ 
Dental voiced fricative / C / / d/ /d / /d/ 
Vowel  – open front unrounded / e / / e / / D: / 

/ D/, / D:/ 
/e:/ 

Labio-dental voiceless fricative / f / / f / / f / f 
Velar voiced plosive release / g / / g / / k / g 
velar fricative / ª / / gj / / bB / / cY / 

Glottal voiceless fricative / h / / h / / x / / h / 
Vowel-close front unrounded / i / / i / , / i: / /i /, / [ � ] /, / I f  / / I /, / i: / 

palatal glide / j / / j / / j / j 
voiced post-alveolar affricate / cY / / cY /,  /dŒz/ / bB / / cY / 

Velar voiceless plosive release / k / / k / / kH / / k / 
Alveolar lateral approximant / l / / r / / ± / / l / 
Bilabial nasal / m / / m / / m / / m / 
Apico-dental/alveolar nasal / n / / n / / n / / n / 
Lamino-palatal / I / / nj  / / n  / / n / 
Velar nasal / M / / M / / M / / M / 
Vowel-open back unrounded / o / / o / / o / / o: / 
Unvoiced bilabial stop / p / / p / / ph / / p / 
coronal tap / 3r / / r / / ± / / r / 
Uvular trill / r / / r / / ± / / r / 
Alveolar voiceless fricative / s / / s / / s / / s / 
voiceless post-alveolar fricative  
( foreign usage words) 

/ R / / R / / ≥ / / R / 

Alveolar voiceless plosive release / t / / t / / t h / / t / 
voiceless post-alveolar affricate / sR / / tR / / th≥ / / tR / 
High back vowel / u / / L / u / u /, /u: / 
voiced bilabial fricative / A / / b / / p / / v / 
Voiced labial velar approximant / w / / w / / w / / u / 
Velar voiceless fricative / x / / cY / / B / / x / 
Alveolar voiced fricative / z / / z / / t≥ / / z / 

Table B.1: IPA Mappings from Mandarin, German and Japanese to Spanish
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Appendix C. WER as function of average terminal nodes for each state decision tree grown

with both 45 minutes and full set of training data - German, Mandarin and Japanese
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Figure C.1: WER as function of average terminal nodes for each state decision tree
grown with both 45 minutes and full set of training data - German Global Phone
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Figure C.2: WER as function of average terminal nodes for each state decision tree
grown with both 45 minutes and full set of training data - German CallHome
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Figure C.3: WER as function of average terminal nodes for each state decision tree
grown with both 45 minutes and full set of training data - Mandarin Global Phone
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Figure C.4: WER as function of average terminal nodes for each state decision tree
grown with both 45 minutes and full set of training data - Mandarin CallHome
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Appendix C. WER as function of average terminal nodes for each state decision tree grown

with both 45 minutes and full set of training data - German, Mandarin and Japanese
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Figure C.5: WER as function of average terminal nodes for each state decision tree
grown with both 45 minutes and full set of training data - Japanese Global Phone
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Figure C.6: WER as function of average terminal nodes for each state decision tree
grown with both 45 minutes and full set of training data - Japanese CallHome


